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Collection of all Peer reviews 
conducted in the Journal initiative 

2020. 

Very early in our project process we, team Maastricht, 

set ourselves the goal to create a Proceedings Journal 

compiling all the projects of the 2020 iGEM 

competition. For this we decided to collect research 

papers of all iGEM teams willing to participate. This 

journal works exactly like a regular scientific journal, 

including peer review. This will be a great opportunity 

for every participating team to train their academic 

writing and actually get their work published! 

 

We not only created an online Journal, but also a 

printed version, in which the best papers (rated by the 

participating teams) were published, All articles were 

peer-reviewed by other teams that sent in an article. 

Therefore, all teams are not only the author of a peer-

reviewed article, but peer reviewers as well. 

 

In total we collected 42 articles from 35 teams. 

MSP-Maastricht:  https://2020.igem.org/Team:MSP-

Maastricht 

IISER-Tirupati_India: 

https://2020.igem.org/Team:IISER-Tirupati_India 

UCopenhagen: 

https://2020.igem.org/Team:UCopenhagen  

Aachen: https://2020.igem.org/Team:Aachen  

IISER-Pune-India: 

https://2020.igem.org/Team:IISER-Pune-India  

Calgary: https://2020.igem.org/Team:Calgary  

Ecuador 

Stony_Brook: 

https://2020.igem.org/Team:Stony_Brook  

Rochester: https://2020.igem.org/Team:Rochester  

KU_ISTANBUL:  https://2020.igem.org/Team:KU_I

STANBUL  

UNILausanne: 

https://2020.igem.org/Team:UNILausanne  

UPF Barcelona: 

https://2020.igem.org/Team:UPF_Barcelona  

Duesseldorf: 

https://2020.igem.org/Team:Duesseldorf 

TU_Kaiserslautern: 

https://2020.igem.org/Team:TU_Kaiserslautern  

Groningen: https://2020.igem.org/Team:Groningen 

Sorbonne_U_Paris: 

https://2020.igem.org/Team:Sorbonne_U_Paris  

Stockholm: https://2020.igem.org/Team:Stockholm  

Estonia TUIT: 

https://2020.igem.org/Team:Estonia_TUIT  

MSP-Maastricht: https://2020.igem.org/Team:MSP-

Maastricht  

Tuebingen: https://2020.igem.org/Team:Tuebingen  

Thessaly: https://2020.igem.org/Team:Thessaly  

MIT_MAHE: 

https://2020.igem.org/Team:MIT_MAHE  

MIT: https://2020.igem.org/Team:MIT  

Nottingham: 

https://2020.igem.org/Team:Nottingham  

Bilkent UNAMBG 

GA_State_SW_Jiaotong: 

https://2020.igem.org/Team:GA_State_SW_Jiaotong 

IISER_Bhopal: 

https://2020.igem.org/Team:IISER_Bhopal  

UPCH_Peru: 

https://2020.igem.org/Team:UPCH_Peru    

Nantes: https://2020.igem.org/Team:Nantes  

Baltimore_BioCrew: 

https://2020.igem.org/Team:Baltimore_BioCrew  

UULM: https://2020.igem.org/Team:UUlm  

Ciencias_UNAM 

Aalto-Helsinki: https://2020.igem.org/Team:Aalto-

Helsinki  

UCL: https://2020.igem.org/Team:UCL  

TUDelft: https://2020.igem.org/Team:TUDelft 

 

A big thank you to all the teams that participated and 

made this collaboration possible. All these teams put 

in an incredible effort and showed amazing dedication 

to not only create a proper scientific article, but also 

to learn and do peer reviewing on a professional level. 

The peer-review was conducted in an ‘open system’. 

This means the reviewer and authors are not 

anonymous and the revisions and comments will be 

openly accessible. This way acknowledgments can be 

given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An 

open process also ensures that everyone is doing their 

very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. In 

addition to that, it creates a better learning experience 

for everyone that took part in this collaboration. In this 

document you can read the Peer reviews written by the 

teams for the different articles from other teams. 

 

http://www.igem-maastricht.nl/
https://2020.igem.org/Team:TUDelft
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The Nottingham team aims to genetically modify C. Sporogenes to produce DBHB in the gut 
with the goal of having a neuroprotective effect 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   X  

The main question is original and interesting   X 

Easy to Read and well written?  X  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented1 X   

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  X  

                                                           
1 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate X   

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws) X   

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   X  

Only important and useful data is added   X 

Does the conclusion answer the main question ? X   

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The reviewers found the premise/work they’re doing about generating a gut probiotic with 
neuroprotective effects interesting and important . However, these are our critiques: 

While we understand that with the lack of lab availability, experimental data is limited, we 
feel that the data were presented in such a way that seems too absolute for a research 
article. This information is still theoretical, but it is presented as though it were proven. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   X 

● Any factual errors?   X 

● Any invalid arguments?  X  
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 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   X 

● The Article has the correct length?   X 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?  X   

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly? X   

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  X  

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 
knowledge? 

 X  

● How original is the work in the topic area?   X 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   X 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  X  

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
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However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

We feel that the introduction does a sufficient job of presenting research aims, hypotheses, 
and previous research. However, we also feel that the section does not go into enough 
depth on any of these topics. We believe that it is not enough to simply state that the 
clostridium “will produce enough DBHB to provide significant neuroprotection.” The 
specific species of the Clostridium should also be introduced in the beginning, C. sporogenes 
was only brought up later in the paper. In addition, the link between C. sporogenes, DBHB 
and neuroprotection should be elaborated more in the introduction to provide information 
on how the hypothesis was formed.  

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?  NA  

● High enough sample size?  NA  

● Research was repeated if possible?  NA  

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 
performed ? 

 NA  

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 
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Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    X 

The research complies with common ethical standards   X 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

Due to the research constraint of the group, the paper was presented in a literature review 
fashion with no wet-lab experiments performed by the authors. Therefore we are unable 
to fairly critique these aspects of their materials and methods. Maybe consider discussing 
how a sick brain compares to a healthy brain in your research elaborations section. 
However, for future experimentations, the controls to judge the positive effect of DBHB 
should be mentioned in addition to how this effect will be tested, i.e. in vitro cultures? 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  X  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 
applicable) 

 X  

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 
topic also by referencing previous research? 

  X 

● Presentation of future research and limitations? X   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 
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Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

In the two figures presented the group displayed in brief how ketone bodies can have a 
positive effect on the development of neurons, and the mechanism of DBHB in reducing 
ROS. While the discussion did a good job of reiterating the author’s main points, a few 
inconsistencies were observed in addition to more data was needed to fully support the 
premise and tie everything together.. In this section, it would have also been good to explain 
in more depth how and why C. sporogenes or even why a Clostridium-based probiotic was 
chosen as the route of administration. While the group does mention how C. sporogenes 
contain pathways that can lead to DBHB production, it raises more questions, such as is 
DBHB production specific to this bacterium? or other bacterium can also be modified to 
generate DBHB. The ending of the discussion seems inconsistent with the rest of the paper. 
The paper originally states that lab-work isn’t a possibility, but the discussion brings up an 
alternate approach to controlling the growth of C. sporogenes. The idea of brainstorming a 
less time-consuming approach for the sake of the competition’s timeline seems 
inconsistent with not being able to get into the lab and, if preventing sporulation is the 
theoretical approach, there doesn’t seem to be a reason to discuss the Rovner paper.  

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   X 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

X   

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

We feel that the data that are presented are relevant and helpful in depicting the overall 
purpose of the project. However, we feel that the data are insufficient. Only 1 figure shows 
scientific data, and even this figure is qualitative. It would be helpful to see empirical data 
that correlates DBHB production to improved brain health.  

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
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+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 X  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   X 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   X 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

We thought that the sources cited in this paper were well selected and relevant to the project. We 
found a few more that may be useful: 
[1] https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5466532/ 
[2] https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fneur.2019.00585/full  

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

● What is the strength of the manuscript? 

● What are its weaknesses ?  

● List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

We found the research premise discussed in this paper to be incredibly interesting with 
potential significant biomedical implications. The research team did a fantastic job of 
selecting sources and presenting relevant data. Although the major points are valid and 
backed by research, we feel that they need to be elaborated on more fully with more 
mechanistic details in order to be credible. For example, the introduction states, “This 

molecule has been studied partially but further steps need to be made in its journey to 

become a viable treatment for neurodegenerative diseases.” This is a good point, but what 

are those additional steps? What would be required for the treatment to be considered 

“viable.” There are several instances of this throughout the paper. The end of the 

discussion particularly seems vague. The research team discusses several methods of 

controlling the growth of C. sporogenes which confuses the direction that the lab work 

would take. While the figures presented are relevant, there should be more data linking 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5466532/
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fneur.2019.00585/full
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DBHB to neuroprotection and development, and stating which C. sporogenes pathways 

will be edited for DBHB production and how will DBHB production be measured? In 

addition to stating which model organism or cell line does the author propose testing their 

hypothesis on.  More data would allow for more concrete discussion, which would give 

more credibility to the future plans. Finally, we would suggest bringing up C. sporogenes 

earlier in the paper. There doesn’t seem to be a need to keep the specific Clostridium that 

will be studied vague until the end. We think that this is a fascinating project, and that with 

some revisions, could make a terrific paper! 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions   

Major revisions necessary  X 
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Alex Misiaszek, BUGSS (Baltimore Underground Science Space), 
amisiaszek@stalbansschool.org 

Second Reviewer – Guoyue Xu, BUGSS, xguoyue@gmail.com. 

Third Reviewer – Breanna Takacs, BUGSS, breatakacs@gmail.com. 

 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 
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Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-

review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 

time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 

in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  
Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 

with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 

accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  

This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 

order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 

improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  
 Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to as 

well.  

 Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that you 

have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process should 

take ca. 5 hours per article. 

 Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

 Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

 Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this document 

and check the applicable boxes. 
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 When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

 [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

 [+] The authors did this aspect well 

 [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

 Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your review 

will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 

will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 

acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 

also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 

In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 

collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 

will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 

disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 

need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 

We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 

and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max.  

75 words) 

The project's main objective is to genetically engineer Clostridium to synthesize probiotic 
therapeutics, namely D-Beta-Hydroxybutyrate (DBHB), that will prevent 
neurodegenerative diseases like Alzheimer's and Parkinson's. Using orally bioavailable 
probiotics against Neurodegenerative diseases is novel since most of the current research 
methods focus on the immediate treatment of the disease and its symptoms. 

  
 

- + 
+ 
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant  
 

X 
 

The main question is original and interesting 
  

X 
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Easy to read and well written? 
 

X 
 

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented X 

  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding 
 

X 
 

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate 

 

X 

 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws) X 

  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1  
 

X 
 

Only important and useful data is added 
 

X 
 

Does the conclusion answer the main question? 
 

X 
 

  

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 

which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The paper proposes an ambitious objective to prevent neurodegenerative diseases using 
genetically engineered probiotics. The authors have performed a brief literature review 
that answers the question. They find that DBHB plays an essential role in neuroprotection 
and migraine prevention in mice and further propose to create a genetic circuit to 
synthesize it in Clostridium. The abstract requires some rearrangements of sentences. The 
mention of the location of action of the therapeutic needs to be moved into the main text. 
Some of the facts about neurodegenerative diseases from the Abstract could be moved to 
the introduction. 
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Due to the COVID crisis, the team could not perform any lab studies, while no modelling 

studies report was added as a supplement to the paper. However, the team has presented 

a concise literature review to answer their scientific questions with previous data to 

support their hypothesis. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 

language clarity and content. 

  

 

- + 
+ 

+ 

 Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  

X 

 

 Any factual errors?  

X 

 

 Any invalid arguments? 

X 

  

  

 

- + 
+ 

+ 

 Does the title fit into the article's topic?  

X 

 

 Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?  

X 

 

 Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  

X 
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 The Article has the correct length?  

X 

 

 Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   

X 

 

  

Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 

also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section  
Guidance 

1.Introduction 

Does the introduction:  

  

 

- + 
+ 

+ 

 Explain the problem thoroughly?  

X 

 

 Summarizes previous research on the topic? 

X 

  

 Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in 
available knowledge? 

 

X 

 

 How original is the work in the topic area? 

X 
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 Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  

X 

 

 Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the 
introduction? 

 

X 

 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 

been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 

fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 

However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 

acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 

introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 

research aim should fit into Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The research topic is novel, and the approach is viable; however, the authors have not 

provided chronological references in some places (Abstract and the initial part of the 

introduction) that can be rechecked and verified. We suggest including the challenges faced 

in treating neurodegenerative diseases and the harmful effects of increased amounts of 

reactive oxygen species. Since the area of neurodegenerative diseases is extensive and well-

studied, we expected a larger number of references about the proposed implementation of 

using Clostridium to synthesize DBHB and its future side effects. 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 

Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 
- + ++ 

 Enough controls? 

_ _ _ 
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 High enough sample size? 

_ _ _ 

 Research was repeated if possible? 

_ 

_ _ 

 Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on 
the research performed 

_ 

_ _ 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 

research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 

a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 

performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 

confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + ++ 

The research complies with health and safety standards   X  

The research complies with common ethical standards _ _ _ 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

Since the team could not perform any lab work, no experiments were mentioned in this 

section. The paper could have mentioned the proposed experiments for the three valid 

questions this project addresses, which were mentioned under Discussion, the bio-bricks 

they were planning to use, the pathway under consideration for DBHB production in 

Clostridium sporogenes, etc. The control measure using the sporulation could have been 

moved to this section with more experimental details. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things that 

were discovered or confirmed?: 

 
- + ++ 

 Describes the data collected and their 
implications? 

  

X 

 The content is critically analysed? (with statistical 
analysis where applicable) 

X 

  

 The trends seen in the data are explained in a 
wider picture of the topic also by referencing 
previous research? 

 X  

 Presentation of future research and limitations? X 

  

The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 

The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 

performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 

future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

Since experiments could not be performed, there were no results to be discussed based on 

lab work. Although, some results from past research that are relevant for this study were 

discussed. The sources were recent and were well acknowledged. The three questions 

discussed at the beginning of the section were well addressed. Future directions for 

research on the effects of increased levels of DBHB in human systems, especially the brain, 

mode of ingestion of the proposed therapeutic could be included. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 

Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
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article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 

should be correctly labelled. 

 - + + 

+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  X  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

X   

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The two images in the article were misplaced under Results and Findings because they were 

explained only under Discussion. Both the images were relevant for a better understanding 

of the article. The sources of the images were acknowledged. The quality of the images was 

satisfactory. 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 

references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + + 

+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 
especially ones that would contradict them? 

X   

● Are the references too excessive or too limited? X   

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?  X  
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Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The references for the facts about neurodegenerative diseases were missing. The 

references could have been appropriately arranged. Since the area of neurodegenerative 

diseases is extensive and well-studied, we expected a larger number of references about 

the proposed implementation of using Clostridium to synthesize DBHB and its future side 

effects. The cited references were all recent and appropriate. 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 

the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 

potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 

perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done  

(Just the keywords of things mentioned above) 

The problem that the article addresses is pertinent, and the approach of in-vivo synthesis 

of DBHB with its proposed delivery mechanism is novel. The article effectively conveyed 

the current standpoint of neurodegenerative disease research with supporting facts. The 

data from the past research presented to support the hypothesis were all relevant and 

recent. The advantages of the proposed therapeutic over the therapies currently available 

were well conveyed. However, we feel that the article included a few essential project 

details that were misplaced and scattered. The introduction could be improved by adding 

some general details about neurodegenerative diseases and the effects of oxidation stress 

on neurons. We expected the authors to include more details about the experiments 

planned, bio bricks synthesis methods, etc in the paper. Some details about the pathway 

under consideration and the toxin used in the first study were missing in the text. We 

noticed that citations were not mentioned chronologically and were presented together 

at the end. This makes it more arduous for reviewers to check if the cited papers convey 

the relevant facts and inspect for plagiarism. We would suggest the authors look into the 

same kind. The authors could have included some future directions towards the last of the 

paper. This research idea has the potential to become pioneering work and create a 

significant impact in the field of neurodegenerative disease treatment. 
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Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after  X 

revisions   

Major revisions necessary   

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Anantha S Rao, Third year BS-MS student, Indian Institute of Science 

Education and Research,  Pune, anantha.rao@students.iiserpune.ac.in 

Second Reviewer – Aleena Jose, Third year BS-MS student, Indian Institute of Science 

Education and Research,  Pune, aleena.jose@students.iiserpune.ac.in 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 

peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 

comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 

review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 

xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 

team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 

should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected   article: 

Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname   (word document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname (word document or 

PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 

Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 

manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The research focuses on the well-documented problem of increasing antibiotic resistance. 
They want to reduce the likelihood of antibiotic resistance by limiting the amount of 
antibiotics present in poultry waste. This would be done by genetically engineering e.coli 
to degrade sulfonamides which are present in antibiotics. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    X 

The main question is original and interesting   X 

Easy to Read and well written?  X  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented2  X  

                                                           
2

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  X  

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate X   

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  X  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   X  

Only important and useful data is added  X  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ? X   

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The paper looks at a widely known problem in our current society and proposes a new 
method to help counteract this antimicrobial resistance. It is specific to sulfonamides but 
briefly mentions the ability to change the target of degradation. It would be useful to 
provide some scope on how important reducing sulfonamides in poultry waste is in relation 
to the overall antibiotic ‘crisis’. The layout of the paper makes it very easy to see what has 
been done especially in the research design section with the three modules seeming to be 
the focus of the project. I think this was an ideal method of presentation and its flow 
through to the discussion section is useful for the reader. It is also very clear that the project 
is conscious of the potential downfalls of this engineered bacteria reaching a new 
environment with two modules being the kill switch and a horizontal gene transfer 
prevention module. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 
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● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   X 

● Any factual errors?   X 

● Any invalid arguments?   X 

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?  X  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper? X   

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   X 

● The Article has the correct length? X   

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   X  

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   X 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic? X   

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
X   

● How original is the work in the topic area?  X  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   X 
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● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   X 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction to the general problem is suitable and gives a good background to the 
antimicrobial resistance problem. It also gives a good description of what the project is 
about as well as the three modules they have implemented. There are a couple things 
lacking in this introduction for example, information on what has been done prior to this on 
sulfonamides, if anything. A brief description of what sulfonamides are and why they are 
present in poultry waste would give a better background for the reader. This project idea 
seems original and very unique but to further cement this into the general readers mind it 
could be useful to mention prior research and its relation to the paper here. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?  X  

● High enough sample size?  X  

● Research was repeated if possible?  X  

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

 X  
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Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards   X  

The research complies with common ethical standards  X  

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

The distinction between the three modules aids in the understanding of the project in this paper and 
leads to an increased readability of the paper. The research design section gives a good abstract into the 
different modules. The material and methods section focuses on the modelling side of things and making 
sure their research design is rational. Further information on why these models were done would be 
useful as well as why they would ascertain whether the project design was rational or not. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  X  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

X   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

 X  

● Presentation of future research and limitations? X   
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The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The results and discussion section here are largely separate. The results section is a follow 
on from the materials and methods, giving the results from the molecular dynamics and 
docking studies with various figures highlighting the data but little actual explanation or 
exploration of this data. The results section is largely ignored in the discussion except for a 
small part in 1.1. To overcome this, information on the potential experiments that will be 
done for modules 2 and 3 as well as results from previous research into these topics could 
be used. Further explanation of the figures is needed in the results section especially about 
figure 3. The discussion section is interesting as a follow on from the research design part 
and gives more information on the three modules. It reads as more of a background into 
the 3 modules rather than a discussion on the results gained or future 
experiments/research that will be done. 1.1 briefly discusses the results section but further 
information is needed on how these results impact the project and a more critical analysis 
of the data is needed here. The discussion reads more like an increased introduction for the 
most part and needs to be a bit more project-specific. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  X  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 

points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 X  

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The figures and tables are useful to the overall story of the paper although further 
explanation of these figures is needed. Both basic information to highlight the key trends 
and general use of the data in the results section as well as critical analysis of the data are 
needed. Figure 3 is a bit hard to read but the presentation of the data is generally good. 
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6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 X  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   X 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing? X   

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

For the most part, the references add to the paper and the understanding of it with a 
suitable number of references being chosen. The in text citation style is incorrect however 
this has little impact on the paper.  The references at the end should also be in alphabetical 
order. The abstract also has references where it shouldn’t.  

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

This paper is mostly a good paper with great background information on the project 
although this does seem to be in detriment to critical analysis of the data. The discussion 
section is more of an expanded introduction and needs a greater focus on the data 
collected, the experiments you will do in the future and the future implications of the 
project. This can be easily remedied perhaps by replacing words with figures for example 
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with module 3. A well annotated and explained figure could inform the reader to a 
greater extent while using less of the wordcount. Further explanation of the data and 
figures is another area that needs to be improved. The referencing also needs to be 
tweaked to be more in line with the referencing style that is wanted.  I really like this 
paper and the concept it explores. There are some issues regarding structure, data and 
how this project will be implemented but these can be fixed. Overall, this paper explores 
an interesting idea and does a good job in engaging the reader in this idea but this 
removes focus from the project and the experiments that have and will be done. 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Luke Weir, Nottingham Igem team, mbylw4@nottingham.ac.uk 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 
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Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The main point is to reduce antibiotic pollution by degrading antibiotics in poultry waste. 
The main methods to do this included to use antibiotic degrading genes SulX and SulR to 
degrade the antibiotic sulfanilamide. To ensure biosafety they also aim to prevent 
horizontal gene transfer and engineer a user modulated kill switch.  
 

 

 
 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    x 

The main question is original and interesting   x 

Easy to Read and well written?  x  
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The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented3 x   

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  x  

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate  x  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  x  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1    x 

Only important and useful data is added  x  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ? x   

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The subject is quite unique since this project is a different perspective on how to solve the 
antibiotic resistance issue. We were really impressed that they considered their biosafety 
mechanisms in such depth and feel that they could be quite effective. They found the 
protein structures and affinities between their proteins and drug and degradation products. 
They used detailed molecular dynamic studies to explore this degradation process. 
However it was unclear how these studies directly impact their project and answer their 
research goals. They aimed to show that proteins from SulX and SulR can be used to 
degrade sulfanilamide, but it is assumed that previous literature studies have already 
explored this degradation. To show that this mechanism could be feasible in the field, 
studies regarding concentration and kinetics would be interesting.  

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 

                                                           
3 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   x 

● Any factual errors?   x 

● Any invalid arguments?   x 

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?  x  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?  x  

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   x 

● The Article has the correct length? x   

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    x 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   x 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic? x   

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 
knowledge? 

x   

● How original is the work in the topic area?   x 
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● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   x 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   x 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

Overall the introduction is very detailed and provides a strong context for the problem and 
overall goals of the project. However this could have been an opportunity to give more 
information regarding past attempts to remove antibiotics from poultry waste and to 
indicate why or why not these attempts were successful. It could have also been mentioned 
to summarize other research that was done in this area. This was also a place where they 
could have explained how their engineered bacteria would be added to the poultry waste 
and future direction towards commercialization.  

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? N/A    

● High enough sample size? N/A    

● Research was repeated if possible? N/A    

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 
performed ? N/A 
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Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards  N/A    

The research complies with common ethical standards N/A    

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

Materials and methods were well explained with appropriate detail. However with each 
experimental study it should be more explained why they are doing the study and how it 
contributes to their project. The sentence “To ensure our research design is rationale” is 
not sufficient explanation for why these studies contribute to their project. More 
information regarding how the studies were performed, for example the details regarding 
the molecular dynamic studies could be included in this section. Improved structure in this 
section could include a subsection for preliminary mathematical models, a subsection for 
main models, and subsection for experimental work like the HPLC studies.  
 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  x  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 
applicable) 

x   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 
topic also by referencing previous research? 

 x  
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● Presentation of future research and limitations?  x  

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The results were well described and in some cases were compared to previous literature.  
However the implications of the data for the project and how the data contributes to the 
wider issue of antibiotic resistance were not critically analysed. There is some indication in 
the conclusion of what future studies will be performed but these could be more explained 
in this discussion section.  There is no discussion regarding limitations of the data and 
challenges with obtaining this data, or discussion regarding future limitations that they will 
experience in future studies.  

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  x  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 x  

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

Not clear what the overall story was for the paper, if the data was presented in a way that 
indicates how it supports the projects’ aims then the overall story would be more 
understandable. It is unclear what the purpose of finding the protein structure is- is it really 
necessary to show? We think it more important that degradation can occur with a suitable 
protein concentration  & can occur in a feasible timeframe. To what extent do the molecular 
dynamic studies really add value to the project?  
Sufficient data but data from previous authors is not shown so claims cannot be clearly 
supported.  
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6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 x  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  x  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?  x  

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

Bibliography list is in agreement with the requirements of APA referencing however the in 
text citations are not. Endnoting is fine however there should be (Author last name, year) 
cited throughout the text. More references could have been used in the introduction to 
heighten claims to literature.  
There should not be references in the abstract. 
References 1 and 3 are the same reference. 
Reference 8 is about toxin-antitoxin systems, but the mechanism you use is different from 
all the types of TA systems in the reference. So this reference does not seem relevant to 
your research. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

● What is the strength of the manuscript? 

● What are its weaknesses ?  

● List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 
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The main strength is that the topic is unique and the mechanism proposed is fairly simple; 
engineering their E. Coli to use SulX and SulR to degrade the antibiotic sulfanilamide in 
poultry waste.  
We listed a few revisions in the original article but in general the structure of the article 
needs to be reworked a bit. Particularly to show how the experimental studies 
(preliminary models, the hlpc study, and future studies) will provide supporting evidence 
for  their research goals.  
In general we found that:  

- The molecular dynamics studies & affinity studies are not as relevant as the 
enzyme kinetics study and possibly a concentration assay. We find the main 
important questions to answer in this project are: what concentrations of SulX and 
SulR proteins are required to induce a certain amount of degradation and how fast 
this degradation will occur? These questions will help the judges assess the 
feasibility of the project.  

- It is unclear how your solution would be implemented in the field (ex. every 
farmer needs a large reacting tank?) and how that affects the design of your 
bacterium.  

- Effectivity of the biosafety mechanisms: even after the kill switch has killed the 
bacteria there is still the possibility of horizontal gene transfer via uptake of DNA 
by naturally competent bacteria. 

- Toxin/Antitoxin terminology is not relevant to your system. 
- The degradation product is an environmental hazard (Thermo Fisher MSDS). This 

manure will likely be used for food production- how do you plan to degrade or 
remove the  4-aminophenol?  

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  yes, please address byproducts and revise how your 
experiments actually support your research aim 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Sietse Couperus, BSc Biology, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, 
s.couperus.1@student.rug.nl 

Second Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email 
address. 

Fennie van der Graaf, Bsc Integrated Sciences, UBC, Msc candidate Biomedical Engineering, RuG. 

f.van.der.graaf@student.rug.nl 
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Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The aim of this article is to give an overview on research about bleaching resistance genes 
in the coral symbiont Symbiodinium. It gives an outlook of the potential use of gene 
manipulation to develop fast-growing and heat-resistant strains.  

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and relevant    X 

The main question is original and interesting   X 

Easy to Read and well written?   X 

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented4   X 

Table and figures add to the article and aid understanding X   

                                                           
4

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate X   

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  X  

The data is sufficient and self-consistent1    X 

Only important and useful data is added  X  

Does the conclusion answer the main question?  X  

 

After the initial read-through create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

This article is a review that summarises research on heat resistance genes in Symbiodinium. 
It addresses the causes and consequences of coral bleaching really well. It aims to present 
potential genes associated with heat resistance that can be targeted by genetic 
modification to confer heat-resistance to other Symbiodinium strains. It was found that the 
genes most important in heat resistance are associated to ROS scavenging and protein 
folding.  Some data in the form of graphs or tables would be good that the readers can 
better follow which gene categories are up- or downregulated. Moreover, you could have 
added one more sentence about the study design or your strategy. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   X 

● Any factual errors?   X 
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● Any invalid arguments?   X 

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   X 

● The Article has the correct length?   X 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    X 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   X 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic? Not really since  it’s a review    

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
X   

● How original is the work in the topic area?  X  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   X 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  X  
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Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

In general, the introduction is well structured, addressing the problem of coral bleaching first, then 
giving more background information, and concluding with stating how the knowledge on heat 
resistance genes in Symbiodinium combined with new biotechnological techniques can help solve 
this problem. 
Because this article is a review it does not completely fit the scheme of general research articles but 
this is normal.  
One thing that can be confusing to the reader is that it seems that the aim is also to present more 
in detail which gene modification technologies and methods can be applied in the future, which the 
article does not do that in the end. Therefore, it could be more explicitly stated that the focus of 
this review lies on the identification of target genes.   

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?    

● High enough sample size?    

● Research was repeated if possible?    

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

X   
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Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards     

The research complies with common ethical standards    

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

In general, the review does not fit this scheme, therefore the boxes were left blank. 
However, one point of improvement could be explain more explicitly how the research and 
article compilation was conducted, your strategy behind it and details you did pay attention 
to it. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   X 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

 X  

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

  X 

● Presentation of future research and limitations?  X  
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The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

Although the discussion was relevant to the introduction of the article, more background 
knowledge on gene regulation could have been included earlier in the text to make the 
discussion easier to follow. A lot of genes are mentioned in the discussion, which are then 
not referred to by name in the conclusion.  
The discussion could have already talked about methods that can be used to integrate the 
genes coded for heat shock protein, heat shock factor, and superoxide dismutase as 
mentioned in the conclusion. This is if they were wanting to further pursue this topic in the 
lab. It is understandable that discussing lab preparations may have been out of the scope 
of the article. 
The discussion makes it very clear that reactive oxygen species are one of the main issues 
involved with coral bleaching, so the discussion on this was done really well. The discussion 
also mentions other studies that showed some genes worked well, whereas others that did 
not show much of a pattern. This shows a broad overview of what information is already 
out there and which targets are the most effective. It is clear that the team has done a lot 
of research on the topic and has thoroughly read through the information available on coral 
bleaching research. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story? X   

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 

points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

X   

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

Visual support would be very helpful for the reader to follow the findings portrayed in this 
article, especially for the section on the target genes. A graphic could show the different 
genes and their according groups that are up- or downregulated upon heat stress in the 
resistant strains. This would help the reader to get a general picture. This would also help 
understanding the statement that “there did not seem to be any pattern with respect to 
downregulation versus upregulation of these various categories” (page 2, see comment). 
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Another graphic in the section on causes and consequences of coral bleaching could present 
the matter as well in a more general picture. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  X 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  X  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing? X   

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The relevant literature for this topic is listed. The chosen references are accurate,  
trustworthy and appropriate for the content of this article. Also the number of references 
used is appropriate to back the content of this review. 
There are two references in the reference list (see comments, page 2) that do not appear 
as in-text citations in the according sections. Especially the study by Ladner et al. (2012) 
seems relevant to your findings.  
There is some inconsistency in the format of the in-text citations (see the comments on 
page 1 and 2).  They need to be revised to proper APA format. Moreover, the formatting of 
the references in the reference list is not completely correct: the journal titles need to be 
in italics. This problem often appears when copying references from another list. 
 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
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SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

This manuscript is very well written and easy to read as well for people unfamiliar with 
the topic. The overall structure chosen for this review is also appropriate. The topic of the 
article is very relevant to current issues and successfully explains the problem as well as 
giving a solution to it in the conclusion. 
Especially the introduction explains the problem well and gives a solid background that is 
needed to follow the rest of the article. It gives a good overview on the knowledge 
gathered on thermal resistance in Symbiodinium and gives a brief outlook of how this 
knowledge can be used in synthetic biology in the future. This future outlook however, 
can be mistaken as a main focus of this article, that the reader expects more detailed 
information.  
The format of the references (in-text and list) needs to be revised. If possible, some visual 
support for the results and findings section would improve understandability. One 
revision that needs to be done that was not mentioned earlier is regarding inconsistency 
in how the word Symbiodinium is written (italics, capital vs lower case letters). 
Furthermore, the formatting of the text itself could be inconsistent; sometimes it was 
lined left, other times it was in line with the margins.  

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Eva Thielecke, iGEM MSP e.thielecke@student.maastrichtuniversity.nl 

Second Reviewer – Lianne Granston, iGEM MSP, l.granston@student.maastrichtuniversity.nl  

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

mailto:l.granston@student.maastrichtuniversity.nl
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Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The main point of this research is to provide a review of the different genes expressed in 
the organism Synbodinium to investigate how and why the bleaching process occurs. It 
starts with a detailed description of the symbiotic relationship that underpins successful 
coral growth, following by a detailed list of factors that contribute to coral death. This 
establishes the search for important genes which may be able to mitigate the effects of 
these damaging factors. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant  
The main question (whether this can be a useful strategy for degrading 
polystyrene) has been addressed, and is relevant. 

  X 

The main question is original and interesting 
Definitely. 

 X  

Easy to Read and well written? 
Extremely well written! 

  X 
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The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented5 
Given that COVID-19 has caused teams to have reduced lab access, it is 
reasonable to have a less data produced. 

 X  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding 
No tables or figures 

 X  

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate 
Definitely. 

  X 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  X  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1  
Given that COVID-19 has caused teams to have reduced lab access, it is 
reasonable to have written a review without data. 

 X  

Only important and useful data is added 
Definitely. 

 X  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ? 
Yes. 

 X  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The paper’s premise is definitely interesting, as it is looking to identify at the most basic 
level (of genes), which are the choices we can make to mitigate the coral bleaching. The 
main question (which genes could be the best target genes) has been addressed: it was 
clearly discussed in the discussion and concluded in the conclusion. Furthermore, it is 
definitely relevant, as coral reef bleaching is a real threat to precious ecoystems. 

 

                                                           
5

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The main findings come from a literature review of different papers that discuss different 
genes that may play a central role in coral bleaching in Symbiodinium, and that therefore 
represent an opportunity for treatment. 

 

The problem it aimed to solve is the rapid bleaching of coral reefs due to a multitude of 
factors, which are a precious ecosystem that should be protected. 

 

The methods used were the compilation of relevant papers on a word document, followed 
by analysis from team members to conclude which genes may be the most important. 

 

The conclusions that are made are strong, as the reasons why the genes were chosen as 
final candidates are thoroughly referenced. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable? 

 

 X  

● Any factual errors? 

No. 

  X 

● Any invalid arguments? 

No 

 X  

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic? 

 

  X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper? 

Definitely. 

  X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic? 

Definitely. 

  X 
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● The Article has the correct length? 

Great length 

  X 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?  

Yes. 

  X 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly? 

Definitely. 

  X 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic? 

Contains more information of previous research on how atmospheric factors can 
cause bleaching rather than target genes that have been previously identified. 

X   

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 

Good detail on these topics 

 X  

● How original is the work in the topic area?  X  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly? 

The introduction introduces the subject well to the reader. 

  X 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction? 

Yes. 

 X  

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
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However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction does very well to introduce the problem to the reader and emphasises the 
extent of coral bleaching. The references included are relevant and recent, and provide the 
reader with evidence for the point they are making. However, more detail could be added 
to previous research on target genes for this topic. For example, the gene name (if it is 
known), the date of discovery, etc. The research is original, reflecting well on the team’s 
ideas. 
The aim at the end of the introduction could be worded slightly more clearly. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? 

N/A 

 X  

● High enough sample size? 

Roughly 40 papers were analysed 

  X 

● Research was repeated if possible? 

N/A 

 X  

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

This was not included. 

X   

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 
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Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards   X  

The research complies with common ethical standards  X  

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

This section is provides the reader with some description of how the team conducted their 
research. However, the methods section of the paper could do with more detail for the 
literature review study. As mentioned above, the following details should be added to allow 
other researchers to potentially repeat the study to verify the results: All equipment (or 
literature search software) used and sampling methodology. None of these are included in 
the paper. 
For the materials section, this could also be greatly improved. There was no mention of 
what equipment the team used. These are needed as it would allow other researchers to 
reproduce the results and see if they obtained similar results. 
Another part that could be improved is proving that the research was unbiased. This could 
be done by mentioning what sampling methodology was used (e.g. random sampling). 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications? 

 

 X  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

 X  

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

 

 X  
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● Presentation of future research and limitations? 

Only limitations need improving 

This section could be improved, as there is little detail on how future 
research could be directed and what limitations may be encountered. 

X   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The team described multiple implications of the data they found through literature search. 
Each target gene that was mentioned was followed by a detailed description of what 
evidence was found by original authors, then followed by an analysis of how important this 
gene was for bleaching mitigation and why. 
One major factor that could be improved is suggestions for further research. For further 
research, they have given one good suggestion in the conclusion. However, they could have 
elaborated more on how more studies could be done in this area. 
Results were critically analysed, but no statistical analyses were used. In our opinion, 
statistical analyses were not required for this paper as the data presented from other 
papers was not exclusively quantitative, and data were not collected by the authors. 
Therefore, critical analysis of the data was sufficient. 
One aspect of this section that could be improved is the fact that not many research 
limitations were included. This would be very helpful for guiding future research of this 
topic, and would also greatly help the authors to identify what the boundaries are in the 
field they have conducted their study in. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story? 

Yes. 

  X 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 

points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

Yes 

 X  
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Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

There are no images, graphs or tables, so this section will be shorter than usual. However, 
the main point to make here is that the data presented in the article definitely supports the 
paper’s overall story. This is because sound and extensive evidence is provided to support 
the conclusions they have made. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 X  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  X  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing? X   

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

For the coral bleaching factors, they cited relevant literature to explain the problem. The 
topic is described at depth and in great detail with the most important papers. The amount 
This provides the reader with a solid grounding, and allows the reader to gain more insight 
into the most significant target genes later on when this is discussed. The references are 
the perfect level of extensive, as they are not too high of a number and provide the reader 
with more options if they want to research further. 
The citations are not well formatted. This is because some citations contain the DOI link, 
which is not normally included in APA style referencing. The authors should remove these 
links in order to comply properly with the APA style of referencing. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
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SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

Strengths: 
 
The first strength of the paper is the introduction. The problem chosen is a very important 
and pressing problem for the world, and good references are used to emphasise this 
point. Furthermore, the topic is described at depth and in great detail. This provides the 
reader with a solid grounding and allows the reader to gain more insight into the most 
significant target genes later on when this is discussed.  
 
The second strength of the paper is the discussion and conclusion sections. The 
implications of the data are well analysed in the discussion, and reasons are given as to 
why some results might have arisen the way they did. Comparisons are made between 
papers with conflicting conclusions, and reasoned judgments were made by the authors. 
The conclusion does well to make statements about the potential of this research, and 
where future research should be directed. 
 
Weaknesses: 
 
The first weakness is very minor, and just involves the fact that there are some spelling 
mistakes and sentences that could be made clearer. However, this should be easy to 
correct. 
 
The second weakness is the research elaborations section. This section lacks relevant 
details about the sample size of the behavioural populations study, whether any repeats 
were conducted and descriptions of sampling methodologies. Furthermore, it does not 
contain a full protocol on how they conducted this study, making it difficult for another 
group of scientists to reproduce their results. 
 
The third weakness is the research limitations. At the end of the results and findings 
section, there is little mention of limitations and how this affected their review study. 
 
Minor revisions: 

- Correct spelling mistakes (comments made in original paper) 
- Improve sentences to make their meaning clearer (comments made in original 

paper) 
- Correct the referencing style (remove DOI links from the references at the bottom. 
- Add the impact of any research limitations and how this affects future research 

opportunities. 
- Modify introduction to include slightly less detail about environmental factors and 

slightly more detail on the history of targeting genes to mitigate coral bleaching. 
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Major revisions: 
- Improve the research elaborations (or methods) section. A full protocol of the 

literature search study should be included, along with the following details: 
sample size and descriptions of sampling methodologies 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  This one 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email address. 

Pedro Lovatt Garcia, BSc Biochemistry (3rd year), UCL, pedro.garcia.18@ucl.ac.uk 

Second Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email 
address.  

Stefan Hristov, BSc Biochemistry completed (now 1st year PhD), UCL, 
stefan.hristov.17@ucl.ac.uk 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 
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Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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 Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The aim of the team is to express PET degrading enzymes (PETase and MHETase) in E. coli 
so that one of the most widely used plastics can be recycled properly. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    X 

The main question is original and interesting  X  

Easy to Read and well written?  X  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented6  X  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  X  

                                                           
6 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   X 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  X  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   X  

Only important and useful data is added X   

Does the conclusion answer the main question ? X   

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

The premise is about one of the biggest concerns nowadays such as  so it is definitely 

both interesting and important. 

● What are the main findings ? 

 

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
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+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   x 

● Any factual errors?   x 

● Any invalid arguments?   x 

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   x 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   x 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   x 

● The Article has the correct length?  x  

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    x 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   X 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic? X   

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 
knowledge? 

 X  

● How original is the work in the topic area? X   

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  X  
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● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   X 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

First of all, a bit of basic information about polyethylene terephthalate is given, this is, what 
it is used for and its properties. This is quite relevant because it offers justification for its 
accumulation in our environment.  
 
Once the trouble to shoot has been presented, they expose the previous efforts of the 
scientific community to tackle it. At this point, PETase and MHETase are firstly introduced 
as a result of one of these researches that have been carried out, which is nice since it is a 
gentle way of doing it. Moreover, the image chosen to complement the information about 
the enzymes fits perfectly with it. 
 
Probably the weakest point of the Introduction is that the differences between the work to 
be developed by the team and the research already done by Seo et al. are not really precise, 
what makes the originality of the project questionable. Apart from this everything is pretty 
well explained and detailed. 
 
 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?   x 

● High enough sample size?   x 
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● Research was repeated if possible?   x 

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 
performed ? 

  x 

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    x 

The research complies with common ethical standards   x 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

As a good point, the materials and methods section described is complete and reproducible. 
It is written step by step, making it easy to follow what exactly the laboratory experiment 
was. The parameters and the units are well defined, giving complete information to future 
researchers. Moreover, it is divided into subsections, giving a clear structured order to the 
text.   

However, maybe as a negative point, the text can be hard to read at some parts. Including 
detailed protocols can difficult the fluidity at which the methodology is read. Perhaps some 
protocols such as those from commercial kits could be attached at the annex instead of 
being explained step by step in the manuscript. 

On the other hand, a methodology that is so complete makes it easy to follow step by step 
in case the experiment is to be reproduced. Along with short and clear sentences make it 
easy to understand every step. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 
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 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   X 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 
applicable) 

  X 

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 
topic also by referencing previous research? 

  X 

● Presentation of future research and limitations?   X 

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The presentation of the results respects the overall structure followed in the rest of the 
article, helping the reader to construct a logical thread as it reads. The chosen images 
perfectly match what is being explained and have some additional information such as 
controls and band-names, which really facilitate their interpretation. However, culture 
plates with successful and unsuccessful transformations are not shown, only described at 
the discussion section. Captions with the corresponding cultures could be added within the 
results, to respect the relation between both sections. 
 
The discussion does strictly follow the structure of the methods section. However, as stated 
before, the initially discussed results are explained without visual support, which may 
confuse the reader, since it starts describing findings that can not be found in the results 
section.  
 
On the other hand, the findings that have not matched the expected results are clearly 
explained and possible alternatives that face the stated limitations are presented. To do so, 
references and previous publications are mentioned. On top of that, the descriptions of the 
unsuccessful experiments are complimented with extra experiments, which together with 
the references, make it easy to follow the deliberations. 
 
Within the conclusion section, a brief but complete summary is given, retaking the main 
objective and explaining the results in relation to it. Here, it can be seen what has been 
accomplished and what future steps should be taken in order to pursue their aim. Overall, 
the continuously used structure helps to easily follow the results and their discussion. The 
final conclusion sums them up in the context of the previously stated information. 
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5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   X 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

  X 

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

All the text is well supported by visual content, which is properly labeled and referenced. 
The amount of material is not overwhelming and does not disturb the reader since it is only 
added when needed. Moreover, some images are edited to make the reader's task easier 
like those of the gel electrophoresis or the SDS page, which contain the weights of the 
different possible bands. Finally, we can also state that the presentation of the data is 
correct, sizes are adjusted to the text and it is always placed close to the information it is 
referred to. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  x 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   x 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   x 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

References are included in the text, making it easy for the reader to find the mentioned paper and 
have more detailed background information if needed. However, adding for instance a number to 
the reference on the text would make it even easier.  
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The references are complete, and most of them are relatively recent. They are written in a clear 
order and structure and APA style is used, providing all the necessary information in order to be 
able to search and find the required paper.  
 
The number of references is adequate from my point of view. It provides a complete literature that 
can be used in order to have deeper information of previous work that can be used.  

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

● What is the strength of the manuscript? 

● What are its weaknesses ?  

● List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

When it comes to the strong points of the paper, first of all, it has to be pointed out that 
the chosen topic is without any doubt completely timeliness. This is from our point of 
view what makes the content of the paper interesting for the reader since the objective of 
it is to overcome a problem that affects everyone nowadays, such as the massive 
production of plastics (PET in particular). Something else that we could highlight about 
the paper is the clarity of the contents exposed, which helps the reader to follow the text 
fluently in most of its parts. 
 
Regarding grammar and orthography no big errors were spotted, just a few spaces and 
punctuation marks missing but definitely not meaning a really big deal. It should also be 
mentioned that words chosen are in most of the cases simple enough so that a non-native 
English speaker can understand the text without difficulties.  
 
On the other hand, the paper also has a few weak spots that have to be taken into 
account. The main one of them comes within the section Materials and Methods and it is 
the unnecessary comprehensiveness of almost the whole section. In our opinion, it is 
great to give the necessary information to prove the reproducibility of an experiment, but 
including all of it in the main manuscript and not in an annex or in a Supplementary 
Methods section for those ones that may be interested in it is an error. This makes much 
more difficult for the reader to follow the main thread without getting lost in volumes, 
times and temperatures; so we would kindly encourage you to change this part of the 
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paper, probably making it a bit less detailed and giving this deeper information about the 
protocol in another section. 
 
Nevertheless, the manuscript is pretty attractive to read and establishes a really 
interesting research topic that we do hope you carry out with success! 
 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is  X 

Accepted after revisions   

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Marcos Chic, student of biomedical engineering (undergraduate), 
marcos.chic01@estudiant.upf.edu. 

Second Reviewer – Jan Pinyol, student of biomedical engineering (undergraduate), 
jan.pinyol01@estudiant.upf.edu. 

Third Reviewer – June Monge, student of biomedical engineering (undergraduate), 
june.monge01@estudiant.upf.edu. 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 
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Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The main goal comprises finding a method to genetically modifying E. coli bacteria to 
degrade PET plastic. To implement this the team makes use of artificial plasmid information 
encoding the respective enzymes.   

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    x 

The main question is original and interesting   x 

Easy to Read and well written?   x 

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented7   x 

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   x 

                                                           
7

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   x 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   x 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1    x 

Only important and useful data is added  x  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?   x 

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

As PET is a regular and ubiquitous plastic in our environment the paper not only hits a 
interesting topic with modern techniques but also tackles an important environmental 
problem that certainly deserves scientific attention. 

● What are the main findings ? 

Vectors with LamB signal peptide were the only one successfully introduced into E. coli. 
Although the following expression of enzymes did not yield conclusive results it yet has to 
be examined whether that is due to purification or detection issues. 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

The degradation of PET plastic harmful to the environment is evaluated and tackled with 
molecular methods. 

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

Yes. Cloning and the use of plasmids to insert genetic information of interest like presented 
are modern techniques to manipulate model organisms to serve a new purpose. 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

Whether conclusions are well-assessed still has to be examined in future studies as the 
results did not shed light on the success but cannot be suspended either. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 
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When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   x 

● Any factual errors?  x  

● Any invalid arguments?   x 

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   x 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   x 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   x 

● The Article has the correct length? x   

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    x 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   x 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   x 
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● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 x  

● How original is the work in the topic area?   x 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   x 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   x 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The reader is introduced into the topic with some general facts to provide an overview of 
the problem and illustrating the abundance and impact of PET in everyday life. Chemical 
aspects and properties crucial for the degradation are addressed. This makes it easier to get 
started with the topic and is very convenient for the reader. Former research results are 
outlined and consequently the reader is then prepared for the detailed investigations that 
follow. 
The aims are pointed out clearly and the following experiments are described superficially 
already.  
All in all the introduction is written really good and makes you want to read on. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?   x 

● High enough sample size?   x 
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● Research was repeated if possible?  x  

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

  x 

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    x 

The research complies with common ethical standards   x 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

Firstly, the material and method part is subdivided into smaller “chunks” that help the 
reader to follow the red thread throughout. If complex, the steps are presented in short, 
coherent sentences and do not confuse the reader while going through. 
In a few cases the type face is contorted a little when numbers or units are noted down or 
copyright letters are attached. 
Secondly, the methods are described in very detail and point out the origin of the material 
used if important in order to make the achieved results reproducible for any researcher to 
follow up the research done by this team.  
The reason why particular methods are chosen, how parameters were defined and which 
aim was pursued with each method is outlined in short words as well. 
All in all it is easy to follow what is implemented and what is pursued by which method and 
how the single constituents are made up step by step. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 
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 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   x 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

  x 

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

  x 

● Presentation of future research and limitations?  x  

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The results are presented in the same structured way as the methods and follow the same 
organization of chapters – very nice to follow for the reader! Every aspect of an  image is 
described in detail in the text and strictly kept to the maximum information in minimum 
text.  Hence the main results of the study are easily extracted from the description. The 
captions and labelling of the images do provide additional information as well and are of 
good use to guide the reader even without reading the text. The reader can clearly 
differentiate what belongs to the collected data (results) and what is interpretation 
(discussion). Very well done. 
The discussion is structured likewise and provides explanations or suggestions for all 
findings. Still, it is kept short and simple so the reader can follow the deductions easily. At 
the end of each subchapter of the discussion a summary is provided that distils the 
information retrieved again to one or two main points. 
To sum up, the results and discussion are presented very well and in detail as the most 
important part of a publication. Especially nice to read are the crosslinks and comparisons 
to other publications thrown into the discussion regularly and the integration of 
background information. Plus, breaking everything down to a short conclusion with an 
outline of what has been revealed and what still needs to be investigated is an elegant way 
to sum up.  

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 
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 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   x 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 

points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

  x 

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The provided presentative parts help the reader to follow by comparing data of the 
achieved results and measurements.  
The illustrations are labelled correctly and the content additionally is described in the 
caption. The reader can simply start by getting an impression in this way and followingly 
concentrate on the descriptive part.  All the illustrative material is well chosen, no more 
information than the necessary is provided. Quality and size of pictures are good and the 
labels chosen do not interfere with the visualization.  
All in all, the images are presented in a scientific way. From my point of view there is no 
need for supplementary material or more detail here. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  x 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  x  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   x 

 

Review text References and citations (100-250 words) 

The paper is provided well with appropriate references and crosslinks to other publications that 
enlighten the reader in the case information remains unclear. The mentioned references are 
enlisted in a continuous style and cited regularly in the paper itself to guide the reader in case 
background information is missing.  When possible, links or references to websites or doi addresses 
are provided, too. 
The referencing is done by the APA style. They used 18 different references, what I think is enough. 
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The references were a good mix out if actual references and some older references. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

First of all the main positive aspect needs to be mentioned which is the extraordinary 
good structure and coherent writing style of the paper – very well done. The chapters are 
well-chosen and enable the reader to read through fluently following a prominent red 
thread. It seems no further supplementary information is required for the reader to fully 
be able to understand and follow the procedure, understand the results and discussion. 
The introduction is raising curiosity and slowly guides the reader into the Material and 
Methods part. To sum up, this writing style is very easy to digest yet not missing any 
information. 
 
Occasionally the English terms or grammar used are not unambiguous to interpret, here 
some corrections could avoid confusion of readers. The word order and comma 
placement should be checked as well. It would be nice to have sentences not starting with 
the same word or phrase (the, this, these, etc.) but this is a minor conspicuity. 
 
Illustrations are presented in a very nice way, maybe graphs, flowcharts or diagrams can 
make the paragraphs even better to find, to read and to link to each other. This is 
especially helpful if the reader is not that much into the topic itself or more complex 
topics are addressed (e.g. cloning, general makeup of the vector).  
 
A scientific writing style is pursued (names in italics, decent selection of bold words) and 
makes this manuscript easy and nice to read. There is no section that appears boring or 
redundant. All in all a very promising manuscript already. 

 

Verdict 
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 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is  x 

Accepted after revisions   

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Dominik Frank, student of biochemistry (undergraduated), dominik-
1.frank@uni-ulm.de 

Second Reviewer –Jana Zäh, student of biochemistry (undergraduated),  jana.zaeh@uni-
ulm.de 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Team Estonia TUIT: SPARKLE: Solar 
Potentiated Artificially Knitted Lipid 

Enclosures.  
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

eco-friendly and renewable bioproduction source for lipid production by using light as 
inductor for starting metabolic pathway of lipid production and energy source for lipid 
synthesis at the same time 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   x  

The main question is original and interesting  x  

Easy to Read and well written? x x  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented8   x 

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   x 

                                                           
8

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   x 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  x  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   x  

Only important and useful data is added   x 

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  x  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The premise of the paper is both interesting and important in relation to research within 
synthetic biology. The problem of inducing and driving a metabolic reaction (of whatever 
nature it might be) is approached in an advanced and “eco-friendly” way. As mentioned, 
several times within the article, the methods used are more or less already available and 
therefore not necessarily original. However, the composition of these methods offers a new 
perspective on the research presented here. The modelling of the process appears well 
thought-out and leads to a clear and, as far as this can be estimated from the data, 
successful results. But the focus here is only on the light-controlled/-driven part. It is 
unclear whether modelling has also been carried out for the anchor peptides, 
nanoparticles, and autolysis, whether something is still planned in this regard or if this 
aspect will not be implemented at all in the dry lab. The subsequent interpretation is clear 
and understandable and provides a good outlook on future possibilities. What is not yet 
clear is the ultimate purpose of mass lipid production. Which application area benefits 
explicitly and why? In addition, the question of why S. cerevisiae is used when there are 
potentially “better” organisms for it remains open. 

 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
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 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   x 

● Any factual errors?   x 

● Any invalid arguments?   x 

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?  x  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper? x x  

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  x  

● The Article has the correct length?   x 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    x 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 

- Written in understandable language 

- For some abbreviations the explanations are missing, which makes it difficult to follow the content 

 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly? x x  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   x 
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● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 x  

● How original is the work in the topic area?  x  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  x  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   x 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction offers a comprehensive and technically correct overview of the theory, 
reduced to the most important. Previous research in this thematic field is mostly sufficiently 
cited and helps to understand the current state of knowledge in research. But more 
information about the aspect of anchor peptides is missing here.  As already mentioned, 
however, the actual purpose and motivation behind this research project could be 
described more extensive, as well as the reason why this organism was chosen. 
As I understand it, the cells are also completely lysed. In this respect, I would not speak of 
“renewable”, but rather focus on the aspect of reducing product costs through the use of 
an organism such as S. cerevisiae compared to synthetic methods. 
Unclear is, how the PPP takes part and why deleting ZWF1 is relevant for your work. Also, 
you haven’t made it clear before, so now would be the time to mention that the previous 
iGEM Estonia TUIT Team has developed the autolysis method. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?    
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● High enough sample size?    

● Research was repeated if possible?    

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

x
x 

x  

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    x 

The research complies with common ethical standards   x 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

The representation of the mathematical modulation based on the equations 
listed in the protocol can be emulated well with the help of the additional table 
(outside of the paper). Accordingly, reproducibility should be possible with 
MATLAB. It remains to be seen, why other aspects were not modulated, such 
as the expression of PLIN3. In addition, no further reference is made here to 
the previously mentioned anchor peptides, nanoparticles and autolysis. Was 
modelling not possible? Has it been tried? Is there any relevant data from the 
previous team in autolysis that could be used? What exactly is the 
improvement of the autolysis, mentioned in the abstract?  

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 
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 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  x  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

 x  

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

 x  

● Presentation of future research and limitations? x   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

On the basis of the comparison with the already mentioned research on this topic, it is clear that 
the modulation was more than successful, and the model generally represents a good theoretical 
starting point for further, practical steps. The discussion based on the results of the modulation is 
good and so is the small outlook for inclusion in the future research. However, it would also be 
interesting here, what exactly all this could be used for and what further improvements would look 
like. In addition, there is no mention of the nanoparticles or autolysis apart from:” with also the 
product extraction process taken into consideration at the time of strain design.”. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   x 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 

points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

  x 
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Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

Both the supplementary data from the cited papers and the presentation of the data in 
general are understandable and underline the successful application of the model. The 
graphs are clear and underline the content of the paper. Since they are reduced to the 
essentials, they do not overload the text. Only the differing formatting of the graphics needs 
to be corrected. Also “5xBS-CYC180pr and 5xBS-GAL1pr” were mentioned in Figure 3, 
without an explanation in the text.  

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 x  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited? x   

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   x 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The citation style is very good. Due to the fact that much of the theoretical information and 
background information mentioned in the introduction is not included in the modulation or 
discussion, the number of references cited appears to be clearly overloaded. Also, there 
could be more references used in the discussion. In addition, it seems you could have 
explained more on page 2 instead of simply giving References. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
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SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The paper is interesting and, overall, easy to read. Some explanations of facts and 
abbreviations need to be added (PPP, NADPH, PA, etc.) to provide a comprehensive 
overview of the topic. At the same time it should be evaluated which information is given 
but not taken up again (anchor peptides, nanoparticles, autolysis) and why? If they are 
important parts of your research, you should explain them more thoroughly and conduct 
modelling as well as include them in the Discussion. 

The model is reproducible, and the received data speaks for itself, for the most part. Maybe 
take a look at explaining “5xBS-CYC180pr and 5xBS-GAL1pr” more. 

Some formats need to be corrected. Also, maybe you want to add that the autolysis method 
was developed by the previous TUIT iGEM Team. 

The discussion could be much more extensive and deal more with the question of what the 
benefits of the model are and how science and society can benefit from it in the future. 
And mentioning CRISPR at only one point at the end of the Discussion (and not before) 
seems a bit disconnected to your Findings. 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  x 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Kim Büttgen, registered Nurse and B.Sc. Biology 6. Semester, RWTH Aachen 
University, kim.buettgen@rwth-aachen.de 

Second Reviewer – Shlok Szatkowski, B.Sc. Biology 4. Semester, RWTH Aachen University, 
shlok.szatkowski@rwth-aachen.de 
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Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The main point of this research is to show that the model of an engineered S. cerevisiae 
strain is able to efficiently produce TAG using light both as an inductor to start lipid 
production and as an energy source for lipid synthesis. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   X  

The main question is original and interesting   X 

Easy to Read and well written? X   

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented9   X 

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   X 

                                                           
9

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   X 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   X 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1    X 

Only important and useful data is added   X 

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?   X 

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The paper’s premise is interesting but the team could emphasize what TAG production 
could be useful for, what benefit would we get from it? They only mention that eco-friendly 
sources are important nowadays but not how the system they are modelling could benefit 
society. The main overall model is great and even takes into account the expression of 
endogenous PAH1 and DGA1, which is great. Also, the results of the model are in line with 
a previous study of this system, which indicates the model is a good simplification of reality 
and takes into account important variables.  

 

A thing that could be improved is the explanation of NADPH and the PPP pathway (end of 
first page/beginning of second). For someone that hasn’t been working on the system the 
explanation of Guo et al. is not clear. Moreover, it is not mentioned if they are using this in 
their system so the reader might be a bit confused of why is that being explained if later on 
they don’t use it. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 
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● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   X 

● Any factual errors?   X 

● Any invalid arguments?   X 

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?  X  

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  X  

● The Article has the correct length?   X 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    X 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly? X   

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   X 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
  X 

● How original is the work in the topic area?   X 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  X  
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● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   X 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

Good introduction, but please emphasize why the production of TAGs could be useful for. 
Same goes for the Abstract.  
For us it remained quite unclear how the deletion of ZWF1, which renders the cell unable 
to regenerate NADPH, is a positive thing and how it affects your system. 
It could be good to mention if the TF VP-EL222 is produced constitutively or not, because at 
the end it is what will control PAH1 and DGA1 production. 
Remember to also talk in past tense, because it is a scientific article so you should explain 
what you have done.   

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?   X 

● High enough sample size?   X 

● Research was repeated if possible?   X 

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

  X 
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Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    X 

The research complies with common ethical standards   X 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

System is well explained so it can be reproduced in MATLAB. Could be good to take into 
account the transcription/translation of the TF that controls PAH1 and DGA1 or at least 
mentioned if it’s produced constitutively so the team assumes it’s always found in the cell. 
Also it would be good to mention why they don’t model the expression of PLIN3 since it is 
controlled by the same TF as PAH1 and DGA1, is there any specific reason why they don’t 
model that? Finally, what is PA? They mention it and model it but don’t explain it. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  X  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

  X 

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

 X  

● Presentation of future research and limitations? X   
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The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

Results are great and the model is reproducible. Discussion is nice but could make more 
emphasize into the value of their model and talk about similar research work so there would 
be some references. 
It would also be nice to hear more about the prospects of the system. How can it be even 
further improved? Go a bit more into detail and maybe add some references also.  

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   X 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 

points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

  X 

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

Supplementary data and the data presentation are good. The graphs are clear and well 
explained with all the parameters explained. Especially good is that the team refers to the 
sources of the values in several parameters.  
 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  X 
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● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  X  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   X 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

Good amount of references and citation style. Maybe could be good to add some in the 
discussion section. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The topic of the article is really interesting and the model in the manuscript is well 
presented so it would be reproducible. The main weakness point is that some parts would 
need a bit more of explanation, specially the follow revisions are recommended to be 
done: 

• Explain at some point what is PA. 

• Explain how is the expression of the TF VP-EL222 regulated. 

• Why you don’t model PLIN3 production if it is regulated by the same TF as PAH1 
and DGA1? 

• Explain more in detail NADPH and PPP and why is it important for your system 
or if you have taken it into account in modelling. 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   
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Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Carla Coll Costa. Bachelor’s degree in Genetics by Autonomous University of 
Barcelona (UAB), Spain. Currently enrolled in the Mater’s Program in Ecology and 
Evolutionary Biology in the University of Helsinki. University of Helsinki. 
carlacollcosta@gmail.com 

Second Reviewer – Amanda Sandelin. Currently studying at the Bachelor’s programme in 
Science at the University of Helsinki. University of Helsinki. amanda.sandelin9@gmail.com  

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 

 
 

mailto:carlacollcosta@gmail.com
mailto:amanda.sandelin9@gmail.com
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Team UPCH_Peru : Production of a 
Protein-based Antifreeze Product for 

Crops in the Peruvian Highlands. 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to 
peer-review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put 
a lot of time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings 
journal in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having 
reviewers, with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form 
of accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  

This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each 
step in order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best 
feedback to improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need 

to as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure 

that you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole 

process should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and 
authors will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. 
This way acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An 
open process also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be 
fair and respectful. In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone 
that took part in this collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team 
members per article that will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged 
by name. The 2 reviewers may disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what 
they disagree on and why. They will need to submit their evaluations in the same 
documents. 

We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger 
picture and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The purpose of this research is to alleviate frost damage on crops in the Peruvian 
Highlands by creating a protein based antifreeze product. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    x 

The main question is original and interesting   x 

Easy to Read and well written?  x  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments 
presented10 

 x  

                                                           
10 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. 

This is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it 
is just an outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   x 

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   x 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  x  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1    x 

Only important and useful data is added   x 

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  x  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about 
and which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on 
are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

Overall, this paper is interesting because it addresses a unique problem faced by 
Peruvian farmers. The paper clearly states that creating a protein based antifreeze 
product using synthetic biology will solve this problem. Furthermore, the methods 
discussed seem appropriate in order to gather more information about the antifreeze 
proteins. The data provided gives insight into the strain, P.nigrifaciens. This is a useful 
preliminary step in creating the antifreeze product, and the researchers stated their 
future implications in the discussion and conclusion.  

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument 
construction, language clarity and content. 

 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  x  
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● Any factual errors?   x 

● Any invalid arguments?   x 

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   x 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   x 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   x 

● The Article has the correct length?   x 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    x 

 

 

Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it 
is also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 

 

 

 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 

Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   x 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  x  

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in 
available knowledge? 

x   

● How original is the work in the topic area?   x 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   x 
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● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   x 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or 
hasn't been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research 
in other fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent 
reference. However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in 
which case it is acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 
Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

This paper is excellent in presenting the problem and explaining its effect on the 
Peruvian Highland community. Also, a hypothesis is mentioned, but consider the 
comments I made to improve and strengthen it. The introduction does not state the 
current efforts or technologies used in preventing frost on crops (if there are no current 
efforts or technologies used by the community, please state that). Additionally, please 
consider further explaining why the Pseudoalteromonas nigrifaciens strain is the 
optimal chassis for your product and include details of previous research on this strain 
to support your decision.  

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 

Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?   x 

● High enough sample size?   x 

● Research was repeated if possible?  X  

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 
performed ? 

  X 
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Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce 
the research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be 
explained in a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed 
to confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    x 

The research complies with common ethical standards   x 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

Overall, the Material and Methods section is excellent. The paper uses enough controls 
to characterize the Pseudoalteromonas nigrifaciens strain. Also, a detailed protocol is 
provided. It is easy to follow the purpose of the components, but the wording could be 
a bit better due to the complex names that make materials feel jumbled.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 

The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   X 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 
applicable) 

  X 

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 
topic also by referencing previous research? 

 X  

● Presentation of future research and limitations?   X 

 

The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data 
collected. The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the 
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context of the performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research 
limitations and future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

Overall, both sections are perfect.  In the Result section, the explanation is detailed. 
They discussed the growth condition on different media, resistance to different 
antibiotics, promoter selection, and transformation. The result suggests the success of 
the experiment. The Discussion part gives a strong connection with the Result by 
summarizing what they have found. Besides, the future research about the topic is also 
simply provided. However, the Conclusion can be improved or combined with the 
Discussion to make it more useful. They can also expand the future plan more detailed 
by describing the specific crop they will test first or the method of spraying the 
antifreeze protein solution to the plant leaves. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever 
possible. Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into 
the overall article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and 
data tables should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  x  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points to support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 x  

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

Please edit the growth curve, and remember to include a descriptive title and label the 
vertical and horizontal axis. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text 
citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important 
paper, especially ones that would contradict them? 

 x  
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● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   x 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   x 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

References were used appropriately throughout the paper and cited properly at the 
end. I found no problems with the citations as they were placed where they were 
needed and the formatting appeared to have no problems. Their reference indicated 
how they weaved the gathered data into their project and utilized it. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding 
of the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article 
has potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We 
will also perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 

 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

● What is the strength of the manuscript? 

● What are its weaknesses ?  

● List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

Team UPCH Peru did an excellent job introducing and simplifying the problem for 
those who are not familiar with it to understand a bit better. I will say that I had 
trouble keeping up with the tenses used in the article as it switched from all three 
(past, present, and future). Most likely, it was to indicate that you guys have not yet 
done some of these procedures, but I did not understand at first which made the peer-
reviewing a bit complicated. At the end of the day, I was able to figure out most of it 
though. The problem involves how the harsh climate in the highlands contributes to 
the frosts that decimate the fields/crops which leads to the community’s economic 
struggle. You clearly stated your team’s plan but utilizing the Antifreeze Proteins that 
will be sprayed onto the crops and prevent ice formation. The AFPs are to be 
produced in P. nigrifaciens as it is a bacterium conditioned to live in cold 
environments. The content was easy to follow. Majority of the suggested changes 
came from word usage and sentence structure so basically grammar. I wanted to 
mention that you should add a bit of detail of this project into the conclusion. The 
introduction and abstract are perfect as it; just look over the revisions of the wording 
to see if you agree with the additions.  
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Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 
Accepted as is   
Accepted after revisions  X 
Major revisions necessary   

 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Asma Khimani, Undergraduate Biology Student, Georgia State 
University, akhimani3@student.gsu.edu 

Second Reviewer – Zeshi Wang, Undergraduate Biology, Georgia State University, 
zwang58@student.gsu.edu 

Third Reviewer – Kennex Lam, Undergraduate, Georgia State University, 
klam11@student.gsu.edu 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that 
your peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this 
peer review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we 
reviewed xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You 
can use the team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. 
In total you should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly 
before uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document 
or PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 
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Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The main point of this research is to characterization and construction of a chassis for the 
production of antifreeze proteins to be used as a low-tech solution against plant frost in 
Peruvian agriculture. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   X  

The main question is original and interesting  X  

Easy to Read and well written?  X  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented11  X  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  X  

                                                           
11

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate X   

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  X  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   X  

Only important and useful data is added  X  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  X  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The paper suggests a straightforward approach to combat plant frost using AFP. So far the 
strain to be used has been well characterized using basic microbiological profiling.  The 
genetic construction is understandable but could be clearer with use of tables. The way the 
AFP are going to administered to the plants is not explained in details, and if the bacterium 
is not used directly, then it’s questionable whether it’s necessary to use this strain for 
protein production. Furthermore, mentions regarding the way the AFP are going to be 
purified would in this case be useful. If the bacterium is used directly, then the biosafety of 
the project needs to be developed. Moreover, the paper does not mention how the efficacy 
of the AFP would be tested. Overall, the project idea is very relevant to the local context 
but the details of the next stages need to be elaborated. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  X  
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● Any factual errors?  X  

● Any invalid arguments?  X  

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?  X  

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   X 

● The Article has the correct length?   X 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    X 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   X 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   X 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
X   

● How original is the work in the topic area?  X  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  X  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  X  
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Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction is well written and easy to follow. It describes the context and motivation for the 
project, and follows with the introduction of the project aim. Since the chosen topic might be a bit 
of a niche,  the chosen references seem to reflect the current knowledge despite some not being of 
recent years. Overall given the drastic space limitations the introduction fits all the necessary 
information.  

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?  X  

● High enough sample size?  X  

● Research was repeated if possible? X
X 

x  

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

x x  

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 
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Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards   x  

The research complies with common ethical standards  x  

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

The M&M could use some more tables to illustrate the different combinantion of strains 
and parts more clearly. There are is some information missing which would not allow for 
complete reproducibility, e.g the used antibiotic concentrations (but again there is not 
enough space for that), but very good otherwise. 
The sections genetic design, obtaining genetic fragments and construction of plasmids 
could be merged for compactness’ sake. See more comment in the text. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  x  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

x   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

x   

● Presentation of future research and limitations? x   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 
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Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The result and discussion section is overall well written. It follows well the methods sections. The 
growth curve could have been done in a biological triplicate, if it has been done the error bars are 
not visible in the graph. For the transformation, again clearer pictures would be better and also 
result of a colony PCR confirming the inset would be a great addition. Also, possibly mention 
whether you also performed negative and positive controls in your plasmid constructions and 
transformations. See more comment in the text. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  X  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 

points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

X   

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

Good choice of the figures, but could be made more visible, that is taken on a black 
background for examples. See more comments in the text. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 X  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  X  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?  X  
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Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

I’m not aware of the literature regarding the topic, but the amount and diversity used seems 
appropriate. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

strengths: the text present the local context, motivation and solution clearly and in a very 
understandable manner. 
Weaknesses: more mentions about the details of the final product and how that is going 
to be obtained, tested and applied would be a great addition. 
Further comments and recommended revisions: see text. For the M&M you can write all 
table with strain, plasmid, genes, antibiotics, primer sequences etc in the supplementary 
information tables and just refer to it in the main text, this way you save lots of space and 
can still be precise (reproducible). 
 
Overall I liked the article! Good luck on the continuation of your project 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
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Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Thierry Marti, Food Science MSc, ETH Zurich & University of Lausanne, 
igem@unil.ch 

Second Reviewer – Ilinca Dragan, Biology BSc, ETH Zurich & University of Lausanne, 
igem@unil.ch 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

To highlight the growing use and importance of machine learning in iGEM projects 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   X  

The main question is original and interesting  X  

Easy to Read and well written? X   

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented12 X   

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding X   

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate X   

                                                           
12

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws) NA   

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1  X   

Only important and useful data is added X   

Does the conclusion answer the main question ? X   

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

While the idea of the article is interesting, it would be nice to have more information on 
what each of the programs are used for. It would be amazing if more background was added 
before explaining the projects of other iGEM teams.  

There was inconsistency in the information provided under the headings. Graphs, images 
are recommended. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  x  

● Any factual errors? no   

● Any invalid arguments? no   

 

 - + +
+ 
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● Does the title fit into the article's topic?  x  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper? x   

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   x 

● The Article has the correct length?   x 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?  x   

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly? x   

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   x 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
x   

● How original is the work in the topic area?  x  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly? x   

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  x  

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 
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Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

More info on the programs and machine learning. Additional info on how the team 
themselves are using machine learning this year would be nice to know 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?  x  

● High enough sample size?  x  

● Research was repeated if possible?  x  

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

NA   

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards  NA   
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The research complies with common ethical standards   X 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

Not applicable for this paper 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  X  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

X   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

 X  

● Presentation of future research and limitations? X   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

Did not exactly fall under the right heading. 
One recommendation would be to pick just one team and explain how they used machine 
learning, or compare and contrast two teams, or use own team’s example to explain – 
specific to machine learning only  

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 
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● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  X  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 

points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 X  

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

Programs used by different teams were mentioned well.  
Love the overall idea of the paper. More info needed to easily understand the text 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important 

paper, especially ones that would contradict them? 

 X  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited? NO   

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?  X  

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

Were mostly about the Wiki of other iGEM teams. Well-referenced 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 
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• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

Mentioned already in previous paragraphs 
 
We look forward to seeing the iGEM project at the Giant Jamboree!  

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Shivani Karnik, MSc in Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Copenhagen 
(pkb933@alumni.ku.dk)s 

Second Reviewer – David Essenbæk, Bachelor’s in Molecular Biomedicine, University of 
Copenhagen (khx755@alumni.ku.dk) 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 
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Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Team Calgary : Bellatrix:  Software 
Providing a Novel Protein 

Representation Method  
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM  
Proceedings Journal  

 

In General  

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to 

peer-review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put 

a lot of time and effort in!   

Thank you!   

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings 

journal in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.   

What is a peer-review?   
Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having 

reviewers, with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form 

of accountability and assures a high standard for publications.   

This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each 

step in order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best 

feedback to improve it.   

A few things to keep in mind:   

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need 

to as well.   

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure 

that you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole 

process should take ca. 5 hours per article.  

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.   

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).   

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes.  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :   

○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect   

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well  

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary     

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive.  

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and 

authors will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. 

This way acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An 

open process also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be 

fair and respectful. In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone 

that took part in this collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team 

members per article that will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged 

by name. The 2 reviewers may disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what 

they disagree on and why. They will need to submit their evaluations in the same 

documents.  

We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger 

picture and answer the following questions:   

The First Read-Through  

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words)  

The main point of this research is to go through the different machine 
learning applications used in iGEM. The article reviews past applications of 
machine learning in iGEM.  

  -  +  + 
+  

The main question is addressed and  relevant     x    

The main question is original and interesting      x  

Easy to Read and well written?  x      
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The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments 
presented13  

  x    

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  x      

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate – 
no tables and figures  

x      

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws) - no 
experimental design  

      

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1 – no data        

Only important and useful data is added –no data        

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?    x    

  

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about 

and which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on 

are:  

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important?  

● What are the main findings ?  

● What problem did it aim to solve ?   

● Are the methods used appropriate?  

● Do the data support the conclusions?  

  

Review text (100-250 words)  

The topic of the paper is both intriguing and relevant, as machine learning can aid the 
development of synthetic biology.  The paper presented several interesting 
applications of machine learning by previous iGEM teams.   

                                                           
13 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all.  

This is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it 
is just an outlook or suggestions for future research.   
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The biggest flaw of the paper is that it was at times hard to understand and grammar 
mistakes were quite common. Some sentences were very long and many paragraphs 
only consisted of a single sentence.  

  
The overall structure of the paper is more suitable for an article with an experimental 
set-up, for a literature review the structure doesn't work as well. Sections could for 
example be divided based on the software or based on the application (e.g cancer 
therapy) or the different iGEM teams mentioned in the article. Some paragraphs 
continued topics discussed already in a previous section which is why the sections 
seemed arbitrary.  The structure of the paper should be revised to make the text more 
logical and easier to read.   

The Second Read-Through - Overview  

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument 

construction, language clarity and content.  

  

   -  +  + 

+  

●  Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  x      

●  Any factual errors?    x    

●  Any invalid arguments?  x      

  

   -  +  + 

+  

●  Does the title fit into the article's topic?      x  

●  Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?    x    

●  Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?        
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●  The Article has the correct length?      x  

●  Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   x      

  

  
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it 

is also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text.  

  

  

  

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance  

1.Introduction  

Does the introduction:   

   -  +  + 

+  

●  Explain the problem thoroughly?  x      

●  Summarizes previous research on the topic?  x      

●  
Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 
knowledge?  

x      

●  How original is the work in the topic area?    x    

●  Does the introduction address the target audience properly?    x    

●  Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?    x    
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Originality   

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or 

hasn't been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research 

in other fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent 

reference. However, methodology and some research may rely on older research, in 

which case it is acceptable to reference older literature.  

Aims  

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 

introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 

research aim should fit into  

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words)  

The first section of the introduction is good apart from language mistakes. It was also 

nice that a brief review of previous machine learning applications in iGEM was already 

given in the introduction. However, a few paragraphs on the importance of machine 

learning would be a great addition to the introduction – the reader should get an idea 

of what machine learning is, what it is used for and why machine learning is an 

important tool in synthetic biology and why this paper is relevant. So, in conclusion: 

the iGEM projects could be introduced in less detail in the introduction and more 

importance could be put to what machine learning is.  

  

2. Materials and Methods  

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” .  

Is the research reproducible and robust?  

   -  +  + 
+  

●  Enough controls? Not applicable       

●  High enough sample size? Not applicable       

●  Research was repeated if possible? Not applicable       

●  
Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 
performed ? Not applicable  
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Reproducible Methods  

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce 

the research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be 

explained in a step by step way (if applicable).  

Robust Methods  

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 

performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed 

to confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased.  

Best Practice  

  -  +  + 
+  

The research complies with health and safety standards       x  

The research complies with common ethical standards      x  

 

The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 

that were discovered or confirmed?:  

   -  +  + 

+  

●  Describes the data collected and their implications? Not applicable        

●  
The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 
applicable)  

x      

●  
The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 
topic also by referencing previous research? Not applicable  

      

Review text  -   Material and Methods   (1 50 - 3 50 )  words   

The article is a literature review.  Therefore,   the materials and methods section s   are   not  
app licable.   

  

3 . Results and Discussion   
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●  Presentation of future research and limitations?  x      

      

The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data 

collected. The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the 

context of the performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research 

limitations and future research.  

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words)  

The results were not well justified at points, some parts in results section would have 
required either more explanation or a citation. These are marked in the comments of 
the document. For example ‘as is known’ should not be used to explain things that are 
not common knowledge.    

Not all paraghraphs in the section ‘Results and Findings’ seem to fit the title. As 
mentioned earlier, the structure of the paper should be revised and paraghraphs should 
be placed in correct, logical sections.  At some points, it is unclear what the article is 
referring to, when using expressions such as 'the team' or 'it'. These expressions should 
be specified unless it is intrinsically clear from the context.   

From software tools, only Python was discussed in the 'Conclusions' section, whilst 
other were discussed more in the previous sections. Why is this?    

The discussion on the multidisciplinarity of iGEM is interesting. However, the benefits 
and challenges could be discussed more thorougly. The discussion should not be 
divided to multiple paragraphs. It was also nice that the benefits of machine learning in 
iGEM were discussed, but it would have been nice to read more about this.  

Future research was only discussed briefly. More discussion on how machine learning 
could be applied, and it could benefit future iGEM teams should be added.    

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables  

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever 

possible. Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into 

the overall article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and 

data tables should be correctly labelled.  

   -  +  + 

+  

●  
The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  
Not applicable  
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●  
There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. Not applicable  

      

     

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word)  

There were no images/graphs.  

  

6. List of References  

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 

references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text 

citations.  

   -  +  + 

+  

●  
Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important 
paper, especially ones that would contradict them?  

  x    

●  Are the references too excessive or too limited?    x    

●  Did they use proper APA style referencing?    x    

      

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words)  

Mainly previous iGEM team’s wikis were used as references, which works with the type 
of the paper. The reference list at the end of the paper is fine, although the dates are 
missing from the website references. However, the references in the text should be 
revised, as all the citations were put to the end of the paragraph, which is not the 
reference style used in scientific papers. Citations should be placed directly after the 
sentence that needs a citation, not only at the end of the paragraph. More scientific 
literature could have been used in the paper. Reading some scientific articles on 
machine learning and writing a short paragraph on what machine learning is etc, would 
be useful to make the introduction better. In this case references to scientific articles 
would also be necessary.  
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7. Plagiarism  

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding 

of the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article 

has potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We 

will also perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software.  

  

SUMMARY text (250-500 words)  

• What is the strength of the manuscript?  

• What are its weaknesses ?   

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above)  

Many interesting topics, such as softwares and applications of machine learning are 
mentioned in the article, but many of them are only described briefly. Overall, the 
topics could be discussed on a deeper, more thorough manner to give the reader a 
better review. The article was at points a little bit like a list: a lot of things are 
mentioned, but their benefits and drawback are not discussed.   
The topic of the paper was well chosen: a review on machine learning applications in 
iGEM will for sure be helpful for future teams considering using machine learning in 
their project. It was also nice that many different softwares, applications in iGEM are 
presented in the article.   
The biggest weakness of the article is that it is hard to read and to understand. Some 
sentences lack verbs, some sentences are too long, and some words used are 
incorrect. For example, promoters have a certain strength, not ‘force levels’ as the text 
put it. Capitalization of words should be revised, for example the word ‘iGEM’ is 
misspelled multiple times.   
The structure of the article is not logical. The section structure should be rethought.  
The paragraphs should be placed logically under the correct paragraphs. Sections 
could for example be divided based on the software or based on the application (e.g. 
cancer therapy) or the different iGEM teams mentioned in the article. It is also 
advisable to have at least two full sentences in one paragraph, one sentence cannot 
form a paragraph.  Some paragraphs could be merged with others: For example, the 
discussion of the benefits and complications of multidisciplinary work could be 
discussed in a single paragraph, not two separate ones.   
Revisions: Grammar, spelling, structure, clear and understandable sentences, more 
discussion  

  

Verdict  
  What is your verdict about the manuscript?  

Accepted as is     
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Accepted after revisions     

Major revisions necessary   Major revisions are necessary because the text was 
hard to understand.  

  

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system)  

First  Reviewer  –  Maria  Rajakenttä,  BSc  of  Science,  Aalto 

 University, maria.rajakentta@aalto.fi.  

Second Reviewer – Artur Gynter, BSc student in Bioinformatics, Aalto University, 

artur.gynter@aalto.fi.  

Last step  

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that 

your peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing.  

  
Uploading  

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 

comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this 

peer review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we 

reviewed xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You 

can use the team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. 

In total you should upload 4 documents, 2 per article.  

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly 
before uploading!  

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 

document)  

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document 

or PDF)  

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 

Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions!  
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Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 

manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in!  
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

Development and application of the Bellatrix program, to create standardized Star files 
based on PDB files. And through these, manipulate data efficiently with more optimal read 
and write times; for better application in machine learning. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   X  

The main question is original and interesting  X  

Easy to Read and well written?  X  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented14   X 

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   X 

                                                           
14 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   X 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  X   

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1  X   

Only important and useful data is added   X 

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?   X 

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

Short summary: Difficulty working with PDB files and little ease of integrating them into 
machine learning methods. They pushed the idea of creating standardized Star files through 
Bellatrix software, with Python using numerous packages. These files are represented by a 
large-scale matrix, allowing efficient data manipulation; by improving read and write times, 
as well as the ability to create protein file libraries. 

 

Critique: The premise of the article is interesting because it can be applied to many 
techniques in the field of computational biology. Allowing to better manipulate large 
volumes of data for procedures that merit automation, to reduce time and computational 
resources. The problem they addressed was the difficulty to work with PDB files and little 
ease of integrating them into machine learning methods. The methods used are suitable 
for optimizing file handling. The data presented supports the conclusions but we consider 
that repetitions should be carried out and the data volume increased, so that the results 
are more robust and meaningful for the application in machine learning. Apart from this, 
no controls are specified, both in the software process or in the application of the files in 
PCA technique. 

 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 
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When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   X 

● Any factual errors?    X 

● Any invalid arguments?  X  

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  X  

● The Article has the correct length?   X 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    X 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 
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Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

Short summary: The Protein Data Bank (PDB) contains detailed structural information on 
proteins, PDB files, are a treasure trove of high-quality structural data and provide 
invaluable information that have fingerprints across the field of computational biology. One 
strength that arises from PDB files use is that it simplifies the often arduous task of non-
traditionally representing these protein structures. These novel representations breathe 
life into the field of computational protein analysis, allowing it to continue growing. The use 
of a novel, refined filetype also has a potential application in the emerging field of machine 
learning. To capitalize upon the plethora of information PDB files contain, they aim  to 
create a process that extracts and organizes protein structural data from PDB files (Star 
files) into a form readily available for machine learning and modelling applications 
(Bellatrix). 

 

Critique: The problem is presented correctly but the reference it’s not recent. They should 
present the Star file and Bellatrix in the introduction detailing the objective further. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? X   

● High enough sample size? X   

● Research was repeated if possible? X   

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 
performed ? 

  X 

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 
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Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    X 

The research complies with common ethical standards   X 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

Short summary: In this section the structure of a Star file was explained, represented in a 
matrix with dimensions i, j where element ij is the vector from amino acid i to amino acid j, 
as numbered in the protein sequence. Including important metadata, such as its structural 
characterization method, the chi angles of each side chain, and the amino acids where no 
coordinates were given. Later, the development of the Bellatrix software through Python 
3.7.6 using various libraries is described. After the translation of PDB files taking some 
special considerations, the Star files were read and displayed via Microsoft Excel. The 
software was then expanded to work on a set of user-defined questions, from where a serial 
protein list can be translated and added to form Star Libraries (a CSV file made up of 
multiple Star files). 
 
Critique: The method section is clearly explained, but the following steps are missing: Star 
file application in PCA machine learning technique and user testing of Bellatrix software 
within a diverse group of undergraduate students. What prevents the complete 
reproduction of the investigation and the results.  
We consider that the size of the data sample and the repetitions of the process should be 
increased, so that the results are more robust and meaningful to confirm a better 
application in machine learning. Apart from this, the methodology does not specify 
controls, both for the duration of the Bellatrix software and for the application of the Star 
files in the PCA technique. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   X 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 
applicable) 

 X  

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 
topic also by referencing previous research? 

 X  
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● Presentation of future research and limitations?  X  

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

Short summary: Bellatrix was carried out on a single protein generating a Star file in 59.32 
seconds and this Star files were then verified empirically using Microsoft Excel. Working on 
an interrogation set of 20 identical 1EG1 proteins, Bellatrix was able to construct a Star file 
library on this set in 18.16 minutes, averaging 54.5 seconds per protein. This result was 
shared when conducted on a set of dynamically obtained PDBs of similar size. Then they 
successfully used PCA, a machine learning technique, to run on Stars as a proof of concept 
illustrating the potential of these files in machine learning. Additionally, user testing of 
Bellatrix conducted on a group of college students allowed for plausible implementation of 
its user interface in their workflows. 

Bellatrix provides a way to quickly compile structural data into a set of interrogation 
proteins, its true power lies in imagination and the function given to it by its users, for 
example clustering through machine learning. Star files allow direct comparison between 
structural relationships of proteins and thus provide a form of structure-based clustering. 
Bellatrix can provide scientists with new data architectures and stability criteria for proteins 
that have been subjected to molecular dynamics simulation. From dynamic data, multiple 
PDBs can be generated at instantaneous time points. The resulting star library can be 
manipulated to observe the movements of the entire protein with respect to any amino 
acid. Star files can be applied in homology modeling by highlighting differences between 
similar proteins. 

Critique: The results were presented coherently, StartFiles should be verified quatitatiably 

not just empirically. A further description of PCA analysis needed. Also they only evaluate 

Bellatrix with one protein set 1EG1 and don't realize statistical analysis comparing the time 

required to generate the Star file with another set of proteins.  They did not compare the 

tool developed with similar tools and only refer to bibliography once to describe a possible 

application. It is not described whether or not there is data loss involved when going to Star 

File. Limitations and possible applications could be described in more detail. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
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+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  X  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

X   

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

In Figure 1, the anatomy of the Star file is clearly depicted; denoting the location of the 
coordinate array, amino acid sequence, and metadata collected from the PDB file. In Figure 
2 the circular work flow diagram of Bellatrix is described, starting from the introduction of 
data of the protein in the interface until the writing in a csv file; The whole process is 
explained in more detail in the methodology. 
 
Critique: Images and diagrams promote understanding of the text, conform to the article, 
are correctly labeled and explained. In Figure 1 the image quality could be improved for 
better viewing. 
There is no adequate number of data points that can meaningfully support the trends 
claimed by the authors, nor is there a comparison with controls. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

x   

● Are the references too excessive or too limited? x   

● Did they use proper APA style referencing? x   

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

Short summary: They presented 12 references, of which two are not cited in the text and 

three are not in APA format.  
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Critique: We consider that Bellatrix should be compared with similar tools or works with 

updated bibliography. Since only one reference is presented in the discussion, about a 

possible application, more research literature is needed. Some of the references there are 

not appropriate for the content presented. Most of the references are recent and support 

the authors' arguments with in-text citations. 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

● What is the strength of the manuscript? 

● What are its weaknesses ?  

● List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The strength of the manuscript is the successful Bellatrix development, a tool that has been 
able to generate Star protein file libraries with read and write times of sub-minutes per 
protein. Bellatrix provides a novel method of protein representation to promote new 
perspectives, hypotheses and practices with impacts in the world of machine learning. Star 
files have great potential in facilitating processes that require automation for better 
analysis of large volume data, as well as reducing computational resources during these 
processes. 

Was successfully tested within a diverse group of undergraduate students, through testing 
and tweaking of the user interface. Bellatrix was successfully used by users of different 
backgrounds, who identified plausible implementation into their workflows.      

Among the weaknesses of the manuscript we have the inadequate number of data points 
that can correctly support the authors' conclusions, taking into account that an 
experimental design should be applied for the analysis. Apart from this, comparisons of the 
results obtained with controls should be made, to denote the improvement that occurred 
by the application of the Star files. We must take into account that the research is not fully 
reproducible because some of the results presented do not have described its 
corresponding methodology. We also recommend improving the writing of the 
introduction since words are repeated more than three times. 
 
We recommend reviewing: 

● Size of the data sample and the repetitions of the process 
● Comparison with similar tools 
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● Controls of the process (no replicable) 
● Missing steps in methods  
● Quantitative verification of Star files. 
● Redaction in introduction 
● More bibliographic research 
● APA format 
● Resolution Figure 1 
● Format of Authors 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Natalia E. Torres-Moreira, review and editing, Universidad de las Fuerzas 
Armadas ESPE, netorres2@espe.edu.ec. 

Second Reviewer – Estefany M. Paredes-Salgado, review and editing, Universidad de las 
Fuerzas Armadas ESPE, emparedes3@espe.edu.ec.  

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

mailto:netorres2@espe.edu.ec
mailto:emparedes3@espe.edu.ec
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Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 
There is a data structure, called Star data structure, which are large matrices composed of distance 

vectors between atoms and every other atom present in a protein. The team created a software called 

Bellatrix, in Python language, which can create Star files automatically to integrate deep learning 

methods into homology modelling studies. 

 

 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    X 

The main question is original and interesting   X 

Easy to Read and well written?  X  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented15   X 

                                                           
15

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   X 

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   X 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   X 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1    X 

Only important and useful data is added   X 

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?   X 

 
After the initial read-trough create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The team created a new data structure for protein data files obtained from PDB. This new 
data structure is organized into matrices of protein to protein interactions which can help 
future implementation of deep learning methods into computational studies. I think their 
premise is very important since machine learning methods are the future of computational 
biology studies. Although they did a terrific job with their project, I think they could not 
explain their work very well because if I do not have a quantitative background and some 
prospects about machine learning I would not understand the importance of their work 
just like some of my team mates. I will be providing some detailed comments in following 
sections. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  X  

● Any factual errors?   X 
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● Any invalid arguments?   X 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   X 

● The Article has the correct length?   X 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   X  

 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  X  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic? X   

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 X  

● How original is the work in the topic area?   X 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   X 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   X 
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Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

I think you should explain what applications you are dreaming to fit into your project. Its potential 
benefits to biology, and why they are important. Because it seems like another representation type, 
for the first look.  
You should be more specific what potential you are talking about.  You have used so mysterious 
words in the introduction, I think. Yes, you bring some novelty and a new look but why do we need 
it? Is it easier than previous methods? Or sth else? I think these ambiguous parts should be 
explained in a few sentences, nothing more. Try to make it easier to understand for a wet-lab 
biologist. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?   X 

● High enough sample size?   X 

● Research was repeated if possible?   X 

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

  X 

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 
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Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    X 

The research complies with common ethical standards   X 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

Cannot you implement your data structure into PDB, why do you need a new library from 
the scratch? I understand that you will be creating a new library like PDB, am I wrong? 
You Figure looks just fine, but I would prefer to put an exemplary data file of a protein. It 
would be more accessible for a biologist. 
I think you need some explanations on technical terms (or avoid using them) because they 
make it harder to read. Not everyone is a computer expert so please be kind who is not 

familiar with the topic 😊 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   X 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

  X 

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

X   

● Presentation of future research and limitations?  X  

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 
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Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

I prefer to see some screenshots of your program, it would be very nice. Also, maybe you can bring 
some information PCA technique you have mentioned, some results you obtained. (how it can help 
researchers in this area?) 
I prefer some explanations from real world problems, for example how it can help for a problem in 
this area? I think the second paragraph in results section does not needed in this paper, not sure 
about it but please think twice. Yes, you have performed user experience, which is important for a 
commercial software, but do you really need to integrate this into the paper? 
Does not your program eventually produce the same result (RMS value)? Or did I understand it 
wrong? If you can quantify the relative movements of some proteins w.r.t some aminoacid chains, 
you need to use statistics eventually. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   X 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 

points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 X  

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

As I said before, I think you should put some exemplary data file produced with your 
program because it is really hard to visualize what to expect from such a data structure. 
Also, maybe you can visualize the vectors between proteins/aminoacids to better show to 
the reader what your data contains.  

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  X 
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● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   X 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   X 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

Your citations and references just look fine, no need to change sth. 
 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

 
First of all, I think you did a terrific job, well done!  I really like your project and believe 
that you should be going further with this project, beyond an iGEM project. 
 
As a view of a reader, it is really hard to read your paper because the organization of 
paragraphs and spaces were not okay. I tried to fix some of them as you can see the 
corrected word file. Another issue here is that you wrote this article to a bioinformatics 
people, not a wet-lab biologist. Most of my team members did not really understand the 
importance of your project because you did not polish the applications very well. In the 
intro paper does not look like a promising one until the discussion. A few sentences would 
be very nice into your introduction. 
 
I am sorry if I do not provide detailed comments because I am the one who know a little 
bit more computational stuff, so here I am :D I tried to be nice on my comments, I hope 
you can benefit from my comments. 
 
I think you need some minor changes (nice looking one).  
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Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Fatih Ucar, undergraduate in Physics, Koc University, Istanbul 
Fucar14@ku.edu.tr 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 

 
 

mailto:Fucar14@ku.edu.tr
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 Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

A proof of concept to regulate thyroid hormone imbalance in hypothyroidism patients 
using a biological device that uses engineered E.coli to sense T3 concentration at skin level.  

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and relevant   X  

The main question is original and interesting   X 

Easy to Read and well written?  X  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented16 X   

                                                           
16

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   X 

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate  X  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws) X   

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1  X   

Only important and useful data is added X   

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  X  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The research aims to design and develop a device that can sense the T3 hormone levels 
present in sweats. This is aimed to be done using engineered E.coli that contains an intein 
which will fold in the presence of T3 to ligate the halves of the GFP present on the extremes 
producing a functional GFP. The fluorescence emitted by the GPF is measured using a 
photodiode. This is a very interesting and novel solution to regulate thyroid hormone 
imbalances. The effect that can occur in the system such as the formation of inclusion 
bodies is also administered. However, some concepts that are mentioned in the results and 
discussion (Ardunio OD sensor and PID controller) which should be introduced before. The 
paper lacks an explanation of how the entire system of sensing and autoregulation of the 
hormone level will be constructed and delivered as the autoregulation concepts are not 
well-discussed. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
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 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable? X   

● Any factual errors? X   

● Any invalid arguments?  X  

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?  X  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?  X  

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic? X   

● The Article has the correct length?  X  

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   X  

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  X  
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● Summarizes previous research on the topic? X   

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 X  

● How original is the work in the topic area?   X 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  X  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  X  

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The problem statement and aim of the project is explained clearly with appropriate 
statistical data required. Current medication prescribed for hyperthyroidism patients and 
their drawbacks are also well discussed. But there are a few points which could have been 
included for better understanding. The introduction lacks a clear explanation of the 
functions of the T3 hormone and mini-intein domain. The reason for choosing this approach 
and its advantages over other methods could be added. The working of the device is more 
focused than the basic introduction of the components. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 
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● Enough controls?  N/A    

● High enough sample size? N/A    

● Research was repeated if possible?  N/A    

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed? N/A 

   

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards   X  

The research complies with common ethical standards  X  

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

The paper did not have a Material and Method section. Under research elaborations, the 
mechanism of intein mediated T3 sensing is well described. Though the ordinary differential 
equations and its variables of mathematical modelling for the sensing for T3 are explained, 
the author could have specified the inference of these equations. The clear explanation of 
the components and the working of the turbidostat gives a good understanding of the 
system. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 
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 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications? X   

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

X   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

X   

● Presentation of future research and limitations?  X  

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

 

The result section has findings represented in two graphs but the analysis of the data from 
the graph could be drawn for better understanding. Also, I believe the experiments carried 
out for the findings are important to be mentioned.  New terms such as Aurdino and PID 
was introduced later in this section. The author should explain these terminologies in 
previous sections. The discussion is well constructed and perfectly delivers the project's 
current state, its limitations, and the possible errors. The author has also discussed the 
safety aspects of the project which is very crucial as it deals with the human body. But 
suggestions for these limitations and future works could also be discussed. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story? X   
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● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 

points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 X  

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The author has done an excellent job of illustrating the mechanism of the sensing device. 
This aids in an accurate understanding of the protein construct. The function of flagx3 in 
figure 1 is not mentioned anywhere in the paper. The inclusion of the turbidostat's image 
gives a good idea of the design. In my opinion, the results from the graph should be critically 
analysed as the idea of how it supports the overall paper is unclear. In the graphs, the 
legends are too small to be legible.  

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

X   

● Are the references too excessive or too limited? X   

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?  X  

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The references were cited properly using APA style referencing. However, the paper lacks citations 
for some arguments. Mainly the introduction part which has facts based on the previous findings 
should be cited. Also, the mathematical modelling section lacks citations to support its arguments.  

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
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SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

This manuscript does a good job of describing the problem statement and the proposed 
solution.  The title and abstract are appropriate for the content of the text. The 
mechanism of T3 sensing is discussed clearly with modelling equations which is one of the 
manuscript's major strengths. The illustration of the construct of the T3 reporter cells 
supports the description of intein mediated T3 sensing in a better way.  The design and 
working of the turbiodostat are well-described. Considering the COVID situation, the 
authors have done an excellent job of delivering most of the research methods.  But some 
variables of the differential equations are not indicated and addressing how these 
equations will be inferred and implemented seem to be missing. 
The introduction could be improved by giving a basic idea about the T3 hormone. More 
information that justifies their choice of methods could be included. The graphs in result 
and findings are a bit vague as the experiments conducted to draw these results are not 
discussed. The result section could be improved if the trends from the graphs are 
analyzed as to how it supports the overall system. In my opinion, the paper lacks citations 
in many places to support the arguments. The paper fails to deliver a complete picture of 
how the final device will be designed and practically applied. The detailed information 
about the database to help clinicians monitor the levels of hormones mentioned in the 
abstract is not discussed in the paper.  
 
 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Pavithra Sathyan, B.Tech Biotechnology Engineering (ongoing- V semester), 
Manipal Institute of Technology. Mail- Pavithra.s3@learner.manipal.edu 

Second Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email 
address. 
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Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

To develop a biological system to detect hormone levels in patients with hyperthyroidism 
through T3 concentration on the skin, using engineered E. coli. This can be implemented in 
a device that administer proper hormone-imbalance medication dosages depending on the 
patient’s current hormone levels. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   X  

The main question is original and interesting   X 

Easy to Read and well written? X   

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented17 X   

                                                           
17

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  X  

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate  X  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws) X   

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1  X   

Only important and useful data is added X   

Does the conclusion answer the main question ? X   

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

This paper introduces a proposed design of a device that can deliver hyperthyroid 
medication dosages dependent on the patient’s current hormonal levels. Through a 
biological circuit, T3 concentration, an indicator of hormonal levels, can be detected via an 
intein mediated ligation of luminescent eGFP. Using photodiodes, the proposed device can 
sense the amount of eGFP, and determine the original T3 concentration, and determine 
the proper dosage of hormone-medication. This system will be housed in a turbidostat, 
which will keep the engineered E. coli alive for extended usage and detection. Due to 
COVID-19 and limited ability to experiment and test your designs, it is obviously difficult to 
determine the consistency in the paper’s findings and its proposed design. The idea behind 
the paper is very interesting, and the overall mechanism of the biology and hardware is 
well-described. However, I noted some large inconsistencies. The most glaring was the lack 
of a connection from the sensing design of the project to the therapeutic design. The paper 
does not describe how the system might be integrated with hardware that can administer 
the proper dosage. Given the current description of this team’s project, it would be 
important to describe it as a sensing device, with the potential to be further integrated with 
a medication delivering device. There are also several places which require descriptions of 
concepts as they are first introduced. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 
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When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable? X   

● Any factual errors? X   

● Any invalid arguments? X   

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic? X   

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?  X  

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  X  

● The Article has the correct length? X   

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   X  

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  X  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic? X   
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● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
X   

● How original is the work in the topic area?   X 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly? X   

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   X 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

This paper does a good job introducing the problem of thyroid disorders, and the problems that 
need to be addressed. However, there is a huge gap in addressing current technologies and how 
they need to be improved. How are thyroid levels currently determined, and why would a bacterial 
system be better? There are also some issues with citations and sources, the introduction is an area 
in which everything you claim should be supported by previous research. Additionally, descriptions 
of T3, intein systems, and the medication should be very thoroughly described, as these are the 
basis for the entire biological system you design. For T3, you should be very clear about why you 
can use skin T3 to determine overall hormone levels. With the medication, there is no mention of 
what it does and if there are any other medication options. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? X   

● High enough sample size? X   
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● Research was repeated if possible? N/A   

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

N/A   

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards  X   

The research complies with common ethical standards X   

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

This is obviously difficult since there was no materials and methods. It would be valuable to 
implement a description of how you would build the genetic circuit for this and test the 
success of the circuit. The description of research was valuable, and the figure was essential 
for understanding the mechanism. 
The modelling should be reformatted to introduce equations as they are described, and 
make sure all variables are introduced. It is also valuable to introduce how these equations 
would be used, and what they can do to inform your research and design.  
The hardware section was very thorough, I think a detailed diagram indicating all of the 
components described would be very helpful to understanding how they all interact. It 
would also be valuable to describe the purpose of a turbidostat and why it was necessary 
to design one for your project. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 
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● Describes the data collected and their implications? X   

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

X   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

X   

● Presentation of future research and limitations?  X  

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The results section definitely needs expansion. The findings are presented, but there is very 
little writing about what they mean and their implications for the project, or any analysis. 
The results also came from experiments that weren’t previously described before this 
section. The equation for the GFP wasn’t described in the modelling section previously, and 
the unit was not described previously. The optical density results were explained well, but 
there was no discussion about the value of OD and why this was an experiment that was 
considered necessary to use. There was also discussion of arduinos that were not previously 
mentioned. 
The discussion section was strong, but there should have been more discussion of next 
steps for the project and experiments that would be performed in the future. The 
limitations were well described, and very important to the paper. I wish there was more 
discussion, potentially even in the introduction, about the ethics of this project. It being a 
therapeutic and containing bacteria so close to the body are two big aspects. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story? X   

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 X  
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Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

It was unclear how the data supported the overall story. That is something that should be 
very important since there was a limited ability to perform experiments, so the experiments 
and data that was collected should be that much more important. The figures that were 
provided were useful, I especially liked the figure of the protein construct. The graphs under 
the results section were also small and the axes and any text written was hard to read, but 
the captions made it clear.  

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

X   

● Are the references too excessive or too limited? X   

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?  X  

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The citations used were valuable, and essential to the success of the paper. However, this 
paper was severely under-cited. There were many claims and arguments proposed that had 
no source. Especially in the introduction, where every claim should be backed by previous 
research. Also, there were no citations in the modelling section, and only one citation in the 
hardware section. Even if you do not directly cite claims made by the paper, if you used 
information gained from it in your design, it is important to cite it. In the results section, 
there was a graph produced from an ODE, but it was unclear where the values for this 
equation came from. If they came from literature, they should be cited, or if they were 
found experimentally, that should be made very clear. Overall, many aspects of this paper 
could be strengthened by citing more research and addressing all of the available 
knowledge on the topic. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
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SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

This paper has many strengths, but there were also some glaring weaknesses in it. The 
strengths of this paper are in its research and the descriptions of the systems. They have a 
very clear goal for the project, and they addressed the goal clearly in their introduction, as 
well as their “research elaborations” section. I thought that what they did have, they 
made clear and described accurately. There were few spots that I thought they skipped 
over something that should have been explained. However, there were several 
components and aspects that need to be revised and improved on. One of the biggest is 
that there is no discussion in the paper about how the designed parts would integrate 
into a device that administers the medication. The project is introduced as a method to 
sense and regulate the hormonal levels, but then the paper only describes how it is 
sensed. If the paper simply focuses on describing their system of sensing hormonal levels, 
and has a strong emphasis that this can be used in a therapeutic setting, that would be 
much better. Another recurring issue was the introduction of concepts without explaining 
what they are or why they are relevant to the project. It is critical to explain why each 
part of the project and each new section or concept is necessary to the success of the 
overall project. There were also concepts that became very important at the end, that 
were not introduced in the paper until very late, such as PID. For something that was very 
important to the overall design of the project, I would have much preferred to see it 
brought up earlier at some point. Another area that should definitely be addressed is the 
need for more citations. This is something that is super critical to the success of a research 
paper, and there were several spots that claims were made without any sources, that I 
would have really liked to see a source for. I also know that this is a Spanish team, and 
English is likely not their first language, so there were some sentences that were 
confusing and some areas with grammar or word-choice issues. Overall, the project is 
strong, but there definite areas for revision that the team should address to make this 
paper as strong as it can be. Also recognized, that not all of my comments and corrections 
are things that I think must happen, but things that I think would improve it. 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 
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Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email address. 

Gabe Isaacson, BS Candidate, University of Rochester, gisaacso@u.rochester.edu 

 

Second Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email 
address. 

Heather Shi, BS Candidate, University of Rochester, hshi10@u.rochester.edu 

 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 

mailto:gisaacso@u.rochester.edu
mailto:hshi10@u.rochester.edu
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 Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The research focuses on providing a solution for methylmercury poisoning by engineering 
a probiotic bacterium capable of demethylating methylmercury, a neurotoxin primarily 
ingested from the gastrointestinal tract in humans, into the less toxic elemental mercury. 
The research aims to provide a proof of concept for the engineering of such a bacterium 
using a dual plasmid system.  

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    X 

The main question is original and interesting   X 

Easy to Read and well written?  X  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented18   X 

                                                           
18

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   X 

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   X 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   X 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1  N/A 
 

Only important and useful data is added 

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?   X 

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The article provides a proof of concept solution for the significant problem of 
methylmercury poisoning in humans, especially as a cause of diet including fish. It is pointed 
out that mercury pollution in water bodies is entering the food web and bioaccumulates to 
reach human consumers.  The premise is interesting and significant for the global 
population, especially for individuals relying on fish and other marine/freshwater animals 
as a main source of nutrition, which is claimed to be a number as high as 3.3 billion people.   

The article presents a dual plasmid system, the 2 plasmid constructs and their resultant 
hypothesized working principles. The components of the plasmids and the resulting 
working present an appropriate solution for the methylmercury poisoning problem. It is 
discussed that Gibson Assembly may be used to transform E. coli strains to introduce the 
plasmids and create the resultant engineered bacteria. This plan is hypothetically accurate 
and plausible. Data after experimentation is necessary to determine whether the proof of 
concept is applicable in a real-life scenario and what improvements are necessary. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
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 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  X  

● Any factual errors?  X  

● Any invalid arguments?   X 

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  X  

● The Article has the correct length? X   

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   X  

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   X 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic? X   

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
X   
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● How original is the work in the topic area?   X 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  X  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   X 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction successfully describes the context of the problem the article presents a 
solution to: ie. organic mercury compounds as a threat to human health. The importance, 
significance, and causes of the threat are discussed in detail. The solution proposed is quite 
original and appears conceptually to be an appropriate solution based on the information 
provided. The aims of the research are clearly stated. 
 Information about the current method of treatment of methylmercury poisoning or other 
previous research on proposed methods for reducing toxicity of organic mercury 
compounds are not mentioned. If mentioned, the proposed treatment could be compared 
to these previous methods and could be possibly promoted as a “better”, necessary or more 
useful solution.  

 

2. Materials and Methods  

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? N/A 
 
 

● High enough sample size? 

● Research was repeated if possible? 
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● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards  N/A 

The research complies with common ethical standards 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

In accordance with the purpose of the article as a proof of concept, this 
segment contains the proposed system to be engineered as a treatment for 
MeHg poisoning, rather than a regular materials and methods of a research 
article. Within this section, engineered plasmid maps with the functions of 
each component of the plasmid are clearly expressed. Additionally, the 
processes expected to occur within the engineered bacterium after the genes 
have been translated and the engineered bacterium exposed to MeHg do 
successfully complement the proof of concept and show that the proposed 
system is conceptually useful and efficient. Furthermore, the expected 
relationships between different parts of the system are thoroughly explained.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 
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● Describes the data collected and their implications? N/A 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

● Presentation of future research and limitations?  X  

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The discussion section successfully explains how the dual plasmid system mentioned in the previous 
part can be used to transform possible strains of E. coli to successfully engineer the probiotic 
intervention planned. Unfortunately, there is no discussion about how the different types of E. coli 
strains may be more suitable for this planned treatment and why. Previous  literature can provide 
information on which E. coli strain can provide the most suitable candidate to be transformed.  
The discussion also mentions additional possible positive effects of the engineered bacteria as a 
treatment, based on literature. Inclusion of this additional perspective amplifies the importance of 
the proposed engineered bacterium and ensures that the researchers have considered the effects 
of their proposed probiotic bacterium thoroughly. 

4. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   X 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

N/A 

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

By the format of the article, the visuals presented include the map of the two proposed 
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plasmids and the working principles of the engineered probiotic bacterium. The plasmid 
map is clear and the data presented under the “Design of Plasmids” provide detailed 
information on each component for both of the plasmids, which successfully communicates 
exactly how and why the authors designed the plasmid the way they did. This is further 
supported by the “Working Principle” part of the article. The visuals presented under this 
part also clarify the written part and examines all the interactions expected to occur within 
the engineered bacterium. This data and the way it is presented very successfully supports 
the argument of the authors. 

5. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  X 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  X  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing? X   

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The references used are generally recent and reliable throughout. The authors have 
referred to the relevant sources almost always within the text, as well. However, there are 
many minor errors in the format of the references. Much of the in-text citations and some 
of the references are cited without completely proper APA 6 style referencing. The errors 
in styling are minor but they occur multiple times and the same errors in style often occur 
multiple times. Therefore, the styling of the references, both in-text and in the references 
section, must be thoroughly revised.  

 

6. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
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SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The article successfully introduces a conceptual solution to methylmercury poisoning in 
humans. The article clearly sets the premise and explains the context of the problem to 
which the authors are proposing a solution. The identified problem is one of significance. 
The proposed solution is original and creative. The engineered plasmids are very clearly 
presented in writing and also visually with all the components of the plasmid explained, 
so that no part of the design remains unclear. Additionally, the processes hypothesized to 
occur within the engineered bacterium are communicated clearly both in writing and 
visually.  The discussion section refers to how the engineered system will be applied 
experimentally to physically produce the proposed bacterium. The authors have referred 
to reliable and appropriate sources, with quite several of them being recent. The language 
is understandable and generally appropriate but could be modified at certain places.  
There are several significant revisions necessary. The appendix does not contain details 
for the parts in BioBrick 2 as indicated. The references should be modified and edited to 
be accurate in accordance with the APA 6 guidelines. The length of the article should also 
be modified to adhere to the maximum required length of 3 pages. 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

Reviewer – Leyla Yalçınkaya, B.S. of Molecular Biology and Genetics Candidate, Bilkent 
University, leyla.yalcinkaya@ug.bilkent.edu.tr  

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

mailto:leyla.yalcinkaya@ug.bilkent.edu.tr
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Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 

 
 

Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  
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What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

They try to make a proof of concept of a probiotic that has a two plasmid system that goes 
from toxic methyl mercury to elementary mercury that is less harmful. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    X 

The main question is original and interesting   X 

Easy to Read and well written?  X  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented19   X 

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   X 

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   X 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   X 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1  X   

Only important and useful data is added X   

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?   X 

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

                                                           
19

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The article sets the goals the project really nice and clear. Methyl mercury is very toxic in 
the GI tract. Fish are carrying methyl mercury because of in sea factors producing it. They 
have  a very big impact on people’s health as fish are in the main diet of the population. 
The problem is even bigger because after entering an organism methyl mercury dissolves 
in fat and it  keeps circulating causing other major diseases. The article proposes a dual 
plasmid system. There are no data to say if the dual plasmid system works. The first plasmid 
has the conversion from methyl to elementary mercury genes and the second depending 
on the first has antiiflamatory effects. The constructs are big and with gibson assembly each 
plasmid is applicable. But it has to be implemented to see if this works. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  X  

● Any factual errors?  X  

● Any invalid arguments?   X 

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  X  

● The Article has the correct length? X   

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   X  
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Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   X 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic? X   

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
X   

● How original is the work in the topic area?   X 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  X  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   X 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction clearly mentions the problem and shows how big it is saying that methyl 
mercury is mainly in fish and how many people eat fish, having so many issues of the toxicity 
of it. Previous research of the topic is not mentioned in the introduction. Statistics are 
shown for the magnitude of the problem. They explain how mercury is harmful and in which 
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cases. In the end they propose their solution for the conversion of methylmercury to 
elementary mercury and they also say for the side effects of their system and how they 
consider to solve it.  

 

2. Materials and Methods  

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? No results 
 
 

● High enough sample size? 

● Research was repeated if possible? 

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards  X   

The research complies with common ethical standards X   

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

The only materials an methods are the parts of the constructs. In which they 
explain in detail how their system is going to work. 
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3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications? No 
results 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

● Presentation of future research and limitations?  X  

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

There are no results. 
In the discussion they propose how they are going t do the cloning in order to express the anti 
methyl mercury proteins. It is also mentioned in which cells this system could work. They go a step 
further discussing their system could work for therapeutic solutions for other diseases.  

4. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   X 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

X   
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Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

They have succeeded to visualize all their work by showing the 2 plasmid maps with each 
part in them. Figure 3 explains how the  system works for the first plasmid works and how 
this is going to convert methyl mercury and Figure 2 explains how the second plasmid 
throughs out the elementary mercury. 

5. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  X 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  X  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing? X   

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The references used are generally recent and reliable throughout. The authors have 
referred to the relevant sources almost always within the text, as well. However, there are 
many minor errors in the format of the references. Much of the in-text citations and some 
of the references are cited without completely proper APA 6 style referencing. The errors 
in styling are minor but they occur multiple times and the same errors in style often occur 
multiple times. Therefore, the styling of the references, both in-text and in the references 
section, must be thoroughly revised.  
Authors weren’t adhering to the APA 6 style referencing and it needs to be checked again. 
The in thext citation is wrong.  In the other hand the references are from the recent past 
and are from reliable journals.  The density of in text citation is proper covering all aspects 
with references.  

 

6. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
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SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

Methylmercury is a big problem and the potential solution of the article is valid. So they 
have made the foundations for a future success. The problem is wells documented and 
explained in order to understand the mechanics of the system proposed to solve the 
problem. Novel and Creative ideas were combined to result in this article.  The plasmids 
are very well written and also visually explained. The experimental design is analytical and 
with the information from the plasmids everything is clear and well understood 
Additionally, the discussion refers how the system is going to work in other strains. The 
references are from reliable journals.  
Revisions: In text references. APA references . No results(Cursed CoronaVirus).THE 
LENGTH OF THE ARTICLE WAS THREE PAGES NOT FOUR.  

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

Reviewer –Michelioudakis Venetios B.S. of Biochemistry and Biotechnology candidate , 
University of Thessaly, vmichelio@uth.gr  

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 

mailto:vmichelio@uth.gr
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team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Team Aalto-Helsinki: Guide for Using 
Rosetta when Designing Ligand Binding 

Sites.  
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

This article seeks to summarize a Rosetta guide for designing ligand binding sites. It uses a 
flowchart. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant  -   

The main question is original and interesting   +
+ 

Easy to Read and well written?  +  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented20 -   

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  +  

                                                           
20

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate -   

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  +  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1     

Only important and useful data is added    

Does the conclusion answer the main question ? -   

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

This is an interesting paper. I like the aim of the paper, and how clearly it is stated: breaking 
down the procedure to non-computational biologists (is there a better word to describe 
this?). However, even though it is stated that this is only a summary of the larger, more 
formal article, I think there could be a bit more detail on how to go about the process. For 
example, the biggest place I thought was lacking was support for the flowchart figure. If the 
terms in each rectangle could be defined in text, this could aid a lot. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  +  

● Any factual errors?   +
+ 

● Any invalid arguments?  +  
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 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   +
+ 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   +
+ 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   +
+ 

● The Article has the correct length?  +  

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   +  

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  +  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  +  

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 +  

● How original is the work in the topic area?  +  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  +  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  +  
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Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

Good, no other comments than what is listed on document. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?    

● High enough sample size?    

● Research was repeated if possible?    

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

-                     

 

- 

  

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 
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Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    +
+ 

The research complies with common ethical standards   +
+ 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

As mentioned previously, please supplement the flowchart figure with definitions. It is 
unclear to me what is 1000-5000 pdb files, filtering, etc, and even if the description is high 
level, it could serve a lot. The flowchart, once defined, tells a story of a thousand words—
great job! Could you also specify the quantity of ligands/proteins you are testing? There 
seem to be multiple pathways that I can’t quite perceive yet. Some visuals of how docking 
works, or even some of the background science behind the Rosetta algorithm would also 
be great.  

 

3. Results and Discussion (N/A) 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?    

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

   

● Presentation of future research and limitations?    

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This 
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is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is 
not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not 
a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a 
real text. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story? -   

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

-   

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

Because you are only about halfway to the word limit, I think it is possible to elaborate a bit 
more on the step by step guide. I would suggest going back into the other online version of 
this article and thinking back about what you can add in. I have left comments on what 
could be changed for the one figure, as well as potential new figures to add in. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 +  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   +
+ 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?  +  
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Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

You cite AutoDock Vina, but I am unsure that is ever brought up in the paper. Further, I see 
that many texts are cited but not many are referenced in text. Typically we cite papers that 
we reference in text; please add those in or take out some from the bibliography if they are 
not relevant here. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

o Great topic, with great purpose. I liked the abstract and introduction’s clarity 

very much. 

o Flowchart has a lot of promise and can be very informative.  

• What are its weaknesses ? 

o As mentioned previously, please supplement the flowchart figure with 

definitions. It is unclear to me what is 1000-5000 pdb files, filtering, etc, and 

even if the description is high level, it could serve a lot. The flowchart, once 

defined, tells a story of a thousand words—great job! Could you also specify 

the quantity of ligands/proteins you are testing? There seem to be multiple 

pathways that I can’t quite perceive yet. Some visuals of how docking works, 

or even some of the background science behind the Rosetta algorithm would 

also be great.  

o Because you are only about halfway to the word limit, I think it is possible to 

elaborate a bit more on the step by step guide. I would suggest going back 

into the other online version of this article and thinking back about what you 

can add in. I have left comments on what could be changed for the one 

figure, as well as potential new figures to add in. 

o You cite AutoDock Vina, but I am unsure that is ever brought up in the paper. 

Further, I see that many texts are cited but not many are referenced in text. 

Typically we cite papers that we reference in text; please add those in or take 

out some from the bibliography if they are not relevant here. 

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 
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o Elaborate on flowchart by defining components 

o Compare algorithms/docking mechanism of calculation 

o Add more details from step-by step procedure 

o Cite bibliography  in text reference form 

Great job! I can’t wait to read the revised manuscript 😊 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  + 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

Sangita Vasikaran – Bioengineering and Design student at Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT), sangitav@mit.edu 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

mailto:sangitav@mit.edu
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Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The main point of the research is to generate a usable workflow to aid fresh computational 
biologists on Rosetta. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   +  

The main question is original and interesting  +  

Easy to Read and well written?  +  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented21  +  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   +
+ 

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   +
+ 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  +  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1  -   

Only important and useful data is added -   

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  +  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

                                                           
21

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

This paper is an overview of how and why current documentations for the rosetta software 
may be inaccurate. The main finding refers to the reading of another document. The 
methodology and materials has the potential to be fleshed out more to allow the reader a 
better insight into their problem. There is little further elaboration or referencing to the 
workflow mentioned in the Figure. Great premise though. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   +
+ 

● Any factual errors?   +
+ 

● Any invalid arguments?  +  

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?  +  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?  +  

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   +
+ 

● The Article has the correct length?   +
+ 
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● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    +
+ 

 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  +  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  +  

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
  +

+ 

● How original is the work in the topic area? -   

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  +  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   +
+ 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction does well in its presentation of past research of the single individual. There 
is potential for introduction elaboration into other guides by other others. However the 
introduction does not match this truncated article and is more appropriate for the larger 
guide. This may take some word tweaking. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?    

● High enough sample size?    

● Research was repeated if possible?  +  
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● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

 +  

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    +
+ 

The research complies with common ethical standards   +
+ 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

The materials and methods section include some system requirements, the structures 
required, and some terminology. It then points the reader to look into a larger document 
and does not elaborate on this itself. This may be fixed by elaborating on the workflow or 
changing the methods to the development of the document and how the authors were able 
to make these workflows more accessible. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 +  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  +  
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● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   +
+ 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The text includes many more references than required for this article. There is no 
referencing needed for the softwares listed as they are not mentioned or used. They are 
greatly appreciated in the larger article. One way to add more relevant references is to 
include references for other manuals and guides for Rosetta. 

 

 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The strength of this manuscript is that it touches and addresses a very real problem that 
occurs in computational biology. Some weaknesses are that this article in itself does not 
offer enough information to properly assist readers. Some reviews that may be useful for 
this article are the inclusion of other manuals and how they also help address or not 
address this Rosetta use case. Also beefing up of the methods section to include more 
insight and information would be very useful. Another avenue could be that instead of 
giving a teaser on the larger article the methods section could be changed to include ways 
the team ensured that the new manual was more accessible while also maintaining the 
high level of accuracy that Rosetta provides. I am really glad this article was written, I look 
forward to the final product. 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  Wonderful! Just needs some touches. 

Major revisions necessary   
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Reviewers 
Randy Moore – Randy Moore, Current Undergraduate Student in Electrical Engineering minoring in 

Biomedical Engineering, University of Calgary, Cumming School of Medicine, Email: 

randy.moore1@ucalgary.ca  

Cedric Acierto– Cedric Acierto, Current Undergraduate Student in Software Engineering minoring in 

Biomedical Engineering, University of Calgary, Cumming School of Medicine, Email: 

johncedric.acierto@ucalgary.ca  

Andrew Symes– Andrew Symes, Current Undergraduate Student in Statistics concentrated in Nanoscience, 

University of Calgary, Cumming School of Medicine, Email: andrew.symes1@ucalgary.ca. 

Alexa Calkhoven– Alexa Calkhoven, Current Undergraduate Student in Software Engineering minoring in 

Biomedical Engineering, University of Calgary, Cumming School of Medicine, Email: 

alexa.calkhoven1@ucalgary.ca. 

Arshia Mostoufi– Alexa Calkhoven, Current Undergraduate Student in Cellular, Molecular, Microbiology, 

University of Calgary, Cumming School of Medicine, Email:arshia.mostoufi@ucalgary.ca. 

 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 

 
 
 

mailto:randy.moore1@ucalgary.ca
mailto:johncedric.acierto@ucalgary.ca
mailto:andrew.symes1@ucalgary.ca
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 

Proceedings Journal 

 

In General  

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-review 
other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of time and effort 
in!   

Thank you!   

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal in your 
hands. The next step is the peer-review.   

What is a peer-review?   
Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, with 
expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of accountability and 
assures a high standard for publications.   
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in order 
to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to improve it.   

A few things to keep in mind:   

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to as well.   

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that you 

have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process should take 

ca. 5 hours per article.  

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English speakers. For 

example, avoid difficult words.   

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this document. 

For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the original document and 

use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).   

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this document and 

check the applicable boxes.  

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :   

○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect   

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary     

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your review 

will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and constructive.  

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors will 
not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process also 
ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. In addition 
to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this collaboration. For 
this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that will review the article. 
These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may disagree on certain parts as 
long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will need to submit their evaluations in 
the same documents.  
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture and 
answer the following questions:   

The First Read-Through  

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words)  

To produce a GM, colonizing bacteria that will coat plant roots and produce neuropeptides. 

Neuropeptides are taken up by and influence Nematode behaviour thus repelling them.  

  

  -  +  + 

+  

The main question is addressed and  relevant     X    

The main question is original and interesting  X      

Easy to Read and well written?    X    

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented22    X    

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  X      

                                                           
22 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all.  

This is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it 
is just an outlook or suggestions for future research.   
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate    X    

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  X      

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1     X    

Only important and useful data is added  X      

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?    X    

  

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and which 

major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are:  

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important?  

● What are the main findings ?  

● What problem did it aim to solve ?   

● Are the methods used appropriate?  

● Do the data support the conclusions?  

  

Review text (100-250 words)  

Agriculture is an important sector and any aid in eliminating losses helps global food security. Use 

of Neuropeptides as Nematode repellents is an interesting upcoming field and the authors intend 

to use the same to counter parasitic infections of Nematodes. Standard literature review 

techniques were used with appropriate focus on landmark research.  The conclusions are well 
backed and in synergy with available research.   

The Second Read-Through - Overview  

  
When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content.  
  

   -  +  + 

+  
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●  Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?    X    

●  Any factual errors?      X  

●  Any invalid arguments?      X  

     

   -  +  + 

+  

●  Does the title fit into the article's topic?      X  

●  Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?      X  

●  Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?    X    

●  The Article has the correct length?  X      

●  Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   X      

      

  

Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is also 
important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text.  

  

  

  

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance  

1.Introduction  

Does the introduction:   

   -  +  + 

+  
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●  Explain the problem thoroughly?      X  

●  Summarizes previous research on the topic?    X    

●  
Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge?  

  X    

●  How original is the work in the topic area?  X      

●  Does the introduction address the target audience properly?    X    

●  Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  X      

Originality   

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't been 
investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other fields 
demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. However, 
methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is acceptable to 
reference older literature.  

Aims  

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the introduction 
should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the research aim should fit 
into  

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words)  

The introduction explains the issue in depth and also familiarizes readers with the terminology to 

be used and their meanings. The Introduction lacks in explaining the exact research that is 

planned and doesn’t cover all the aspects of the proposed solution.  

  

2. Materials and Methods  

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” .  

Is the research reproducible and robust?  

   -  +  + 

+  
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●  Enough controls?       

●  High enough sample size?   -    

●  Research was repeated if possible?   -    

●  

Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research performed ?  

 -    

      

Reproducible Methods  

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the research 
and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in a step by step 
way (if applicable).  

Robust Methods  

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was performed. 
This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to confirm findings. 
Furthermore, the research must be unbiased.  

Best Practice  

  -  +  + 

+  

The research complies with health and safety standards     -    

The research complies with common ethical standards    -    

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words)  

M&M dealt with literature review. Experimental protocol was not discussed hence this  

 

3. Results and Discussion  
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things that were 
discovered or confirmed?:  

section is not applicable.    
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   -  +  + 

+  

●  Describes the data collected and their implications?    X    

●  

The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where applicable)  

    X  

●  
The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the topic also 

by referencing previous research?  

  X    

●  Presentation of future research and limitations?    X    

      

The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. The 
Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the performed 
research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and future research.  

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words)  
The discussion is extensive but fails to go into detail about the implication of the authors’ 
research. Existing research is well covered along with applications of the key element of the 
research. Justice should be done to large scale implications of the research and how it relates to 
various fields.  

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables  

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. Images 
and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall article. Images 
and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables should be correctly 
labelled.  

  -  +  + 

    +  

●  The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  X      

●  
There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data points 

with support the trends claimed by the authors.  

  X    
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Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word)  

Data is not directly relevant. It explains aspects which don’t need further explanation. There 
are prominent areas such as response of Nematodes to Neuropeptides which can be 
supplemented with data tables. Project workflow can be included as a flowchart.   

  

6. List of References  

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The references 
should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations.  

   -  +  + 

+  

●  
Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them?  

    X  

●  Are the references too excessive or too limited?    X    

●  Did they use proper APA style referencing?    X    

     

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words)  

Satisfactory references provided. All the content can be cross checked via the given references  

  

7. Plagiarism  

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of the 
paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has potentially been 
plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also perform a check with 
an Anti-plagiarism software.  
  

SUMMARY text (250-500 words)  

• What is the strength of the manuscript?  

• What are its weaknesses ?   

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the keywords of 

things mentioned above)  

The manuscript wonderfully explains the context of the research and its significance on the global 
scale. It explains all terminologies and aspects in a clear manner.  The manuscript is a bit lacking in 
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providing a clear flow and seems like a compilation of sections written by different authors. While 
the background work has been explained in depth, the actual novel research idea has not been 
extensively covered and forms a small part of the entire content. Some of the information seems 
repetitive and the background information needs to shortened in a crisp manner along with 
greater focus on their own idea / research.   

Revisions: Separate Future Prospects Section, Expanding actual Project section.   

  

Verdict  
  What is your verdict about the manuscript?  

Accepted as is     

Accepted after revisions   X  

Major revisions necessary     

  

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system)  

First  Reviewer  –  Rohan  Dandavate,  B.S-M.S  (IV  Year),  IISER  Bhopal  

Second Reviewer – Rita Abani, B.S (II Year), IISER Bhopal.  

Last step  

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your peer 
review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing.  

Uploading  

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added comments to 
the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer review 
framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed xxxx this is 
the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the team account for the 
upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you should upload 4 documents, 2 
per article.  
Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 

uploading!  

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word document)  
Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or PDF)  
Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled Upload 
instructions. Please follow the instructions!  
  

  

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ manuscripts. 
This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in!  
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM  

Proceedings Journal  

 

In General  

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-review 
other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of time and effort 
in!   

Thank you!   

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal in your 
hands. The next step is the peer-review.   

What is a peer-review?   
Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, with 
expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of accountability and 
assures a high standard for publications.   

This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in order 
to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to improve it.   

A few things to keep in mind:   
● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to as well.   

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that you 

have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process should take 

ca. 5 hours per article.  

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English speakers. For 

example, avoid difficult words.   

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this document. 

For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the original document and 

use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how:  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).   

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this document and 

check the applicable boxes.  

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :   

○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect   

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [+] The authors did this aspect well  
○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary   

● Be respectful! - reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your review will 

help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and constructive.  

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors will not 
be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process also 
ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. In addition 
to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this collaboration. For 
this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that will review the article. 
These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may disagree on certain parts as 
long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will need to submit their evaluations in 
the same documents.  

We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture and 

answer the following questions:   

The First Read-Through  

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words)  

The article presents provocative arguments in favor of using neuropeptides as pesticides against 
plant parasitic nematodes. The anatomy of the nematode's amphidia is reviewed as a potential 
entry point, which might cause an exceptionally high sensitivity to neuropeptides in their 
surroundings.   

  

  
  -  +  + 

+  

The main question is addressed and  relevant     +    

The main question is original and interesting      +  

+  

Easy to Read and well written?    +    

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented23  
-      

                                                           
23 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. 

This is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it 
is just an outlook or suggestions for future research.   
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Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding    +    

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate    +    

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  -      

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   -      

Only important and useful data is added    +    

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?    +    

  

After the initial read-trough create a first  short summary of what the article is about and 

which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are:  

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important?  

● What are the main findings ?  

● What problem did it aim to solve ?   

● Are the methods used appropriate?  

● Do the data support the conclusions?  

  

Review text (100-250 words)  

The article presents provocative arguments in favor of using neuropeptides as pesticides against 
plant parasitic nematodes. The anatomy of the nematode's amphidia is reviewed as a potential 
entry point, which might cause an exceptionally high sensitivity to neuropeptides in their 
surroundings.   
When explaining the hypothetical path of neuropeptides through the amphidia, it is difficult to 
discern the actual data from the current proposal. That paragraph needs to be rewritten in a more 
clear way.  

The title refers to the uptake of neuropeptides and the article correctly focuses on the possible 
role of amphidia on this matter, however, I think the article would benefit from a more systematic 
list of positive and negative aspects of the neuropeptides as pesticides: Low nonspecific toxicity 
should be directly mentioned and referred to experimental data. Low stability in the environment 
is mentioned but should be addressed more thoroughly. Keep an eye that increasing their stability 
might also increase their nonspecific toxicity (or not?).   

If the low stability could be tackled through the continuous supply that symbiotic bacteria could 
provide (the RootPatch idea) this has to be explained as well. Inoculating symbiotic bacteria 
surrounding the roots of plants is another, non-trivial challenge and (although not the main point 
of the article) the authors could refer to a review on that subject.   
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The Second Read-Through - Overview  

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content.  
  

   -  +  + 

+  

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?    +    

● Any factual errors?      n 

o  

● Any invalid arguments?    +    

  

   -  +  + 

+  

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?      +  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?      +  

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?      +  

● The Article has the correct length?      +  

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?       +  

  

  

Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is also 
important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text.  

  

  

  

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance  

1.Introduction  

Does the introduction:   
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   -  +  + 

+  

● Explain the problem thoroughly?    +    

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?    +    

● 
Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge?  

  +    

● How original is the work in the topic area?    +    

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?    +    

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?    +    

Originality   

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't been 
investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other fields 
demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. However, 
methodology and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is acceptable to 
reference older literature.  

Aims  

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the introduction 
should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the research aim should fit 
into  

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words)  

.  

  

2. Materials and Methods  

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” .  

Is the research reproducible and robust?  

Not applicable  

   -  +  + 
+  

● Enough controls?  
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● High enough sample size?  
     

● Research was repeated if possible?  
 

    

● 

Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research performed ?  

     

  

Reproducible Methods  

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the research 
and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in a step by step 
way (if applicable).  

Robust Methods  

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was performed. 
This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to confirm findings. 
Furthermore, the research must be unbiased.  
Best Practice  

Not applicable  

  

-  +  + 

+  

The research complies with health and safety standards         

The research complies with common ethical standards        

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words)  

Not applicable  

  

  

3. Results and Discussion  
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things that were 

discovered or confirmed?:  

   -  +  + 

+  

● Describes the data collected and their implications?        
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● 

The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where applicable)  

      

● 
The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the topic also 

by referencing previous research?  

      

● Presentation of future research and limitations?        

  

The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. The 

Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the performed 

research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and future research.  

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words)  
This is an article that presents a nice argument for the use of neuropeptides against plant parasitic 
nematodes. The whole article is a set of descriptions and arguments and no specific sections of 
Results and Discussion are presented.  

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables  

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. Images 

and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall article. Images 

and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables should be correctly 

labelled.  

   -  +  + 

+  

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?        

● 
There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data points 

with support the trends claimed by the authors.  

      

  

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word)  

The anatomy of the amphidia is presented through a figure that is not using exactly the same 
language as the text. The authors could modify the figure to make their arguments more clear and 
even add a cartoon of the proposed (hypothetical?) path of the neuropeptides supplied externally.  
The figure of the RootPatch idea is not descriptive and not necessary.  

  

6. List of References  

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The references 
should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations.  
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   -  +  + 

+  

● 
Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them?  

    +  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?      +  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?      +  

  

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words)  

This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not 
a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. 
This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not 
a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. 
This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not 
a real text.  

  

7. Plagiarism  

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of the 
paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has potentially been 
plagiarised please contact  

[msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software.  
  

SUMMARY text (250-500 words)  

● What is the strength of the manuscript?  

● What are its weaknesses ?   

● List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the keywords of 

things mentioned above)  

The idea of using neuropeptides as nematode deterrents is sound although not entirely original. 
Most research has been directed towards insects and at least one against nematodes (correctly 
listed in the references presented by the authors).  Presenting the amphidia as a cause for a 
specially high sensitivity of nematodes to neuropeptides is an attractive idea and, to my knowledge, 
it is an original argument. The main focus of the article is the entry point of the neuropeptides, but 
this aspect should be presented in the frame of a systematic list of advantages and disadvantages of 
this new kind of pesticide/deterrent.  
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Verdict  

  What is your verdict about the manuscript?  

Accepted as is     

Accepted after revisions   
Clarify the hypothetical statements about the path of 
neuropeptides through the amphidia.  
Frame the uptake of molecules within a general review of 

neuropeptides potential as pesticides.  

Major revisions necessary     

  

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system)  

First Reviewer – Daniel Guerra, PhD, Universidad Peruana Cayetano Heredia, 

daniel.guerra@upch.pe .  

Second Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email address.  

Last step  

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your peer 
review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing.  

Uploading  

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added comments to 
the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer review 
framework document with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed xxxx this is 
the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the team account for the 
upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you should upload 4 documents, 2 
per article.  

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 

uploading!  

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname (word document)  
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Peer  review  framework:  Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word 

document or PDF)  

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled Upload 
instructions. Please follow the instructions!   

  
  

  

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ manuscripts. 

This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in!  
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Team MIT: COVID-19: A Current Review 

On Pathology, Progression, and 
Intervention.  
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The main point of this research is listing a broad and detailed overview of the pathology, 
current potential therapeutic treatment and ongoing research of COVID-19 targeting the 
cytokine storm.  

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   x  

The main question is original and interesting  x  

Easy to Read and well written?  x  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented24  x  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   x 

                                                           
24

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   x 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws) x   

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1  x   

Only important and useful data is added  x  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  x  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The article focused on one of the most heated topics of the year: COVID-19. The article 
gives an introduction on the background of COVID-19, general pathology and current 
research and potential treatment of the disease. The evidence mentioned in the paper is 
appropriately cited with reliable sources and well-supported arguments. The article 
comprehensively reviewed several treatments that present therapeutic potential for 
COVID-19, as well as mentioning its flaws and drawbacks. One suggestion for the evidences 
presented in the article is that the subjects of the study could be mentioned with more 
background, such as patient’s medical history, their severity of COVID-19, any underlying 
health problems, etc. These factors could greatly influence the outcomes of the result and 
should be clearly stated before presenting the conclusions and results. For example. it is 
mentioned in the article that although some treatments seem to be effective for COVID-19 
patients, they might not be as effective for treating patients with severe symptoms. Listing 
the subjects with more background help the reader to grasp more the effectiveness of the 
treatments.  

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
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+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  x  

● Any factual errors?   x 

● Any invalid arguments?   x 

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   x 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?  x  

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  x  

● The Article has the correct length?   x 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    x 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  x  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic? x   

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
x   

● How original is the work in the topic area? x   
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● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  x  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  x  

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction gives a broad overview on COVID-19 from its symptoms, the epidemiology 
of affected population based on the current data and the molecular mechanism of cytokine 
storm. The article gives clear and reliable explanation on all the scientific and medical 
terminology that might lead to confusion to certain population. The article did not mention 
any previous studies or researches relating to the researching topic, however. Other 
physical phenomenon caused by COVID-19 is also not mentioned other than cytokine 
storm. Although it is understandable to introduce only cytokine storm as the subsequent 
research is based on this particular immune response, it is good for general knowledge and 
a holistic review of the disease to include other responses on how COVID is affecting the 
body.  

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?  x  

● High enough sample size?  x  

● Research was repeated if possible?  x  
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● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

 x  

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    x 

The research complies with common ethical standards   x 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

This article is a review literature with no applicable novel research method; however, it is 
shown from the article that it is compiled with evidence after through reviewing of the 
current related literature. In the article, a disclaimer is also shown which clarifies further 
the credibility of the data.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  x  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

 x  
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● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

 x  

● Presentation of future research and limitations? x   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The result and discussion sections of the article demonstrate clearly the pathology of 
COVID-19 with corresponding evidence that list relevant data and research studies. The 
data is well-organized and easy to follow. Each supporting evidence and research study are 
reviewed and illustrated based on their effectiveness on potentially tackling COVID-19 and 
controlling the pandemic outbreak. It would be nice to see a comparison of different 
treatment developed and give an estimate on which method and treatment might be more 
effective. A comparison among different treatment focus and underlying implication might 
give readers a broader and simpler picture and summary of the current study on COVID-19.  

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   x 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

  x 

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The figure is easy to understand and well-illustrated. It is well- labelled and well-explained. 
The figure corresponds to the key points stated in the article and gives the audience a clear 
visualization of the general idea of the paper. The data presented is also well-analysed and 
supports the core idea of the paper. However, as mentioned previously, the medical and 
social history of the subjects in each study should be listed more thoroughly for a better 
comparison and illustration of the data. Inserting a data table or a graph of the data for 
each study might be a good way for aiding the organization of the paper.  
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6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  x 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   x 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   x 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The articles are cited and referenced appropriately from relevant and reliable sources. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The strength of the paper is a detailed description of the pathology of COVID-19 focusing 
on the molecular pathway of the immune response. The article shows a thorough 
research and understanding of the disease and the explanation of cytokine storm. The 
data and evidence presented in the manuscript not only support the topic of the paper, 
but also are analysed and further explained.  
 
The weakness of the paper is a relative weak summary paragraph to conclude the 
reported data for a clearer overview. There are data and studies mentioned from various 
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research in the paper and it would be helpful to have a paragraph summarizing the 
studies and comparing the strength and limitation of each research. As stated above, the 
background of the patients could also be added. For example, the article mentioned that 
“a clinical study published in the New England Journal of Medicine in May 2020 compared 
RDV to a placebo in more than 1,000 hospitalized COVID-19 patients and found that 
patients who received RDV recovered more quickly than those taking a placebo (a median 
of 11 days for RDV compared to a median of 15 days for placebo)”. It is unclear if the 
hospitalized patients are patients experiencing severe symptoms, or a mix population 
with various symptoms. The medical history and severity of the disease of the patients 
would influence the interpretation of the result dramatically.  

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  x 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer –Heather Shi, 3rd year bachelor student of Biological Science: Microbiology, 
University of Rochester, uofr.igem@gmail.com 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 
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Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

To make a review of established therapeutics and their mechanisms of action against the 
infection of SARS-CoV-2 and their implications for an outcome of the cytokine storm. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   X  

The main question is original and interesting  X  

Easy to Read and well written?  X  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented25   X 

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   X 

                                                           
25 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   X 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   X 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   X  

Only important and useful data is added  X  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  X  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

Therapeutic molecules first used in the treatment of autoimmune diseases were revoked 
in the USA in june 2020 in COVID 19, the compounds were not able to show antiviral activity 
against COVID 19 and suspected to interfere with potassium levels reporting arrhythmias 
and other condition disorders. 

When entering the cell, SARS-CoV 2 viroporin 3a protein activates the NOD-like receptor 
which contributes to the cytokine storm. 

Future research about COVID 19 includes the long term effects of COVID 19, what 
differentiates the asymptomatic from symptomatic patients. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   X 

● Any factual errors?  X  
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● Any invalid arguments? X   

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  X  

● The Article has the correct length? X   

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    X 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  X  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  X  

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 
knowledge? 

 X  

● How original is the work in the topic area?  X  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   X 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   X 
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Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The COVID 19 pandemic has changed the rhythm of millions of lives, from the structure of iGEM to 
hospital protocol to human interaction. 
The signs of COVID 19 parallel fly-like symptoms the body responds to a viral pathogen. One inmune 
phenomenon that is responsible for mortality in severe COVID 19 is the cytokine storm, an excessive 
misregulation of signalling by intracellular immune messengers collectively known as cytokines. The 
cytokine storm is characterized by a clinical presentation of overwhelming systemic inflammation, 
hyperferritinemia, etc. 
This review provides teams with a broad overview of current understanding of possible therapeutic 
interventions. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?  X  

● High enough sample size?  X  

● Research was repeated if possible?   X 

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 
performed ? 

  X 
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Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    X 

The research complies with common ethical standards   X 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

This review approaches emerging observations about COVID 19, based in existing literature 
as well as patterns seen in SARS CoV, MERS and other immune-dysfunction diseases. Many 
papers published on this topic have not yet been peer reviewed; the details presented here 
may change with the course of the rapidly developing topic of study. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   X 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 
applicable) 

  X 

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 
topic also by referencing previous research? 

  X 

● Presentation of future research and limitations?  X  

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
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performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

If cytokine storms are untreated, they often cause sepsis conditions in which systemic 
resources are depleted in over-inflammation. One potential treatment for severe COVID 19 
patients is heparin, an anticoagulant that has been shown to decrease mortality in patients 
who have met the sepsis induced coagulopathy. 
Possibilities for future COVID19 research include the long term effects of COVID19, and how 
long antibodies last. The excess of proinflammatory cytokines in the cytokine storm is 
considered to be a major contributing factor. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  X  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

  X 

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

When entering the cell, the SARS CoV2 viroporin 3a protein activates the NOD-like receptor 
protein 3 inflammasome, causing IL-1β production which contributes to the cytokine storm. 
Replication of SARS CoV 2 depends on the RdRp which is likely the target of remdesivir. 
Studies show that incorporation of the active triphosphate form of remdesivir has almost 
identical results in SARS CoV, MERS and Sars CoV 2. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 
especially ones that would contradict them? 

 X  
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● Are the references too excessive or too limited? X   

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?  X  

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

All citations and references are perfectly cited according to the apa format. 
The correct sources were used, including those that could disprove the central idea of the text. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

● What is the strength of the manuscript? 

● What are its weaknesses ?  

● List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The text has very important data based on recent literature, although the results and 
findings are a little understandable for all kinds of public, it will be very helpful for future 
iGEM teams who present their work in this topic. It is very important to mention that 
there were several fragments that were repeated in different parts of the text, as well as 
several minor writing errors. As well as, the discussion was somewhat ambiguous and part 
of the conclusion was previously mentioned in the introduction. 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is  Interesting and a very important review 

Accepted after revisions  There were some minor wording and grammatical errors 

Major revisions necessary  Maybe major revisions are necessary but not 
indispensable 
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Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Christopher Gómez Kaiser, Undergrad, School of Science UNAM,  
chriskaiser@ciencias.unam.mx. 

Second Reviewer – Benjamin Mendoza Tellez, Undergrad, School of Science UNAM,  
bnjmn@ciencias.unam.mx. 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM  

Proceedings Journal  

 

In General  

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to 

peer-review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that 

put a lot of time and effort in!   

Thank you!   

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings 

journal in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.   

What is a peer-review?   
Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having 

reviewers, with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form 

of accountability and assures a high standard for publications.   

This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each 

step in order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best 

feedback to improve it.   

A few things to keep in mind:   
● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need 

to as well.   

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure 

that you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole 

process should take ca. 5 hours per article.  

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native a English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.   

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in 

this document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in 

the original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how:  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).   

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes.  

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :   

○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect   

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well  

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary   

● Be respectful! - reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive.  

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and 

authors will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly 

accessible. This way acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the 

reviewers. An open process also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and 

treatment will be fair and respectful. In addition to that, it creates a better learning 

experience for everyone that took part in this collaboration. For this to work every team 

should appoint 2 team members per article that will review the article. These Reviewers 

will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may disagree on certain parts as long 

as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will need to submit their 

evaluations in the same documents.  

We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger 

picture and answer the following questions:   

The First Read-Through  

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words)  

The objective of this review article is to elucidate the observations and studies about 
COVID-19 and to bring to light the various similarities between COVID-19 and other 
immune-dysfunction diseases. Established therapeutics and their mechanisms have 
been reviewed with respect to the infection cycle of SARS-CoV-2.  

  
  -  +  

+ 
+  

The main question is addressed and  relevant     X    

The main question is original and interesting    X    
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Easy to Read and well written?    X    

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments 
presented26  

    X  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding      X  

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate    X    

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)    X    

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   X      

Only important and useful data is added      X  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?    X    

  

After the initial read-trough create a first short summary of what the article is about 

and which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on 

are:  

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important?  

● What are the main findings ?  

● What problem did it aim to solve ?   

● Are the methods used appropriate?  

● Do the data support the conclusions?  

  

Review text (100-250 words)  

The review article starts off with some of the commonly observed symptoms of COVID-
19 in mild conditions and in severe conditions. The cytokine storm is a central focus 
of the article with some introduction on what it is caused by and how it can lead to the 
observed symptoms in severe cases of infection. Then the focus shifts to 
Hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine and their mechanism of action. Suitable 
reasoning has been shown as to why these two drugs, for the dosage prescribed for 
COVID-19 patients, are not effective and have low antiviral efficacy. Following this, 

                                                           
26 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. 

This is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it 
is just an outlook or suggestions for future research.   
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molecular mechanisms of the virus have been shown starting with it’s entry into the 
cell. Once the virus has entered the human cell, the reader’s attention is drawn 
towards Remdesivir (RDV), a broad spectrum antiviral medication that targets viral 
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. Various studies related to the efficacy of RDV have 
been reviewed. An uncontrolled case study on the effectiveness of convalescent 
plasma containing SARS-CoV-2–specific antibodies (IgG) has also been reviewed. The 
focus then shifts to studies that have tried to understand how individual cytokines play 
into the cytokine storm phenomenon.  

The Second Read-Through - Overview  

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors' argument 

construction, language clarity and content.  

  

   -  +  + 

+  

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?      X  

● Any factual errors?      X  

● Any invalid arguments?    X    

  

   -  +  + 

+  

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?      X  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?      X  

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?    X    

● The Article has the correct length?    X    

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?       X  
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Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it 

is also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text.  

  

  

  

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance  

1.Introduction  

Does the introduction:   

   -  +  + 

+  

● Explain the problem thoroughly?    X    

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?      X  

● 
Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts 
in available knowledge?  

  X    

● How original is the work in the topic area?    X    

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?      X  

● 
Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the 
introduction?  

    X  

Originality   

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or 

hasn't been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or 

research in other fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented 

with recent reference. However, methodology and some research may rely on older 

research, in which case it is acceptable to reference older literature.  

Aims  

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 

introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 

research aim should fit into  
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Review text – Introduction (100-250 words)  

The introduction is well written and covers the main topics of the review article 
briefly. Some of the recurrent terms appearing in the rest of the review article have 
been properly introduced and explained (alluding to ‘cytokine storm’). It gives a good 
leeway into what is about to be explained in the rest of the article.  

  

2. Materials and Methods  

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” .  

Is the research reproducible and robust?  

   -  +  
+ 
+  

● Enough controls?  
     

● High enough sample size?  
     

● Research was repeated if possible?  
 

    

● 
Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 
performed ?  

     

  

Reproducible Methods  

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce 

the research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be 

explained in a step by step way (if applicable).  

Robust Methods  

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 

performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed 

to confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased.  

Best Practice  

  -  +  
+ 
+  

The research complies with health and safety standards         

The research complies with common ethical standards        
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Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words)  

Not Applicable.  
  

3. Results and Discussion  
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? 

Things that were discovered or confirmed?:  

   -  +  + 

+  

● Describes the data collected and their implications?    X    

● 
The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 
applicable)  

  X    

● 
The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 
topic also by referencing previous research?  

  X    

● Presentation of future research and limitations?      X  

  

The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data 

collected. The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the 

context of the performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present 

research limitations and future research.  

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words)  

The Results and Findings section covers three broad treatments, namely 
hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine, RDV, and convalescent plasma. It further covers 
the nuances and details of the cytokine storm. In the section on hydroxychloroquine 
and chloroquine, consider replacing “However, …” (Paragraph 2 of Results and 

Findings, Line 12) with “Furthermore, …” or an equivalent. The aim seems to be to 

elucidate why the EUA for hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine was revoked.  The 
section on remdesivir is well written and easy to understand. Enough statistical 
arguments have been presented, and their significance alluded to. However, the 
section on convalescent plasma could use a few more details.   
The section on the details of the cytokine storm has been adequately tied down with 
the viral life cycle shown in the figure, thus making it easier to understand. The 
nuances and details have been referenced properly. Perhaps the team could consider 
rearranging the reference section in chronological order.   
The Discussion section has sufficiently summed up the Research and Findings section 
by stating possibilities of further research.   
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5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables  

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever 

possible. Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit 

into the overall article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and 

graphs and data tables should be correctly labelled.  

   -  +  + 

+  

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?      X  

● 
There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points to support the trends claimed by the authors.  

  X    

  

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word)  

The overview of the life cycle of the virus and the various therapeutic intervention 
mechanisms correctly complements the review article. The addition of a ‘key/legend’ 
to show that ‘Blue’ refers to the therapeutic methods should be considered. At first 
glance, the reader should be able to understand the figure, without knowing the other 
details in the paper and a common ‘key/legend’ would certainly help.   

  

6. List of References  

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 

references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text 

citations.  

   -  +  + 

+  

● 
Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important 
paper, especially ones that would contradict them?  

  X    

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?    X    

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?      X  

  

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words)  

Most references and citations have been aptly provided.  
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However, since the COVID 19 issue is highly evolving in nature, we suggest a few more 
references being provided at the following places:  

1] Introduction-line 2- “As of August…”  

2]Introduction- line 3- “The signs of…”  

3]Research and Finding-para 3 -line 2- “Replication…”  

4]Research and Finding-para 4 -line 3- “On August…”  

It is understandable that you need to follow word/page restrictions however, considering the 
critical essence  of the article we recommend these edits.  

  

7. Plagiarism  

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding 

of the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article 

has potentially been plagiarised please contact  

[msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also perform a check with an Anti-

plagiarism software.  

  

SUMMARY text (250-500 words)  

● What is the strength of the manuscript?  

● What are its weaknesses ?   

● List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above)  

The manuscript is decently written. The essential crux of the disease, its symptoms 
and most studied treated methods have been stringently covered. The illustration 
used aptly summarizes the findings. Most of the controversial facts have been 
correctly mentioned with their disclaimer. The discussion and conclusion are fairly 
well written. COVID 19 is a vast and emerging topic and it is appreciable to be able to 
precisely write up a review of the topic in minimalistic words. The work appears 
100% original and plagiarism free. Appropriate citations have been provided at most 
places. However, we recommend that more references be provided for specific claims 
and facts since the topic is still very sensitive and evolving. There is still some scope of 
improvement and clarity in the explanatory part of the illustrations. A little more 
clarity, simplicity and analytical explanation could be added to the potential 
treatments section. Logical reasoning or hypothesis could be mentioned to specify the 
reasons for difficulty in creating a vaccine. It is also recommended to include some 
data on different strains of the evolving coronavirus to avoid the bias in the study. 
While you build a hypothesis on a treatment method, we recommend you to provide 
strong analytical reasoning with it. Since the study on COVID 19 is very critical, to 
avoid misinformation, we recommend mentioning a strong disclaimer with respect to 
treatment methods specifically. If possible, we also suggest the team add some more 
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explanatory graphic illustrations (like graphs or charts) about the data mentioned in 
the article. You could possibly attach them as supplementary using links.  
  
Overall, the manuscript looks pretty informative, analytical and factual. All the best!  

  

Verdict  

  What is your verdict about the manuscript?  

Accepted as is     

Accepted after revisions   X  

Major revisions necessary     

  

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system)  

First Reviewer – Chinmay Patwardhan, Third-Year Undergraduate, Indian Institute of 

Science Education and Research, chinmay.patwardhan@students.iiserpune.ac.in   

Second Reviewer – Avadhoot Jadhav, Third-Year Undergraduate, Indian Institute of  

Science Education and Research, avadhoot.jadhav@students.iiserpune.ac.in   

  

Last step  

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and 

that your peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing.  

Uploading  

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 

comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this 

peer review framework document with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and 

we reviewed xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” 

You can use the team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the 

website. In total you should upload 4 documents, 2 per article.  

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly 

before uploading!  
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Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname (word 

document)  

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname (word 

document or PDF)  

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 

Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions!   

  

  

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 

manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in!  
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 Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  
Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  
● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 
They studied two methods: combinatorial biosynthesis and mutasynthesis, to produce 
natural products such as terpenoids, aminocoumarins, nonribosomal peptides and 
polyketides. Their aim is to use these methods for health and welfare.  

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    x 

The main question is original and interesting   x 

Easy to Read and well written? x   

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented27   x 

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  x  

                                                           
27 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate  x  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   x 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   x  

Only important and useful data is added  x  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?   x 

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

Review text (100-250 words) 
We learned a lot by reading this article. We found it very interesting. The subject is well 
chosen and adequately studied. Natural products have enormous potential for health and 
wellness but are complicated to produce due to their complicated structure. Two methods 
have been developed to produce them: combinatorial biosynthesis and mutasynthesis. 
These methods seem to work very well for some natural products like terpenoids, 
aminocoumarins, nonribosomal peptides and polyketides.  

The main findings are supported by the data. However the limits of the two listed methods 
have not been developed  in this article.  

Sometimes it was a little bit hard to read because of the very long sentences and long names 
of compounds.  

 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  x  

● Any factual errors? : not that we know of    
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● Any invalid arguments? : not that we know of    

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   x 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   x 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   x 

● The Article has the correct length?   x 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    x 

 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   x 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   x 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 
knowledge? 

  x 

● How original is the work in the topic area?   x 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly? x   

● Is the research fully presented and introduced in the introduction?   x 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
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fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

We really enjoyed reading this introduction since it gave a nice overview of the previous research 
of the topic chosen. They exposed their plan and question very clearly. Only one thing was maybe 
missing for the article to be considered accessible to everybody: a little definition of natural 
products. This term could be understood differently especially if your background is not a scientific 
one or at least, if it is not a biological background. At the first read we didn’t understand the term 
properly. We had to make some additional research to understand the precise definition of the 
term. Either way, good job to the team IISER Tirupati! 

 

2. Materials and Methods (NOT IN THE ARTICLE) 
The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?    

● High enough sample size?    

● Research was repeated if possible?    

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 
performed ? 

   

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 
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Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards     

The research complies with common ethical standards    

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This 
is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is 
not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not 
a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a 
real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real 
text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   x 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 
applicable) 

x   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 
topic also by referencing previous research? 

  x 

● Presentation of future research and limitations? x   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

This part of the article was very well explained even though it was not always super easy to 
read because of the long sentences and long name of compounds. Even though, the results 
part and the discussion part are very well articulated. Moreover there is a lot of data cited 
in the article which is a good thing. It shows that the authors were involved, that they really 
did their research before writing it. It also gives a good impression of veracity since it is a 
specific topic that we had never heard of before. Thus it was very interesting to read, 
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however we have limited knowledge in this area which does not allow us to check for factual 
errors. Nonetheless, we thought there was one aspect missing : some criticism in the 
discussion. Indeed, the content is not critically analysed since the limits of the two listed 
methods are not discussed in the article. This would have been interesting because no 
method is perfect. As a matter of fact, some criticism adds veracity to the article, it makes 
it unbiased.  

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 
The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  x  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 x  

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The data are sufficient and interesting but not necessarily needed for a general 
understanding of the article. Indeed, as the data is not included directly in the piece, we 
read it first without looking at them and we still understood the overall meaning of what it 
was about. They are clear and easy to understand, and give nice precisions but maybe it 
would have been nicer to include them in the text (even though we know the length of the 
article is limited it is important to have a visual base/description  to follow the process 
throughout the article development).  
It would maybe have been nice to include in the text a little scheme of the two different 
mechanisms: combinatorial biosynthesis and mutasynthesis.  

 

6. List of References 
References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 
especially ones that would contradict them? 

 x  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  x  
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● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   x 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The references seem relevant. There are a lot of recent articles which give a good overview 
of the topic nowadays. We can still point out that some of the papers listed are a bit old 
(2003/2004/2005/2007/2008), but this is also important and necessary to give background 
and put the findings in perspective.  
One thing we would like to point out is that there are three references from wikipedia. 
Maybe it would have been interesting to look at the sources of the wikipedia pages used 
and cite those pages instead of the wikipedia ones. In fact, Wikipedia is a good search 
engine for our everyday life but when it comes to writing a scientific paper, it is better to 
verify the sources used.  

 

7. Plagiarism 
Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

● What is the strength of the manuscript? 

● What are its weaknesses ?  

● List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The strengths of the manuscript revolve around scientific precision and easy to navigate 
format. Indeed, the two methods mentioned are precisely explained and defined, and 
each natural compound has its own clear explanation in a subsection of the article. In this 
way it is easy to find your way around and to go back to one of these parts in order to 
reread or verify information. Thus we really enjoyed reading and learning new notions 
thanks to this paper and discovering fascinating techniques that we had never heard of. 
Thus we can say that this is an original topic that was well explored and explained. 
As for the weak points, it must be said that the article may prove to be sometimes  
difficult to read due to the length and complexity of certain sentences or scientific words 
used. Thankfully, the english is good which does not add more complexity to the reading. 
We mostly recommend reviewing the structure of some sentences that can be up to 9 
lines long. Otherwise the work done was very good, maybe add one definition at the 
beginning as explained in this overview but the rest is all good.  

Verdict 
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 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First reviewer – Béatrice Urbah, iGEM Sorbonne University, Master student in Microbiology 
at University of Paris, beatrice.urbah@free.fr  

Second Reviewer – Alexandra Teyssou, iGEM Sorbonne HP team member, Master student in 
Management of Innovation at Sorbonne University, alexandra.teyssou@gmail.com. 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

This investigation indicates the powerful use that the secondary metabolites have on 
different biological activities, however, due to their complex physical-chemical 
characteristics they generate a limitation, therefore this team proposes a review on two 
approaches: the combinatorial biosynthesis, and the mutasynthesis for the improvement 
of different natural products: aminocoumarins terpenoids, non-ribosomal peptides, and 
polyethylene. 

 

 

 - + ++ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    X 

The main question is original and interesting   X 

Easy to Read and well written?  X  
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The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented28   x 

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   X 

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   X 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   N/A 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   X  

Only important and useful data is added   X 

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?   x 

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The review provides an overview of the application of combinatorial biosynthesis and 
mutasynthesis to improve the biosynthesis of natural products at the industrial level, such 
as terpenoids, aminocoumarins, nonribosomal peptides and polychaetes. 

The paper’s premise is interesting due to the current need to efficiently synthesize natural 
products to generate by-products such as pigments, drugs, cosmetics and others of 
commercial importance. 

The examples provided in the writing are quite useful to understand the applications of the 
aforementioned approaches, however, it is recommended to explain the meaning of 
certain abbreviations (example: CloQ) and increase some information (if it’s available) 
(example: section III- nonribosomal peptides). 

On the other hand, the materials and methods section for a review article are not detailed 
and the length of the article exceeds 3 sheets (Review Format Template Journal article). 

                                                           
28 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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In the conclusions, the main points of the article are mentioned without repeating the 
information of the abstract, and it leaves the reader with a clear idea of the writing. 

 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  X  

● Any factual errors?   X 

● Any invalid arguments?   X 

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   X 

● The Article has the correct length? X   

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   X  

 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   X 
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● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   X 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 
knowledge? 

 X  

● How original is the work in the topic area?   X 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   X 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   X 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

Secondary metabolites have been of industrial interest for their multiple applications in 
health. However, their complex chemical structure limits their production, and their 
chemical synthesis due to the innumerable steps, diverse conditions, diverse toxic reagents, 
waste by-products, and long and complex purification processes.     
These concerns have led to the proposed various approaches using mainly synthetic biology 
that generated a cheaper and more efficient production of natural products. Among the 
main proposals is the use of combinatorial biosynthesis, which uses genetic engineering to 
manipulate existing biosynthetic pathways so that secondary metabolites obtain a diverse 
range of bioactive structures. Another proposal is the mutation that uses a directed mutant 
microbial strain that eliminates a key aspect of the biosynthetic pathway that allows the 
synthesis of the natural product.  These two approaches are studied in four natural 
products: terpenoids, aminocoumarins, non-ribosomal peptides, and polychaetes. 
 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + ++ 
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● Enough controls? N  N/A 

● High enough sample size?   N/A 

● Research was repeated if possible?   N/A 

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 
performed ? 

  N/A 

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards  X   

The research complies with common ethical standards  X  

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

This review does not present quantitative data. However, the information on the two 
approaches to synthetic biology: combinatorial biosynthesis and mutasynthesis on the four 
secondary metabolites (terpenoids, aminocoumarins, non-ribosomal peptides, and 
polyketides), presents a clear investigation, as it shows the information on its chemical 
structure, the synthesis route, the applications in the health area as a new antibiotic 
proposal, the new scientific strategies aimed at the biosynthesis of its analogues, mutations 
directed at specific sites, and in what type of strains microbiological could occur. 
However, it is necessary to make a comparison with the antibiotics that are offered in the 
market and see the efficiency of these natural products. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 
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 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   X 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 
applicable) 

 X  

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 
topic also by referencing previous research? 

N/A 

● Presentation of future research and limitations? X   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The research that the authors found and evaluated for their article was considered a result. The 
discussion is all the information that corresponds to the topic being evaluated. 

The studies consulted for this article are consistent with each other and follow the same line of 
research. In addition, all of them talk about the proposed topic and defend the ideas raised in the 
paper. 

Statistical data from a few sources are also presented, although, if possible, this type of data could 
be included in the others. 

The discussion does not contain information about future research or limitations of the studies 
presented. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   X 
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● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

  X 

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The images contained in the appendix are considered for this section. 

The four images presented correspond to the examples of application of combinatorial 
biosynthesis or mutasynthesis for the efficient biosynthesis of the four essential natural 
products: terpenoids, aminocoumarins, nonribosomal peptides and polyketides. 

The images help to understand the combinatorial biosynthesis or mutasynthesis process 
adopted by researchers for the generation of natural products. In this way, the images 
support the information that the authors present in the article. 

In addition, the information is quite visual and easy to understand, and the graphics are of 
good quality. 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  x 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   x 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?  x  

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

This paper presents current references, most are from the last five years, so updated and 
reliable information is observed since they also come entirely from scientific articles. 
 
Each paragraph has its citation, however, it is not cited in the correct format, author, and 
year, in breach of one of the APA standards 
The APA standards were not used correctly since the year is not cited in one of the 
paragraphs. 
 
Two of the citations are from Wikipedia, which is not a reliable source, it is always necessary 
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to use references from scientific articles or books. 
On the other hand, the references are in the established APA format. 
 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

● What is the strength of the manuscript? 

● What are its weaknesses ?  

● List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The topic of the paper is interesting and relevant because it provides general information 
on economic, high-performance and ecological approaches through the use of synthetic 
biology and synthetic chemistry, for the biosynthesis of natural products and their 
analogues used in industry. In addition to presenting a novel proposal to replace the use of 
antibiotics that have had negative impacts in recent years, by this type of secondary 
metabolites or natural products, using combinatorial biosynthetic technologies to inhibit 
the growth of various bacteria and ensure a highly efficient product 
 
The information presented in the article is supported and exemplified through in vivo and 
in vitro research conducted by other authors. In addition, there are images that visually 
explain these studies. Although the information is clear, there are some parts of the article 
that could be better explained, through examples or clarifications. It is also suggested to 
add an industrial or economic comparison of which of the two approaches would be more 
viable at the time of producing these secondary metabolites. 
 
There are enough bibliographic sources to support the paper, all of them following the 
same line of research. The statistical data are limited to a few studies, so it is suggested to 
add this type of data from other sources. On the other hand, the discussion does not 
mention limitations or future studies. 
 
The remaining corrections correspond mainly to punctuation marks. 
 
List of revisions suggested: 

- Examples and clarifications 
- Statistical data 
- Limitations and future research 
- Comparison of the two approaches 
- Punctuation marks 
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Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions   

Major revisions necessary  X 
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Camila Gallegos, Biotechnology student, Universidad de las Fuerzas Armadas 
ESPE,  danielagallegos422@gmail.com 

Second Reviewer – Carolina Panchana, Biotechnology student, Universidad de las Fuerzas 
Armadas ESPE, cjpanchana@espe.edu.ec 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 
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Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Team Aachen:  The Magnetic ATP 
Recycling System.  
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The article focuses on the production of ATP by ATP synthase using the proton gradient in 
mitochondria like protocells with the help of Bacteriorhodopsin , which can help in cell 
independent production of ATP.  

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   X  

The main question is original and interesting   X 

Easy to Read and well written?   X 

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented29  X  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding ( NO Tables)    

                                                           
29 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate( NO 
Tables) 
 

 X  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  X  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1  X   

Only important and useful data is added  X  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ? X   

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The title of the article , its introduction and conclusion are very interesting and well written 
.The idea is novel and its application is well documented, keeping in mind the need of future 
industries . Adenosine Triphosphate, the energy storing compound, is being used by living 
beings all round the world. The paper proposes a model to address the problem of ATP 
production on an industrial scale. The mitochondria- like protocells, use light -dependent , 
cell -independent way to synthesize ATP, using Magnetic ATP Recycling System. The 
materials and methods used and the introduction seem to have little connectivity in 
between. Also , there is little consistency  between Research Design and Conclusion drawn. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   X 

● Any factual errors? NO     
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● Any invalid arguments? NO    

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic? X   

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?  X  

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  X  

● The Article has the correct length?   X 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   X  

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  X  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  X  

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 
knowledge? 

 X  

● How original is the work in the topic area?   X 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   X 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   X 
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Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The topic is novel with reference to recent developments in the field of ATP production on 
industrial scale. The introduction is well understood and efficiently describes the aim of the 
article. There seems to be more emphasis on specific research detail in the introduction. An 
overall summary of what is done/what is aimed to be done would have been better 
explanatory. However, the title of the article seems to be broad with respect to the details 
given in the article. A narrow range title would describe the article in a much better manner. 
The current title increases the expectations of the reader, with more details.  

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? (NOT Mentioned )    

● High enough sample size?  X  

● Research was repeated if possible? (NOT Mentioned )    

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 
performed ? 

 X  

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 
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Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    X 

The research complies with common ethical standards   X 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

The individual details of different components ( like extraction of ATP synthase from 
mitochondria and F1-ATPase inhibitor protein (IF1) ) have been described beautifully. These 

details can be used to reproduce the results efficiently. However, the different components, 

if linked together, would describe the methods in a more understandable manner. Also , a 

brief model of what exactly is being aimed to be done, at the beginning  , would be helpful. 

The formation of Liposomes ( WHY?) and their binding studies  seem to be unclear. Why 

were the binding tests performed with magnetic particles and various anchor peptides, should 

be mentioned.  

The synthesis of Bacteriorhodopsin in Plasma Membrane of H. salinarum, if mentioned in 

the Methods section as well, would be helpful. 

The entire proposal , if divided into small modules and then explained each in detail 

individually, would make it immensely easy for the reader to understand and connect. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications? X   

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 
applicable) 

X   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 
topic also by referencing previous research? (NOT Applicable) 

   

● Presentation of future research and limitations?  X  
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The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The proof of concept model seems to be explained well, with further experiments to be 
performed. The results section sheds light on the binding studies being done and synthesis 
of polymerosomes and liposomes. Further results on the integration of BR into the 

liposomes for activity testing and the recombinant expression of the IF1  would help prove 

the hypothesis. The information about incorporation of ATP Synthase with the liposome 

chassis would be needed. The detailed explanation of what is to be done further is highly 

appreciated. A brief explanation of exactly what is being modelled would be helpful.  

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  X  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

X   

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

There are no sufficient images and data that help describe the project. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 
especially ones that would contradict them? 

 X  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  X  
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● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   X 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The references are used appropriately with respect to specific usage. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

● What is the strength of the manuscript? 

● What are its weaknesses ?  

● List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The idea is  novel with wide applications in industries. The article overall is very well 
written. The language used is easy to understand, artistic, self-explanatory and with 
minimal grammatical errors. The overall motto of the writer is well understood. The 
article is fascinating  and makes the reader engrossed , which is  highly appreciated. 
The methods section could be revised , with more connections between the individual 
components. The division of the entire project into small modules/ parts and then 
describing them individually , step by step is highly recommended. The titl, also, seems to 
be broad and the article specific. The revision of the title would give a clear picture of the 
article to the reader. The methods section has more emphasis on specific components 
and nothing about certain components. A brief summary of what is to be done/ what is 
aimed  could be helpful. Further addition of relevant images , graphs and tables would 
help.  

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
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Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Purva Atul Naik, Bachelor’s student at  Indian Institute of Science Education 
and Research , IISER Tirupati , purvaatulnaik2000@gmail.com. 

Second Reviewer – Yogeshwari Kshirsagar, Bachelor’s student at Indian Institute of Science 
Education and Research, IISER Tirupati,  yogeshwarikshirsagar05@gmail.com. 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort i 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The aim of the research is to explain the role of produced ATP and creating mitochondrion 
like light powered protocells and a bioreactor for the recycling of these cells by magnetism.  

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    +
+ 

The main question is original and interesting   +
+ 

Easy to Read and well written?  +  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented30  +  

                                                           
30

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  +  

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate  +  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   +
+ 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1    +
+ 

Only important and useful data is added  +  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?   +
+ 

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The premise of the paper was interesting to read. The study aims to explain industrially 
produced ATP and create a mitochondrion like light-powered protocells. The methods that 
were use were effective and most of the results supported the aim. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  +  

● Any factual errors? -   
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● Any invalid arguments? -   

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   +
+ 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   +
+ 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   +
+ 

● The Article has the correct length?   +
+ 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    +
+ 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   +
+ 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  +  

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
-   

● How original is the work in the topic area?  +  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   +
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+ 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction? -   

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

There are several parts missing in the introduction part. It starts with the definition and 
brief explanation of ATP as it supposed to be. Even though some references are given, 
previous studies were not explained. The introduction does not clearly state the aim of the 
research. Introduction should contain the definition and explanation, the reason behind the 
produced ATP, summary of previous studies, the missing parts of the previous studies and 
then the main aim of the research, the parts that will be improved.  

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?   +
+ 

● High enough sample size?   +
+ 

● Research was repeated if possible?   +
+ 

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

  +
+ 
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Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    +
+ 

The research complies with common ethical standards   +
+ 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

There were no problems with the sample size and control groups. The temperatures, timing 
and the amount of the chemicals were given with details. The processes were clearly 
explained. The reason behind the processes were explained and supported with the 
referencing the articles. The researchers stated that they performed the experiment 
repeatedly. Therefore, it is possible to repeat the experiment. There were some parts that 
I marked which were not very clear.  Besides, the experiment was clearly explained and easy 
to follow.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   +
+ 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

 +  

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

 +  
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● Presentation of future research and limitations?  +  

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

As they stated, all candidates did not bind the synthesized liposomes. I would want to see 
more about this. Results part could be more detailed. There were not enough details about 
the outcomes of the experiment. The figure that shows magnetic polystyrene particles was 
well put in order to support the results of the experiment. Other results of the samples were 
given but not further explained. These parts were missing. Results should include all the 
comparison of the samples and the outcomes. Also, in the discussion part, I think arguing 
why some of the samples failed should be included.  

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   +
+ 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 +  

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

There was only one picture which was clear to understand. I think more data can be shown 
in order to make the reader understand more about the project. In the results, the research 
claims that the end product is more efficient. More tables can be added to show the 
efficiency. On the discussion part, the reasoning behind the unsuccessful binding to the 
synthesized liposomes should be explained with details. I know the wet-lab process is still 
on going but some of the results need more explanations. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 
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 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 +  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   +
+ 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   +
+ 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

References and citations were correctly done. Few articles can be added in order to show 
contradictions or support to the project. All the references were in APA format, but there 
are few references missing through the manuscript. I thought references were enough but 
having more references could add more support to the manuscript. Also, contradictory 
articles were not included.  

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

Good abstract. General flow of the introduction is great; however,  it should be revised 

because some sentences is complex to understand and breaks the integrity of the 

paragraph.  

In introduction, some parts should be taking a place in discussion. Especially in 

introduction, citations are weak. It seems like the whole paragraph is paraphrased from 

the same source. Even there is an numerical data, it is not supported with the citation. 
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Research elaboration part should be revised. There is few loosened part that weakens the 

meaning of the paragraph. Bacterial cell culture and purification methods can be more 

specific. Research elaboration part starts with less detail and ends with more detail about 

the method. What is the scale of the figure.1?  It would be great if it is added. In 

discussion, comparison is made between other studies, however there is no reference 

about it. 

• References should be revised 

• Cell growth and purification steps can be more specific.  (is column equlibriated?, 

are there any protein that they loose during the purification? etc.) 

• In text citations should be revised.  

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  + 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Ayse Buket Peksen, Undergraduate Student in Molecular Biology and 
Genetics, Koc University, apeksen18@ku.edu.tr  

Second Reviewer – Serena Özabrahamyan, Undergraduate Student in Nursing and Double 
Major Student in Molecular Biology and Genetics, Koc University, 
sozabrahamyan16@ku.edu.tr 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 
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Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The main point is the development of a new, non-invasive and inexpensive way to diagnose 
endometriosis.   

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    +
+ 

The main question is original and interesting   +
+ 

Easy to Read and well written?  +  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented31  +  

                                                           
31

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   +
+ 

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   +
+ 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  +  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   +  

Only important and useful data is added  +  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  +  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The research touches on something that is little talked about, and even less known about 
in the general public, and so I believe it to be an important premise. The main findings the 
team had were in the optimisation of their experimental process and I look forward to 
seeing their future data! The paper aims to solve the issue of diagnosing endometriosis in 
a non-invasive way. The team mentions that using E. coli lowers the price of the antibodies 
and the tests – whilst surely likely, it would be nice to have some form of quantification (i.e. 
we lower the price of the test by 30%). Other than that, all data was in the form of modelling 
and mainly in the optimisation of their assay.  

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  +  
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● Any factual errors? No   +  

● Any invalid arguments? No  +  

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   +
+ 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   +
+ 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   +
+ 

● The Article has the correct length?  +  

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    +
+ 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   +
+ 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   +
+ 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
  +

+ 

● How original is the work in the topic area?   +
+ 
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● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  +  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   +
+ 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

References all seem to be within the realm of okay for the research. There are a few small 
details that I would recommend changing, but other than that the introduction is solid and 
does a good job of letting the reader know what the problem is and how the team plans to 
tackle it. It’s also well-structured, with each paragraph flowing naturally and “telling a story” 
rather than just presenting facts.  

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?    

● High enough sample size?    

● Research was repeated if possible?    

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 
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Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    +
+ 

The research complies with common ethical standards   +
+ 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

Tougher to review with the above criteria as the research was mainly dry lab, with no 
samples to yet speak of. Maybe it would be better if the authors included a short paragraph 
detailing how they would collect samples or how they would test their assay design without 
samples. I also feel that the authors didn’t make the best use of the Appendix in this section 
as there are some interesting details that whilst not so important as to mention in the main 
article would be interesting to know or to be able to look up. There also isn’t mention of 
how many times the simulation was run and if the results are an average of those etc.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   +
+ 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

 +  

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

 +  
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● Presentation of future research and limitations? -   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The authors do not present how they will use the data acquired for their future 
experiments, or at least not in a clear way. They do however mention the implications of 
their current results – but it would be nice to have a clear line or two stating how this will 
all come together ideally. The discussion feels a little repeated in the conclusion, but this 
isn’t a major issue. It also feels a little deceiving when we read the introduction – the team 
make it sound like they have the assay up and running, when in the results and discussion 
we see that actually they “only” (as it’s still a lot!) have the modelling down and there is no 
mention of putting everything they learnt from modelling into practice – this can be 
relatively easily changed though to manage the readers’ expectations.  

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   +
+ 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

  +
+ 

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The data is presented clearly and gives a good support for the text. The figures chosen seem 
to be adequate and clear. Whilst the figures stayed in place on Word, it’s not always the 
case so they should be reference in the respective paragraphs, just so that the reader 
doesn’t lose sight of them. In figure 3, not all the axes are explained which makes it a little 
more confusing to understand.  
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6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 +  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited? No  +  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   +
+ 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

Well referenced with seemingly appropriate papers used (recent and seemingly well tested)  

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The manuscript is clear and interesting to read. The authors don’t make enough use of 
the Appendix or the possibility to add supplementary information which leads to less 
detail and some missing information in the results section. The authors also give the 
readers slightly high expectations in the introduction and so this leads to a sense of 
disappointment in the results and discussion, even though the team has already achieved 
a lot with their modelling! It would be better to temper the introduction to be more 
“realistic” and to fit better with their results to really show off what they’ve done so far 
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and not have this feeling of being let down when reading. Structurally the article is well 
written, with everything fitting together and making sense as a whole. Good language, 
easily accessible and interesting to read! The team have really found something that is 
lacking in the medical world which shouldn’t and propose a very elegant solution to their 
problem!  

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  + 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – I.A. Dragan, Bsc Biology (UNIL), ETHZ. igem@unil.ch  

Second Reviewer – Thierry Marti, Msc Food Science (ETHZ), UNIL, igem@unil.ch 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

mailto:igem@unil.ch
mailto:igem@unil.ch
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Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The main point is to create an  inexpensive method to diagnose endometriosis. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and relevant    X 

The main question is original and interesting   X 

Easy to Read and well written?  X  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented32   X 

Table and figures add to the article and aid understanding  X  

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   X 

                                                           
32 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.   
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Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  X  

The data is sufficient and self-consistent1   X  

Only important and useful data is added   X 

Does the conclusion answer the main question?  X  

 

After the initial read-trough create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings? 

● What problem did it aim to solve?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The text is written using relatively simple language and kept short but self-consistent. It is 
easy to follow and neat. The aim is addressed and can be followed throughout the whole 
paper.  

The goal of this paper is to  find a relatively cheap method to diagnose endometriosis.  The 
importance of this problem is addressed using statistics from people with this condition 
and the data about existing methods and their drawbacks. To solve this problem, the team 
proposed to use synthetic biology techniques. They are analysing menstrual effluent for 
specific biomarkers, which are described and well-reasoned. They employ lateral flow assay 
with the antibodies produced by E. coli. All methods are used appropriately and reasonably. 

However, the paper sometimes lacks related data. Firstly, the question concerning the use 
of E. coli, is not addressed. Secondly, conclusions that are made in the ‘3D modelling of 
antibody-antigen interactions’ section, are not confirmed by data. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   X 
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● Any factual errors?  X  

● Any invalid arguments?  X  

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?  X  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?  X  

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   X 

● The Article has the correct length? X   

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections?    X 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   X 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   X 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
  X 

● How original is the work in the topic area?   X 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   X 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   X 
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Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

Introduction appropriately covers the current stage in the field of interest, summarises recent 
findings, relevant to this paper’s theme, and states the diagnostic gaps for which solution is 
proposed. The idea is original and innovative, solving the problem in quite a simple way. The solution 
is summarised and reasoned well.  
The used language is simple, considering that a reader can be unfamiliar with the topic. The 
exception is in describing biomarkers which lacks the definition.  
The paragraphs are connected well, the reader can track the logic of the problem and its solution in 
the light of the current research. 
Almost all findings are addressed, and papers from where they are found are presented. Exceptions 
are, firstly, the choice of menstrual effluent, which is not confirmed by the data. Secondly, the 
reason for using E. coli as a generator of antibodies, is not explained. 
The end of the introduction is lacking the insight into the future plans for implementations and 
improvements of the provided solution. Nevertheless, the target group is properly addressed 
throughout the whole introduction.  
Finally, not all abbreviations are stated and explained. For example, further used ‘golden particles’ 
(GNPs).  

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? X   

● High enough sample size?  X  

● Research was repeated if possible? X   

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 
performed? 

X X  
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Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    X 

The research complies with common ethical standards   X 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

The information is divided into subheadings which do not fully reflect all methods. In the 
case of sample preparation, everything is written and can be reproduced, although  it lacks 
the corresponding results. In the 3D-Modeling of Antibody-Antigen Interactions subsection, 
the name for the used software is not mentioned. The Lateral Flow Assay subsection lacks 
the mathematical modeling equations for the optimization of test line placement. The 
Synthetic Production of Antibodies subsection is given in the ‘Results’ section, but could be 
more related to ‘Materials and Methods’. 
In the case of controls, only the statistical analysis to measure the accuracy of the diagnostic 
panel is provided, but it is only discussed in the 'Introduction' section. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  X  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

  
X 
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● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

  X 

● Presentation of future research and limitations?   X 

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

Results of the used modeling methods and materials are accurately separated into 
different subsections, but there is no consistency between them. Synthetic Production of 
Antibodies part could be mentioned in the ‘Research Elaborations’ section as well.  3D 
modeling of Antibody-Antigen Interactions section does not have visual representation 
yet, but all the other sections contain neat figures, supporting the text. FIGURE 3 lacks the 
timeline for the given timescale.  
The strong point of the Discussion section is the number of made suggestions for the usage 
of the constructed materials (plasmids, antibodies) and their implementation in  medicine, 
but it could be improved by adding the information about further possible research 
perspectives and limitations along with a deeper explanation of the obtained results. The 
part of the discussion considering the lowered cost of the constructed materials repeats 
several times and creates a tautology. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   X 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 

points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 X  

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

Tables and figures comprehensively and briefly represent almost all of the given data.  
The ‘3D modeling’ subsection lacks visual representation. Table 1 does not contain data 
about half of the biomarkers mentioned in the subsection Calculations of Diagnostic 
Probability. Used units for Diagnostic Threshold are different for the introduced 
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biomarkers. Given figures are correctly labelled, visually appealing and have all the 
needed descriptions. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 
especially ones that would contradict them? 

  X 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   X 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   X 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

References are submitted in  alphabetical order with enough details. The vast majority of 
the scientific data, including statistical information and previous related researches, is 
properly cited. However, some details may need additional references: ‘The choice to use 
menstrual effluent was based upon its indicated reliability due to its consistent collection 
at the same point in the menstrual cycle and proximity to the endometrium’ in the 
Introduction part.  

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

● What is the strength of the manuscript? 

● What are its weaknesses?  

● List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 
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The main strengths of the article include the simplicity of the used language, along with 
neatly constructed sentences and strict separation of the manuscript’s subsections. The 
goals and motivation of the project are clear, techniques and materials used for the 
research work are briefly described. In general, every conclusion and usage of method is 
justified with a few exceptions like the choice of E.Coli, menstrual effluent and 3D 
Modeling of Antibody-Antigen Interactions. All references are accurately mentioned, 
considering that all the used papers are listed in alphabetical order. However, not all 
abbreviations are explained. 
 
The main weakness is that the sections of the manuscript lack coherency. Major revisions 
should be done for ‘RESEARCH ELABORATIONS’ (‘Material and methods’) section and 
‘Results’ as some parts are confused between these two sections. Moreover, the outcome 
of the ‘Determination of Threshold Values’ and ‘Calculations of Diagnostic Probability’ 
materials isn’t completely clear.  Additionally, the revision could be made for the 
Discussion and Conclusion sections, as they need a deeper analysis of the obtained results 
and consideration of their limitations.  
 
Minor revisions could be done for the introduction part concentrating mostly on adding 
the insight in the future implementations and improvements for the provided solution.  

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Tatyana Kan, 2nd year bachelor student of Science and Technology, University 
of Tartu (Institute of Technology), tatyana.kan@ut.ee. 

Second Reviewer – Aleksandra Shabanova, 2nd year bachelor student of Science and 
Technology, University of Tartu (Institute of Technology), aleksandra.shabanova@ut.ee. 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 
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Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The main point of this research is to genetically engineer a bacterial pesticide that 
specifically targets essential sequences in the Oak Processionary Caterpillar using RNAi.  

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and relevant   +  

The main question is original and interesting   +
+ 

Easy to Read and well written?  +  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented33  +  

Table and figures add to the article and aid understanding  +  

                                                           
33

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate _   

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  +  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1    +
+ 

Only important and useful data is added   +
+ 

Does the conclusion answer the main question ? -   

 

After the initial read-through create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The paper’s premise was interesting and aimed to solve a problem that, we presume, is of 
much relevance to where they live. The infestation of the Oak Processionary Caterpillar 
(OPC) and its downstream effects on the environment and the human population were 
highlighted in the very beginning. However, the end goal of the project— whether it is to 
kill the OPC population or mitigate the toxic effects of the allergenic protein in the bristles 
of the caterpillar— should be specified. The main findings of the paper were four target 
genes Tha p2 , Pro2, EF-1a, Wg. The method that they chose to use was appropriate 
because, as they specified, there has been promising research. The modelling technique 
used an appropriate model organism and was relevant to question being asked: which 
genes, if silenced, would cause a lethal effect in OPC? The results found that at least one 
of the genes in question would cause silencing; therefore, the data supports the 
conclusion that RNAi would be an effective method to mitigate the harmful effect of the 
OPC allergenic protein.   

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
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+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  +  

● Any factual errors? -   

● Any invalid arguments? -   

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   +
+ 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   +
+ 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   +
+ 

● The Article has the correct length?   +
+ 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   +  

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   +
+ 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  +  
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● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
  +

+ 

● How original is the work in the topic area?   +
+ 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   +
+ 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  +  

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction provides context concisely yet thoroughly. The use of RNAi as a promising 
tool in synthetic biology, the background on the OPC and its life cycle, and information on 
the spread of OPC and concerns with its spread. The problem is also clearly explained: the 
OPC produce an allergenic protein harmful to both humans and the environment, namely 
oak trees. The introduction mentions that the aim is to control OPC, but doesn’t specify 
whether this is through killing the OPC, or by just dampening the effects of the allergenic 
protein, or eliminating the protein all together, or any combinations of the above 
statements. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?  +  
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● High enough sample size?  +  

● Research was repeated if possible? +   

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed? 

-   

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    +
+ 

The research complies with common ethical standards   + 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

Though the Materials and Methods section did provide an overview of how research was 
conducted, it lacked specificity. The target research and siRNA design subsection mention 
GC content and AA repeats, but doesn’t fully describe how guidelines where refined for the 
specific search. What were the desired function of targeted genes? How do they relate ack 
to the allergenic protein? Was this section referring to a genome wide search? 
Additionally, more context about the OPC genome would be appreciated. The modelling 
approach was unique and resourceful, and the section did a good job explaining what 
was being modelled. However, the premise of the BIOMASS reaction was not fully 
explained and would be nice to have some context for what it does and how to optimize 
it, space permits.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 
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 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  +  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

 +  

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

 +  

● Presentation of future research and limitations?   +
+ 

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The results section described the four genes identified as targets in OPC and their function 
within the organism. However, it may be nice to includes some of these parameters in the 
Materials and Methods section, so the reader knows what the parameters are for searching 
genes. The section also covered results in modelling, such as the BIOMASS reduction 
percentage, but does fully explain what BIOMASS reduction refers to. Is this the percent of 
population that died? The percent of an individual organism’s biomass which decreased as 
a result of these experiments?  
The discussion did a good job describing the implications of the findings, namely that the 
knockdown of one of the four genes would be lethal and future research on these genes 
were described. It also covers previous research regarding the OPC outbreak model and 
how that could be applied for future research. 
An E. coli plasmid is mentioned, but it is not explained how the OPC genes would be silenced 
with the genes using this plasmid. Is the E. coli for proof of concept?  Are the caterpillars to 
be infected with E. coli? Are the OPC themselves transformed?  

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 
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● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  +  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 

points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 +  

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

Though the table for DNA sequences of identified RNAi targets was very nicely formatted, 
overall, the paper lacked figures and tables to display their findings. For modelling in 
particular, the 10% for BIOMASS was mentioned in many genes was mentioned, and the 
16% for Pro2 was also mentioned, but it would be nice to display this information in a table 
as well, to compare the effects of the different genes. A baseline for this data would also be 
appreciated, to better see the difference and significance of the numbers. Generally, more 
data on modelling would be appreciated for a better sense of expression levels, level of 
lethality, and parameters such as specific materials for cell survival and duplications, as 
mentioned in the Materials and Methods section 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 + 
 

 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  + 
 

 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?  + 
 

 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

Overall, the referencing format was good. Some of your references were missing author 
names and I understand that if there weren’t any author names only the organization. If 
there are panel members on the organization that are listed as writers, maybe you can use 
them as the author names. There were doi’s missing some of your references and page 
numbers if there were multiple pages in your book/journal/article. Please see the 
comments on the article to see the specific references were some of your information was 
missing. Since there are a lot of references, maybe you can have a space in-between each 
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reference to make it look aesthetically pleasing (Just a personal choice).  

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend being done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

Overall, this manuscript was well written. The problem topic was very interesting and had 
relevance in the current environment.  All individual sections did a good job at explaining 
what needs to be explained.  
The Materials and Methods section did provide an overview of how research was 
conducted, but it lacked specificity. Please see the comments from this review to 
understand how you can better specify this section. The discussion did a good job 
describing the implications of the findings especially the analysis and description of one of 
the four genes would be lethal and future research on these genes were described. One 
part that could be improved is the explanation of the E. coli plasmid and its function with 
the OPC genes. The Information and Data Presentation section was very nicely formatted, 
however, the paper lacked figures and tables to display their findings. Like the Materials 
and Methods review please see the review for this section and how more data would be 
much appreciated. Please overview the comments made for the References and Citations 
and with some changes this section will be improved.  
Some grammatical errors and word choice comments were made on the manuscript so you 
can see what needs to be revised. Other than some grammatical errors and revisions that 
need be made, the manuscript is all set! 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   
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Accepted after revisions                      X 
Major revisions necessary   

 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Julia Petreczky, undergraduate research student in Biochemistry and Applied 
Mathematics, Stony Brook University, julia.petreczky@stonybrook.edu  

Second Reviewer – Simranjeet Kaur, undergraduate research student in Biology and 
Psychology, Stony Brook University, simranjeet.kaur@stonybrook.edu 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 

 

mailto:julia.petreczky@stonybrook.edu
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

Target specific and essential sequences in the Oak Processionary caterpillar using sh/siRNA 
to reduce their growing population, the aim is to genetically engineer a bacterial pesticide 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    x 

The main question is original and interesting   x 

Easy to Read and well written?   x 

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented34  x  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  x  

                                                           
34 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   x 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  x  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   x  

Only important and useful data is added  x  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  x  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The paper’s premise is interesting, goes to  a problem that deserves a synbio solution, and 
it’s important. The main findings are the sequences that going to be design and expressed 
in E.coli, and the mathematical model that they used to select the RNAs, which we really 
think is appropriate and make the conclusions supportable with the data that they use.  

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   x 

● Any factual errors?  x  

● Any invalid arguments?  x  

 

 - + +
+ 
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● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   x 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   x 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   x 

● The Article has the correct length?   x 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    x 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   x 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   x 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 
knowledge? 

 x  

● How original is the work in the topic area?   x 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  x  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   x 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 
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Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction has complete information, they mentioned the aspects of their problem and the 
solution very well. But I think that in order to better understand, the first paragraph should be in 
another place(right before the last paragraph of the introduction) and the second paragraph should 
be the first.  

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?  x  

● High enough sample size?   x 

● Research was repeated if possible?  x  

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 
performed ? 

 x  

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    x 
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The research complies with common ethical standards   x 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

  I think the methods are really clear, and they summarized it as possible for better 
understanding, but maybe in the elaboration and description of the model adding more 
steps would make the methods more understandable.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   x 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 
applicable) 

 x  

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 
topic also by referencing previous research? 

 x  

● Presentation of future research and limitations?   x 

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

In this section we found that the team really make an analysis of the genes that are going 
to use in further experiments, and it's really supported by the data that they show and 
describe in the results. This section gave us also the implications of why other genes 
wouldn't be considered, which is great, they also added what experiments they were going 
to make and the insights of what’s  ahead in wet and dry lab. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
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+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   x 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 x  

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

We found the table understandable, but would be great if we can see another graph or 
table in the section:  B. Network Modeling. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 
especially ones that would contradict them? 

  x 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited? x   

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   x 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

They made a great job in this section, because you can read perfectly the cites without 
confusion, they cite the most important parts, and generate great contrasts with their 
findings. Maybe looks like too much references in the section but I think it's necessary 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
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SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

 

The strength is that they have a really interesting issue to resolve, an amazing insect, and 
an amazing way to make a solution. They already make a big important part of the 
project, designing which genes are going to use and why, that's an interesting part to 
read, and the problematic too. Their weakness maybe is the extension of the title, 
because it's so hard to resume all the information and looks like it's possible to make a 
paper of the mathematical model and another one for the design, etc. The major revisions 
may be in the words “E.coli” because it has to be  in italics, and maybe less references, to 
add a graphic resume of the math model. I really enjoy reading and reviewing your work, 
congratulations, and thanks for the opportunity to learn about Caterpillars. 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  x 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers  

First Reviewer – Mendoza-Téllez Benjamín, Undergrad Biology student, School of Science 
UNAM, bnjmn@ciencias.unam.mx 

Second Reviewer – Gomez-Kaiser Christopher, Undergrad Biology student, School of Science 
UNAM, chriskaiser@ciencias.unam.mx 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

A review of past projects in the topic of Like-Particles. The team lists the research done by 
previous teams, provides a demographic analysis, as well as highlights the importance of 
the topic and explain their own personal research. The article provides the information, 
including a Database, for the reader to be aware of the current state of the Like-Particle 
research and its focus and position within the iGEM competition. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    x 

The main question is original and interesting   x 

Easy to Read and well written? x   

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented35   x 

                                                           
35

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   x 

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   x 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   x 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   x  

Only important and useful data is added  x  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  x  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The paper deals with a, not only interesting but recurring research topic in the iGEM 
competition. It explains the importance of the projects by listing the possible applications 
of like-particles as vaccines, drug delivery molecules, or cell compartments; all topics that 
have an impact in the medical development of the field.  

The authors focus on listing what studies have been done already to provide a summary of 
the current state of the research within the competition, with the aim of  inspiring future 
teams to continue the work. In addition, the article provides demographic information of 
the teams that are continuously working on the like-particle research, as well as an analysis 
of the competition track these teams tend to be a part of, resulting in a trend of Asian and 
European teams that focus on the therapeutics and foundational advance. 

Lastly, the article closes by describing their own research topic, in which they seek to use a 
viral like-particle to enter the cell nucleus and edit the founding genetic error in 
hepatocytes liver cells. The overall goal of the team’s research lies on the use of like-particle 
research applications to improve the healthcare in Mexico. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
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 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable? x   

● Any factual errors?   x 

● Any invalid arguments?  x  

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   x 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   x 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   x 

● The Article has the correct length?   x 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    x 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   x 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   x 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 x  
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● How original is the work in the topic area?  x  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  x  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   x 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The Introduction of this review is generally well structured and covers the main topics of 
the review article briefly. Some of the recurrent terms appearing in the rest of the review 
article have been properly introduced and explained. However, the grammar and the 
spelling limit the reading experience, we recommend to revise the comments added to the 
document to make the reading of the text more enjoyable and easier to understand. An 
idea would be to let someone with English as a native language review the article again for 
language only, after you revise it (Maybe get in contact with one of the teams that reviewed 
you already). 
Because this article is a review it does not completely fit the scheme of general research 
articles but this is normal. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?                                                                                         n/a 

● High enough sample size?   x 

● Research was repeated if possible? n/a 
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● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

 x  

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards  n/a 

The research complies with common ethical standards  x  

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

In general, the review does not fit the “research article” scheme, therefore 
some of the boxes were left as “non-applicable”. However, it was briefly 
described how the research for information for this review was conducted and 
as an improvement the authors could elaborate on it a little more.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  x  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

  x 
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● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

  x 

● Presentation of future research and limitations? x   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The results section is very precise and well done. The graphs perfectly complement the 
written text and the results are interesting and engaging. 
Generally, the discussion section is also well written (apart from the before mentioned 
issues with the grammar and spelling) and easy to understand. The article gives a great 
summary of the different projects that have worked with like-particles and their research 
results, but it is not talked about the implications of these separate project on the research 
field working with like particles. Furthermore, the authors justified their claims with proper 
statistical analysis and logical reason, however they could support them even more with 
proper/specific references (e.g. references that could lead the reader to the specific 
projects if they look up the reference) 
I would have loved to hear more about the perspective of the Ciencias_UNAM team in the 
Perspective section of the article. That section was a very interesting and innovative part of 
the article and it would be amazing if you could elaborate on the use of like-particles 
systems in the project and give a detailed outlook. 
Additionally, as an improvement the team could generally give a more detailed outlook on 
the Presentation of future research and limitations and what implications the article has for 
future research on like-particle systems. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   x 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

  x 
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Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The representation of your data is amazing and the graphs really help to understand the 
results of your research. They support a pleasant reading experience. Furthermore, the 
addition of the supplementary information with additional graphs is interesting and 
engaging. The graphs really are the best feature of this article. 
A point of improvement would be to make sure that the graphs are appropriately labelled 
and referred back at in the text. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

x   

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  x  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   x 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

Generally, the references are well done and have the appropriate format. Furthermore, the 
sources chosen fit the scope of the article well and contain the important information for 
the research 
However, there are only very few references and some of the information in the text could 
be referenced better. For example, if you are talking about a certain project in section I.I A 
Brief….. or the discussion section, you should cite the iGEM server and the wiki of the 
project/team. If you do not want to do that in the text (and references)directly, you could 
add links to the supplementary information in the appendix, so that the reader can look up 
the wikis of the projects you talked about if they want more information. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
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SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The strength of this article is most definitely the graphics and the innovativeness of the 
topic. The depth you went into with the analysis is excellent. 
Furthermore, you aim to be an inspiration to other teams and make teams work with like-
particles more often is definitely accomplished. 
The biggest weakness of the article are the substantial grammatical issues. The grammar 
and the spelling mistakes limit the reading experience and we therefore recommend to 
revise those to make reading the text more enjoyable and easier to understand. An 
additional idea would be to again let someone with English as a native language review 
the article again for language only, after you revise it (Maybe one of the teams that 
reviewed you already). 
Revisions: 

• Grammar and Spelling 

• Elaborate on perspective of the Ciencias_UNAM team and the use of like-particles 
systems in the project 

• Give a more detailed outlook on the Presentation of future research and 
limitations 

• Make sure to list all relevant literature/sources (maybe create supplementary  

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  x 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Larissa Markus, currently enrolled in the Bachelor’s Program in Science at 
Maastricht University, l.markus@student.maastrichtuniversity.nl 

Second Reviewer – Juliette Passariello Jansen, currently enrolled in the Bachelor’s Program 
in Science at Maastricht University, j.passariellojansen@student.maastrichtuniverstity.nl 
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Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The main point of this research is to summarize the work that has been done toward the 
development of molecular delivery systems by previous iGEM teams. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    X 

The main question is original and interesting  X  

Easy to Read and well written? X   

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented36  X  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   X 

                                                           
36

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate  X  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   X 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1    X 

Only important and useful data is added   X 

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?   X 

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

Virus-like particles are highly versatile in their applications and have a variety of 
implementations in vaccinology, drug delivery, and gene therapy. By presenting a summary 
of the most influential iGEM projects related to the development and use of VLPs, this work 
attempts to identify knowledge gaps in that area and suggest some further research 
directions for other iGEM teams. However, the article then takes a different course and 
analyses the number and regional distribution of teams with projects related to VLP 
research or applications together with how those projects are distributed among different 
tracks in the iGEM competition. 

The method of data collection is somewhat inappropriate for the aim of the project. To 
actually identify what can be done by future iGEM teams, the authors could analyze the 
projects themselves rather than their distribution among different continents and tracks. 
Although not fully consistent with the aim of the article, the conclusions presented in the 
article agree with the data. 

In their work, the authors found that the regions of Asia and Europe are more represented 
by teams with VLP-related projects, probably due to the fact that those regions are 
generally overrepresented in the iGEM. The article also reports that there is an uneven 
distribution among different tracks in the competition. Although the conclusions at which 
the authors arrive are somewhat inconsistent with the aim of the article, they agree with 
the data presented in it. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 
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When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable? X   

● Any factual errors?   X 

● Any invalid arguments?  X  

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   X 

● The Article has the correct length?  X  

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    X 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  X  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  X  
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● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
X   

● How original is the work in the topic area?  X  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  X  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   X 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction clearly states the aim of the research as well as some of the background knowledge 
about VLPs. The first sentence is needlessly long which makes it difficult to read and contains some 
loosely related information about the competition. In the next paragraph, an abbreviation for the 
term “virus-like particle” is introduced, although its expansion is not stated explicitly. In the line 32 
a different term “like-particle” is given, which is used recurrently further throughout the article. 
However, no references are provided as to where such a term was found. 
Although the introduction clearly states the aim of the project on page 1, line 60, it does not further 
elaborate on why it is important. For instance, it can be said (hypothetically) that the topic of VLP 
engineering is one of the most frequently studied by various iGEM teams, which necessitates a 
thorough review of the body of knowledge generated so far. Additionally, it could be mentioned 
(again, hypothetically) that very few or no other teams have attempted to make a similar summary, 
which would make your article seem more unique and original to the reader. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? N/A 
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● High enough sample size? N/A 

● Research was repeated if possible? N/A 

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

 X  

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards  N/A 

The research complies with common ethical standards   X 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

Method of data collection is briefly described in a paragraph under the title “Research 
elaborations”. The key words used during the search and a link to the source data are 
provided, which greatly aids reproducibility. The criteria for selection of teams are also 
given, however it is unclear whether any teams have been filtered out due to a poor match. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  X  
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● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

 X  

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

 X  

● Presentation of future research and limitations? X   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

At the end of the 2nd paragraph in the discussion section, the authors conclude that the 
upcoming projects should choose more underrepresented tracks in order to “cover a wider 
range of problems to fix”. However, VLPs are mainly used in drug delivery, vaccine 
development, and gene therapy. Therefore, it is to be expected that the Therapeutic track 
will be more popular among the teams, since such applications maximize the utility of the 
VLP technology. To make your above-mentioned argument stronger, please provide some 
support for it. 
In the next paragraph, the authors concede that Asian and European teams are 
overrepresented in their dataset compared to other regions. The claim that this is may be 
due to an uneven geographical distribution of teams is valid, and is well supported. 
However, to make the data more easily interpretable, the authors could statistically scale 
the number of projects in each geographical area by the number of iGEM teams coming 
from it. This way, you could more easily judge by the data and make reasonable conclusions 
based on them. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  X  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 X  
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Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

Map 1 very clearly communicates the geographical distribution of iGEM teams with VLP-
related projects. However, in my personal opinion pie charts poorly communicate 
information.  Therefore, I would recommend to consider some alternatives, such as a bar 
chart. 
Also, it seems that there is a factual mistake in the caption to the Graph 1, where it is said 
that Asia and Europe together have more than 80% of the teams. According to the pie chart 
though, it is just under 80%. Additionally, it is also recommended to specify that these teams 
comprise 80% percent of your dataset, and not the entire collection of teams. 
The bar chart in Graph 2 has some truncated labels which makes it difficult to read. In 
addition, the bar heights are different in the same chart which is given in the Appendix. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  X 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   X 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   X 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The article does not extensively rely on information taken from outside sources, which justifies 
moderate use of referencing. References are included where necessary. The referencing style is 
correct throughout the entire article. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
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SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The manuscript is well structured and mostly cohesive. It effectively uses data to support 
the claims and points made. There can be seen a progression of ideas both within the 
paragraphs and throughout the body of the article. Its title is catchy and appealing to the 
reader. 
 
However, the article shows a limited command of written English and contains numerous 
errors which undermine the quality of writing and impede understanding. It is 
recommended to consider the corrections made by the reviewer as well as to use some 
software tools such as Grammarly in your further writing. 
 
Additionally, the information given in the main body of the manuscript does not directly 
answer the latter part of the question which is stated explicitly in its title and implicitly in 
its aim, namely the “what’s ahead?” question. To achieve that, the authors could make 
some predictions about the directions in which research and development of VLP 
technology will proceed within the framework of the iGEM. Alternatively, some remaining 
knowledge gaps in the applications of the technology can be highlighted, which would 
guide future iGEM teams in choosing a particular problem to solve, should they choose 
VLP as their topic. 
 
 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Maksym Zarodniuk, 2nd year student of Science & Technology at the 
University of Tartu, Estonia. Please feel free to contact me at maksym.zarodniuk@ut.ee 
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Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_Like-
particles_systems_as_molecular_carriers_in_the_iGEM_competition:_where_it_has_gone_
and_what's_ahead?_Reviewer_Estonia_TUIT  

(word document or PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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 Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The main point is to describe the utilization of Synthetic Biology in the 17 Sustainable 
Development Goals, it also describes the contributions that Synthetic Biology has made in 
different areas. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    x 

The main question is original and interesting   x 

Easy to Read and well written? x   

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented37 x   

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding X   

                                                           
37 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate X   

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   N
/
A 

 The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1    x 

Only important and useful data is added  X  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ? x   

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

This article highlights the implication of Synthetic Biology in the achievement of the 17 
Sustainable Development Goals. This work shows the benefits of synthetic biology in 
everyday life, through looking for solutions to problems. The topic is interesting because it 
shows us the multiple applications in the different areas from the food industry until 
contributing to the environment. The 17 objectives proposed in the abstract and the 
introduction are not standing out and lose its focus as it is read. The discussion and 
conclusion are redundant;  there is no objective view. Synthetic biology is idealized as 
having no negative aspects. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   x 

● Any factual errors?   x 
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● Any invalid arguments? x   

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?  x  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   x 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  x  

● The Article has the correct length?   x 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    x 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  x  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  x  

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 
knowledge? 

 x  

● How original is the work in the topic area?   x 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  x  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  x  
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Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction does not give a general point of view of what treat in the article; also, it 
does not explain the fundamental aspects of synthetic biology and the 12 Sustainable 
Development Goals, this part is incomplete because does not present enough recent 
references on the current situation of synthetic biology and the relationship with this and 
the 17 objectives.  
This section of the work should explain some characteristics of the  17 objectives previously 
named because for better comprehension, a short description of each one is needed. 
However, it does end up establishing; the objective of the paper at the end of the 
introduction; which is a necessary item.  

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + ++ 

● Enough controls?   N/A 

● High enough sample size?   N/A 

● Research was repeated if possible?   N/A 

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 
performed ? 

  N/A 

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 
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Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + ++ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    N/
A 

The research complies with common ethical standards   N/
A 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

This article does not  have Material and Methods 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  X  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 
applicable) 

  N
/
A 

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 
topic also by referencing previous research? 

 X  

● Presentation of future research and limitations?  X  

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

It does not have results because it is a review. The information cited is by the theme, it does 
not show clearly the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The paper provides some 
information and gives the idea of how synthetic biology can be used, highlighting some 
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projects of interest and solutions to problems. Highlighting ventures on its progress in 
several fields including agriculture, health care, food technology, biomaterials, 
bioremediation, industrial applications, cosmetics, bio-manufacturing and others.  The 
negative part is discussion is not enriching because it is very general and it is not in line with 
the proposed topics and includes things that are not described in the paper, which provides 
misinformation, also, the discussion refers to the obstacles in the area but does not 
exemplify or highlight any of them. The discussion has similarity with the conclusion, it is 
observed in the writing repetitions of phrases and words. That's why more arguments are 
needed in the discussion and sources to provide. The 17 Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) outlined in the abstract  should be clearly observed and at least described, but this 
does not happen. The authors try an explanation on inflation and the effect of synthetic 
biology. It is needed a connection between the title and the information provided in this 
part. 
 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  x  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

x   

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The data presented was not easy to understand, the illustration did not improve at all the 
understanding of the text and did not fit into the overall article because it was not sufficient 
quality to distinguish what was in it, it was not correctly labeled and did not contribute to 
the development of the article. 
It would be better to have an illustration that is related to the involvement of synthetic 
biology in the objectives or to use the same image with a higher resolution to be able to 
establish an idea of what the objectives are and what each one is about. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
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+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 x  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  x  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   x 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The article was not correctly referenced. 
Some paragraphs that were about the explanation of terms used and concepts necessary 
to understand the aim of this work did not have a bibliographic reference, which is 
considered plagiarism and is punishable by law. 
It is necessary to cite each source from which information is extracted, no matter how small, 
to respect the intellectual property of other authors. 
On the other hand, most of the paragraphs that were cited complied with the parameters 
established by the APA standards for bibliographic citations, but the citations of web pages 
were not complete and did not provide the necessary information that is required in a 
citation.  

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

● What is the strength of the manuscript? 

● What are its weaknesses ?  

● List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

In this manuscript, the main strengths that can be appreciated in the first hand are the 
extensive bibliographic search on the benefits of synthetic biology and its contributions 
in the development of the human being in different areas such as health care, industry, 
and manufacturing, agriculture, among others. It also presents the meaning of certain 
key concepts that are of vital importance for the total understanding of the article as well 
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as quotes from famous people and examples within each explanation to improve the 
understanding of the subject.  
 
The weaknesses in writing are the use of the same words and phrases, the grammar. 
Concerning the theme "Synthetic Biology and Sustainable Development Goals", it begins 
with a good abstract and introduction, but at the moment of highlighting the main 
objective it becomes unfocused and does not clearly show 17 Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs); losing the thread of attraction for the reader. The discussion and 
conclusion do not give us the expected end, since it is very general and lacks detail.It 
does not provide a clear picture of what it is like to work with synthetic biology. 
 
List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done 

1. Keep the conversation in a thread of interest to the reader. 
2. Improve the Discussion  
3. Improve the Conclusion 
4. Define key points of the theme. 
5. Improve the quality of the graphics 
6. Avoid redundancy. 
7. Search synonyms for expressions. 
8.  Check the use of passive voice. 
9. Cite paragraphs correctly. 
 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions   

Major revisions necessary  X 
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Sempertegui Daniela, Review & Editing, iGEM Ecuador, DCVA, UFA ESPE, 
Sangolquí, Ecuador, djsemprteguib@espe.edu.ec  

Second Reviewer – Troya Lorena, Review & Editing, iGEM Ecuador, DCVA, UFA ESPE, 
Sangolquí, Ecuador, lktroya@espe.edu.ec  

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

mailto:djsempertegui@espe.edu.ec
mailto:lktroya@espe.edu.ec
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Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The main point of this review paper is to collect all the previous and current ways that 
synthetic biology has contributed towards the United Nation’s sustainable development 
goals (SDGs). The authors also included short descriptions of what synthetic biology is and 
what SDGs have been proposed by the UN. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   X  

The main question is original and interesting  X  

Easy to Read and well written?   X 

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented38  X  

                                                           
38 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  X  

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate  X  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   X 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   X  

Only important and useful data is added  X  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  X  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

This paper discusses the United Nations Member States’ adoption of 17 Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) to be achieved by 2030. These goals revolve around fixing social, 
economic, and environmental aspects of society which can be done through synthetic 
biology. Synthetic biology is the redesigning or reengineering of an organism’s biological 
systems to provide a desired outcome or product. One SDG is zero hunger which can be 
solved by genetically modified crops to help yield higher food production. Additionally, to 
promote “good health and wellbeing,” scientists can use synthetic biology to sustainably 
and affordably create efficient drug production, diagnostic tools, and DNA vaccines. 
Synthetic biology can also provide clean water and sanitation by engineering biosensors 
that can offset the effect of harmful toxins and poly-fluoroalkyl substances from 
wastewater. Synbio also has the potential to reduce global emissions of carbon dioxide with 
carbon-capture or reduction of atmospheric carbon through the use of engineered plants, 
bacteria, and algae. However, there are some ethical and safety concerns with 
manipulating organisms and public understanding of the concept along with agreement 
must arise before these methods can be applied globally. Regardless, many of the 17 
Sustainable Development Goals proposed by the United Nations can be solved with 
synthetic biology. Overall this paper was nicely organized and well researched, however 
there were some minor issues with grammar, sentence structure, and awkward phrasing.  

The Second Read-Through - Overview 
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When reading through the article again you should judge the authors’ argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   X 

● Any factual errors?   X 

● Any invalid arguments?  X  

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?  X  

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   X 

● The Article has the correct length?  X  

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    X 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  X  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   X 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 
knowledge? 

X   
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● How original is the work in the topic area?  X  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   X 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  X  

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The authors described how Synthetic biology uses engineering to modify biological systems 
to efficiently produce a product or improve an already existing one. Syn bio can do these 
things in a cost effective and environmentally friendly way. It has already advanced various 
fields including agriculture, medicine, and bioremediation. Genetic engineering has the 
potential to impact sustainability, in particular. This review collects all the previous and 
current ways in which it can do so.  
 
I suggest that the authors include headings II and III (“Sustainable Development Goals” and 
“What is Synthetic Biology”) into the introduction. These sections provide background 
rather than information about synthetic biological uses for achieving sustainable 
development goals. Other than that, this section is great as is! 
 

 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?  X  
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● High enough sample size?   X 

● Research was repeated if possible?   X 

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 
performed ? 

 X  

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    X 

The research complies with common ethical standards   X 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

N/A *No methods section included in paper* 
 
Although this is a review paper, it may be valuable to list what databases you used to find 
and collect your information. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  X  
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● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 
applicable) 

 X  

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 
topic also by referencing previous research? 

 X  

● Presentation of future research and limitations?   X 

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The authors described synthetic biological applications towards achieving the Sustainable 
Development Goals. For example, Pivot Bio has increased crop yield by introducing 
genetically modified microbes that fix nitrogen in the soil. This has brought the world one 
step closer to the SDG of “zero hunger.” 
 
This collection of synthetic bio applications toward SDGs was great! It may be clearer for 
the reader if you highlighted which specific goals were being tackled by what for each 
paragraph rather than each section. For example, you wrote, “No poverty, zero hunger, 
good health and well-being, and life on land” as one heading. Maybe you could write “zero 
hunger” and list the farming techniques then write another heading titled, “no poverty” 
and write the applications there, etc. So basically, you would split up the headings into 
individual ones.  
 
The discussion is a little vague. Rather than just writing, “major breakthroughs are yet to 
occur,” it would be valuable to expand on that and list what specific paths of exploration 
could be followed. I may have missed this, but I’m not sure you listed your “opinions on 
possible areas of expansion.” This is fine to not include, but don’t write this in your abstract 
if it’s not going to be mentioned in the paper.  

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  X  
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● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 X  

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

Figure 1 is really nice and should definitely be included if possible. However, you can’t really 
read the words. It would be best to make the figure larger, but I’m sure that’s not possible 
without changing the format of the whole document. I would ask the Maastricht team if 
this is allowed. Maybe you could list out all the goals in regular text along with the figure to 
make sure the information is relayed across to the reader. It may also be beneficial to 
include a more descriptive figure text box. For example, you could write, “The Sustainable 
Development Goals proposed by the United Nations in 2015” along with a citation to credit 
the person who designed the graphic (unless that was you). 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  X 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   X 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   X 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

This paper mostly cites articles that strengthen their argument, however, some of these 
articles contain information that contradict their main point (synthetic biology is the best 
way to accomplish the Sustainable Development Goals) by noting the ethical and safety 
concerns surrounding the topic. Each of the papers cited address at least one of the goals 
associated with SDGs and provide multiple examples and information regarding the 
benefits of approaching these goals with synthetic biology. Additionally, the references and 
citations cite many companies and product websites as well. This actually strengthens their 
argument by showing these synthetic biology solutions have worked on a commercial scale 
and are a feasible way to achieve the SDGs. 
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7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

● What is the strength of the manuscript? 

● What are its weaknesses ?  

● List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

As discussed in the manuscript, the United Nations Members States have adopted 17 
Sustainable Development Goals for the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. These 
goals serve as expectations and procedures to provide a future for sustainable living and 
organic resources to the growing global population. The SDG’s include targets such as the 
eradication of poverty, climate action, and achieving clean water and sanitation. The 
manuscript discusses most of the SDG’s stated and how they are being achieved in the 
sphere of Synthetic Biology.  
 
Some of the strengths in this manuscript include the concise nature of writing, the variety 
of topics being covered in a compiled and uniform fashion. For example, sections IV 
compiled four SDG’s with similar goals into one uniform goal. This creates a sense of 
intersectionality where the reader feels as if accomplishing one of these SDG’s will help 
accomplish the other.  
 
While the writing is concise, some weaknesses exist as well. These weaknesses include 
word choice, passive speech, lack of background information, awkward wording. The 
word choice and passive speech used in the manuscript were weak and passive. This can 
be replaced by using active language. For example, instead of for the “applies”, one can 
replace it with “incorporates” or other strong synonymous words. This is seen throughout 
the manuscript and it appears as too casual for the nature of the manuscript. Another 
limitation is when introducing synthetic biology terminologies such as CRISPR and notable 
figures such as Dan Fletcher, there is no follow up with background information on those 
terms mean or who those people are. With the limitation of awkward wording, the 
primary concern is the use of redundant and unnecessary language. It almost comes off as 
conversational and it loses formality. Overall, addressing these small and stylistic 
limitations will strengthen the manuscript.  
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Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is  Good paper about synthetic biology as a way to 
complete Sustainable Development Goals, however 
littered with minor flaws that affect flow of the article.  

Accepted after revisions  An easy-to-follow and readable article about the 
potential of synthetic biology to accomplish the 
Sustainable Development Goals. 

Major revisions necessary  Fixing word choice, sentence structure, awkward 
phrasing, and grammar would improve paper quality. 

 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Chiara Brust, Undergraduate Researcher, Georgia State University, 
cbrust1@student.gsu.edu  

Second Reviewer – Krithika Karunakaran, Undergraduate Researcher, Georgia State 
University, kkarunakaran2@student.gsu.edu  

Third Reviewer – Yilin Lu, Undergraduate Researcher, Georgia State University, 
ylu35@student.gsu.edu  

Fourth Reviewer – Quincy Odinjor, Undergraduate Researcher, Georgia State University, 
qodinjor1@student.gsu.edu  

 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

mailto:cbrust1@student.gsu.edu
mailto:kkarunakaran2@student.gsu.edu
mailto:ylu35@student.gsu.edu
mailto:qodinjor1@student.gsu.edu
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Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Team Thessaly: Amalthea: A Modular 
Platform for Monitoring Gastrointestinal 

Health. 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

This research explores how synthetic biology can help accomplish the Sustainable 
Development Goals. It further discusses different synthetic biology projects, from synthetic 
fertilizers to bacterial biofilms, and how they contribute to each SDG. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   X  

The main question is original and interesting  X  

Easy to Read and well written?   X 

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented39  X  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  X  

                                                           
39

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate X   

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws) X   

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1    X 

Only important and useful data is added  X  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  X  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

This paper was interesting because it explored the effects of specific synthetic biology 
projects on the success of SDGs, which are important issues in the modern world. The main 
problem the paper aimed to research was whether or not synthetic biology is helping to 
meet the SDGs. This paper looked at how synthetic biology can be used to help the SDGs 
and potentially solve the same problems SDGs aim to. The method used was a lit review, 
and it was appropriately used given the limitations COVID-19 placed on research. The 
synthetic biology projects the authors used as examples for the body of the research were 
successfully summarized to form the reasonable conclusion of how synthetic biology is still 
emerging to fulfill SDGs. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   X 

● Any factual errors?  X  
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● Any invalid arguments?  X  

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?  X  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   X 

● The Article has the correct length? X   

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   X  

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   X 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic? X   

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 X  

● How original is the work in the topic area?  X  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   X 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction? X   
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Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction explains the definition of synthetic biology, and the fields it can affect. It 
also presents the goals and characteristics of the results synthetic biologists are working 
towards and ends with an explanation of the aim of the paper. While the body of the 
research references a significant amount of prior research as examples that are 
appropriately related to the Sustainable Development Goals, the introduction does not 
sufficiently summarize previous research on the relationship between synthetic biology and 
Sustainable Development Goals. The research could be improved if the authors could clarify 
and fully present the aim of the research, as well as summarizing works on previous studies 
on how synthetic biology relates to Sustainable Development Goals in further detail. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? N/A    

● High enough sample size? N/A    

● Research was repeated if possible? N/A    

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? N/A 
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Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards N/A    

The research complies with common ethical standards N/A    

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

Materials and methods do not exist; this is a review article. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  X  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

X   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

X   

● Presentation of future research and limitations? X   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 
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Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

(I treated “Discussion” and “Conclusion” as the Results and Discussion sections of the 
paper.) 
The authors wrote an appropriate conclusion that is related to the body of the research but 
is not detailed enough to sum up all of what the authors intended to talk about. Though it 
roughly covered the aim of the paper, it lacked the critical and detailed analysis of the 
examples the authors previously referenced in the body paragraphs. Additionally, no trends 
are deduced or discussed regarding the authors’ data. The lengths of the “Discussion” and 
“Conclusion” of the paper were also insufficient, given the content covered in the main 
body of the research. This issue could be resolved if the authors could discuss the 
conclusions drawn from the main points of the paper in the “Discussion” section, then 
presenting specific possible future research and limitations in the “Conclusion” section. The 
content was not critically analyzed because the authors lacked a research method and data 
collection for the lit review. The authors draw qualitative analysis but not quantitative.  

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  X  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

X   

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The paper included one figure, which clearly shows the 17 SDGs. The different colors and 
graphics representing each block of SDGs were helpful to get a good grasp of what the SDGs, 
mentioned throughout the article, are. It was put under the appropriate section so that the 
reader could look back and remind themselves while reading the article. It would have been 
helpful to add another graphic, if necessary, to support one of the many previous synthetic 
biology projects the authors mentioned in the body of the research. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
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+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 X  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  X  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?  X  

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

Most citations were done correctly in APA style. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The paper explored a very interesting connection between synthetic biology and how 
synthetic biology assists in achieving the Sustainable Development Goals, which is a very 
important issue to consider. The article was easy to read and understand, using clear 
word choice and aware of its audience. One of its biggest strengths was the overall 
detailed and explicit explanation of various synthetic biology experiments and research in 
the body of the paper, taking time to go through every SDG to see how synthetic biology 
could assist it. The authors used clear, specific examples of previous synthetic biology 
projects, mostly cited correctly in APA style, to illustrate their point.  
 
The weaknesses of the research were mostly found in the introduction and 
discussion/conclusion, as well as the lack of a methods section or explanation of how the 
literature review was conducted. Compared to the content within the detailed body 
paragraphs, the mostly non-existent sections of the discussion and conclusion were not 
enough and lacked significant detail and analysis to draw proper conclusions about the 
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topic. The introduction briefly went over the aim of the research, but the authors could 
improve it by having a clearer research goal and a standard research methodology. The 
introduction could also be improved with a summary of the previous research the authors 
reference in the body of the research to further highlight connections between SDGs and 
certain synthetic biology projects in order to build upon previous research. It would also 
help to add future research and limitations in the conclusion to further the paper. 
 
Major Revisions Keywords: 
Length 
Clearer Aim 
Summary of Research 
Graphics 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  

 
Overall great job! The paper explores a very interesting, 
essential topic and is well written, although a few major 
revisions are needed. 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

Erin Kim – Phillips Academy, erink@mit.edu  

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 

mailto:erink@mit.edu
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team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to 
peer-review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put 
a lot of time and effort in! 

Thank you! 

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings 
journal in your hands. The next step is the peer-review. 

What is a peer-review? 

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having 
reviewers, with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form 
of accountability and assures a high standard for publications. 

This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each 
step in order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best 
feedback to improve it. 

A few things to keep in mind: 

●   Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you 
need to as well. 

●   Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make 
sure that you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The 
whole process should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

●   Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native 
English speakers. For example, avoid difficult words. 

●   Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in 
this document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them 
in the original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 
https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ). 

●   Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 
document and check the applicable boxes. 

●   When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best : 

○   [-] The authors can improve this aspect 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○   [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○   [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary   

●   Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! 
Your review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective 
and constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and 
authors will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. 
This way acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An 
open process also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be 
fair and respectful. In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone 
that took part in this collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team 
members per article that will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged 
by name. The 2 reviewers may disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what 
they disagree on and why. They will need to submit their evaluations in the same 
documents. 

We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger 
picture and answer the following questions: 

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

This research is aimed at creating a cost-effective and new way of diagnosing 
gastrointestinal deformities and diseases (such as IBD) so that it can be treated in 
patients. This is the aim due to the poor techniques that exist for such diagnoses to be 
made currently.  

  

  - + ++ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant      X 

The main question is original and interesting      X 

Easy to Read and well written?  X     

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments 

presented[1] 

  X    
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Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding    X   

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount 
appropriate 

 X     

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)    X   

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1    X   

Only important and useful data is added    X   

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?    X   

  

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about 
and which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on 
are: 

●   Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

●   What are the main findings ? 

●   What problem did it aim to solve ? 

●   Are the methods used appropriate? 

●   Do the data support the conclusions? 

  

Review text (100-250 words) 

The premise of this paper is very relevant and interesting in today’s healthcare climate. 
This research aims to solve the difficulties surrounding the diagnosis and treatment of 
Irritable Bowel Disorders (IBD) by creating a diagnostic capsule containing sensory 
bacteria. The paper had a very clear research design of what they wanted to 
theoretically do, but did lack in any physical data as of this article. This means that so 
far there are no findings, methods or conclusions to be drawn from the data. Although 
the paper did a great job at explaining the research plan for future testing. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument 
construction, language clarity and content. 
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  - + ++ 

●   Is the text written in unambiguous language and 
understandable? 

   X   

●   Any factual errors?    X   

●   Any invalid arguments?    X   

  

  - + ++ 

●   Does the title fit into the article's topic?    X   

●   Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?  X     

●   Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?      X 

●   The Article has the correct length?  X     

●   Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    X   

  

  

Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it 
is also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 

  

  

  

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction: 
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  - + ++ 

●   Explain the problem thoroughly?      X 

●   Summarizes previous research on the topic?    X   

●   Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts 
in available knowledge? 

   X   

●   How original is the work in the topic area?  X     

●   Does the introduction address the target audience properly?      X 

●   Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the 
introduction? 

     X 

Originality 

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or 
hasn't been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research 
in other fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent 
reference. However, methodology and some research may rely on older research, in 
which case it is acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

This introduction was well researched when written. The problem and hand was 
fleshed out using relevant statistics and current health issues, while the current 
techniques for diagnosis were presented. The knowledge gap in IBD and disorders of 
the intestine is clear and troubling for the medical world. Although there were 
grammatical errors and unclear sentences, the introduction was strong in conveying 
the aim and issue at hand.  

  

2. Materials and Methods 
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The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 

Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 * This paper has theoretical research but no practical experiments, hence 
this section of the review is not very relevant. 

  - + ++ 

●   Enough controls? X      

●   High enough sample size? X      

●   Research was repeated if possible? X      

●   Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the 
research performed ? 

X      

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce 
the research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be 
explained in a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed 
to confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

  - + ++ 

The research complies with health and safety standards  X     

The research complies with common ethical standards  X     

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 
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There was no actual section for practical experimentation and the methods used in the 
lab. Instead there was a detailed theoretical explanation of the research that has been 
put into how this capsule will actually be created and function. This explanation was 
very detailed and well researched. Due to the current situation it may be hard to enter 
the lab and produce results, but I would highly suggest to include these if possible. 
Another way of testing this theoretical idea would be to use simulated programs that 
could possibly also yield some data.  

  

3. Results and Discussion  * As there was no experimental data, results 
and discussion could not be elaborated on 

The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

  - + ++ 

●   Describes the data collected and their implications?  X     

●   The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis 
where applicable) 

 X     

●   The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider 
picture of the topic also by referencing previous research? 

 X     

●   Presentation of future research and limitations?  X     

  

The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data 
collected. The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the 
context of the performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research 
limitations and future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

There is not much that can be said as the experiment has not reached this stage of 
research yet, although the results and further discussion will be very exciting to see! 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 
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 * As there was no experimental data, it could not be presented in 
illustrations 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever 
possible. Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into 
the overall article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and 
data tables should be correctly labelled. 

  - + ++ 

●   The data presented in the article support the paper's overall 
story? 

 X     

●   There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate 
amount of data points with support the trends claimed by 
the authors. 

 X     

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

For this section too, there is not much to say as there was no data to analyze or create 
illustrations of. However, more pictures would be helpful for better understanding. 

  

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text 
citations. 

  - + ++ 

●   Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an 
important paper, especially ones that would contradict 
them? 

   X   

●   Are the references too excessive or too limited?    X   
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●   Did they use proper APA style referencing?      X 

  

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

All the claims made in the paper are supported with researched citations relevant to 
the paper and the points made.  

  

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding 
of the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article 
has potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We 
will also perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 

  

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 
·   What is the strength of the manuscript? 
·   What are its weaknesses ? 
·   List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The strength of this manuscript is the background as it is written in a very informative 
way. Also another strength was the theoretical explanation of the ‘methods’ in  this 
research. However, there was no section in this paper that referred to the practical 
and experimental part. We understand if no lab results were included because of the 
whole situation of COVID-19 but the team could at least include a methods section as 
to what they exactly plan on doing in the lab. 
Therefore, it would be nice to see something like this in the paper. Also, some lab 
results and analysis of the data you get later on would be great! 
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Verdict 

  What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   

  

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Linnea Saga Björnör, Undergraduate student in Biology at the 
Maastricht Science Programme, s.bjornor@student.maastrichtuniversity.nl 

 Second Reviewer – Rafaella Kosta, Undergraduate student at the Maastricht Science 
Programme, r.kosta@student.maastrichtuniversity.nl. 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that 
your peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this 
peer review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we 
reviewed xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You 
can use the team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. 
In total you should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly 
before uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document 
or PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

mailto:s.bjornor@student.maastrichtuniversity.nl
mailto:s.bjornor@student.maastrichtuniversity.nl
mailto:s.bjornor@student.maastrichtuniversity.nl
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Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 

 

 

[1]
 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at 

all. This is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even 
if it is just an outlook or suggestions for future research. 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

To detect and monitor the stage and category of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) and 
improve the gut microbiome short chain fatty acids (SCFAs) through probiotics; also to 
personalize medication for the patients. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    X 

The main question is original and interesting   X 

Easy to Read and well written?  X  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented40  X  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding X   

                                                           
40

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate  X  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   X 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   X  

Only important and useful data is added  X  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  X  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The entire project looks very interesting and addresses a key healthcare problem faced by 
many across the world. The methods mentioned are innovative. There is a slight 
inconsistency in the introduction and background on why calprotectin and SCFA are related 
and are being used in the project. It would also be really nice to have visual representation 
of the numbers and data mentioned to know how serious IBD is. The figure of the design 
should be placed before explanation to easily locate the different parts. More information 
on biobricks and the specie of bacteria would be great. 

Further results would be interesting to see, and we look forward to it! 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  X  

● Any factual errors? NO   
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● Any invalid arguments? NO   

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?  X  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?  X  

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  X  

● The Article has the correct length?   X 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    X 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  X  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  X  

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
X   

● How original is the work in the topic area?  X  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  X  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  X  
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Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction gives a good view of the seriousness of IBD – numerically as well. More 
info on calprotectin x SCFA would be nice to understand the project better. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? X   

● High enough sample size? X   

● Research was repeated if possible?  X  

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

 X  

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 
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Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    X 

The research complies with common ethical standards   X 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

Well-explained.  
More step-by-step explanation would be nice. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications? X   

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

X   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

  X 

● Presentation of future research and limitations?  X  

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

Data was a bit insufficient on that and we totally understand why, so we will keep this part 
blank 
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5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  X  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 X  

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

More graphs would be recommended 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important 

paper, especially ones that would contradict them? 

  X 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited? NO   

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   X 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

Well referenced 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
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SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

Background was well-written, albeit a few minor things that have been mentioned before.  
Calprotectin x SCFA relation 
More results from lab would be nice 
More info on biobricks and what bacteria is being used 
How would the bacteria be the source of probiotics (or what is the source for probiotics?). 
Is the bacteria also present in the natural microbiota?s  

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Shivani Karnik, MSc in Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Copenhagen 
(pkb933@alumni.ku.dk) 

Second Reviewer – David Essenbæk, Bachelor’s in Molecular Biomedicine, University of 
Copenhagen (khx755@alumni.ku.dk) 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
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xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Team Stockholm: Pollutant biosensor 
with Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 MFC 
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 Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

This research focuses on the problem of water pollution detection, specifically PCB and 
PFOS. It will lead to a better and continual detection system for these molecules that could 
allow for better water treatment. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    X 

The main question is original and interesting  X  

Easy to Read and well written?  X  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented41  X  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   X 

                                                           
41

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate  X  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  X  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   X  

Only important and useful data is added  X  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ? X   

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The paper focuses on the problem of water pollution and how proper detection is needed 
to ascertain the right method of treatment. In more detail, it focuses on two pollutants– 
PCB and PFOS. It is important to be able to accurately measure what is in our water 
especially when these pollutants can cause many health problems to both humans and 
animals around that environment. The project does not aim to solve the pollutant problem 
but to accelerate this process by aiding in the measurements of them. This will hopefully 
lead to a greater chance of ‘curing’ the water of these pollutants with specific treatments 
in the future. With the current world situation, the only data available is in relation to their 
bacteria (Shewanella oneidensis) and it being able to produce a voltage showing that it has 
formed a biofilm. Proof of concept has not yet been established but as the conclusion says, 
the results so far are promising and don’t show any reason why this project wouldn’t work. 
However, without those results it is hard to make solid conclusion on the project and its 
eventual effectiveness. Perhaps a section regarding the future applications of the project 
would be needed to fully illustrate their project and its importance. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
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+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  X  

● Any factual errors?  X  

● Any invalid arguments?   X 

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?  X  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   X 

● The Article has the correct length?  X  

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    X 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   X 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  X  

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 X  

● How original is the work in the topic area?   X 
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● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  X  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  X  

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction gives an appropriate overview of the current problem and the reasons for 
which the team is focusing on an issue like this. It states the current method of assessing 
water quality and why their method would be an improvement (continuous monitoring, 
etc.) Although further references are needed to fully emphasize this point. One example 
where a reference would be useful is in the background to the pollutants you are targeting. 
Tying in the legality of these pollutants is interesting but to further the understanding of 
the problem, figures or references to papers highlighting the problem with these pollutants 
could be utilised. The introduction also includes a good summary of microbial fuel cells and 
biosensors although the introduction is over a third of the article and seems to provide little 
to the paper apart from further understanding in an area that is only briefly mentioned past 
this point in the paper. Perhaps this should be condensed a bit and more of the article 
content focusing on the project itself rather than setting the scene. The last paragraph of 
the introduction provides a good short summary of the project. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? G
X 

X  

● High enough sample size?  X  
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● Research was repeated if possible?  X  

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

 X  

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards   X  

The research complies with common ethical standards  X  

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

The research elaborations are less experiment-focused and instead focused in part in 
describing the hybrid fuel cell that would be used. This is useful information but could be 
placed in another section such as in the introduction. This section gives an insight into what 
is expected to happen and what we will see later in the results section with the voltage 
increasing after biofilm formation. The diagram of the fuel cell is interesting however, 
maybe some labels for specific parts would have helped illustrate it better. The information 
on the biosensors is interesting and relatively easy to follow although a diagram could be 
utilised to aid those who may not have as much genetics knowledge. This is shown 
immediately where a diagram is included to show the effects of sfGFP gene addition and 
illustrates the point well. In a longer paper, going into short detail about how sfGFP helps 
with measurement of LuxI production would help in understanding but in this paper with 
its shorter length and more genetics-based target audience it is not as necessary. The end 
of this section goes into the insertion of the desired parts as well as checks to make sure 
the protocol has worked. Addition of references to guide protocols for these methods 
would be useful. Altogether, this section is incredibly interesting but a more experiment-
focussed section would be better for the complete understanding of the project. 
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3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  X  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

X   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

X   

● Presentation of future research and limitations?  X  

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

Results are included but these are solely regarding the successful formation of a biofilm. 
This graph is explained well although it could be presented in a more appealing manner. 
The experiment that has been completed relies on one ‘run’. To get more useful data more 
‘runs’ are necessary to find out whether this biofilm formation occurs every time and how 
long it takes to form, etc. When mentioning the original plan it would be good to mention 
why this plan has changed and what differs between the two methods. This would give the 
reader further understanding of the process. This section includes brief notes on past 
research and future experiments that would be done if possible. However, previous studies 
are not referenced which would be helpful.  
Further information on future experiments regarding the biosensor would be interesting 
perhaps with the expected results. I think it would be useful to use this section to discuss 
the end goal of the project as well as how this corresponds to current methods in pollution 
detection.  

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
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+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  X  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

X   

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The data presented supports the immediate conclusions made but further conclusions and 
discussion points could use additional data. Even though the group may not have further 
data, other papers could be referenced. One such use could be when mentioning the 
pollutants, giving a visual representation in the problem that we face would be helpful. It is 
difficult to present information and data without actually performing the experiments 
however, it would be useful to use others figures and data while relating this to your project. 
Providing information on future experiments would be useful. The captions of figures are 
lacking in detail especially figure 1 of the fuel cell which needs annotations to convey what 
you want the audience to take away from the figure. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 X  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  X  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing? X   

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The references provide enough detail to find the papers with the amount of references being 
suitable for this size of paper. The majority of references are found in the introduction when 
explaining the biosensor and MFCs. They are useful but further referencing is needed in other parts 
of the article such as when highlighting the problem of PCB and PFOS’. The references are also not 
in alphabetical order which is easily changed.  
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7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The paper provides an interesting read and aims to tackle a problem that most would not 
think about. It is clear that there is a gap in continuous monitoring of PCB and PFOS’ 
which the project here is targeting although further information and citation regarding 
the extent of the problem should be included. The introduction gives a good insight into 
the project and goes into sufficient detail in the majority of aspects. The information on 
MFCs and biosensors is too extensive especially with the lack of experimental data or 
discussion on these. This space could instead be used to talk about future directions of 
the project including what experiments will be done, how this project will help and why it 
is a niche in the current monitoring landscape. The paper is relatively easy to read and 
engaging with a few minor revisions needed in that regard. References need to be 
alphabetised and figures could do with further explanation and annotation. The 
introduction is more focused on MFCs and biosensors whereas the results are only 
dealing with the biofilm formation. Further revisions could be made to marry these two 
sections together. This could be done by reducing time spent talking about MFCs as well 
as talking about future experiments in the discussion section. Altogether this was an 
enjoyable read especially in an area I am not too familiar with. Further referencing is 
needed sporadically throughout the paper but its lacking is not too destructive to the 
paper as a whole. 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
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Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Luke Weir, Nottingham iGEM team. 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

PCB and PFOS are pollutants in the Baltic Sea that are both dangerous in low quantities and 
expensive to detect. A biosensor (E. coli) was developed and connected with a microbial 
fuel cell with Shewanella onedenis that reduces metal and produces an electrical output 
corresponding to the amount of pollutants (specifically PCB and PFOS)  detected by the 
biosensor.  

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    +
+ 

The main question is original and interesting   +
+ 

Easy to Read and well written?  +  
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The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented42 -   

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  +  

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate  +  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)    

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1  n
a 

  

Only important and useful data is added n
a 

  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ? -   

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The premise of this paper is quite interesting and adequately describes the problem, 
though the problem definition could include more citations and data. The main findings 
mainly consist of progress done with the MFC setup with a microbial fuel cell and the 
development of the bio-receptor, the establishment of a biofilm in the fuel cell and voltage 
increase with addition of LB media. This is a step toward creating a MFC that can detect 
pollutants, and seems to be moving toward the final goal of creating a MFC that detects 
pollutants. Although there is not yet data due to COVID-19, the conclusion could be more 
detailed ideas about the next steps in the project and more interpretation about the data 
received so far.  

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

                                                           
42 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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When reading through the article again you should judge the authors’ argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   +
+ 

● Any factual errors?  +  

● Any invalid arguments?  +  

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?  +  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   +
+ 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  +  

● The Article has the correct length?   +
+ 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    +
+ 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  +  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic? -   
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● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 
knowledge? 

 +  

● How original is the work in the topic area?   +
+ 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  +  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  +  

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into. 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The paper is original and combines several existing ideas - a microbial fuel cell and biosensor 
- and connects them with a problem in a creative way. I also appreciated the connection to 
the Baltic sea and the policy background as this sets the problem in a broader background. 
The introduction does a good job with describing the challenges of traditional methods in 
detecting PCB and PFOA, but could do a better job of sources especially regarding testing. 
For instance, there is a claim that the only way to quantify the amounts of pollutants is 
laboratory analysis. Are there citations for this? In this area, you also do a good job of briefly 
mentioning that your project allows for continuous sensing, but it is unclear why this is 
better than current methods. Why do we need more data? Does this allow for tailored 
responses? Is this just cheaper? Emphasis on how your solution fills the gap will strengthen 
your introduction. The introduction also discusses mediated and unmediated MFC, but it is 
not clear how this is relevant to the article. Your introduction might also be stronger if there 
are more references to successes and challenges of existing biosensors and an explanation 
of how your particular project will fill the gaps.  

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
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+ 

● Enough controls? -  n
a 

● High enough sample size?   n
a 

● Research was repeated if possible?   n
a 

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 
performed ? 

-   

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    +
+ 

The research complies with common ethical standards   +
+ 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

The methods describing the construction of the MFC included some details about the 
materials and methods and had a good graphic, but was lacking in detail about what the 
graphic describes in the caption; it is unclear what each part is supposed to represent. This 
is a difficult time to get methods, but you could add more information to what you have! I 
would like to see more details in the caption about what each color in the diagram 
represents, the size of the device, and why an external resistance was chosen, why 
hydrophobic carbon paper was used, and why a hybrid fuel cell was chosen over other fuel 
cell types. The description of the bio-receptor part was helpful and detailed enough to get 
the general idea. However, it’s not clear how the QS molecule transcription behaves 
(linearly? logarithmically?) in response to pollutant detection. It’s okay if you don’t have 
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this data yet, but adding it to discussion could be helpful! More labels in the captions of the  
part would also be helpful. Also, please explain the significance of increased voltage upon 
the addition of LB media. In the figure, adding a label when the LB media was added would 
also be helpful.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   +
+ 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 
applicable) 

-   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 
topic also by referencing previous research? 

 +  

● Presentation of future research and limitations?   +
+ 

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The results clearly state how the team has some data from the biofilms but none from the 
biosensor aspect yet. For the former, the description of what the curve depicts is clear. The 
need for a control and what that will be like is clearly stated as well. However, there is no 
mention of experimental replicates, and hence no statistical analysis to prove the 
consistency of the voltage curve and to show how reproducible and reliable the system is. 
I think it will be useful to mention why this specific shape of the curve is essential to the 
goal of that part of the project. There is also a need to reference previous similar work and 
relate their results to these, if this is possible. 
For the discussions, it is good to mention how this work can be used in the future, but if this 
could be elaborated on it would help. Additionally it would help to explain more the shift 
from a non-hybrid to hybrid system, and any other such relevant design aspects that they 
changed from previous work, and how this helps their work. And then even if the biosensor 
part doesn’t have data, it could help to write more about it in all aspects. 
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5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  +  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

-   

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

For all the figures in the paper, it is essential to have concise but detailed captions 
highlighting all parts of the figure. And if possible have a figure for the idea of how the two 
parts of the project will work in tandem, and/or a figure representing the whole idea of the 
project to give the reader a big picture perspective. Some details that we would particularly 
like to see in the captions are in the review for the methods. 
For the data as I stated in the results section review, the information about replicates is 
extremely essential to convince the audience what you are showing can be reliably 
reproduced and is something that doesn’t happen by chance. You can also go ahead and 
predict what kind of shape you would like to see in the control. And for the biosensor part, 
if it is possible to find related previous research and some data from it to show that this is 
the kind of thing you are looking for, or what is going to be different between the data your 
experiment gives and the old ones. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 +  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   +
+ 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing? -   
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Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

First of all stylistic things. I think the style they have used is NLM for citations, so I don’t 
know if this is critical but you can change to APA (the styles are largely similar so doesn’t 
hinder information conveyance). Secondly, you should list all the reference in alphabetical 
order of the first alphabet you see in the citation, and number them, and then within the 
document wherever you use that paper you should put a superscript of the reference 
number of that paper there so the audience knows where a particular reference has been 
used in your paper. Additionally, it would help to have paper(s) that contradict/ do 
something different than what you are doing if at all possible. The number of references 
seems about okay w.r.t the size of the paper itself. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

● What is the strength of the manuscript? 

● What are its weaknesses ?  

● List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The strength of the paper/work is the novelty of the idea, of combining the two parts to 
enable better continuous monitoring of waters. There is also considerable work done in 
the biofilms part of the paper, it’s just that it needs to be represented in the similar depth 
when writing it out. One limitation of course is the lack of information on the biosensor 
part, specifically the dynamics of the genetic circuit and how it interacts with the 
organism in which you want to put that circuit, and what are the expected results, or 
results from what people did before. In general for every section you need to expand a bit 
more on the existing topics you touch upon. 
Revisions would be the grammatical ones for sure, plus captions, replicates, methods, 
introduction, references, description of design choices, dynamics of the biosensor circuit 
and specific molecules, etc. listed in the review above. Specifically in introduction have 
more references for claims you make, and convince the reader that what you have done 
is going to be new, better etc. 

 

Verdict 
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 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  Reviewer 1: This is a very interesting question and I 
appreciated the applied nature of this project. More 
details about the methods and materials as well as more 
explanations about existing figures are needed as well as 
better characterization of the problem backed by 
citations would strengthen this paper. 
 
Reviewer 2: I enjoy the research question but want to 
see it’s wide applicability, which would involve building 
the previous work part, and telling the reader more 
details about your system that you envision would look 
like. The idea and work is highly appreciated and hope 
this review strengthens your communication of the 
work. 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Rachel Shen, MIT iGEM Team Member, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, rs2000@mit.edu 

Second Reviewer – Stuti Khandwala, MIT iGEM Team Member, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, stutik@mit.edu 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 
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Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

Proposal of a well-thought out experiment to determine if transdifferention of somatic 
cells, using bacteria, can lead to de novo insulin production & secretion. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   X  

The main question is original and interesting  X  

Easy to Read and well written?  X  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented43    

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  X  

                                                           
43

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate  X  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  X  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1     

Only important and useful data is added    

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?    

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

- Interesting topic, would rephrase title to include to include idea of using bacteria 
for this, may make it even more unique & catchy.  

- Experiment has not yet been conducted so no findings yet. 
- Abstract is too similar to intro. Would try and rephrase some things, as reader 

immediately notices the repetition.  
- Format of article is quite informal, ie red colour, spacing, messy around the 

formulas. 
- Way of writing: easy to follow, read and understand, however, could be slightly 

more academic/scientific. Ie Intro contains to clear hypothesis, aim etc.. Would also 
suggest making it clear that this is the proposal for an experiment, and these are 
expected/predicted outcomes.  

- I am personally not familiar with this referencing method, so cannot comment it. 
Looks like references are just links though. However, image employed has not been 
referenced intext.  

 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
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 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  X  

● Any factual errors?    

● Any invalid arguments?    

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?  X  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper? X   

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic? X   

● The Article has the correct length?    

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   X  

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  X  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  X  

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 X  
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● How original is the work in the topic area?  X  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly? X   

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction? X   

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

- Overall it flowed well and is written in an accessible manner. 
- Would provide more references, Claims are made and I am not sure of where the 

information has been sourced. 
- Sentences are quite long   
- Avoid using pronouns (I, we etc..) 
- Would make it clear form the last part of the intro that this is a proposed strategy (since it 

has not yet been performed).  
- Purpose of this novel strategy is given. 
- Would try and structure at least the last paragraph a bit more academic, provide clear aims 

and hypothesis. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? X   

● High enough sample size?    

● Research was repeated if possible? X   
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● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

   

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards   X  

The research complies with common ethical standards  X  

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

Hard to follow. Should explain in more depth what exactly you will be doing as opposed to 
discussing each independent element involved. Try and make it in a way that another 
researcher could read this section and perform the experiment you hope to do.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  X  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

 X  

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

 X  
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● Presentation of future research and limitations?  X  

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

Results contained quite a bit of info I believe should’ve been in the methods sections. Found 
it very hard to follow and struggled to relate it to the subject.  
Understood and enjoyed discussion, however, no references are mentioned.  
Try and use results section to explain what you are looking for which will show that this 
method has worked. Maybe use images of what this will look like.  
Perhaps in discussion refer to what potential results may mean, why you know what this 
means (ref to previous studies on insulin & transdiffentiation)  

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?    

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

   

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

Since this study has not yet been conducted, no data has been gathered. I would propose 
possibly including some data from related studies ie, the chances of transdiffentiation 
working, the feasibility of new insulin being secreted etc… However, I am not aware if this 
information is known, so just a possible suggestion. Alternatively predicted/potential 
trends/ data may be mapped based off of the team’s knowledge/ literature.  

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 
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 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 X  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited? X   

● Did they use proper APA style referencing? X   

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

I do not believe that enough in-text citation was employed. 
 Image in intro should be sourced. 
APA format was not used  
References appear to be of a good quality, ncbi, science direct etc…  

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

Strength:  
Interesting Topic  
For the most part written in a way that is easy to understand 
 
Weakness: 
Methods & results section need some work in order t better understand the exact 
protocols & measures of the actual experiment (ie what will you do in the lab and what 
are you hoping to see happen)  
May need a bit more scientific rigour (hypothesis, aims, phrasing (pronouns) etc..) 
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Revisions:  
Major: 
Methods & results  
Referencing  
Format 
 
Minor:  
Sentence length (many sentences are too long for the English language, leading to 
grammatical errors ie comma splices)  
 
 
 
 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions   

Major revisions necessary  X 
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Julia Sophie Stenz, 2nd year Natural Sciences student, Maastricht University’s 
MSP, j.stenz@student.maastrichtuniversity.nl  

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

mailto:j.stenz@student.maastrichtuniversity.nl
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Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The goal of this research is to provide an alternative to insulin injections for insulin 
depended diabetes patients by enabling gut epithelial cells to produce insulin.  

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    x 

The main question is original and interesting  x  

Easy to Read and well written? x   

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented44  x  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   x 

                                                           
44

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate  x  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws) N
A 

  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1  N
A 

  

Only important and useful data is added N
A 

  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  x  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

With millions of diabetes patients improvement of their treatment is a relevant issue, 
especially with rising numbers. The team sketched a detailed idea how to replace insulin 
injections. To do so a probiotic bacterium with a type 3 secretion system is going to deliver 
transcription factors into intestinal crypt cells, which then will be able to secrete insulin in 
a glucose dependent manner. The team provided information about the bacteria with a 
T3SS, three transcription factors necessary for beta-cell differentiation and they developed 
ideas for a specific targeting system. Furthermore, they’re modelling the entry of the pill 
and the dynamics of the gut, where they already presented their assumptions and first 
ideas. I appreciate the planning, but of course actual lab work needs to be done to create 
these bacteria and validate their function. However, as it is too early to deliver this data, 
the results and conclusion section will not be taken into account much during the review 
process. As the format doesn’t follow the given template it is hard to tell if the article 
exceeds the maximum 3 pages. Also, it was uploaded as a pdf file so I couldn’t do 
corrections in word but I added comments. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
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 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable? X   

● Any factual errors?   X 

● Any invalid arguments?   X 

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   x 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   x 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic? x   

● The Article has the correct length? ?   

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    x 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   x 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   x 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
  x 
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● How original is the work in the topic area?  x  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   x 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   x 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction presents the relevance of research on diabetes treatment and also explains the 
method transdifferentiation with its current success in models but also the limitations of gene 
therapy. That’s where their new approach fits in. In summary I think the introduction is done well 
and emphasizes why the new approach is an improvement.   

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?   N
A 

● High enough sample size?   N
A 

● Research was repeated if possible?   N
A 

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

  N
A 
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Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    x 

The research complies with common ethical standards   x 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

As no experiments for the development and usage of the adapted bacteria has been done 
so far, it is difficult to evaluate this part. Nevertheless, it is great that the team already 
planned a kill switch, that will prevent living of the edited bacteria outside the gut, so no 
environmental contamination is possible.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications? N
A 

  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

N
A 

  

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

N
A 

  

● Presentation of future research and limitations?   x 
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The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

As for the methods section, it is difficult to evaluate results and discussion at this point, as 
there is not much data. However, I wish, they would have included the result from their 
modelling step, as this is the only data they presented. Here the necessary assumptions and 
limitations of the model could be shown and also what they learnt from it and how it 
affected the project. But I really liked how they considered limitations of their approach. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  x  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

x   

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

Again, with little data presented, what is not the authors fault, this section cannot really be 
applied in the evaluation. Anyhow the image supporting their introduction should get a 
small description and be integrated in the text. Further, the format of the modelling steps 
could be improved to make it easier to read.  

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  x 
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● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   x 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing? x   

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The reference section at the end needs to be improved as it is not in APA style and providing 
only the links to pubmed is not sufficient.  

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The manuscript highlights very well why diabetes research is important and why insulin 
application needs to be improved. The authors show nicely how their approach of 
transdifferentation fits in previous research and present its advantages compared to gene 
therapy. Shortening and rephrasing some sentences would help for easy reading, but in 
general they did a great job in describing their idea in a detailed manner. I appreciate how 
they tried to write a discussion without having experimental data and that they present 
limitations of their approach. However, the results from the modelling step should be 
discussed and somehow appear in the conclusion to actually tell a story. Without this the 
modelling part feels separated from the other sections.  
 
Major: use APA citation style  
Major: follow format template 
Major: Include your data (= modelling) into discussion and conclusion 
Minor: rephrase some parts to make it easier to read, but it is still understandable 
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Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Lea Vogt, BSc. Molecular Medicine, University of Tuebingen (Germany), mail: 
lea.vogt@igem-tuebingen.de 

Second Reviewer – Katja Sievert, BSc. Molecular Medicine, University of Tuebingen 
(Germany), email: katja.sievert@charite.de 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Energy. Peer Review Framework for the 
iGEM Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

 To see if it is possible to combine the microbial fuel cell (MFC) technology with PET 
microbial degradation, that would provide a carbon source for this process via the help of 
another bacterium. This system could help tackle pressing issues, such as PET pollution and 
insufficient water supply. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   X  

The main question is original and interesting   X 

Easy to Read and well written?    

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented45   X 

                                                           
45

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding X   

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate X   

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)    

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1     

Only important and useful data is added    

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?   X 

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The premise of this review is very compelling as it discusses the possibility of combining 
MFC’s with microbial PET degradation. These ?? have been studied previously but not 
combined together. This combined system could help address issues such as PET pollution 
and insufficient water supply. 

Since this is written as a systemic literature review, the methods used are appropriate.  The 
reviewed articles provide insight in the current situation on these technologies and what 
problems could be encountered trying to combine them. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  X  

● Any factual errors?   X 
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● Any invalid arguments?   X 

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?  X  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   X 

● The Article has the correct length?   X 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    X 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  X  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   X 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 X  

● How original is the work in the topic area?   X 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   X 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   X 
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Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

In the introduction, the problem of plastic pollution and the use of PETase and MHETase to 
possibly reduce it is explained well. However, the issue of water security is not explicitly 
mentioned in the introduction, as well as, it is not explained how this combined system 
could produce renewable energy. As both, water security and renewable energy, are 
mentioned in the title, they should be explained in the introduction not only implied. A few 
sentences in general should be sufficient. 
 

 

2. Materials and Methods (NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS REVIEW) 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?    

● High enough sample size?    

● Research was repeated if possible?    

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

   

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 
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Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards     

The research complies with common ethical standards    

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

As this is a systemic literature review, the research design is appropriate. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   X 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

 X  

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

  X 

● Presentation of future research and limitations?   X 

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

In these sections, the author outlines the possible limits present with the model, thus 
introducing an unbiased narrative. As well as, proposes future research areas. The structure 
of these sections is very good, so it is very easy to follow the text. The most important 
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information is introduced in these sections. 
Some additions that could be made to these sections, include elaborating, for example, on 
why exactly P. putida was chosen for providing the carbon source, not any other type of 
bacteria. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story? X   

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

X   

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

There are no images, graphs or tables present. It would be good to add, for example, a 
figure with model of the system that the authors want to create. It can also be a simplistic 
model. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  X 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  X  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?  X  

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

There are problems with in-text references, see in detail in the document. Otherwise, the 
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references are used in an appropriate manner, good frequency and almost all have been 
published in the last 5 years, highlighting the relevancy of the articles and this review. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The Article makes a compelling case for the use of MFCs for microbial PET-
degradation. The text is written as a review article and successes in this, it presents 
previous research and discusses new methods and achievements in the field. The 
research is presented in unambiguous and easy to understand terms. Furthermore, 
splitting up the text in several short paragraphs helped with readability. References 
were for the most party of sufficient quality and frequency. However, we think that 
the addition of supplementary illustrations and tables would help the overall 
understandability of the text. Furthermore, the result and discussion section could 
have been expanded (see (3.) review). Similarly, the introduction misses some key 
aspects like water security but is still of a good overall quality. Sections III, IV and V are 
definitely the articles strengths, in which the author lays out the current state of 
progress on these technologies, with plenty of references and generally precise 
sentences which make an argument by presenting data. There was no plagiarism 
found throughout the article.  We think that the article is of a good overall quality and 
give approval for publishing this article after revisions. 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
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Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Marta Rubina, currently enrolled in the Bachelor’s Program in Science at 
Maastricht University, m.rubina@student.maastrichtuniversity.nl 

Second Reviewer – Silvio Bonni, currently enrolled in the Bachelor’s Program in Science at 
Maastricht University, s.bonni@student.maastrichtuniversity.nl 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  
Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  
● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 
The team UCL iGEM 2020 is presenting in this article, the topic of their two-year project for 
the competition. They want to study the potential combination of two known and widely 
used methods : the plastic-degrading enzymes such as PETases to remediate plastic 
pollution and the microbial fuel cell technology using the electricity to desalinate seawater 
(once adapted into microbial desalination cells).  

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    X 

The main question is original and interesting   X 

Easy to Read and well written?   X 

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented46   X 

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding X   

                                                           
46 
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate X   

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   X 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1    X 

Only important and useful data is added   X 

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?   X 

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 
The paper premise is very interesting since it studies the potential combination of two 
known processes: the microbial PET degradation and the microbial fuel cell technology. The 
aim of this combination is to improve water security, remediate plastic pollution and 
produce renewable energy. Indeed, the microbial PET degradation allows a plastic 
degradation while the microbial fuel cell technology, once adapted into microbial 
desalination cells, can use the electricity to desalinate seawater. Therefore, the stakes of 
this research are very high and important since fresh water is not sufficient compared to 
the growing needs of a more and more populated world. The article is well documented 
and permits a good overview of the current situation and the research that still needs to be 
done.  

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   X 

● Any factual errors? not that we know of    
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● Any invalid arguments?  not that we know of    

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   X 

● The Article has the correct length?   X 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    X 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   X 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   X 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 
knowledge? 

  X 

● How original is the work in the topic area?  X  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   X 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   X 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
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fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction gives a very good and interesting overview of the past research on the two 
processes studied. We also have the evolution of these methods over the years and the 
most recent works on the topic. The data is relevant. The writing is clear, concise and easy 
to read. The terms and technis are defined clearly which allows us to comprehend the rest 
of the article without any problem with the vocabulary. 
At the end of the introduction, the author describes and explains the question this paper 
aims to answer and develops the plan he will be following throughout the article.  

 

2. Materials and Methods (NOT IN THE ARTICLE) 
The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?    

● High enough sample size?    

● Research was repeated if possible?    

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 
performed ? 

   

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 
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Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards     

The research complies with common ethical standards    

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This 
is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is 
not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not 
a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a 
real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real 
text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   x 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 
applicable) 

  x 

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 
topic also by referencing previous research? 

  x 

● Presentation of future research and limitations?   X 

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

In this part of the article the author exposes very well the issues we are currently facing with 
drinkable water and plastic pollution. They expose precisely two great and already known solutions 
to solve these problems and how they can be solved all at once with one unique device. Moreover, 
they present the limits of this solution being that it is not applicable on a large scale yet. Thus the 
article is not biased and gives a real and accurate state of the art on this very crucial and important 
topic.  
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They separated the core of the article in different parts that follow each other very well which makes 
it extremely easy and nice to read. The text is very well written, there are no complicated words 
which makes it very understandable for anyone to go through it. Well done team UCL! 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 
The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   X 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

  X 

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The author used a wide range of data from 2008  to 2020 which gives us a good overall of 
the evolution of the two processes highlighted in this paper.  The article is not biased. It 
presents a relevant state of the art and concludes on the aspects and points that still need 
to be studied precisely in order to achieve the primary objective of combining the two 
techniques.  
We can really appreciate the process and progress of the research and how it evolved 
because the authors describe the past research, the actual ones and the future one that 
needs to be done. 

 

6. List of References 
References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 
especially ones that would contradict them? 

   

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   X 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   X 
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Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The data presentation respects the APA style required in the text and in the references. Be 
careful though because sometimes there is a part of the citation in the text that is missing. 
The sources at the end of the text, in the references part, are not fully visible because the 
column is not properly aligned on the left.  
Otherwise, the citations are well introduced and the reading of the piece is easy. Nothing 
more to say ! 

7. Plagiarism 
Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

● What is the strength of the manuscript? 

● What are its weaknesses ?  

● List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The strengths of the article lie in the ease of reading and comprehension because the 
writing is very fluid. Moreover, the article is very interesting since it studies the potential 
combination of two well-known processes: the microbial PET degradation and the microbial 
fuel cell technology. The aim of this combination is to improve water security, remediate 
plastic pollution and produce renewable energy which are very important topics and 
furthermore, very relevant to the problems we are facing or going to face in the next few 
years (as the world population grows and the climate changes). Therefore, the stakes of 
this research are very high. The article is well documented and permits a good overview of 
the past and current situation and the research still needs to be done.  

There are no particular weaknesses but simply small formatting errors that need to be 
corrected. One other note that we can make is the use of the terms ‘real world’ and ‘natural 
world’ that don’t feel exactly appropriate in the sentences written 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is  X (but check the comments directly on the article : 
format errors) 

Accepted after revisions   

Major revisions necessary   
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Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Alexandra Teyssou, iGEM Sorbonne HP team member, Master student in 
Management of Innovation at Sorbonne University, alexandra.teyssou@gmail.com 

Second Reviewer – Béatrice Urbah, iGEM Sorbonne University, Master student in 
Microbiology at University of Paris, beatrice.urbah@free.fr 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Team Duesseldorf: Mossphate: 
Yesterday’s wastewater can fuel 

tomorrow’s crops.  
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The main point of the research is to engineer an organism to collect phosphorous that can 
then be used as a fertilizing agent. Along with the engineering the team also looks to use 
MFA modelling and a bioreactor to most effectively cultivate and predict their organism. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    +
+ 

The main question is original and interesting   +
+ 

Easy to Read and well written?  +  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented47   +
+ 

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  +  

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate  +  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   +
+ 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   +  

Only important and useful data is added  +  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  +  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

                                                           
47

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The paper is a review of the teams expected and ongoing iGEM results in multiple 
categories. The issue at hand is accumulation of phosphate from wastewater as a fertilizing 
agent. The methods for modelling seem perfect for what they are attempting. Along with 
this the bioreactor appears to be standard and appropriate.  

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   +
+ 

● Any factual errors?  +  

● Any invalid arguments?   +
+ 

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   +
+ 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   +
+
+
+ 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   +
+ 
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● The Article has the correct length?   +
+ 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   +  

 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   +
+ 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   +
+
+ 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 +  

● How original is the work in the topic area?   +
+ 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  +  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  +  

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 
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Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction does a good job of describing the problem and referencing other works 
that corroborate the narrative for the research. It also provides background information on 
fertilizeer and its slowly increasing demand. One thing that may increase the potential of 
the introduction is to include information about the particular organism along with some 
background on its other uses. Also some review of the kinases would be helpful as we move 
into the article. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?  +  

● High enough sample size?  +  

● Research was repeated if possible?  +  

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

 +  

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    +
+ 

The research complies with common ethical standards   +
+ 
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Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

This section was completed in an unorthodox manner that seems to have worked well. The 
layout of it is very approachable and the order makes sense. This format will be very 
understandable by other iGEM teams looking to understand the flow of the project through 
the multiple special awards. 

 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  +  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 +  

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

There was no data presented but the methodology for the data to be collected was present. 
Along with this the expected impact of the data was listed allowing the reader to see where 
each experiment/path had its impact. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  +
+ 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   +
+ 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   +
+ 
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Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

Love the ammount of references. One critic is that you may want to seek out some newer 
references as you have many falling out of the 15 year old range. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The strengths of this manuscript is that it makes sense as an igem project. We understood 
it as a fellow iGEM team and understood what the team is trying to achieve. 
The weaknesses in the manuscript lie in the lack of results. This is excusable though with 
the COVID crisis.  
In general there were a few grammatical errors and suggestions. Also please consider  
updating the references to include more recent findings.  
Thank you and have a great day! 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  Very minor edits 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 
Randy Moore – Randy Moore, Current Undergraduate Student in Electrical Engineering minoring in 

Biomedical Engineering, University of Calgary, Cumming School of Medicine, Email: 

randy.moore1@ucalgary.ca  

mailto:randy.moore1@ucalgary.ca
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Cedric Acierto– Cedric Acierto, Current Undergraduate Student in Software Engineering minoring in 

Biomedical Engineering, University of Calgary, Cumming School of Medicine, Email: 

johncedric.acierto@ucalgary.ca  

Andrew Symes– Andrew Symes, Current Undergraduate Student in Statistics concentrated in Nanoscience, 

University of Calgary, Cumming School of Medicine, Email: andrew.symes1@ucalgary.ca. 

Alexa Calkhoven– Alexa Calkhoven, Current Undergraduate Student in Software Engineering minoring in 

Biomedical Engineering, University of Calgary, Cumming School of Medicine, Email: 

alexa.calkhoven1@ucalgary.ca. 

Arshia Mostoufi– Alexa Calkhoven, Current Undergraduate Student in Cellular, Molecular, Microbiology, 

University of Calgary, Cumming School of Medicine, Email:arshia.mostoufi@ucalgary.ca 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

mailto:johncedric.acierto@ucalgary.ca
mailto:andrew.symes1@ucalgary.ca
mailto:alexa.calkhoven1@ucalgary.ca
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

As described by the title of the paper the, the point of the research is to find a way to use 
waster water to aid agriculture. The research team has devised the procedure to do this by 
making use of Physcomitrella patens, a moss to filter phosphate from the waster water and 

grow phosphate rich. These mosses are to be further made us of as fertilizers. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    
✓

  

 

The main question is original and interesting   
✓
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Easy to Read and well written?   
✓

  

 

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented48   
✓

  

 

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding 
✓

  

 

  

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate 
✓

  

 

  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   ✓ 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1    
✓

  

 

Only important and useful data is added   
✓

  

 

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?   
✓

  

 

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

                                                           
48

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The paper mentions a way to make use of phosphorous present in wastewater by growing 
moss in them using a photobioreactor, thus making the moss grown rich in phosphorous 
making them an efficient fertilizer for crops. The problem addressed here is of a lot of 
importance as the main source of the raw material phosphorous use in making fertilizers, 
phosphate rock deposits are depleting with time. This is intended to be done using the moss 
Physcomitrella patens. Ways to achieve this have been mentioned with data in support of the 

conclusion. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   ✓ 

● Any factual errors?   ✓ 

● Any invalid arguments?   ✓ 

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   ✓ 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   ✓ 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   ✓ 

● The Article has the correct length?   ✓ 
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● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    ✓ 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   ✓ 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic? ✓   

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
✓   

● How original is the work in the topic area?   ✓ 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   ✓ 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   ✓ 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 
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Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction presents the need of recycling phosphate and its advantages such as to reduce 
eutrophication and get enough fertilizer for crops. The writers have explained the need for recycling 
phosphate and its importance well but there are no mentions of the ways this has been previously 
done with wastewater, lacking data about previous research on the subject.  It is always better to 
highlight the current technologies and research in brief in the introduction as it gives the person 
referring to the paper a better idea before going through the whole article. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?    

● High enough sample size?    

● Research was repeated if possible?    

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

   

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    ✓ 

The research complies with common ethical standards   ✓ 
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Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

The research intends to make the moss, Physcomitrella patens phosphorous rich by over 

expression of polyphosphate kinases (PPK), to cause accumulation of polyphosphate (PolyP) 

in the cytosol of the moss’ cells. They have referred to previous year’s research and studies 

conducted to understand the functionalities and working of the enzymes and molecules 

playing an important role in the process.  The modelling of the experiment explain how the 

researchers plan upon achieving their goal. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   ✓ 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

  ✓ 

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

  ✓ 

● Presentation of future research and limitations?  ✓  

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The ways mentioned to achieve the desired outcome connect with each other, thus showing a step-
by-step mechanism by which, the goal of growing phosphorous rich moss can be achieved. The 
author has not mentioned the limitations of the research. The content is analysed, and the result 
and requirement of each set is mentioned. It is advisable for the writer to summarize the discussion 
in one section before the conclusion. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 
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 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   ✓ 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

  ✓ 

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

There could have been an attempt to include illustrations on the mentioned methodologies 
for better understanding of the techniques and concepts.  

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  ✓ 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   ✓ 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   ✓ 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

References have been used by the author wherever necessary using the proper APA style, 
as asked. Every fact or data mentioned or used by the author from another scientific paper 
is referenced to the respective scientific paper it has been picked up from.  The references 
are relevant to the work of the author and not contradictory.  

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research; this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
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SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The paper focuses on an important topic that we should especially be concerned with the 
arising issue of depleting natural resources on the planet. It has been written well in an 
understandable and easy language. It is advisable to try and include a brief description of 
the method used to achieve the desired goal in the Introduction as it will give the reader a 
better idea of the content in the paper. All other subparts are to the point and well 
comprehensible. It would also be great if you could include an illustration based on the 
text mentioned that suits the overall article. No red flags regarding plagiarism were 
noted. Overall, the writers have done a very good job.   
Revisions: Consider adding on to the introduction. Adding a discussion section, before the 
conclusion, to include the limitations and future research separately would improve the 
format of the paper.  

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  ✓ 
Major revisions necessary   

 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email address. 

Second Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email 
address. 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
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review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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 Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

This article discusses the successes and shortcomings of synthetic biology. It explores the 
history of synthetic biology, such as the invention of synthetic insulin, and controversies 
surrounding genetic engineering, such as GMOs.  

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   X  

The main question is original and interesting  X  

Easy to Read and well written?  X  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented49  X  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  X  

                                                           
49

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate  X  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws) X   

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1  X   

Only important and useful data is added  X  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ? X   

 

After the initial read-through  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The paper seems to be a review article on the history of synthetic biology, including both 
its successes and its controversies. It also caters towards an audience that is less familiar 
with synthetic biology, since it uses terms that the layperson can understand, and avoids 
difficult technical vocabulary. As a review article, there is no problem that the paper aimed 
to solve, nor is there a methods and data section. The authors briefly mention their own 
iGEM project: using a “kill switch” in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii algae that have been 
genetically modified to contain the DNA coding sequence for enzymes known to be able to 
degrade antibiotics and pesticides. A major flaw I found is the lack of in-line citations 
throughout the paper, for example: 

Text text text text (authors_last_name et al). 

Another issue I found in the paper is the ambiguity between synthetic biology and genetic 
engineering. I describe this further in my feedback on the introduction below. 

Though the paper did offer preventative measures towards future disasters in synthetic 
biology, the discussion did not transition very well from the rest of the paper. This is further 
explained in the discussion section below. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
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 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  X  

● Any factual errors? X   

● Any invalid arguments? X   

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?  X  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?  X  

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  X  

● The Article has the correct length?   X 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   X  

 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  X  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   X 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 X  

● How original is the work in the topic area?  X  
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● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  X  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction? X   

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction presents the audience with a definition of synthetic biology and its aim. It provides 
some examples of synthetic biology breakthroughs, such as synthetic insulin and GMOs in 
agriculture. However, it is not made clear what the difference between synthetic biology and 
genetic engineering is. Just from reading the introduction, synthetic biology and genetic engineering 
seem synonymous, if not identical. The introduction ends with explaining the aim of the paper, 
which is to discuss synthetic biology’s societal consequences, both positive and negative, and how 
the field can be regulated to adhere to bioethical guidelines. Thus, the main issue I see with the 
introduction is the ambiguity between synthetic biology and genetic engineering. If the authors 
insert an extra paragraph or a few sentences that differentiate synthetic biology and genetic 
engineering as two different disciplines, this issue should be resolved.  

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust?  

N/A, there is no materials or methods section. - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? N   

● High enough sample size?    

● Research was repeated if possible?    

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 
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Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

N/A, this is a review article. - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards     

The research complies with common ethical standards    

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

N/A, this is a review article. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications? (N/A)    

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

X   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research?  

● At least what they found they did connect it to the broader research 

topic 

X   

● Presentation of future research and limitations?  X  
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The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 
 
 
 
 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

Results: (We treated sections II – III as the results) 
The results of this paper explained the successes and disasters of synthetic biology 
extremely well! The authors brought up statistics, real projects done in the past and even 
one in present but did not cite properly (try using an in-text citation). Though they 
successfully gave evidence, it was not fully analysed and connected to broader ideas. For 
example, the authors mentioned their own iGEM project (last line before section III), but 
did not explain much about the relevancy in this (perhaps it can be used as an example of 
current research that is taking safety into account). Furthermore, the paragraphs did not 
seem to have concluding sentences or some statement that spoke more broadly to connect 
the many examples given together. Lastly, the authors posed a question at the end of 
section III but left it unanswered and began the discussion without addressing that question 
at all. 
 
Discussion: 
The authors began by summarizing the previous main points of the paper (excellent). Then, 
it goes into detail describing measures taken to prevent further disasters in synthetic 
biology research. This information has great merit perhaps as an additional section after 
section III about managing the future of synthetic biology to prevent disasters. The authors 
focused on the ethical aspects of biological research without much connection to the 
aforementioned disasters. Moreover, the concluding paragraph offers a solution for 
preventing future disasters, however it did not explicitly state the applications towards 
synthetic biology (this may not be necessary, but that section of the paper seemed 
disconnected with the rest of the text).  
The discussion did not mention how this review fits into the wider body of knowledge. For 
example, do other researchers agree in previous literature? Perhaps disagree? The primary 
problem with the discussion is the lack of connection to the rest of the article. It may be 
useful to bring up ideas previously emphasized such as how so many diabetic patients 
benefit from synthetic biology to build up to the final emphasis on ethical boards and how 
they could stop future disasters. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 
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 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  X  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 X  

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

In this article, the figure was quite remarkable. In fact, it follows the chronological order in 
the text of section II very neatly. However, the figure was only brought up once in the 
introduction. Thus, it seems to me that it may be to your benefit to mention the figure again 
while in the portion of the text discussing the years of synthetic biology advances.  

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 X  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited? X   

● Did they use proper APA style referencing? X   

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

Though the paper did cite many useful journal articles, it failed to cite properly (APA format). Some 
examples of this include unalphabetized sources and unitalicized journal names. Lastly, the authors 
did not use in text citations. This is imperative when mentioning statistics or evidence found on 
another paper or website.  

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
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potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

This paper went into detail about the success and disasters of synthetic biology extremely 
well! It brings together decades of research and issues scientists have been running into 
with well explained examples. However, the paper was insufficient in many components 
such as citing properly and comparing the position of this paper with the body of 
literature. Though the authors did give a valid solution to the larger problem and 
explained their thought process behind it, there seemed to be a disconnect from this part 
of the paper with the rest of the text. They were missing some statements to bring 
together or critically analyse the many examples of synthetic biology advances/issues. 
 
Minor Revisions Keywords: 
Genetic engineering vs. Synthetic Biology 
iGEM project  
Rhetorical Question? (section III) 
Discussion relevancy 
APA references 
Grammar 
 
 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  

 
This manuscript was well written and definitely shares 
some great insight about synthetic biology, though there 
are many minor revisions. 
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Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Erin Shin, Undergraduate Student, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT), erinshin@mit.edu. 

Second Reviewer – Ethan Levy, Undergraduate Student and Author (Journal of Emerging 
Investigators), Johns Hopkins University, elevy16@jhu.edu. 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort i 

 

mailto:erinshin@mit.edu
mailto:elevy16@jhu.edu
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

This article is about the successes achieved and disasters caused due to the use of Synthetic 
Biology. The article also discusses about the techniques used in synthetic biology and its 
advantages. It further discusses alternatives to be adapted in while using synthetic biology so 
as to not cross the ethical limits. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   X  

The main question is original and interesting  X  

Easy to Read and well written?   X 
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The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented50  X  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding X   

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate X   

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws) X   

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   X  

Only important and useful data is added  X  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  X  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The papers premise is very interesting because it talks about Synthetic Biology’s 
development starting from the 1920’s. There are no main findings in particular because the 
entire article is about the pros and cons of Synthetic Biology in general. The entire aim of 
the article is to layout the advantages of the usage of Syn Bio and also tries to tell us about 
the ethical limits of the methodologies used in the Syn Bio. There are no appropriate 
methods for this article specifically as everything is spoken in general terms . 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

                                                           
50

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  X  

● Any factual errors?  X  

● Any invalid arguments?  X  

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  X  

● The Article has the correct length?  X  

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    X 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  X  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  X  

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 X  

● How original is the work in the topic area? X   

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly? X   
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● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  X  

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction is really precise and tells us what Synthetic Biology is really all about. The intro also tells 
us what the aim of the article is about. It also has a timeline which tells us about how the Synthetic Biology 
has developed since the 1900’s. The article specifies few examples about things like golden rice and HIV 
resistant babies which are further elaborated in the later part of the article. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? X X  

● High enough sample size? X X  

● Research was repeated if possible?  X  

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

 X  

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 
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Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards   X  

The research complies with common ethical standards  X  

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

There are no particular methods used in this article and also there are no materials used in this 
article because there are  no specific experiments conducted in this article as everything is 
mentioned in a general basis. There are no experiments conducted because of which there are no 
methods, equipment or reagents used in this specific article. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications? X   

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

 X  

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

 X  

● Presentation of future research and limitations?  X  

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The discussion tells us about the experiments conducted during the world war and documentation 
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of the ethical rights. It also says that it was first directed only towards the physicians but then 
bioethics was later taken up by the UNESCO and was applied to various fields. It mainly stated that 
everything had to be conducted or done keeping in mind respect for human dignity and human 
rights and it also talks about the imbalance of power between governments and organizations. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story? X   

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

X   

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

Overall in the entire article there is only one image which shows the progressive 
development of Syn Bio. There is neither any data presented in this article nor any images 
or illustrations  presented in this article. There could have been at least some data which 
helps the readers understand the article on an overall basis with the help of some tables 
images or picture references. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 X  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited? X   

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?  X  
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Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The list of references is one of the many things which is good. They are accurate and usage of these 
references makes sense in this article. Few of the references used were not that recent even thought 
it was an appropriate reference used in the article. The in-text citations were also used in a sensible 
way. The total number of reference used itself is low but that could be justified by the fact that the 
entire article is speaking about Synthetic Biology’s pros and cons. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The article clearly summarises the entire topic chosen. It’s a crisp particle which bluntly 
puts the pros and cons of the usage of synthetic biology in front of everyone and it also 
talks about the current methods being used in Syn Bio and how it can cross the ethical 
limitations if its not supervised from the beginning. So as the article goes on to talk about 
the measure which are currently in use to prevent it and also talks about the 
measurements which could be taken in the future for a different set of methods which 
might be used in the near future of Syn Bio. One of the major weaknesses that was 
noticeable was the lack of images and tabular data and this was evidently due to the 
nature of the topic which was chosen. The topic could have been slightly more specific in 
order to make it more interesting with all kinds of data to be shown for. Also, because of 
the nature of the topic there are no specific materials or methods being used as there are 
no experiments or any kind of tests being conducted in the first place. One of the major 
revisions I personally think should be to either present more data for the article or make 
the article slightly more specific such that there can be few tests which could be 
conducted for it and following the tests there would be evidential data to support the 
tests or experiments conducted. Every other aspect of the article seems to very good 
because of the way everything has been explained by giving examples and by telling us 
about the consequences. 
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Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions   

Major revisions necessary  X 
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email address. 

Second Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email 
address. 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM  

Proceedings Journal  

 

In General  

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-review 
other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of time and effort 
in!   

Thank you!   

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal in your 
hands. The next step is the peer-review.   

What is a peer-review?   
Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, with 
expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of accountability and 
assures a high standard for publications.   

This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in order 
to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to improve it.   

A few things to keep in mind:   
● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to as well.   

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that you 

have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process should take 

ca. 5 hours per article.  

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English speakers. For 

example, avoid difficult words.   

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this document. 

For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the original document and 

use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how:  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).   

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this document and 

check the applicable boxes.  

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :   

○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect   
○ [+] The authors did this aspect well  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary   

● Be respectful! - reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your review will 

help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and constructive.  

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors will not 
be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process also 
ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. In addition 
to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this collaboration. For 
this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that will review the article. 
These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may disagree on certain parts as 
long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will need to submit their evaluations in 
the same documents.  

We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture and 

answer the following questions:   

The First Read-Through  

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words)  

Larvae of Tenebrio molitor (called mealworms) digest polystyrene foam through the activity of gut 
bacteria. The authors propose to improve their efficiency by transforming the gut bacteria to 
provide them with the ability to produce acetone.  

  
  -  +  + 

+  

The main question is addressed and  relevant     +    

The main question is original and interesting      +  

Easy to Read and well written?      +  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented51  
-      

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding    +    

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate    +    

                                                           
51 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. 

This is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it 
is just an outlook or suggestions for future research.   
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Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  +      

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   +      

Only important and useful data is added    +    

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  +      

  

After the initial read-trough create a first  short summary of what the article is about and 

which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are:  

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important?  

● What are the main findings ?  

● What problem did it aim to solve ?   

● Are the methods used appropriate?  

● Do the data support the conclusions?  

  

Review text (100-250 words)  

The proposal on how to improve the efficiency of gut bacteria through the production of acetone 
is - to my knowledge- very original, but it needs more support. Some evidence or good arguments 
are needed to suggest that the additional acetone will increase the rate of digestion by the 
bacteria. The polystyrene foam reaches the gut presumably at some state of trituration... to what 
extent the solvent acetone will aid?   
The authors show an interesting experiment on feeding larvae that should be enough to detect 
improvements on the efficiency of polystyrene digestion. The results are difficult to interpret and 
not conclusive. A control of starvation (with no carbon source) should be added (as in 
https://www.scientific.net/AMR.113-116.1972).  

The Second Read-Through - Overview  

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content.  
  

   -  +  + 

+  

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?      x  
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● Any factual errors?    x    

● Any invalid arguments?    x    

  

   -  +  + 

+  

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?    x    

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?      x  

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?      x  

● The Article has the correct length?    x    

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?     x    

  

  

Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is also 
important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text.  

  

  

  

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance  

1.Introduction  

Does the introduction:   

   -  +  + 

+  

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  x      

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  x      
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● 
Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge?  

x      

● How original is the work in the topic area?    x    

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?      x  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  x      

Originality   

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't been 
investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other fields 
demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. However, 
methodology and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is acceptable to 
reference older literature.  

Aims  

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the introduction 
should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the research aim should fit 
into  

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words)  

The focus on acetone production needs to be supported with evidence from the literature. For 
example, if the authors could establish that the polystyrene particles in the larvae gut, somehow 
parallel the situation inside a conventional fermenter, then the authors could support their 
approach by citing research from more traditional experiments already reported. The feasibility of 
transforming gut symbiotic bacteria and sustaining such transformed populations should be 
addressed given the fact that microbiomes easily change in time.   

  

2. Materials and Methods  

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” .  

Is the research reproducible and robust?  

   -  +  + 
+  

● Enough controls?  
     

● High enough sample size?  
   x  

● Research was repeated if possible?  
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● 

Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research performed ?  

     

  

Reproducible Methods  

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the research 
and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in a step by step 
way (if applicable).  

Robust Methods  

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was performed. 
This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to confirm findings. 
Furthermore, the research must be unbiased.  

Best Practice  

  -  +  + 

+  

The research complies with health and safety standards       x  

The research complies with common ethical standards      x  

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words)  

The experimental technique is adequate for measuring the intake of polystyrene. Hopefully, any 
genetic modification introduced will change the quantities measured and then prove if an increase 
in efficiency is achieved.   
However, a starvation control is missing. Insects can survive for long periods without food and 
starvation could lead them to differentiate into pupae. Without a control deprived of food we can 
not conclude that the experimental setup actually measured the intake and transformation of 
polystyrene.  
Alternative strategies for building the plasmids and introducing them to the gut bacteria are 
mentioned. No experimental approach regarding the handling of gut bacteria is presented.  

  

  

3. Results and Discussion  
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things that were 

discovered or confirmed?:  

   -  +  + 

+  

● Describes the data collected and their implications?        
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● 

The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where applicable)  

      

● 
The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the topic also 

by referencing previous research?  

      

● Presentation of future research and limitations?        

  

The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. The 

Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the performed 

research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and future research.  

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words)  
The results are not clear because what is seen as a slight increase in the insects biomass was 
overcome by a bigger increase in total mass due probably to moisture absorption (as the authors 
point out). We cannot tell for sure if any polystyrene was ingested.  
The way the results are presented make them difficult to interpret: the bars indicating the mass of 
meal, larvae, pupae, dead, and faeces are piled making it very difficult to observe the evolution of 
each one through time.  

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables  

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. Images 

and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall article. Images 

and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables should be correctly 

labelled.  

   -  +  + 

+  

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?    x    

● 
There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data points 

with support the trends claimed by the authors.  

x      

  

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word)  

The way the results are presented make them difficult to interpret: the bars indicating the mass of 
meal, larvae, pupae, dead, and faeces are piled making it very difficult to observe the evolution of 
each one through time.  
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6. List of References  

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The references 
should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations.  

   -  +  + 

+  

● 
Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them?  

x      

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  x      

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?      x  

  

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words)  

Only three articles are cited. In the cited paper Yang et al. 2018 the experimental setup included 
an unfed population.  
I recommend imagining that the insect’s gut is a fermenter and explore the literature about all 
microbial biodegradation of polystyrene. Maybe arguments in favor of the production of acetone 
can be found in that way.  

  

7. Plagiarism  

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of the 
paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has potentially been 
plagiarised please contact  
[msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software.  
  

SUMMARY text (250-500 words)  

● What is the strength of the manuscript?  

● What are its weaknesses ?   

● List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the keywords of 

things mentioned above)  

The usage of Tenebrio molitor for disposing plastic waste is highly promising and deserves more 
study, as the authors correctly state. The results presented here should be considered preliminary, 
the graphics need improvement for clarity and the interpretation should be in terms of what 
needs to be improved in the experimental setup. The results cannot be interpreted in terms of the 
behavior of polystyrene or the behavior of the insects because an unfed control is missing. The 
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authors need yet to present convincing arguments for the production of acetone as a way to 
improve the polystyrene digestion efficiency.  

  

Verdict  

  What is your verdict about the manuscript?  

Accepted as is     

Accepted after revisions     

Major revisions necessary   
The results need to be presented as preliminary steps on 
setting the experimental setup (unless new results are 
available with an unfed control).  
The authors need to present convincing arguments for the 

production of acetone as a way to improve the efficiency of 

polystyrene digestion.  

  

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system)  

First Reviewer – Daniel Guerra, PhD, Universidad Peruana Cayetano Heredia, 

daniel.guerra@upch.pe   

Second Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email address.  

Last step  

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your peer 
review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing.  

Uploading  

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added comments to 
the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer review 
framework document with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed xxxx this is 
the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the team account for the 
upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you should upload 4 documents, 2 
per article.  

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 

uploading!  
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Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname (word document)  
Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname (word document or PDF)  

  
Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled Upload 
instructions. Please follow the instructions!   

  

  

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ manuscripts. 

This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in!  
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The main point of this research is to combine two methods for the degradation of 
polystyrene, as this is a major pollutant that humans are releasing into the environment. 
Firstly, the observed capability of mealworm gut bacteria to digest polystyrene, and 
secondly, the chemical degradation of polystyrene by acetone. The main aim is to 
heterologously express acetone-producing genes in E. coli using a plasmid and rely on 
conjugation to transfer plasmids to the gut bacteria. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant  
The main question (whether this can be a useful strategy for degrading 
polystyrene) has been addressed, and is relevant. 

 X  

The main question is original and interesting 
Definitely. 

 X  

Easy to Read and well written? 
There are a few spelling mistakes and sentences that could be improved to make 

X   
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clear to the reader what the authors are trying to communicate. We have added 
comments on the original document. 

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented52 
Given that COVID-19 has caused teams to have reduced lab access, it is 
reasonable to have a less precise conclusion. 

 X  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding 
Definitely. 

  X 

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate 
Definitely. 

  X 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws) 
It is unclear how many mealworms were used in each group, and it is also 
unclear in what conditions were they kept during the study. 

X   

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1  
Given that COVID-19 has caused teams to have reduced lab access, it is 
reasonable to have less data. 

 X  

Only important and useful data is added 
Definitely. 

 X  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ? 
The main question (as we understood it) was whether combining the two 
degradation methods by genetic engineering could increase degradation 
efficiency. The conclusion talked more about how this technology could be 
scaled up which isn’t fully answering the research question, but I assume this is 
due to complications caused by COVID-19. 

 X  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

                                                           
52

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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Review text (100-250 words) 

The paper’s premise is definitely interesting. To me, the idea of combining these two 
methods of polystyrene degradation to try to improve the rate/efficiency of degradation 
through genetic engineering is an amazing idea. Furthermore, it is definitely important, and 
they have made this clear in the introduction when talking about the high levels of 
pollution. 

 

The main findings come from a populations behavioural study, where over 36 days the 
mealworms were fed on polystyrene (and oatmeal as a control) and the mass of the 
following variables were measured: larvae, substrate (polystyrene or oatmeal), dead 
material, faeces and pupation. This was in order to verify the capability of mealworms to 
use polystyrene as a carbon source. 

 

The problem it aimed to solve is the immense level of plastic pollution humanity is releasing 
into the world, but especially polystyrene.           

 

The methods used in the behavioural populations study are appropriate as they are using 
a control and are measuring masses accurately but could do with improvements. It is 
unclear how many mealworms were in each study group and it is unclear whether repeats 
were conducted. 

 

The conclusions that are made are tentative, which means the authors are mostly just 
suggesting that this type of technology could possibly be used to solve the pollution 
problem in the future. The data presented does support this conclusion, because they 
showed that mealworms were capable of using polystyrene as a carbon source. 

 

 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable? 

There are a couple of sentences that need improvement, which would 
make the text more understandable. 

X   
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● Any factual errors? 

No. 

  X 

● Any invalid arguments?  X  

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic? 

The title could be made slightly more specific to the aim. For example: 
The potential for heterologously expressing acetone-synthesis genes in 
Tenebrio molitor gut bacteria for increased polystyrene degradation 
efficiency.  

X   

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper? 

Definitely. 

  X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic? 

Definitely. 

  X 

● The Article has the correct length? 

Could be made slightly longer by adding more details (for example more 
detail on the populations behavioural study). 

X   

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?  

Yes. 

  X 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 
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● Explain the problem thoroughly? 

Definitely. 

  X 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic? 

Yes. 

 X  

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 

There is only a little bit of detail on these topics. 

X   

● How original is the work in the topic area?  X  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly? 

The introduction introduces the subject well to the reader. 

  X 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction? 

Yes. 

 X  

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction does very well to introduce the problem to the reader and emphasises the 
extent of polystyrene pollution. The references included are relevant and recent, and 
provide the reader with evidence for the point they are making. However, more detail could 
be added to the part where it describes the bacteria. For example, the species name (if it is 
known), the date of which its polystyrene-degrading capability was discovered, etc. The 
research is original, reflecting well on the team’s ideas. 
The aim at the end of the paper could be worded slightly more clearly, and I have included 
a comment in the original paper. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
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Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? 

The control of oatmeal is enough. 

 X  

● High enough sample size? 

Sample size is not mentioned in the paper. 

X   

● Research was repeated if possible? 

It is not clear whether research was repeated in the case of the 
behavioural populations study. 

X   

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

This was not included. 

X   

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards   X  

The research complies with common ethical standards  X  

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

This section is well-written and provides the reader with some description of how the team 
conducted their research. However, the methods section of the paper could do with more 
detail for the behavioural populations study. As mentioned above, the following details 
should be added to allow other researchers to potentially repeat the study to verify the 
results: All equipment used, all reagents used and sampling methodology. None of these 
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are included in the paper 
For the materials section, this could also be greatly improved. There was no mention of 
what equipment the team used, what reagents the team used, what atmospheric 
conditions (e.g. temperature) were used etc. These are needed as it would allow other 
researchers to reproduce the results and see if they obtained similar results. 
Another part that could be improved is proving that the research was unbiased. This could 
be done by mentioning what sampling methodology was used (e.g. random sampling). 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications? 

 

 X  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

X   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

The trends seen in the data do match with previous research, specifically 
that the mealworms are capable of using polystyrene as a carbon source 
thanks to their gut bacteria. 

 X  

● Presentation of future research and limitations? 

This section could be improved, as there is little detail on how future 
research could be directed and what limitations may be encountered. 

X   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The team described multiple implications of the data they collected. Firstly, the fact that 
mass of the polystyrene-fed mealworm group gradually declined produced the most 
significant observation made: that mealworms are indeed capable of using polystyrene as 
a carbon source. Although we understood this to be the case from reading the paper, they 
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didn’t fully describe that this was the case because the mass of the polystyrene-fed group 
did not rapidly drop to low levels. Furthermore, they could have mentioned the overall drop 
in mass after the initial period in the polystyrene group closely followed that of the oatmeal 
group, suggesting the bacterium is roughly equally capable of surviving off of both 
substrates. For further research, they could have mentioned how more studies could be 
done on this to confirm. 
Results were critically analysed, but no statistical analyses were used. 
One aspect of this section that could be improved is the fact that not many research 
limitations were included. This would be very helpful for guiding future research of this 
topic, which brings us to the next aspect that was good about the paper: future research. 
The authors described how this technology may be adapted in the future for large-scale 
implementation. With more details about how they see this happening, this section would 
be outstanding. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story? 

Yes. 

  X 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

Yes 

  X 

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

All graphs and texts are correctly labelled (apart from the formatting of Figure 1, which as 
mentioned previously, could be improved. Data is presented clearly in well-labelled tables, 
and images detailing the plasmids are clear and definitely further the understanding of the 
text. These images are of sufficient quality for the reader to gain knowledge about the 
paper. 
Data in Figure 2 is of an appropriate amount, as the study was conducted for 36 days. This 
means a lot of data (masses of parameters) was measured over a number of days. The figure 
legends were clear, and helped the reader to understand what data was being presented. 
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6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 X  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited? X   

● Did they use proper APA style referencing? X   

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

For the polystyrene plastic pollution, they cited relevant literature to explain the problem. 
However, the name of the bacterium and the paper that discovered its polystyrene-
degradation capability has not been included, but it should be included. Also, there is no 
paper cited for the description of how acetone degrades polystyrene, which should be 
included. 
The citations are not well formatted. This is because they should be ordered alphabetically 
(first author surname) and then chronologically by year of publication if there are multiple 
authors with the same surname first letter. Furthermore, citations 2 and 3 contain the 
website link, which is not normally included in APA style referencing.  

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 
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Strengths: 
 
The first strength of the paper is the introduction. The problem chosen is a very important 
and pressing problem for the world, and good references are used to emphasise this 
point. Furthermore,    
The only thing the introduction is lacking is slightly more detail on their chosen bacterium 
(species name, date of discovery of polystyrene degradation). 
 
The second strength of the paper is the figures. They are clearly made and provide lots of 
support to the reader when trying to understand sections of the paper. The only change 
would be the format of Figure 1’s legend. 
 
The third strength of the paper is the discussion and conclusion sections. The implications 
of the data are well analysed in the discussion, and reasons are given as to why some 
results might have arisen the way they did. The conclusion does well to make statements 
about the potential of this research. 
 
Weaknesses: 
 
The first weakness is very minor, and just involves the fact that there are some spelling 
mistakes and sentences that could be made clearer. However, this should be easy to 
correct. 
 
The second weakness is the research elaborations section. This section lacks relevant 
details about the sample size of the behavioural populations study, whether any repeats 
were conducted and descriptions of sampling methodologies. Furthermore, it does not 
contain a full protocol on how they conducted this study, making it difficult for another 
group of scientists to reproduce their results. 
 
Minor revisions: 

- Correct spelling mistakes (comments made in original paper) 
- Improve sentences to make their meaning clearer (comments made in original 

paper) 
- Add more detail about bacterium in introduction 
- Change the format of Figure 1’s legend to match the same format as Figure 2, with 

A, B and C in the paragraph and not in a bullet point list 
- Correct the referencing style to APA 

 
Major revisions: 

- Improve the research elaborations (or methods) section. A full protocol of the 
behavioural populations study should be included, along with the following 
details: sample size, whether any repeats were conducted and descriptions of 
sampling methodologies 
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Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  This one 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email address. 

Pedro Lovatt Garcia, BSc Biochemistry (3rd year), UCL, pedro.garcia.18@ucl.ac.uk 

Second Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email 
address.  

Stefan Hristov, BSc Biochemistry completed (now 1st year PhD), UCL, 
stefan.hristov.17@ucl.ac.uk 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 
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Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Team Nantes: A3 Project: a new look on 
algae revalorization. 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The main point of this research is to combat harmful accumulation of green macroalgae 
which produce hydrogen sulfide, a toxic gas, by creating a bioreactor that produces 
degradation enzymes, expressed by two plasmids, that will destroy the algal cell walls. This 
bioreactor will then collect the toxic hydrogen sulfide produced by sulfate-reducing 
bacteria and eventually be converted to sulfuric acid. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant  x   

The main question is original and interesting x   

Easy to Read and well written?   x 
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The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented53   x 

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   x 

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   x 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws) x   

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1  x   

Only important and useful data is added   x 

Does the conclusion answer the main question ? x   

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

This project aims to find a solution to macroalgal accumulation along coastal areas, 
especially those in France. The goal is to create a bioreactor that will degrade these algae 
and collect the toxic gas (H2S) that is produced and eventually convert it into sulfuric acid. 
This is a very important issue as H2S is a toxic gas that affects marine life and could affect 
terrestrial life as well. To solve this problem, the team uses seven enzymes (3 degradation, 
3 sulfatases, and 1 FGE) in two types of plasmids which will be cloned into E. coli for 
expression. These E. coli cells will then be produced in a bioreactor that will promote the 
breaking down of macroalgal cell walls and the collection of H2S which are created by SRBs. 
In theory this is a well-designed project with clear goals. The methods are sound and 
appropriate and though there is no data as of yet, it seems as though research supports the 
end goal. However, it is mentioned early in the article that sulfuric acid has many industrial 
uses but there are no examples given and no information on the chemical conversion 
process or what will be done with it once produced.  

                                                           
53 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the author's argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   x 

● Any factual errors?   x 

● Any invalid arguments?   x 

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   x 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   x 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic? x   

● The Article has the correct length?   x 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    x 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly? x   

● Summarizes previous research on the topic? x   
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● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 
knowledge? 

x   

● How original is the work in the topic area?   x 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   x 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction? x   

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction starts by explaining the problem: macroalgae accumulation along coastal 
areas. It does a good job at explaining why the proliferation occurs as well as why it is 
relevant (affects ecosystems in France). There are a few minor grammar/wording issues 
scattered throughout the introduction and a small issue of spacing between “lethal to 
humans and” and “animals.” Additionally, the introduction lacks a proper explanation as to 
what the industrial uses of sulfuric acid are and there is no information regarding 
degradation enzymes or the sulfatase’s mechanisms, or any previous research done on this 
topic. This information, maybe in a few sentences, would be useful in the introduction to 
help prepare the reader for later sections as well as provide some knowledge before reading 
about the bioreactor itself. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? N N/A  

● High enough sample size?  N/A  
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● Research was repeated if possible?  N/A  

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 
performed ? 

X   

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards   X  

The research complies with common ethical standards   X 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

The materials and methods section of this paper touches on the enzymes and sulfatases 
used, the plasmids they are ligated into, and the bacterium they are cloned into. This is 
understandably difficult to explain when there is a 3-page limit. However, it feels as though 
there are some things missing. There is no information about collection of the algae and 
SRBs. In the abstract, it is mentioned that it will be taken directly from the beach which 
could pose some problems: how will you keep your sample size consistent? Does this 
comply with safety standards if there is production of H2S gas in these green tides? 
Additionally, there is a bit of vagueness in terms of the H2S to sulfuric acid chemical 
conversion. The Bioreactor section states that “the hydrogen sulfide that results from the 
degradation will be collected via a special system” which does not provide a good 
explanation on the next steps or how this occurs. Other than that, the materials and 
methods section is very easy to understand and seems promising. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
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+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  N/A  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 
applicable) 

 N/A  

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 
topic also by referencing previous research? 

 N/A  

● Presentation of future research and limitations? X   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The discussion and conclusion section of this article summarize the materials and methods 
and highlight the project’s purpose. Since there are no results to report there is not much 
to critique here. The only real issue is grammar and sentence flow. And of course, explaining 
the next steps for the hydrogen sulfide and the next steps for the project as well. I think 
including some information about research limitations as well as long term goals for this 
project would improve this section as well. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  X  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 X  

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The figures and diagrams in this paper are, for the most part, clear and easy to understand. 
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The pET 11 plasmid and pEVOL-1 plasmid are both well explained and are helpful in 
visualizing the process behind the project. Similarly, figure 3 (the bioreactor) helps illustrate 
the setup for this experiment and help the reader follow along for the remainder of the 
paper. The only thing that remains unclear is the “special system” mentioned prior to the 
discussion. It would be beneficial to have a diagram of this system to illustrate the chemical 
conversion from hydrogen sulfide to sulfuric acid as well as where this process occurs within 
the bioreactor. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  X 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   X 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   X 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The references in this paper seem to cover all the bases. There are many papers about the 
green tides, nitrogen pollution, Ulva cell walls and the degradation process, and even 
papers about multiple techniques used to extract proteins from Ulva. The first three sources 
are numbered and cited within the paper, but the rest are not. It may be useful for readers 
to be able to read a sentence and immediately see which source it was pulled from by 
including in-text citations. There is only one source cited in the introduction which reduces 
the section’s credibility. More citations would provide evidence and help back up the points 
being made which would develop the story even more and give readers more to work with. 
But the quality of sources is sound, and the material pulled from them seems relevant. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
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SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

● What is the strength of the manuscript? 

● What are its weaknesses ?  

● List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The solutions you came up with are quite considerable in that they not only deal with 

“Green tides”—overproduction of green algae, but also the by-product—H2S of the 

degradation of the algae which has enormous influences on many aspects of the ecosystem. 

The design of the bioreactor is also useful and efficient as it makes obtaining concentrated 

production of required enzymes possible. The background information about the adverse 

effects of green tide and H2S are clearly present and appeal to my attention on the 

approaches you plan to practice. As to the partition of each subsection, you have detailed 

subtitles for an articulate explanation, especially in the Materials and Methods part. The 

descriptions under the plasmid maps also assist readers to understand the main purpose of 

each plasmid. 

The steps of your project are interesting and not hard to understand. However, since the 

limitation of article length which challenges the ability to make it easy for readers to 

understand your goals and designs, I suggest that it’s better to have a straightforward 

description of your goal and overall protocol in the first place. Stick to your main 

characters—green algae and H2S when you introduce your experiment plan. For instance, 

the overproduction of green algae is a problem, and you solve it by using 7 enzymes to 

degrade the algae; the production of harmful gas--H2S, you solve it by transferring it to 

sulfuric acid. Besides, compared to other parts of the article, the introduction seems too 

long and focuses on background information in large part but does not explain your overall 

steps clearly. My suggestion is to add a few sentences in the Introduction or in the Methods 

before you start subtitles. In addition, keep every part coherent and connected fluently. For 

example, after you introduce the target enzymes you want to produce, when you start the 

Bioreactor section, you can say the purpose of the reactor—allow E.coli with designed 

plasmids to produce the 7 enzymes you want. There are also grammar mistakes and 

inappropriate choice of words which sometimes lead to the misunderstanding of your 

meaning.  

That’s all my opinions and take what you think accessible and make your article greater 

and more articulate! 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 
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Accepted as is  Good paper with a good idea but contains some minor 
issues in grammar and wording and some incomplete 
thoughts and unclear intentions.  

Accepted after revisions  This is very easy to understand, and the topic is 
interesting. However, this is very preliminary and there 
is no actual data present. A major point to include is the 
relevance/importance of the study. Why do you want to 
collect the so-called “toxic” sulfuric acid? 

Major revisions necessary  Clarity on the purpose of the bioreactor and what your 
goal is regarding H2S production/collection.  

 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer –  Krithika Karunakaran, Undergraduate Researcher, Georgia State University, 
kkarunakaran2@student.gsu.edu        

Second Reviewer – Chiara Brust, Undergraduate Researcher, Georgia State University, 
cbrust1@student.gsu.edu              

Third Reviewer – Jiayi Lan, Undergraduate Researcher, Georgia State University, 
jlan2@student.gsu.edu         

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

mailto:kkarunakaran2@student.gsu.edu
mailto:cbrust1@student.gsu.edu
mailto:jlan2@student.gsu.edu
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Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

Their goal is to reduce algae blooms by creating a bioreactor with sulfate reducing bacteria 
producing H2S and sulfatase enzymes, degrading the cell walls of green algae ulvan. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   +  

The main question is original and interesting  +  

Easy to Read and well written?  +  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented54  +  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   + 

                                                           
54

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   + 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   + 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   +  

Only important and useful data is added  +  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  +  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

I think overall a lot of thought has been put into the set up of the project. I do wish there 
was a more clear overview in the beginning of the actual components of this process, I felt 
when reading it I was missing some fundamental background information which made it 
difficult to put all this new information into context. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  +  

● Any factual errors?  .  

● Any invalid arguments?  .  

 

 - + +
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+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic? -   

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   +
+ 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic? -   

● The Article has the correct length?  +  

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   +  

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  +  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  +  

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
-   

● How original is the work in the topic area?  +  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  +  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  +  

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
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However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

I think the introduction does a good job of explaining the problem they are seeking to solve, 
however I feel there is a gap of knowledge for how sulfuric acid plays a role in disrupting 
this process. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?  +  

● High enough sample size?  ?  

● Research was repeated if possible?  +  

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

- -  

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
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+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards   +  

The research complies with common ethical standards  +  

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

I appreciated the images of the plasmids and the general overlay of the items involved, 
however I feel like a concrete plan was not laid out for replication of methods very clearly, 
nor any discussion of replication or control measures beyond using a bioreactor to separate 
the algae from contaminating waterways. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  +  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

-   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

 +  

● Presentation of future research and limitations? -   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

I felt like the discussion wasn’t more than a basic summary of what had been stated before. 
I would have liked to hear more about some of the results you found or even if no data had 
been collected so far, talking about the literature values that would be important to your 
experiment and how they were relevant to the outcome you were looking to produce. 
I am unsure if there were limitations due to COVID or if there was just a desire to hold 
results back until the presentation at the Jamboree, however I think bringing in future 
relevance and even acting as a literacy review, examining previous research and how it 
would build on your ideas would be a better fit in this section. 
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5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  +  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

-   

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

I wish there had been more information detailed from the referenced paper sources used 
to support the direction of the project, since there was no self collected data used in the 
paper. I think this could strengthen the claims for your audience and better support your 
project vision. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 +  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited? -   

● Did they use proper APA style referencing? -   

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

I was a bit confused on the citations, there were only 3 references marked in the paper 
(with numbers, not with APA (Author, year) format), and I was unsure what relevancy the 
other sources had, if they were supporting sources or were also referenced but not marked 
in the paper? It would be good to only include sources that are referenced in your paper 
and be sure to directly mark where the information is gotten from at each part of the paper. 
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7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

I think overall it is a good start for an initial paper. I like the ideas laid out and the concept 
seems like an interesting and strong one. I think the big weakness is the lack of actionable 
data being discussed. Even with the issues with COVID (which I expect to be the limitation 
as to why no data is mentioned), I think with reference data from resources, the authors 
could have improved the paper to draw some biological relevance out of their concept. 
Instead it mostly reads like an “elevator pitch”, a lot of great ideas but missing the data to 
back them up beyond the surface level. 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  x 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email address. 

Second Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email 
address. 
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Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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 Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

To highlight certain biomedicine based iGEM projects from Latin America 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   X  

The main question is original and interesting  X  

Easy to Read and well written? X   

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented55 X   

                                                           
55

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding X   

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate X   

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws) NA 

The data is sufficient and self-consistent1  X   

Only important and useful data is added X   

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?   X 

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The aim of the review is to highlight the work of certain Latin American iGEM projects 
specifically in the field of biomedicine. 

Although the cited projects are very interesting, they have not been highlighted well by the 
authors here and it is left to the readers to explore the websites of the cited iGEM teams 
to understand their projects. 

The intent behind the review is largely unclear from the abstract and introduction and is 
regrettably understood only upon reading the conclusion. 

The statistics rather than aiding the premise add to the ambiguity surrounding the intent 
behind the review. 

There is also a severe deficiency in clarity, grammar and coherence in the entire text. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
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 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable? X   

● Any factual errors? X   

● Any invalid arguments? X   

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?  X  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper? X   

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  X  

● The Article has the correct length?   X 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    X 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly? X   
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● Summarizes previous research on the topic? X   

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
X   

● How original is the work in the topic area?  X  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly? X   

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction? X   

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction is a key part of any review. It sets the stage for the work in question and 
is an absolutely essential asset for grabbing a reader’s attention and interest. 

This work lacks a proper framework for the introduction. Primarily, the introduction does 
not clarify the intent behind the work and it becomes clear only on reading the conclusion. 

Part of the information cited in the introduction seems irrelevant to the “supposed” (as per 
the reader’s understanding) premise while part of it seems to have been just put there 
without any link. Thus, the introduction as a whole lacks coherence. 

It is suggested that the authors revise the introduction in a manner that aids the reader in 
aligning their thoughts with the suggested premise before moving on to the main content. 
Try establishing a smooth flow of information in the introduction in the form of a story. 

One of the references in the introduction is from 2008 and so the information it cites definitely 
cannot be extended to the present scenario. 

Please also consider the suggestions made as comments in the main review document. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?  

 

NA 

 

● High enough sample size? 

● Research was repeated if possible? 

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards   

NA 
The research complies with common ethical standards 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

NA 
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3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications? X   

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

X   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

X   

● Presentation of future research and limitations? X   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

It is unclear in the starting statistics, about participation from Latin America in iGEM, if the number 
of teams are counted merely based on participation over the years as a whole (i.e., by including a 
certain team participating in one year in another year as well) or team wise participation (i.e., 
counting a certain team only once over the years). 

The comparison amongst projects based on the medals they earned is irrelevant and seems rather 
judgemental. 

The main content does not give justice to the very interesting iGEM projects cited. The project topics 
are merely briefly cited while omitting their actual attractive aspects and it is left to the reader to 
appreciate the projects by visiting the respective team websites. 

The innumerable grammatical and even factual errors nullify any remarkable impact the projects 
may have had on the reader. 

In this section, the poor knowledge of English of the authors cannot be an excuse as the conclusion 
is well written. The authors do not seem to have put enough effort in rectifying, besides grammar, 
huge blunders like completely jumbled sentences and even factual errors about the projects in the 
content preceding the conclusion, which is rather irresponsible.  

One of the references cited on diabetes statistics is from 2007, which is too old a data to be relevant 
in the present scenario. 

The intent behind the review is very good and if the authors shift the focus from quantity to quality 
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of the extremely interesting iGEM projects cited, this review could become much better. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story? X   

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 

points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

X   

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

As explained earlier, the statistics in the introduction were very incoherent and partly 
irrelevant. 

The statistics in the results section have a little ambiguity and the medals part may not be 
well taken, as reviewed above.  

Although the table attempts to summarise certain iGEM projects but ends up only citing the 
project aims. There are grammatical and negligent factual errors about the projects as well. 

Some team names in the table also do not match fully with the names in the references. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

X   

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   X 
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● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   X 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The first reference needs to be realigned with the rest of the references. 

Benedetti, 2016 cited in the introduction is missing in the references. 

One of the references cited on diabetes statistics is from 2007 while another one in the introduction 
is from 2008, which is too old a data to be relevant in the present scenario. 

All iGEM team websites are mentioned in the reference, however, certain team names from 
the results section table do not match completely with how they have been written in the 
references. 

Apart from the one reference missing, as stated above, all others are mentioned in the 
designated APA style as per the guidelines. 

For the ease of the readers, the authors may consider numbering the references within the 
content and then correspondingly in the references section. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The idea behind the review is noble and very good. However, the entire work needs 
revision majorly in terms of grammar and even negligent factual errors at places.  
 
The abstract and introduction do not clearly state the intent behind the review, which 
leaves the reader a little confused. 
 
The introduction lacks coherence and cites a lot of erroneous and irrelevant statistics.  
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In the results section, the evaluation and comparison of iGEM projects based on the 
medals they earned comes across as judgemental. The various iGEM teams are merely 
cited by their project aims without elaboration of the interesting ways the projects were 
executed, which is the actual interest generating point. The readers have to visit the 
project websites themselves to understand their ideas. 
There are major errors in English with even instances where sentences are completely 
jumbled (like the second part of a sentence being written before the first part). The 
negligent factual errors, even in the table, only add to the problems in the content of this 
section. 
 
The names of certain teams are written differently in the content, the table and the 
reference section and need to be made uniform all across. 
 
It is actually the conclusion which clarifies the intent behind the work. It is well written in 
terms of grammar as well, which gives the impression that the authors clearly had the 
opportunity to rectify the English related errors in the entire preceding text as well but 
did not actually do so. 
 
This work could be very useful as a reference for creative ideas for upcoming iGEM teams 
and even for the non-scientific audience to appreciate the vast potential of synthetic 
biology and even science in general. However, the error laden content makes it very 
difficult for the reader to grasp hold of and rely on the information being stated. 
 
The authors may consider elaborating on just the most interesting 3-4 iGEM projects 
individually with a separate final paragraph mentioning few of the other iGEM projects 
briefly (and omitting the table altogether). The iGEM projects cited before the table are so 
interesting that they are enough to generate excitement and curiosity if properly 
elaborated on. 
 
Apart from a few errors as specified earlier, the references are well documented as per 
the guidelines.  
 
The innumerable errors in the entire content discouraged us from correcting each of 
them individually after the introduction section. We feel that if we went about correcting 
each of the errors, we would essentially be doing the work of the authors. 
 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions   

Major revisions necessary  X 
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Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – 

Purva Shripad Damale*, BS-MS student (Chemistry Major), IISER Tirupati,  
purvashripaddamale@gmail.com 

Shubhrika Jain*, BS-MS student (Biology Major), IISER Tirupati,  jain.shubhrika@gmail.com 

 

*Both the reviewers have contributed equally to this peer review and are from team iGEM 
IISER-Tirupati_INDIA 

 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 
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Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

Highlighting Latin American  iGEM-projects related to healthcare that were made since the 
founding of iGEM until 2019.  The authors achieved this by selecting appropriate projects 
and listing and summarizing the most important ones. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and relevant  X   

The main question is original and interesting  X  

Easy to Read and well written?   X 

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented56  X  

Table and figures add to the article and aid understanding   X 

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate  X  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   X 

The data is sufficient and self-consistent1   X  

Only important and useful data is added  X  

Does the conclusion answer the main question?   X 

 

After the initial read-trough create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings? 

                                                           
56

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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● What problem did it aim to solve?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

As there is no paper alike to my knowledge, the paper’s premise is original as well as 
interesting. The paper aimed to highlight Latin American iGEM-projects regarding topics 
like diagnostics and therapy and did so via selecting projects based on simple and 
reasonable criteria. The projects where summarized decently as can be judged.  

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   X 

● Any factual errors?  X  

● Any invalid arguments?  X  

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?  X  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?  X  

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  X  

● The Article has the correct length? X   

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   X  

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
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The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  X  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  X  

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 X  

● How original is the work in the topic area?   X 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  X  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  X  

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction provides a sufficient amount of background data. On the first glance the 
data seems correct and the introduction does introduce the aim in a good way. 
However it is not clear what the link between “only 0.76% of the Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) compared to 2.80% in the United States” and the aim of the study is – it is not 
elaborated enough how iGEM ties into the healthcare-related research in Latin America. 
Furthermore, the claim that iGEM-projects from Latin American teams contributed 
significantly to the bio-entrepreneurship in the region cannot be checked due to language 
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barriers in the article linked. Moreover more information in favor of this claim may be 
required. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?  (X)  

● High enough sample size?  (X)  

● Research was repeated if possible?  (X)  

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

 (X)  

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + ++ 

The research complies with health and safety standards   (X)  

The research complies with common ethical standards  (X)  

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

As the methods just comprised of simple criteria for an overall review article, there is not 
much to be said. The criteria are reasonable and the few methods are mentioned so that 
the “results” can be reproduced/checked. 
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3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  X  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

(X)   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

(X)   

● Presentation of future research and limitations? (X)   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The aim of the review was to highlight Latin American iGEM teams that worked on health-
related issues. This aim was fulfilled; the teams projects were summarized shortly but on 
point and clear. Most relevant points have been mentioned and the table contributes 
positively to the overall results, as all important projects (which seems like that at least), 
most importantly including ones nit discussed in detail, are showed in a clear and easily 
accessible way. 
The size (and time) constraints pose a serious challenge, therefore the following points are 
not necessarily to be understood as necessary criticism/work-to-be-done. That said, what 
in my opinion would have been more productive would be the detailed focus on a few less 
teams mentioned in the text (not the table) and a short discussion of their work in the wider 
picture as well: what was the background of the project? How does the project tie into the 
problematic in a way, that it had the potential to change the problem? Why was it (not) 
successful? This way, it could be more clear, what the impact of the respective project 
was/could have been and how to build on this. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 
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 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  X  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 X  

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

There is not much to say – due to size constraints by iGEM Maastricht there is not much 
place for pictures. The picture and table add nicely to the article and especially the table is 
useful in giving a quick overview about the (probably) most important/significant projects. 
However, since the table already does the job of fulfilling the aim of the article (at least 
halfway), the actual results section may be partly redundant (see “Review text Results and 
Discussion”). 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 X  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  X  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   X 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

There is not much to say, the references were put in diligently and are in the correct APA 
style. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
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potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The manuscript does indeed provide a list of important projects from Latin American  
iGEM teams with the topics of diagnostics, therapeutics, etc. It will surely provide a 
valuable first place to go to look for those kinds of research projects, be it future iGEMers 
or other researchers. 
However, as mentioned above, the article does not provide much more about the 
projects, like their importance and actual impact they had, or why they were successful 
(or not). Those short discussions (possible if only a handful of projects would have been 
discussed in more detail) would have further provided more useful advice for any persons 
looking for such information. 
But those changes could prove to be to big to mount until the next deadline, dependent 
on the capacities of the authors. Therefore I will accept the article after the minor 
revisions have been done, most importantly the matter about the impact on bio-
entrepreneurship in Latin America and the article by Bajak, 2013. 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is  No 

Accepted after revisions  Yes, minor corrections and a short improvement of the 
introductory part: impact on bio-entrepreneurship not 
clear, article by Bajak not assessable due to language 
barrier – possibly other sources? 

Major revisions necessary  No 
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Alexander Zubov, Undergraduate student, zubov@uni-duesseldorf.de 

Second Reviewer – Andreas Nakielski, Bachelor of Science, Institute for Synthetic 
Microbiology, andreas.nakielski@hhu.de 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

This work focuses on the development of a CID biosensor that produces a pigment 
(Luciferase) in response to interleukins. This biosensor will be used on yeast in a skin patch 
to monitor and diagnose the disease. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    X 

The main question is original and interesting  X  

Easy to Read and well written? X   

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented57  X  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  X  

                                                           
57

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate  X  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  X  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1  X   

Only important and useful data is added  X  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ? X   

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The studied subject is interesting and innovative. The aim of the project was to create an 
interleukin biosensor, using an endogenous human interleukin receptor. This biosensor was 
built in yeast in order to diagnose and monitor chronical inflammatory diseases (CID). The 
recognition of an interleukin will be translated into the pheromone pathway, which will 
then induce a visible pigment expression through a transcription factor. An ODE model was 
developed to determine the viability of this approach. As a result, they found that this 
biosensor is a really promising tool to diagnose and monitor CID in sweat. Further research 
in the topic must be done to support their conclusions. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  X  

● Any factual errors?  X  
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● Any invalid arguments?  X  

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic? X   

● The Article has the correct length?   X 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?  X   

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  X  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic? X   

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 X  

● How original is the work in the topic area?  X  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  X  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction? X   
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Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

It's good to begin the article with the incidence, symptoms and treatments of the disease 
(CID) that the project is going to handle. The introduction of the disease is nicely linked 
with the bulk of the project through the diagnosis of CID by explaining the problems with 
nowadays CID diagnostics and surveillance and how their approach could handle these 
inconveniences. We would try to end the introduction with a phrase that summarizes the 
objective of your project. For example we would use something like the one you used in 
the abstract "We aim to utilize the advances in synthetic biology to design a sweat 
collecting skin patch as a non-invasive, use-at-home biosensor for CIDs ". Furthermore, 
you could mention in the introduction two or more previous works as state of the art, to 
see where you start from. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? X  X 

● High enough sample size?  X  

● Research was repeated if possible? X   

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

 X  
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Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    X 

The research complies with common ethical standards   X 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

The material and methods section of this project fully describes how the biosensor works 
and how it will be implemented in the real lab and science environment. The pathways are 
clear and understandable, and the schematic helps to follow the explanation. As a little 
comment, more schematics could help you to transmit better your idea and make it more 
attractive. 
We have found that some parts should be more detailed, as an example, the used pigment 
should be described in this section. Moreover, the fully ODE model and the assumptions 
should be explained in order to let the reader understand exactly what you are simulating 
and the results you obtain in the next section. Something cool will be to explain the software 
and hardware used. The sensitivity analysis, if it was performed, should be fully detailed in 
this project. 
The use of a control to see the change of sensitivity is good way to check how it affects the 
results. The project doesn’t seem to have any ethical concern. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   X 
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● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

X   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

 X  

● Presentation of future research and limitations? X   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The mathematical model that describes the dynamics of the biosensor should be fully 
explained in the previous section, including the ODEs used and the assumptions. Therefore, 
the two different approaches must be explained before and, in this section, only the 
simulations and their discussions should appear (Figure 1 should also be move to Methods).  
Moreover, there are some error when referring to the simulation graphics and there is a 
lack of units on the results (axis of the graphs). The discussion should be more extensive in 
order to let the reader understand your points when looking at the graph (An example could 
be the explanation of the sensitivity and physiological concentrations). Focusing in this last 
point we have found a lack of explanations in the wider picture of the topic, for example, 
by referencing previous research work. And last but not least, the explanation of your 
project limitations and the future steps on the field should be done so as to let everybody 
know what could be accomplished. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  X  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 X  

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The graphs and images reported in the article were of visual high-quality, something quite 
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important for the understanding of the project. Moreover, they visually fit into the text 
without any problems on the text. Even though that the computer simulation graphs are 
well labelled and clear (As it looks, they are extracted directly from a Jupyter notebook 
environment), there are no units on the axis which makes it weird to understand and follow 
your explanations and discussions.  
As far as we are concerned, the amount of data for their simulations is enough to support 
their conclusions and discussions but some ‘in vitro’ experiments should be performed on 
the future to support the ‘in silico’ part. Therefore, the amount of data is enough for now. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 X  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  X  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?  X  

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The list of literature was adequate and only the relevant information was cited. 
Nevertheless, we think that some literature is missing, as there are no state-of-the-art 
references and some statements are not clearly justified.  
Moreover, the citations should be enumerated in order to let the reader see the exact 
reference quickly. Also, there are some references (The second one) that are not properly 
citated in APA style referencing for an article. Furthermore, you should use italic font in the 
same way in all the citations. 
Finally, you should delete the instructions from the reference papers because it looks a little 
strange to read it. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
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SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

On one hand, the main strengths of the manuscript are the explanations on the biosensor 
approach and design. The way the explanations of how the endogenous human interleukin 
receptor are built in yeast and how the recognition of the interleukins is translated into the 
pheromone pathway are understandable, something that is not easy. Also, the 
simplifications assumed in the ODE model were easy to follow, although a proper stating 
of the model was missing. Another strength of this project is that the study subject is really 
interesting and engaging, as the monitoring and diagnostics of CID is a really important field 
that must be studied. Telemedicine approaches are the future for diagnosing and 
monitoring patients without the need of going to hospital, and this project constitutes one 
base for this goal. 
 
On the other hand, the article has some weaknesses that need to be revised and 
corrected. For example, there is a lack of explanation on the ODE model and the 
assumptions. Another example will be the lack of state-of-the-art that limit the wide 
range of the project in context with other works on the field. 
 
Here is a list of major and minor revisions that we recommend being done: 
 
Minor: 
 

- Some grammatical and spelling errors that must be corrected 
- Some sentences (we have marked) will be cool to be rephrased to make them 

more understandable 
- More terms to the keywords to make the article easier to find 
- Some paragraphs should be put in their correct section 
- Reference the program used for simulations 
- Enumerate references 
- Delete the explanation of how to do the references 

 

Major: 
- Show the ODEs model used and explained it with assumptions 
- Some state-of-the-art to put the research in context with the field 
- Explain the sensitivity analysis performed or how they arrive to the conclusion of 

the sensitivity? (physiological values…) 
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Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Tomas Berjaga Buisan, iGEM UPF_Barcelona, Bachelor on Biomedical 
Engineering (tomas.berjaga01@estudiant.upf.edu).  

Second Reviewer – Quim Martí Baena, iGEM UPF_Barcelona, Bachelor on Biomedical 
Engineering (quim.marti01@estudiant.upf.edu).  

 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 
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Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM  

Proceedings Journal  

 

In General  

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to 

peerreview other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot 

of time and effort in!   

Thank you!   

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 

in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.   

What is a peer-review?   
Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 

with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of accountability 

and assures a high standard for publications.   

This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 

order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to improve 

it.   

A few things to keep in mind:   
● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.   

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article.  

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.   

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the original 

document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: https://bit.ly/ 3gVAVSd 

).   

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this document 

and check the applicable boxes.  

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :   

○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect   

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well  

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary     

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive.  

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 

will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 

acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 

also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. In 

addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 

collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that will 

review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 

disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 

need to submit their evaluations in the same documents.  

We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 

and answer the following questions:   

The First Read-Through  

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words)  

The main point of this research is to develop a CID biosensor, used on yeast in a skin patch, 

that is capable of producing a visible pigment. This will help monitor and diagnose the 

disease in a non-invasive way.  

 - + + 
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    X 

The main question is original and interesting   X 
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Easy to Read and well written? X   

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented  X  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  X  

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate  X  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  X  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1  X   

Only important and useful data is added  X  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ? X   

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 

which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are:  

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important?  

● What are the main findings ?  

● What problem did it aim to solve ?   

● Are the methods used appropriate?  

● Do the data support the conclusions?  

Review text (100-250 words)  

The article talks about the possibility to invent a biosensor in order to diagnose and monitor 

chronicle inflammatory diseases (CID), in the form of a patch. The actual patch contains 

genetically modified yeast that is capable of responding to interleukins in sweat. In order for 

the design to work, upon a ligand-receptor reaction a signal is translated through the 

pheromone pathway, which produces a visible pigment.  

Two models were developed in order to determine the best sensibility and viability of the 

approach. The results showed are promising, nevertheless more research is needed to support 

their project idea.  

CID is the cause of over 50% of premature deaths according to WHO, and until now there is 

no right treatment, and the ones that do exist and work are invasive and require close 

monitoring. This means that having an accessible and an easy to use tool is essential to try to 

treat the disease.  
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The Second Read-Through - Overview  

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 

language clarity and content.  

  - + + 
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  X  

● Any factual errors?  X  

● Any invalid arguments?  X  

  - + + 
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  X  

● The Article has the correct length?   X 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?  X   

Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is also 

important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text.  

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance  

1.Introduction  

Does the introduction:   

  - + + 

+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   X 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic? X   
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● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 X  

● How original is the work in the topic area?  X  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  X  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  X  

Originality   

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 

been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 

fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 

However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 

acceptable to reference older literature.  

Aims  

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the introduction 

should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the research aim should 

fit into  

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words)  

An introduction section in an article usually clarifies the motivation for the work presented 

and prepares readers for the rest of the paper. Giving an idea of the issues around CID like 

the death rate, problems with existing treatment and diagnostics shows the inspiration behind 

your project. We think that you did a good job in providing enough context for the readers 

who are a bit less familiar with the topic. Explaining how thanks to your project, people can 

benefit from your project is a good idea.   

What we would have added to the introduction, in order to attract more readers is a bit more 

information behind your motivation (Articles that inspired you for example) . Maybe adding 

some extra details, or facts (geographical and time context) would help readers realize that 

this is a needed tool to treat CID. 

2. Materials and Methods  

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” .  

Is the research reproducible and robust?  

  - + + 
+ 

● Enough controls? X X  
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● High enough sample size?  X  

● Research was repeated if possible? X   

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research performed 

? 

 X  

Reproducible Methods  

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 

research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in a 

step by step way (if applicable).  

Robust Methods  

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 

performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 

confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased.  

Best Practice  

 - + + 
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    X 

The research complies with common ethical standards   X 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words)  

The material and methods part of the article are quite clear: you started by explaining the 

modification that are needed to be done on the interleukins and the yeast. The pathways used 

in the project are well explained and the text is easy to read. Adding more figures would have 

helped the reader understand the design of the project.  

The part that needs a bit of extra work is a bit of extra explanation of the figures: some readers 

do not necessarily know abbreviation, or they do not know how to correctly read the graphics 

you provided.   

Explaining what is special or different about the approach you took makes this part more 

interesting to read. Making sure readers have all of the information necessary to understand 

this part of the article is crucial.   

Overall you respected the instructions and this section describes well how the biosensor 

should and you want it to work. 

3. Results and Discussion  
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things that 

were discovered or confirmed?:  
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  - + + 
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  X  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

X   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the topic 

also by referencing previous research? 

 X  

● Presentation of future research and limitations?  X  

The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 

The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 

performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 

future research.   
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Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words)  

In our opinion the two approaches you took to compare the applicability of the two different 

designs should have been explained in the « Material and Methods » section. In the part of 

the article where you talk about the results usually you should concentrate mainly on 

reporting on data that helps answers questions about the research, explaining the analysis you 

did and, if present, secondary findings and outcomes.   

This part usually has a lot of charts, graphs and other figures with short explanations that 

help the reader understand the article. The visuals you provided are good quality and that is 

a big plus, nonetheless we think they were not explained well enough, and the graphs have 

some details missing that are usually essential when presenting results. Adding some 

numbers like different concentrations, explaining which programs you used for the computer 

stimulation or added some statistical analysis could make your article way more attractive.   

The goal of this part is to present a complex information as clearly and precisely as possible. 

There are some parts that of this section that should be moved in the Material and Methods 

section. Overall this part of the article is well done but needs a bit more work. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables  

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 

Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 

article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 

should be correctly labelled.  

  - + + 

+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  X  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data points 

with support the trends claimed by the authors. 
X   

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word)  

Information and data presentation in this article are well made, and the figures and graphs fit 

well in the paper. There are some information missing on the actual graphs, which might be 

confusing for a lot of the readers.   

The data and graphs provided seem to be sufficient for the conclusion made by the team. The 

simulation seems quite clear in order to continue the experimentations. Some further research 

might be needed to help establish the scientific protocol but other than that the information 

and data presentation is decent.  

6. List of References  

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The references 

should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations.  
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  - + + 
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 X  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited? X   

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   X 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words)  

We noticed that you forgot to delete the instructions given by MSP for the reference section 

of the article. The font and style should be the same for all of the references - it is way more 

pleasing to read and see. It can happen to everyone but little mistakes like this make a 

difference so you should always double check when finishing an article.  

The literature that is cited in the article contains relevant information about the research and 

the inspiration behind the article. We find that there is other research papers you could have 

added in order to enrich your article and to justify everything you wrote.   

You should also not forget to enumerate the citation - it is easier to read and find the reference 

7. Plagiarism  

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of the 

paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has potentially 

been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also perform a 

check with an Anti-plagiarism software.  

SUMMARY text (250-500 words)  

• What is the strength of the manuscript?  

• What are its weaknesses ?   

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the keywords 

of things mentioned above)  

The main strength of the article are the approach and design of the biosensor. The article 

goes into detail to explain which pathways are being used in the project, the mechanism 

needed in order to induce the transcription of the visible pigment. The simulation you 
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presented was easy to understand and well explained, with that the justification behind your 

final design was quite clear.   

My favorite part of the article was the actual problematic: it is something that affects a big 

pourcentage of people, it is a disease that needs improvement for the treatment and 

diagnostic methods. Considering the advancement in medicine and science, something as 

simple as a patch with a genetically modified yeast seems simple but effective.   

The weaknesses of the paper are mainly structural. Making sure you put the right text in the 

right sections is indispensable for the reader to fully understand the project/research. We 

noticed a few grammar and spelling mistakes that should be corrected: it is always good to 

have other people double check for that.  

Lis of  revision that we recommend to be done:  

- Grammar and spelling mistakes need to be corrected  

- Double check the structure of the article: change the place of some paragraphs/sentences 

and put them in the correct section  

- Give more information for the programs you used to do the simulations presented in the 

article  

- Make sure that instructions are removed (reference)  

- Add some details about the graphs and figures  

- Enumerate references  

Verdict  

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system)  

First Reviewer – Natali Gospodinova, iGEM Nantes, Currently enrolled in the Master’s 

Program of Biology and Biotechnology for Therapeutic Research at University of Nantes, 

nnatali-anesti.gospodinova@etu.univ-nantes.fr  

Second Reviewer – Caroline Le Gal, iGEM Nantes, Currently enrolled in the Master’s 

Program of Neuroscience at Sorbonne University (Paris), c.legal581@laposte.net  
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Last step  

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 

peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing.  

Uploading  

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added comments 

to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer review 

framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed xxxx 

this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the team 

account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you should 

upload 4 documents, 2 per article.  

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 

uploading!  

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname   

(word document)  

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 

PDF)  

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 

Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions!  

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 

manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in!  
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 Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 

Proceedings Journal  

 

In General  

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-review 
other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of time and effort 
in!   

Thank you!   

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal in your 
hands. The next step is the peer-review.   

What is a peer-review?   
Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, with 
expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of accountability and 
assures a high standard for publications.   
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in order 
to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to improve it.   

A few things to keep in mind:   

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to as well.   

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that you 

have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process should take 

ca. 5 hours per article.  

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English speakers. For 

example, avoid difficult words.   

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this document. 

For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the original document and 

use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).   

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this document and 

check the applicable boxes.  

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :   

○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect   

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary     

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your review 

will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and constructive.  

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors will 
not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process also 
ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. In addition 
to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this collaboration. For 
this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that will review the article. 
These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may disagree on certain parts as 
long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will need to submit their evaluations in 
the same documents.  
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture and 
answer the following questions:   

The First Read-Through  

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words)  

To investigate and determine the effectiveness of laccase with wastewater treatment and 
evaluating how that will contribute to mitigating the waste level in the water sewage systems and 
preserving a cleaner, sustainable environment.   

  

  -  +  + 
+  

The main question is addressed and  relevant     x    

The main question is original and interesting    x    

Easy to Read and well written?  x      

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented58    x    

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding    x    

                                                           
58 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all.  

This is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it 
is just an outlook or suggestions for future research.   
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate    x    

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)    x    

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1     x    

Only important and useful data is added    x    

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?    x    

  

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and which 

major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are:  

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important?  

● What are the main findings ?  

● What problem did it aim to solve ?   

● Are the methods used appropriate?  

● Do the data support the conclusions?  

  

Review text (100-250 words)  

The article overall pertains well to the objective and investigates into a very interesting, important 
and relevant topic which is water treatment. The main findings were the function of the enzymes 
and the visual aids to give a better insight. The issue it wanted to address and solve was how 
waste water could be treated through the use of specific enzymes. The methods used were 
adequate in showing the varying conditions used for the enzyme, which does justify why it’s 
appropriate. Based on the fact that the investigation still needs to be conducted, the data 
provided sufficed with regards to preparation and expectations of the enzymes function.   

  

The Second Read-Through - Overview  

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content.  
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   -  +  + 

+  

●  Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  x      

●  Any factual errors?    x    

●  Any invalid arguments?    x    

     

   -  +  + 

+  

●  Does the title fit into the article's topic?  x      

●  Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?  x      

●  Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?    x    

●  The Article has the correct length?    x    

●  Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?       x  

      

  

Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is also 
important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text.  

  

  

  

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance  

1.Introduction  

Does the introduction:   
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   -  +  + 

+  

●  Explain the problem thoroughly?    x    

●  Summarizes previous research on the topic?    x    

●  
Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge?  

  x    

●  How original is the work in the topic area?      x  

●  Does the introduction address the target audience properly?    x    

●  Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  x      

Originality   

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't been 
investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other fields 
demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. However, 
methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is acceptable to 
reference older literature.  

Aims  

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the introduction 
should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the research aim should fit 
into  

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words)  

The introduction does establish the contextual overview well by discussing the problem presented 
and what the potential solutions are. The examples used, with respect to the carbons, is useful in 
providing understanding for the properties of Diclofenac and Laccase, but a bit too much. 
Although the thesis statement is well stated, some grammar and language needs to be adjusted to 
improve coherency in the text  

 

flow.    
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2. Materials and Methods  

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” .  

Is the research reproducible and robust?  

   -  +  + 
+  

●  Enough controls?     x  

●  High enough sample size?   x    

●  Research was repeated if possible?   x    

●  

Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research performed ?  

     

      

Reproducible Methods  

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the research 
and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in a step by step 
way (if applicable).  

Robust Methods  

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was performed. 
This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to confirm findings. 
Furthermore, the research must be unbiased.  

Best Practice  

  -  +  + 

+  

The research complies with health and safety standards     x    

The research complies with common ethical standards    x    

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words)  

The materials and methods used is done well with showing the proposed experimental method 
and which things will be used specifically and how it will lead to a desired result. The parameters 
established fit the experiment well and shows the precaution towards failure prevention.   
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3. Results and Discussion  
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things that were 

discovered or confirmed?:  

   -  +  + 

+  

●  Describes the data collected and their implications?    x    

●  

The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where applicable)  

x      

●  
The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the topic also 

by referencing previous research?  

x      

●  Presentation of future research and limitations?    x    

      

The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. The 

Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the performed 

research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and future research.  

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words)  
As mentioned before, the experiment still needs to be done, so a detailed discussion cannot be 
done. That being said, the discussion suffices in detailing the expected specific outcomes of the 
experiment. However, the discussion could delve more into more detail regarding future 
implications.   

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables  

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. Images 

and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall article. Images 

and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables should be correctly 

labelled.  

   -  +  + 

+  

●  The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?    x    

●  
There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data points 

with support the trends claimed by the authors.  

x      
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Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word)  

No hard primary data was produced, which is understandable. The information from the 96 well 
plate was not detailed sufficiently and not expanded on enough in the discussion. Therefore, the 
results of the table can be discussed a little more providing justification for the pH selected in this 
instance and how that will aid the potential results.   

  

6. List of References  

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The references 
should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations.  

   -  +  + 

+  

●  
Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them?  

x      

●  Are the references too excessive or too limited?  x      

●  Did they use proper APA style referencing?  x      

      

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words)  

Citations need to be referenced at specific points in the text to show that the information is 
reliable and verifiable. No in text citations have been found so the sources for the information 
presented cannot be determined. APA formatting is required and should be a focus when revising 
and correcting the paper.    

  

7. Plagiarism  

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of the 
paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has potentially been 
plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also perform a check with 
an Anti-plagiarism software.  
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SUMMARY text (250-500 words)  

• What is the strength of the manuscript?  

• What are its weaknesses ?   

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the keywords of 

things mentioned above)  

The idea proposed is original and interesting. The proposed research tools and mechanisms for 
research and the future implications and expectations are detailed well. However, the main issues 
found in the piece are the lack of coherency in the writing, specifically with grammar, sentence 
structure and inappropriate language. More detail could be included when discussing the methods 
and materials and more could be expanded on in the discussion with regards to future implications 
as the ideas do not seem sufficiently developed. The contextual overview on the chemical 
properties in the introduction has a surplus in detail and should be shortened so that more room is 
available in the discussion and that not too much discussion happens in the intro.   
  

Overall, the language and grammar should be edited, references should be clearly stated and 
organised well, and the organisation of content should be changed.   

  

Verdict  

  What is your verdict about the manuscript?  

Accepted as is     

Accepted after revisions     

Major revisions necessary   Need to act upon suggested revisions   

  

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system)  

First Reviewer – Steven van Trooijen, BSc (2nd year), Maastricht University   

Last step  

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your peer 
review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing.  

Uploading  

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added comments to 
the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer review 
framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed xxxx this is 
the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the team account for the 
upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you should upload 4 documents, 2 
per article.  
Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 

uploading!  
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Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word document)  
Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or PDF)  
Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled Upload 
instructions. Please follow the instructions!  
  

  

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ manuscripts. 
This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in!  
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM  

Proceedings Journal  

 

In General  

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-review 
other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of time and effort 
in!   

Thank you!   

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal in your 
hands. The next step is the peer-review.   

What is a peer-review?   
Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, with 
expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of accountability and 
assures a high standard for publications.   
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in order 
to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to improve it.   

A few things to keep in mind:   

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to as well.   

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that you 

have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process should take 

ca. 5 hours per article.  

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English speakers. For 

example, avoid difficult words.   

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this document. 

For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the original document and 

use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).   

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this document and 

check the applicable boxes.  

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :   

○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect   

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary     

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your review 

will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and constructive.  

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors will 
not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process also 
ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. In addition 
to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this collaboration. For 
this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that will review the article. 
These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may disagree on certain parts as 
long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will need to submit their evaluations in 
the same documents.  
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture and 
answer the following questions:   

The First Read-Through  

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words)  
Determining the optimal conditions for Laccase to build a Bioreactor for the degradation of 
Diclofenac in sewage water treatment plants.   

  

  -  +  + 
+  

The main question is addressed and  relevant     X    

The main question is original and interesting    X    

Easy to Read and well written?  X      

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented59    X    

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  X      

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate    X    

                                                           
59 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all.  

This is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it 
is just an outlook or suggestions for future research.   
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Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)    X    

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1     X    

Only important and useful data is added    X    

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  X      

  

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and which 

major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are:  

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important?  

● What are the main findings ?  

● What problem did it aim to solve ?   

● Are the methods used appropriate?  

● Do the data support the conclusions?  

  

Review text (100-250 words)  

The paper addresses an important aspect of environmental pollution and offer a sustainable 
solution. It explains the particularly urgent issue of Diclofenac in wastewater in Germany and its 
effect on aquatic life and proposes a solution. The optimum pH for the function of Laccase has 
been identified via research with sound methodology. Appropriate conclusion have been 
presented.   

The Second Read-Through - Overview  

  
When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content.  
  

   -  +  + 

+  

●  Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  X      
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●  Any factual errors?    X    

●  Any invalid arguments?    X    

     

   -  +  + 

+  

●  Does the title fit into the article's topic?  X      

●  Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?  X      

●  Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?    X    

●  The Article has the correct length?    X    

●  Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?     X    

      

  

Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is also 
important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text.  

  

  

  

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance  

1.Introduction  

Does the introduction:   

   -  +  + 

+  

●  Explain the problem thoroughly?    X    
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●  Summarizes previous research on the topic?    X    

●  
Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge?  

  X    

●  How original is the work in the topic area?      X  

●  Does the introduction address the target audience properly?    X    

●  Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  X      

Originality   

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't been 
investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other fields 
demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. However, 
methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is acceptable to 
reference older literature.  

Aims  

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the introduction 
should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the research aim should fit 
into  

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words)  

The introduction is a bit abrupt. It delves too much into the uses of Diclofenac beyond the necessity 
to establish the widespread nature of the issue. Research goals are well clarified. Extensive 
restructuring is necessary for explaining the Biochemical mechanism of Laccase. Language needs to 
improved and reframed to provide coherence and understanding in a crisp, simple manner.   

  

2. Materials and Methods  

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” .  

Is the research reproducible and robust?  

   -  +  + 
+  

●  Enough controls?     X  
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●  High enough sample size?   X    

●  Research was repeated if possible?   X    

●  

Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research performed ?  

     

      

Reproducible Methods  

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the research 
and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in a step by step 
way (if applicable).  

Robust Methods  

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was performed. 
This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to confirm findings. 
Furthermore, the research must be unbiased.  

Best Practice  

  -  +  + 
+  

The research complies with health and safety standards     X    

The research complies with common ethical standards    X    

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words)  

The methodology is properly explained. The experimental design and protocol are appropriately 
explained and proper controls have been used. Provided information is  

 

3. Results and Discussion  
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things that were 
discovered or confirmed?:  

   -  +  + 

+  

sufficient to functionally reproduce   the experiment.  It indicates proper stress on  

ensuring biosafety standards.    
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●  Describes the data collected and their implications?    X    

●  

The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where applicable)  

X      

●  
The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the topic also 

by referencing previous research?  

X      

●  Presentation of future research and limitations?    X    

      

The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. The 
Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the performed 
research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and future research.  

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words)  
Hard data can be provided in a tabular format along with the statistical tools used. The discussion 
places the research in a proper context in terms of practical application. It also points the readers 
to future implications. The implication of the research on further research needs more pursuit and 
explaination.   

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables  

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. Images 
and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall article. Images 
and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables should be correctly 
labelled.  

   -  +  + 

+  

●  The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?    X    

●  
There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data points 

with support the trends claimed by the authors.  

X      

      

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word)  

Experimental results have been shown which are not self-explanatory. The do not add to the 
understanding of the textual material. This can be improved along with providing data in a tabular 
manner along with the route to the colclusion.   
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6. List of References  

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The references 
should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations.  

   -  +  + 

+  

●  
Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them?  

X      

●  Are the references too excessive or too limited?  X      

●  Did they use proper APA style referencing?  X      

      

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words)  

References need to be expanded to provide validity to all the quoted figures and values. Further 
landmark research papers are missing. Proper formatting (APA Style) is needed to corelate 
information with the refernce.   

  

7. Plagiarism  

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of the 
paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has potentially been 
plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also perform a check with 
an Anti-plagiarism software.  
  

SUMMARY text (250-500 words)  

• What is the strength of the manuscript?  

• What are its weaknesses ?   

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the keywords of 

things mentioned above)  

The premise is novel and has immediate applications. The experimental aspects have been well 
explained.   
The manuscript lacks a language coherence with two distinct writing styles. Certain paragraphs 
utilize ambiguous language, improper sentence and word structures and do not offer the necessary 
information in a clear manner. Serious editorial work is required to improve the language. More 
than necessary information on Diclofenac has been provided but without compromising on another 
content. Overall a better organization of the sections and paragraphs is also needed.  Revisions: 
Language, content, organization.  
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Verdict  
  What is your verdict about the manuscript?  

Accepted as is     

Accepted after revisions     

Major revisions necessary   Critical revisions are needed.   

  

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system)  

First Reviewer – Rohan Dandavate, B.S-M.S (IV Year), IISER Bhopal  

  

Second Reviewer – Rita Abani, B.S (II Year), IISER Bhopal.  
  

Last step  

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your peer 
review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing.  

Uploading  

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added comments to 
the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer review 
framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed xxxx this is 
the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the team account for the 
upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you should upload 4 documents, 2 
per article.  
Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 

uploading!  

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word document)  
Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or PDF)  
Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled Upload 
instructions. Please follow the instructions!  
  

  

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ manuscripts. 
This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in!  
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The main point was about the spread of misinformation and the factors that influence the 
spread of this. Main question is interesting but not very original. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    +
+ 

The main question is original and interesting  +  

Easy to Read and well written?   +
+ 

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented60   +
+ 

                                                           
60

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   +
+ 

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   +
+ 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   +
+ 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1    +
+ 

Only important and useful data is added   +
+ 

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?   +
+ 

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings? 

● What problem did it aim to solve?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The premise is very topical and important to both scientific community but also the public. 
Main findings conclude that susceptibility towards disinformation during the COVID-19 
pandemic has been high due to several psychological and behavioural factors. The article 
shows the different factors that impact the spread the misinformation and highlights how 
new media created an especially problematic source of information. Data supports 
conclusions and well used statistical analyses makes the results more credible..  

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 
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● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   +
+ 

● Any factual errors?   +
+ 

● Any invalid arguments?   +
+ 

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   +
+ 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   +
+ 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   +
+ 

● The Article has the correct length?   +
+ 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    +
+ 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   +
+ 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   +
+ 
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● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
  +

+ 

● How original is the work in the topic area?  +  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   +
+ 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   +
+ 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The aim is clear and well defined, the problem is well established and the entire 
introduction has a clear red-thread. The topic is very interesting and very topical but since 
it’s a very relevant topic it’s not very original. Well used methodology as well creates a very 
credible paper that’s accessible to the public but still factually correct and concise. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?   +
+ 

● High enough sample size?   +
+ 

● Research was repeated if possible?   +
+ 
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● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

  +
+ 

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    +
+ 

The research complies with common ethical standards   +
+ 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

The information collected is anonymous and is presented as a whole data set from different 
countries and backgrounds. (For future reference it could be useful to try and find more 
diverse survey population, for example more older people) 
There’s little health standards involved in this but hopefully the information collection 
followed GDP and common data security procedures. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   +
+ 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

  +
+ 
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● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

  +
+ 

● Presentation of future research and limitations?   +
+ 

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The result and discussion are well written and has a clear red-thread. The authors 
summarize the general info well and discusses their own as well as others research in a 
nuanced way. The entire discussion is concise and only brings up relevant information to 
the topic. Very well written! Might be useful discuss the issues with using these methods as 
well as suggesting possible improvements for future research. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   +
+ 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

  +
+ 

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The information and data is well presented the only suggestion I have is that the figures 
should be more clearly explained and referenced in the text. Other wise it’s very nicely 
explained, and the figures are intuitive and understandable. In case this article isn’t going 
to be printed in colour I would suggest altering the graph colours to make sure that they’re 
clear.  Otherwise no comments, well done. 
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6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  +
+ 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  +  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   +
+ 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

Citation and referencing is well done and is in accordance to APA. No contradictions in the 
references and the specific articles seems credible and well researched. To get more 
credibility I would suggest searching in several different databases to avoid any kind of bias 
in the algorithm do to location and previous searches and so on. As well as I would suggest 
using a couple of more sources to get more credibility.  

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

Very well written I must commend you for that! The strength is the well-established 
statistical analysis and mix between both literature and public opinion. The only weakness 
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is the amount of sources but this is very minor and not something that’s necessary to 
change but will increase the credibility of the paper.  
 

- More sources + use several databases  
- Reference the figures in the text so there more connected to the text.  

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is  x 

Accepted after revisions   

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Hanna Mårtensson qualifications, KTH, Chemical engineering, 
hmarte@kth.se 

Second Reviewer – Due to technical issues as well as an overwhelming amount of work in the 
lab only one person from the team was available. We apologize for this inconvenience !   

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 
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Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The research focuses on creating a database of peptide inhibitors against Plasmodium falciparum 

host-parasite interactions once a drug resistance occurs. These inhibitors have potential applications 

as orally digestible medications to prevent post-parasitic infection complications caused by inhibitor 

resistance.  

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   +  

The main question is original and interesting   +
+ 

Easy to Read and well written? -   

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented61  +  

                                                           
61

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding -   

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate -   

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  +  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1    +
+ 

Only important and useful data is added  +  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?   +
+ 

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The paper introduces the way the team created a database to explore different variants for 
peptide inhibitors once malaria parasites become resistant to the drugs administered. The 
abstract did an amazing job of summarizing the project.  The problem is interesting, and 
the modelling formats were interesting and informative. However, if a person were not 
heavily involved in this field the paper would be very difficult to read. If the sentences that 
contain major findings or even procedures were simplified a lot, it would make the paper 
easier to follow.  

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  +  
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● Any factual errors? -   

● Any invalid arguments? -   

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?  +  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   +
+ 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   +
+ 

● The Article has the correct length?  +  

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   +  

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   +
+ 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  +  

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
-   

● How original is the work in the topic area?  +  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   +
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+ 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   +
+ 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction is very clear and concise about the problem and the solution. However, 
the current solutions and gaps in technology should be discussed to know what has been 
done about the problem in the past.  

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? +   

● High enough sample size?  +  

● Research was repeated if possible? +   

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

 +  
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Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards   +  

The research complies with common ethical standards  +  

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

The distinction between human proteins and parasite proteins is clearly outlined in a table. 
While it is unclear whether the proteins coupled in each table subsection are responsible 
for the single function described, the added identification of how human and parasite 
proteins form interacting complexes is concisely described to support. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  +  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

-   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

-   

● Presentation of future research and limitations? -   
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The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The results are not included, but that is alright due to the circumstances. The description of 
more experimental verification would increase the understanding. The discussion 
addresses the implications behind the modelling and the potential mutants.  

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story? -   

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

-   

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The data table summarizing the types of proteins could be formatted to be a bit clearer in 
understanding. The models are great of the protein interactions, but it could be highlighted 
more.  

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 +  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  +  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   +
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+ 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The literature cited in this proposal is not extensive, but it appears quite pertinent to the 
team’s intention. Perhaps the body of research is quite limited surrounding the subject, as 
I was also unable to find more pertinent articles from a quick Google search. Still, the 
formatting of the citations themselves was professionally sound. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The team did a great job in explaining the problem of malaria and their solution in 
relation to the issue. The concept at first was easy to grasp based on the introduction. 
However, the information as far as results and discussion are concerned were presented 
in not the clearest of terms. If one was not involved in biochemistry, then it would be 
difficult to understand a lot of the materials that were not explicitly defined. For example, 
“hot spot” regions. It was not defined but defining terms like that even in a couple of 
words would make it easier for the reader to follow the information. Despite this, the 
paper is very strong, and the project is exciting and very prevalent right now. It is an 
important issue and a clever solution to the issue. The use of modelling tools is intriguing 
and very insightful way to get around the inability to experimentally verify the results.  

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   
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Accepted after revisions  ++ 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – King Melissa, Undergraduate Biology Student, Stony Brook University 
melissa.king.1@stonybrook.edu  

Second Reviewer – Bajaj, Y. Undergraduate Psychology Student. Stony Brook University. 
yashasvi.bajaj@stonybrook.edu  

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 

 
 
 
 

mailto:melissa.king.1@stonybrook.edu
mailto:yashasvi.bajaj@stonybrook.edu
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The main point of the research is to create a library of multiple peptide-based inhibitors 
against essential host-parasite interactions.   

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    x 

The main question is original and interesting   x 

Easy to Read and well written?   x 

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented62   x 

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  x  

                                                           
62

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate  x  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   x 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1    x 

Only important and useful data is added   x 

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  x  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

The importance of the topic is highlighted as connected to a severe disease and strongly 
deserves scientific attention. Malaria is a nearly worldwide problem in tropical regions and 
a well-chosen basis for investigations. 

● What are the main findings ? 

The search for parasite-inhibitor interactions on molecular level (peptides) yielded  two 
efficient inhibitors parasite inibitors. 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

Overall, searching for alternative inhibitors for Plasmodium is challenging as resistance 
spreads against the most powerful drug todate, artemisinin. However, the main finding of 
this study was it is relatively easy to find a new inhibitor in a library when the parasite 
becomes resistant to an inhibitor from the same library. 

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

Generally yes. To back up the achieved discoveries, a confirmation of the results with 
further/alternative methods or testing for reproducibility of the experiments in other labs 
might be crucial. 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

Yes. To support this, figures and tables were chosen to present correlations. However, 
relative to the information in the text more numerous or more detailed illustrations, graphs 
or diagrams may be of use to visualize for the reader. 
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The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable? x   

● Any factual errors? x   

● Any invalid arguments? x   

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   x 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   x 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  x  

● The Article has the correct length?  x  

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   x  

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   x 
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● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  x  

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 x  

● How original is the work in the topic area?   x 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   x 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   x 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction provides a good overview about the problem the parasites developing 
resistance to conventional drugs. First, general facts are described to make it simple for the 
reader to get oneself started with the topic which is a very convenient way of presentation. 
The particular way to problem solving has been known for a while (2004) but now is applied 
to a topic in which it looks very promising. 
The aims are pointed out and highlighted well. A red thread is followed clearly and 
workflows are often provided chronologically and in detail for the next steps.  
All in all the introduction is written really well and presented in an elegant style and makes 
you want to read on. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?  X  
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● High enough sample size?  X  

● Research was repeated if possible?  x  

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

  x 

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    x 

The research complies with common ethical standards   x 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

The Materials and Methods are described detailed and clustered into smaller chapters that 
help the reader to follow the red thread in a chronological order. It is easy to understand 
what was done. 
The English used is easy to understand yet scientific and does not confuse the reader while 
going through. 
A detailed outline is presented and visualizes what particular is known and from which point 
on (basis material) investigations were carried out.  
Implemented Methods performed are presented in a very detailed way and one can assume 
the achieved results are reproducible well deriving from the information provided. 
Flowcharts or visualizations would be of use to illustrate more complex aspects. 
A main red thread can be followed throughout the Material and Methods. To sum up the 
information provided is sufficient and presented in very detail but should be made more 
easy to digest with visual backup for the reader (graphs, diagrams, flowcharts..). 
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3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  x  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

 x  

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

 x  

● Presentation of future research and limitations?   x 

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The results are presented very clearly. Table 2 gives a good overview and provides clarity 
about the main results of the study. The description is done well and in detail but sometimes 
the borders between presenting results and interpretation (discussion) are fluent and 
should be kept rather apart from each other (paragraphs) to enable the reader to clearly 
differentiate what belongs to the collected data (results) and which statements are 
suggestive (i.e. interpretation, e.g. MD simulation). 
The discussion is kept short and to the main point but, as the most important part of the 
paper, should go into further (molecular) detail and interpretations could be so no 
questions for the reader remain unanswered. For every result, asking “why” this result is 
expected or not and/or how it can be deduced might be of help to provide a circumscriptive 
analysis of the results and an animated discussion for the reader. 
The outlook on the further steps is well done. 
To sum up, the results and discussion are done well but still could be a little more prominent 
as the most important part of your paper. Maybe an outline of limitations, analysis of 
measurement precision and comparison to related research results are ideas to supplement 
this chapter. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
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article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   + 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

  + 

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The provided presentative parts help the reader to follow by comparing data of the 
achieved results and measurements.  
The data tables as well as images are labelled correctly but would be better to understand 
for the reader if described in more detail in the caption. The reader sometimes needs to 
jump between analysing a picture or data table and searching for background information 
in the text (e.g. table 2 caption). To sum this up it would be nice to understand such 
visualizations alone without having to search the text for further infos in order to 
concentrate on the presented data itself.  
The quality of the illustration is good but appears a little too small. 
All in all some more supplementary materials like images, graphs etc. would be nice to see. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 x  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  x  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   x 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The referencing is done by the APA style. They used 18 different references, what I think is enough. 
The references were a good mix out if actual references and some older references. 
The paper is provided well with appropriate references and crosslinks to other publications that 
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enlighten the reader in the case information remains unclear. The mentioned references are 
enlisted in a continuous style and cited regularly in the paper itself to guide the reader in case 
background information is missing.  When possible, links or references to websites or doi addresses 
are provided, too. 
 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

Structurally, the content of the paper is described very detailed in all steps and links to 
necessary background information are supplemented frequently. The introduction is 
raising curiosity and directly puts the reader into the main issue of research. Makeup and 
chapters / headings of the manuscript are well-chosen and enable the reader to read 
through fluently following a red thread. To sum up, this writing style is very appropriate 
and easy to digest for the reader, well done. 
 
The following paragraphs are thought to focus you on some additional ideas as minor 
corrections. The manuscript as mentioned above is very nice to read, please do not get 
confused about this. 
 
There are a few minor points that would make this script more attractive to read: First, 
illustrations, graphs or diagrams are especially nice to see and help to get an overview 
before going deeper into the topic itself – this part could be a little more prominent 
especially if the reader is probably not that much into the topic itself or if complex 
calculations are performed. Tendencies and comparisons are simply much easier to follow 
if graphs are provided. 
 
Secondly, for such a complex topic it would be especially good to see a vivid discussion 
that, for example, not primarily interprets results that fall within the range of 
expectations but analyses every aspect and result so no open questions remain for the 
reader. Raising up new questions and how research on this topic could go on could be 
another possibility here if particular aspects could not be resolved in detail. 
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Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is  x 

Accepted after revisions   

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Sophia Stöferle, student of biochemistry (undergraduated), 
sophia.stoeferle@uni-ulm.de. 

Second Reviewer – Dominik Frank, student of biochemistry (undergraduated), dominik-
1.frank@uni-ulm.de 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 
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Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM  

Proceedings Journal  

 

In General  

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to 

peerreview other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot 

of time and effort in!   

Thank you!   

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 

in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.   

What is a peer-review?   
Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 

with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of accountability 

and assures a high standard for publications.   

This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 

order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to improve 

it.   

A few things to keep in mind:   
● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.   

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article.  

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.   

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the original 

document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd 

).   

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this document 

and check the applicable boxes.  

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :   

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect   

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well  

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary     

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive.  

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 

will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 

acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 

also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. In 

addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 

collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that will 

review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 

disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 

need to submit their evaluations in the same documents.  

We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 

and answer the following questions:   

The First Read-Through  

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words)  

The main point of the research described in this interview is finding a vaccine for the new 

virus SARS-CoV-2, which is the causing agent of the disease COVID-19 

 - + + 
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant  
  

X 

The main question is original and interesting 
  

X 

Easy to Read and well written? 
 

X 
 

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented X 
  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding X 
  

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate X 
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Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws) 
 

X 
 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1  
 

X 
 

Only important and useful data is added 
 

X 
 

Does the conclusion answer the main question ? 
   

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 

which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are:  

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important?  

● What are the main findings ?  

● What problem did it aim to solve ?   

● Are the methods used appropriate?  

● Do the data support the conclusions?  

Review text (100-250 words)  

This is not a scientific article but an interview with prof. Dr. Peter Kremsner. It is a paper 

that evaluates the current situation of the COVID-19 pandemic situation. It mainly talks 

about the different approaches for the vaccines that are currently being developed.  

The first vaccine, currently in 1st clinical phase since June 18 uses and injects mRNA. The 

mRNA penetrates the cells and triggers an immune response, through a chain of reactions.  

A second vaccine study is being planned, called COUGH-1. It is based on a previous 

researched malaria vaccine. The vaccine will use the antigen of the corona virus. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview  

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 

language clarity and content.  

  - + 
+ 
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable? 
  

X 

● Any factual errors? 
  

X 
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● Any invalid arguments? 
  

X 

  - + 
+ 
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic? 
  

X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper? 
  

X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic? X 
  

● The Article has the correct length? 
  

X 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?  X 
  

Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is also 

important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text.  

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance  

1.Introduction  

Does the introduction:   

  - + + 

+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  X  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  X  

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 X  

● How original is the work in the topic area?   X 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  X  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  
X 

 

Originality   

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 

been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
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fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 

However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 

acceptable to reference older literature.  

Aims  

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the introduction 

should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the research aim should 

fit into  

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words)  

There is no actual introduction. Considering this is an interview it does not follow the classic 

structure of a scientific article.  

The first question could be considered as an introduction since it gives details about what 

the interview is going to be. It explains the basic differences between the approaches, it goes 

in to technical details and explains how each vaccine works, or is planned to work.  

We would suggest adding a short introduction before starting the actual transcript of the 

interview. Considering that articles/interviews on the current COVID-19 situation are quite 

popular, adding some references or research background could make this paper stand out. 

2. Materials and Methods  

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” .  

Is the research reproducible and robust?  

  - + + 
+ 

● Enough controls? 
 

X 
 

● High enough sample size? 
 X  

● Research was repeated if possible? 
 X  

● 
Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research performed 

? 

/   

Reproducible Methods  

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 

research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in a 

step by step way (if applicable).  
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Robust Methods  

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 

performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 

confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased.  

Best Practice  

 - + + 
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    X 

The research complies with common ethical standards   X 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words)  

There is no actual Material and methods section. Considering this is an interview it does not 

follow the classic structure of a scientific article.  

The fourth question coule be considered kind of as ‘Material and Methods’ section since it 

is a part of the interview that explains the different phases of a clinical trial and the 

expectations of the study. It gives us details about what with change when the vaccine moves 

to phase 2 - the different groups that each phases includes, the fact that a risk group will be 

added is not something everyone knows so it is an interesting detail.   

Overall this question/answer are interesting because it includes details not everybody knows 

about. 

3. Results and Discussion  
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things that 

were discovered or confirmed?:  

  - + 
+ 

+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications? X   

● 
The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

X   

● 
The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the topic 

also by referencing previous research? 

 X  

● Presentation of future research and limitations? 
 

X 
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The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 

The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 

performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 

future research.  

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words)  

There is no actual Research and Results section. Considering this is an interview it does not 

follow the classic structure of a scientific article.  

The fifth and fourth question talk about the possibilities and expectations of this study. There 

are parts of the virus that we still do not fully understand like it is explained in question 4. 

The immune system is very complex so there is more work upcoming in order to know that 

the vaccine will work perfectly.  

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables  

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 

Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 

article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 

should be correctly labelled.  

  - + 
+ 

+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story? X 
  

● 
There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 

points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

X   

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word)  

There is no actual Data and Information section. Considering this is an interview it does not 

follow the classic structure of a scientific article. Therefore this part is not applicable.  

6. List of References  

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The references 

should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations.  

  - + 
+ 
+ 
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● 
Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

X   

● Are the references too excessive or too limited? X 
  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing? X 
  

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words)  

Considering this is not a scientific article, there are no reference and citations. Therefore this 

part is not applicable. 

7. Plagiarism  

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of the 

paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has potentially 

been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also perform a 

check with an Anti-plagiarism software.  

SUMMARY text (250-500 words)  

• What is the strength of the manuscript?  

• What are its weaknesses ?   

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the keywords 

of things mentioned above)  

This interview gives us some details about current studies on COVID vaccines. It is 

interesting and easy to read. It explains the different phases of clinical trials, it tells us what 

groups there are in each clinical trial and it gives us an idea about what the future might 

look like for different vaccines that are currently in the making.   

It is not an actual scientific article so it is kind of hard to do a review with a form that is 

pre-imposed. We tried to be subjective but considering it is an interview there are no real 

weaknesses.   

List of revisions we recommend to be done:  

- Add a small introduction so you can prepare the reader for the interview  

- Maybe add some transition sentences to make it a bit more dynamic  

- Add some old studies done on the same topic and maybe explain why they did or did not 

work  
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Overall quite an interesting paper to read.  

• 

Verdict  

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system)  

First Reviewer – Natali Gospodinova, iGEM Nantes, Currently enrolled in the Master’s Program of 

Biology and Biotechnology for Therapeutic Research at University of Nantes, natali-

anesti.gospodinova@etu.univ-nantes.fr  

Second Reviewer – Marie Esnard, iGEM Nantes, Currently enrolled in the Master’s Program of 

Biotechnology at University of Southern Brittany, esnard.e2000025@etud.univ-ubs.fr   

Third Reviewer - Tiphaine Chapeau, iGEM Nantes, Currently enrolled in the Master’s Program  

“Biotechnology and Biology for Therapeutic Research” at University of Nantes,  

tiphaine.chapeau@etu.univ-nantes.fr  

Last step  

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 

peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing.  

Uploading  

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added comments 

to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer review 

framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed xxxx 

this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the team 

account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you should upload 

4 documents, 2 per article.  

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 

uploading!  
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Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 

document)  

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 

PDF)  

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 

Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions!  

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 

manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in!  
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

This interview with Prof. Dr. Peter Kremsner focuses on the development of a vaccine 
against COVID-19; It explains different approaches as well as the process of obtaining 
clinical approval, emphasizing the importance of cooperation in the scientific community 
to achieve a functional and safe vaccine. In addition, it provides advice for future scientists 
who aspire to participate in research as important as the one conducted by Prof. Dr. Peter 
Kremsner. 

 

 

 - + ++ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    x 

The main question is original and interesting   x 

Easy to Read and well written?   x 
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The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented63   x 

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   N/A 

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   N/A 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   N/A 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1    N/A 

Only important and useful data is added   N/A 

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?   x 

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The interview tackles a currently critical research topic; to say the focus is important is an 
understatement given the consequences that the pandemic has brought to the world. The 
approach used by Prof. Dr. Peter Kremsner’s team is to develop an mRNA vaccine that 
causes the translation to viral spike protein. There are two other approaches, including 
virus-like particles and a vaccine using MVA virus vectors incorporating  the S antigen.  

Furthermore, it emphasizes the importance of adhering to the quality standards in vaccine 
development even though the current situation demands for an immediate solution. 
International scientific cooperation is fundamental to the rapid development of a proper 
solution. Prof. Dr. Kremsner considers different approaches to have high potential and is 
optimistic given the large number of vaccine programs worldwide going through clinical 
phases at the moment. The clinical trials of the mRNA vaccine are currently in phase 1, 
advancing towards phase 2 so that by the end of next winter, phase 3 could be done and 
the approval obtained by the end of next winter.  

 

                                                           
63

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   X 

● Any factual errors?   X 

● Any invalid arguments?   X 

 

 - + ++ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   N/A 

● The Article has the correct length?   x 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    x 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   x 
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● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   N
/
A 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
  X 

● How original is the work in the topic area?   x 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   X 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   x 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The abstract of this interview gives a short introduction to the problem; the current COVID-
19 pandemic. It also introduces the Prof. Dr. Kremsner and an outline of this interview. It is 
not necessary to give more detailed information on COVID-19 here, as this pandemic is 
omnipresent and affects people worldwide.  
The first question to Prof. Dr. Kremsner is addressed nicely, because it asks him to explain 
his team’s approach and its difference to conventional vaccines. Moreover, he presents 
other vaccine studies he is or will be working on in the near future. 
This gives the reader a good overview so that more detailed or related questions can be 
asked further in the interview, for example what impact the pandemic has on his research 
and what he thinks are the most promising vaccine studies. 

 

2. Materials and Methods N/A 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 
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● Enough controls?    

● High enough sample size?    

● Research was repeated if possible?    

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

   

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice N/A 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards     

The research complies with common ethical standards    

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words)  

N/A 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   N
/
A 
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● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

  X 

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

  X 

● Presentation of future research and limitations?   X 

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The results of this interview can be considered as what the reader learns about Prof. Dr. 
Kremsner’s research, his academic career about the research on COVID-19 vaccines in 
general. These results are discussed by the inquiries asked by team Tübingen and the 
limitations and outlooks mentioned by Prof. Dr. Kremsner himself.  
It is an interesting and relevant question to ask what impact the pandemic had on the 
research, as it asks Pr. Dr. Kremsner to reflect on his own work as well as on how science is 
progressing in this exceptional situation.  
The critical question on the progress of vaccine programs regarding studies showing a 
measurable decrease in neutralizing antibodies in the blood of cured corona patients shows 
that team Tübingen is well-prepared and knowledgeable on the topic. This gives Prof. Dr. 
Kremsner the opportunity to elaborate a bit more on viral vaccines and immunology, as well 
as to indicate knowledge gaps that have to be filled with further research on the topic. 
Finally, the last question on Prof. Dr. Kremsner’s own academic career and his advice for 
aspiring scientists, is engaging for the reader and perfectly aimed at the target audience. It 
is interesting for iGEM participants to read about a scientist reflecting on the strengths that 
led him follow his successful career path. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables N/A 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?    

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 

points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 
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Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

N/A 

 

6. List of References N/A 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

   

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?    

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?    

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

N/A 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

This interview is very well written, and its topic is highly engaging to the reader, since the 
COVID-19 pandemic is omnipresent. Very suitable questions are asked that allow the 
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reader to get insights into Prof. Dr. Kremsner’s research and scientific collaboration in 
exceptional times. The importance of retaining the quality standards in vaccine 
development is emphasized despite the extraordinary situation. It gives insights into the 
process of vaccine development and approval, including the clinical trials carried out on 
different stages.  
The first question asked is of a suitable introductory type that makes Pr. Dr. Kremsner 
present his research. In addition, the last question about advice, the scientist could give to 
students, is very engaging and it shows that the interviewers are aware of the target 
audience of this journal. Moreover, the question on the potential limitations to future  
vaccines caused by the apparent decrease in neutralizing antibodies over time is critically 
asked, it gives the opportunity to learn more about viral vaccines and immunization and it 
especially shows that the interviewers were well-prepared for the interview. 
In general, different questions are asked in a way that make Prof. Dr. Kremsner reflect on 
different issues and topics, including scientific cooperation and progress, as well as the 
progress and potential limitations of his own research. 
The reviewers only found a few minor spelling errors to be revised, as can be seen on the 
corrected draft. One thing that was remarked was to explain the abbreviation for MVA 
virus vectors and/or to explain how this virus is used.  This would improve 
understandability for readers with less or no background in (medical) microbiology. 

 

 
 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is  YES 

Accepted after revisions  2 spelling, 1 abbreviation 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Eva Thielecke, Bachelor student at Maastricht Science Programme, 
Maastricht University e.thielecke@student.maastrichtuniversity.nl. 

Second Reviewer – Juliette Passariello, Bachelor student at Maastricht Science Programme, 
Maastricht University, j.passariellojansen@student.maastrichtuniversity.nl 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 
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Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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 Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The goal was to give an overview of the work of two previous iGEM teams and their work 
on biological lasers. The article also aimed to not only discuss the problems that occurred 
with these previous works but give possible solutions to these problems. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   X  

The main question is original and interesting  X  

Easy to Read and well written?  X  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented64    

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  X  

                                                           
64

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate X   

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)    

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1     

Only important and useful data is added    

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  X  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The idea to review previous work done by iGEM teams is a good one and the topic of 
biological lasers is an interesting subject. The overall presentation of these biological lasers 
and what the iGEM teams TU Delft and UiOslo Norway achieved is easy to follow. Some 
more detail regarding the experiments and the setups these teams used would have been 
nice, because the figure used to show the setup of the TU Delft team shows parts but it is 
not explained what they do. A more detailed summery of the setup from the Norway team 
would have been appreciated, too, so it would be easier to compare the work of the two 
teams. The conclusion does seem to be supported by the given information on the gathered 
data of the two reviewed teams. Thus the ideas on how to work around the presented 
problems appear to be good solutions. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   X 
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● Any factual errors?  X  

● Any invalid arguments?  X  

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?  X  

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  X  

● The Article has the correct length?  X  

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   X  

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  X  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic? X   

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
X   

● How original is the work in the topic area?  X  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  X  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  X  
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Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction describes the concept of the biological laser rather well and easy to understand. It 
also explains what this technique can be used for, describes the underlying physics for fluorescence 
and why the application of it with biological lasers is more effective than conventional fluorescence 
microscopy.  At the end of the introduction the aim of the work is explained and an outlook for the 
article is given.  
Certain parts of the introduction may benefit from a bit more detail, though this could also be given 
in the following parts. One of these is what the resonator/cavity is exactly.   
The use of gain medium and pump are given but may be expanded upon a bit. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? X   

● High enough sample size?    

● Research was repeated if possible?    

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

   

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 
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Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards     

The research complies with common ethical standards    

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

There is no feedback given for this part of the article because this pat does not exist in the 
article. Therefore the check boxes are not filled out. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?    

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

   

● Presentation of future research and limitations?  X  

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

You described the data from both the TU Delft and the UiOslo Norway teams in an easy to 
understand way, however only quantitively. You gave enough information to follow you to the 
conclusion you came to. It would still be nice if you could elaborate on some of these. For example 
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there is little information given on the reasons why the two teams did used the specific fluorescence 
proteins they worked with. Also a more detailed description of the experimental work of both teams 
would help to see why they did not get any useful results. This would also help to solidify why you 
gave the solutions to the problems that you listed. 
You also go into way more detail on the work that the TU Delft did and have comparatively little 
data and thus a rather short discussion of the work that the UiOslo Norway team did. 
May be give some ways to troubleshoot the experimental setup of the Norway team the same way 
you did with the results from the Delft team.  

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story? X   

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

X   

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The data you presented fits with the “story” you told and the conclusions you have come 
to at the end. It would have been nice to have more details on the experiments and the 
used setups for these by the two teams. This would have made it easier to compare the 
given data from the teams and see if the different results of their work were due only due 
to the mechanical setup (i.e. camera, light source/laser) or if the differences came from the 
different fluorescence proteins they used. 
For this a second figure with the setup of the Norway team might be a good idea, because 
the one you have makes it easy to follow what the setup of the Delft team was without you 
needing to explain every little bit. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

X   
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● Are the references too excessive or too limited? X   

● Did they use proper APA style referencing? X   

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

There is given no reference in your article. This makes it hard to check if the conclusions you drew. 
It would be a good idea to at least put the main articles where you found the experimental setup, 
data, and conclusions from the two teams in the references. For this it would be good to at least 
put the relevant pages of the team wikis in the references. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

What you did really well is to explain everything in a very easy to understand way so that 
it is rather straightforward to follow you through the text and understand why you come 
to the conclusions you have drawn. The figure you have presented to show the setup that 
the TU Delft team used helped quite well in this regard too. 
 
What you have done better is to give some more detail on the data the two teams you 
reviewed gathered. Most of the information you gave is not super solid and it is hard to 
base your solution upon this. Here at least putting the teams pages in the references 
would have helped so the reader can look at their data themselves. 
And it would have also helped to have a similar figure of the setup that the Norway team 
used so it is easier for the reader to compare the work the two teams did. You also could 
have given information on the reasons why the two teams used different fluorescence 
proteins and what how this effected the resulting data. 
 
Minor revisions: 

- Grammatical errors 
- Give some more detail on the data presented 
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- Add a figure for the team Norway setup 
 
Major revisions: 

- Add references 
 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Carsten Wilke, Undergraduate student, cawil105@uni-duesseldorf.de 

Second Reviewer – Vincent Holletzek, Undergraduate student, vihol100@uni-duesseldorf.de 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 
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Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM  

Proceedings Journal  

 

In General  

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-review 
other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of time and effort 
in!   

Thank you!   

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal in your 
hands. The next step is the peer-review.   

What is a peer-review?   
Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, with 
expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of accountability and 
assures a high standard for publications.   
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in order 
to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to improve it.   

A few things to keep in mind:   
● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to as well.   

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that you 

have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process should take 

ca. 5 hours per article.  

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English speakers. For 

example, avoid difficult words.   

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this document. 

For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the original document and 

use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how:  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).   

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this document and 

check the applicable boxes.  

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :   

○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect   
○ [+] The authors did this aspect well  
○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary   

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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● Be respectful! - reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your review will 

help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and constructive.  

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors will not 
be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process also 
ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. In addition 
to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this collaboration. For 
this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that will review the article. 
These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may disagree on certain parts as 
long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will need to submit their evaluations in 
the same documents.  

We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture and 

answer the following questions:   

The First Read-Through  

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words)  

This review is mainly based on a comparison of two iGEM teams, TU_Delft 2016 and 

UiOslo_Norway 2017, who  have designed biological lasers using E.Coli   and S. 

Pombe respectively.  

  
  -  +  + 

+  

The main question is addressed and  relevant     X    

The main question is original and interesting      X  

Easy to Read and well written?    X    

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented65  
X      

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  X      

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate  X      

                                                           
65 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all.

  This is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, 
even if it is just an outlook or suggestions for future research.   
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Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   NA  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   X      

Only important and useful data is added    X    

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  X      

  

After the initial read-trough create a first  short summary of what the article is about and 

which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are:  

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important?  

● What are the main findings ?  

● What problem did it aim to solve ?   

● Are the methods used appropriate?  

● Do the data support the conclusions?  

  

Review text (100-250 words)  

At first glance, the topic seems to be fascinating and appealing enough to read further. The review 
overall focuses on comparing two iGEM projects of Tu_Delft 2016 and UiOslo_Norway 2017 
teams. The comparison was thorough and well expressed and the authors did try to give possible 
reasons for the problems faced during the functioning of Biological Laser developed by respective 
teams. However, the authors failed to provide possible solutions for these problems as claimed in 
the abstract. It seems the discussion ended abruptly and without any conclusion of the overall 
review.  

The Second Read-Through - Overview  

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content.  
  

   -  +  + 

+  

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?    X    

● Any factual errors?  X      
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● Any invalid arguments?  X      

  

   -  +  + 

+  

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?    X    

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?      X  

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  X      

● The Article has the correct length?      X  

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?     X    

  

  

Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is also 
important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text.  

  

  

  

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance  

1.Introduction  

Does the introduction:   

   -  +  + 

+  

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  NA  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?    X    

● 
Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge?  

X      
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● How original is the work in the topic area?      X  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  X      

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  X      

Originality   

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't been 
investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other fields 
demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. However, 
methodology and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is acceptable to 
reference older literature.  

Aims  

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the introduction 
should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the research aim should fit 
into  

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words)  

The idea seems to be original and pretty exciting, but the authors couldn’t present it up to the mark. 
The flow of introduction and coherency should be improved by giving proper definition and 
references to the statements mentioned in the introduction part. While introducing terms like gain 
medium, resonator/cavity etc. it would have been better if they could have explained how these 
things help in working of bio lasers briefly.  

  

2. Materials and Methods ( Not a part of article)  

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” .  

Is the research reproducible and robust?  

   -  +  + 
+  

● Enough controls?  
 

    

● High enough sample size?  
 

    

● Research was repeated if possible?  
 

    

● 

Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research performed ?  
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Reproducible Methods  

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the research 
and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in a step by step 
way (if applicable).  

Robust Methods  

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was performed. 
This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to confirm findings. 
Furthermore, the research must be unbiased.  

Best Practice  

  -  +  + 

+  

The research complies with health and safety standards         

The research complies with common ethical standards        

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words)  

NA  
  

3. Results and Discussion  
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things that were 

discovered or confirmed?:  

   -  +  + 

+  

● Describes the data collected and their implications?    X    

● 

The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where applicable)  

X      

● 
The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the topic also 

by referencing previous research?  

 NA  

● Presentation of future research and limitations?    X    

  

The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. The 

Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the performed 

research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and future research.  
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Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words)  
The discussion part is well written and shows that the authors have spent enough time reading 
and analysing two projects. Also, it is appreciable that they have identified the pros and cons of 
both the projects, and they have tried to give possible reasons. However, they could have justified 
their reasons with proper references and logical reasoning. As claimed in the introduction, we 
didn't find any proposed solution for the problems. Moreover, while mentioning improvement in 
the computational part, they could have suggested a few ideas that would help to improve the 
same.   

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables ( Not a part of article)  

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. Images 

and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall article. Images 

and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables should be correctly 

labelled.  

  -  +  + 

+  

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?        

● 
There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data points 

with support the trends claimed by the authors.  

      

  

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word)  

This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not 
a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. 
This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not 
a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. 
This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not a real text. This is not 
a real text.  

  

6. List of References  

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The references 
should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations.  

   -  +  + 

+  

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them?  

X      
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● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  X      

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?  X      

  

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words)  

NO references were provided at the end of the article. This thing needs to be taken up seriously by 

the authors as well as the publisher. The lack of references makes this interesting article pretty 

absurd.  

  

7. Plagiarism  

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of the 
paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has potentially been 
plagiarised please contact  

[msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software.  
  

SUMMARY text (250-500 words)  

● What is the strength of the manuscript?  

● What are its weaknesses ?   

● List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the keywords of 

things mentioned above)  

The primary strength of the manuscript is the topic of the article is fascinating and original. Authors 
have written the article in simple language which is easy to understand. Projects were studied well 
for writing the articles. The article gave an insight on biolasers and use of synthetic biology in 
making biolasers.  

  

As for the weak point, references are the most crucial part of any article, especially a review article 
and what authors missed while writing this article. We couldn't find a proper closure to the article 
through a conclusion section. Also, few things were not defined where required, and flow of the 
article was not uniform in a few sections of the report. We would also like to suggest authors have a 
look at punctuation marks in the article.   

  

Overall, the article can be considered amongst the useful articles provided that authors consider 
the primary concern of lacking references and providing solutions to the problems faced by the 
teams.  
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Verdict  

  What is your verdict about the manuscript?  

Accepted as is     

Accepted after revisions     

Major revisions necessary   X  

  

  

  

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system)  

First Reviewer –   

Tejas Vandeo Borkar*, 3rd year, Biology major, BS-MS undergrad at IISER Tirupati, 
tejasvborkar@gmail.com  

Purva Shripad Damale*, 4th year, Chemistry major, BS-MS undergrad at IISER Tirupati, 
purvashripaddamale@gmail.com  
* both the reviewers have equally contributed to the peer review of this article and are from team iGEM IISER-

Tirupati_INDIA  

  

Last step  

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your peer 
review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing.  

Uploading  

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added comments to 
the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer review 
framework document with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed xxxx this is 
the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the team account for the 
upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you should upload 4 documents, 2 
per article.  

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 

uploading!  
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Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname (word document)  

  
Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname (word document or PDF)  

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled Upload 
instructions. Please follow the instructions!   

  

  

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ manuscripts. 

This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in!  
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The research aims to provide an overview on the start-ups founded by former iGEMers with 
a special focus on Latin American teams. It provides information on 3 well-known and 3 
Latin America based start-ups aiming to display the common issues faced by such 
entrepreneurship activities.  

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    x 

The main question is original and interesting  x  

Easy to Read and well written?   x 

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented66   x 

                                                           
66

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  x  

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   x 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  x  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1    x 

Only important and useful data is added   x 

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?   x 

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The article consists of 2 content portions: “Iconic bio-startups” and “Synbio is developing 
in Latin America”. Overall, the topic is interesting and relevant to many iGEMers planning 
to further their iGEM project. The main findings are the information on 3 well-known and 
3 Latin American start-ups and the initial issues which they have faced. One of the main 
problems is the method of research as it is based on 2 key terms and 1 search engine 
(Google Scholar). Although the data presented seems to support their aim, using multiple 
search engines and other key words might have produced more relevant and 
representative results.  

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   x 
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● Any factual errors?   x 

● Any invalid arguments?   x 

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?  x  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   x 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   x 

● The Article has the correct length?   x 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    x 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   x 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  x  

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 x  

● How original is the work in the topic area?   x 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   x 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   x 
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Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The topic is original in terms of its emphasis on Latin American former iGEM participant 
start-ups. The aim is clear and well-stated. Some semantic errors are present but overall it 
is understandable. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?    

● High enough sample size?  x  

● Research was repeated if possible?    

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

 x  

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 
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Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

  - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards     

The research complies with common ethical standards    

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

Since this is a review article, reproducibility and robustness is hard to assess. However, the 
method is detailed enough to understand the overall framework of the process. The major 
problem is the use of a single search engine and only 2 key words. This restricted search 
may not be as representative of the entire iGEM to start-up project as it likely only displayed 
similar start-ups with relatively common issues in formation. Adding another search engine 
such as Research Gate, Elsevier may be helpful varying the start-ups used or strengthening 
the chosen ones.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   x 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

 x  

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

  x 

● Presentation of future research and limitations? x   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 
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Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The data compilation and flow is good but some sentences are confusing and need 
reviewing. The reasons for the limitations are presented but could have been more 
thoroughly analyzed (e.g. the social reasons for the low participation of teams in Latin 
America). Future research that might be held on this topic is not discussed. This may be 
about comparing other regions of the world to Latin America or exploring more start-ups in 
the area. If other start-ups with different problems are incorporated (as suggested 
previously), other future research possibilities may emerge as well. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   x 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

  x 

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

Data is sufficient to support the conclusion but if more issues or the suspected reasons for 
these issues are presented then the conclusion will be strengthened. Additionally, some 
formatting errors in the text must be fixed including the changed spacing for some lines and 
italics.  

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

   

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   x 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   x 
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Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

Since the topic is relatively original it seems like the references used are nearly all of the 
information present in this topic. Therefore, the citations are thorough and representative 
of the field of research. Contradictory papers are not available because of this property as 
well so this criteria is not applicable for the article. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The originality is the major strength of the manuscript as it touches upon a local topic 
with global ramifications. Another strength is the relatively representative group of start-
ups chosen for the article. However, the methodology of using a few key words and only 1 
search engine to compile these start-ups does not seem thorough enough as it poses the 
danger of over-generalizing the limitations and problems faced by start-ups. Therefore, if 
possible, the addition of other research methods may be better to increase the 
representation of many different issues. Another major revision is the analysis of the 
social perception towards synthetic biology start-ups in Latin America which is hinted at 
but not properly investigated in the article. Future perspectives or alternative view points 
are not mentioned. Minor revisions include formatting and grammar changes and the 
reviewing of some confusing sentences marked on the article document. 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  x 
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Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Fatma Chafra, Undergraduate Student and Researcher, Bilkent University, 
fatma.chafra@ug.bilkent.edu.tr. 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Team UNILausanne: Engineering the 
probiotic Escherichia coli Nissle 1917 for 

oscillatory colorectal cancer therapy. 
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 Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

Combining the advances in probiotic treatment and chronotherapy to develop a new 
therapy against colorectal cancer.  

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    x 

The main question is original and interesting  x  

Easy to Read and well written? x   

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented67  x  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   x 

                                                           
67

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   x 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  x  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   x  

Only important and useful data is added x   

Does the conclusion answer the main question ? x   

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The project idea is very interesting. It also is a topic of relevance. Best you refer to all of my 
comments for exact references. The general problem of the presented article are stylistic 
errors in tense and grammar. All in all, while very interesting, the topic is conveyed 
unprofessionally and therefore looses some credibility. 

The amount and usage of data is fine, it is *not* a problem of content, it is purely a problem 
of order and presentation! I keep my texts here short, for there are no heavy factual errors. 
In fact you did a great job in collecting results and data. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable? x   

● Any factual errors?   x 

● Any invalid arguments?  x  
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 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   x 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?  x  

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   x 

● The Article has the correct length?  x  

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?  x   

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  x  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   x 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 x  

● How original is the work in the topic area? x   

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  x  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   x 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
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fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction is well written. As commented, do not present the thesis as unreachable 
and therefore unimportant. Choose a more positive connotation towards your own work. 
Give more detailed phrase on how your research is really new and not to close to e.g. Zhang 
et al. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?   x 

● High enough sample size?   x 

● Research was repeated if possible?   x 

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

  x 

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 
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Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    x 

The research complies with common ethical standards   x 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

Again, no critique towards the extensive amount of data you use. Try to write a more 
professional text as suggested in my comments. Mainly focus on the correct tense, no active 
referencing and a passive representation of the exact steps. Do not use “We …” “Then we 
…” “Then we… and last we…” 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   x 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

x   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

 x  

● Presentation of future research and limitations?  x  

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

You present the findings very well, try to distinguish more between results and discussion 
(see comments). Use formal language! You present the most important results of your 
experiments. When you start the discussion, you do not address the presented results 
again! Limit yourselves to the results and explain them in detail. Don’t just say “it didn’t 
work”, give possible improvements and try to explain error. 
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5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   x 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

  x 

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

Good representation, extensive appendix, well designed figures. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  x 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   x 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing? x   

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

For the introduction, maybe you will be able to find more recent studies. You claim that 
recent studies elevate the importance of your studies, yet you fail to provide them in the 
context. Please refrain from active referencing in full-text style (see all my comments). You 
use APA6, but not consequently. Please make it as formal as possible, considering my 
suggestions. 
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7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

Just keywords. Again, I do not criticise the quality of your research, nor the factual 
correctness of any method or result. I do not have enough expertise in your field to 
attempt in the first place. The core weaknesses of your article are the language (grammar, 
tense, formalism) and the structure or logical thread of your presentation as specified 
above and by my comments in the article. 
Best wishes 
Marcel from iGEM Aachen 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  x 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Marcel Wittmund, RWTH Aachen University Biotechnology, 
marcel.wittmund@rwth-aachen.de 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 
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Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The main aim of this article is to treat colorectal cancer with chronotherapy as there are 
considerably less amount of side effects. The article shows that chronotherapy can be used by 
using the repressilator into the probiotic E. coli Nissle 1917. They also aim to modify the 
repressilator in such a way that the repressilator produces the enzyme azurin, essential to their 
method, in an oscillatory manner. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   X  

The main question is original and interesting   X 

Easy to Read and well written?  X  
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The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented68  X  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding  X  

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate  X  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  X  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   X  

Only important and useful data is added  X  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  X  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The papers premise is indeed interesting because of the reason that it is trying to deal with 
cancer in an unconventional way ( with the help of a bacteria ). Their main goal  is to 
produce the enzyme azurin to deal with the cancer. The methods used are appropriate and 
their highlighted achievement was the production and purification of the enzyme azurin. 
Their conclusion was that their next step would be to prove that their concept is viable and 
it works by testing it on a specific set of cells which is their chosen in vitro model. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

                                                           
68

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  X  

● Any factual errors?  X  

● Any invalid arguments?  X  

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  X  

● The Article has the correct length?  X  

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    X 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  X  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  X  

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 X  

● How original is the work in the topic area?   X 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  X  
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● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  X  

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction of this article is well written. It speaks of how cancer is usually treated and it also speaks 
about the new upcoming methods amongst which is one of the methods used in this article that is through 
the production of the enzyme azurin in an oscillatory manner. They also have a few citations in the 
introduction itself which helps us to relate to this article In a better and an understanding way. It also talks 
about the problems faced when other methods are applied in a similar scenario. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? X X  

● High enough sample size? X X  

● Research was repeated if possible? X X  

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

 X  

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 
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Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards   X  

The research complies with common ethical standards  X  

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

The methods conducted had enough controls and a high enough sample size for a valid and an 
appropriate conclusion to be made. There was research conducted only on the theoretical part of 
the project and not the actual working part. The research conducted on the viability of the project 
was a success and all the results and finding clearly show that. The research complies with all the 
health and safety standards as well and the common ethical standards. They have conducted all the 
experiments or tests in a step by step manner so all the information regarding the methods used 
are present in a very concise and an informative way with the help of the tables and diagrams 
presented in their appendix. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   X 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

  X 

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

  X 

● Presentation of future research and limitations?  X  

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 
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Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The results division of this article consists of 3 parts which defines the results and the findings of 
each of their step conducted in method part of the article and it clearly tells us what their goal is . 
First they inserted the repressilator system inside the bacteria and then they modified it to make it 
work inside the bacteria and when it started producing the main enzyme needed for their method 
,azurin, they purified the protein. The results are displayed in a very systematic way and it convinces 
the reader and also justifies their method adopted required to  conduct their experiments. In the 
discussion subtopic, they talk about their challenges which they were going through as and when 
they  were conducting the experiment. They also tell us about the difficulties they faced while 
conducting the experiments. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   X 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

  X 

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The amount of information and tabular data shown in this article are really exceptional, but 
its not shown directly in the article it’s all attached in an appendix which is present near the 
end of the article just before the references are shown. The tabular data is exceptional and 
they rightly justify the conclusive data which is written in the article. The number of tests 
performed are also very convincing and the graphical data present in the article shows the 
amount of work put in by the entire team. The data is clearly shown and very conclusive 
and justifies the results shown work perfectly. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 X  
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● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   X 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?  X  

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The amount of references used in this article is perfect and they were very well citated throughout 
the entire article  and each and every concept used in the entire article has a reference citated to it 
stating that thorough research has been done for this entire article. The references used are also 
completely valid and sensible references and some of them are recent references while other 
reference and slightly old. There are only one or two references which are very old and they stated 
in the year 1990. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

This article is really well written and it hardly has any kind of weaknesses because it is 
written in a very systematic way  and shows all the required and necessary data to 
conclude all the experiments and tests. They also stated in their conclusion that this is 
only their first step and they would be moving forward with the actual production of the 
enzyme as and when possible which sounds very promising. The article is very interesting 
aspect as it is taking a new route to cure a specific type of cancer and it shows how it can 
be effective and based on their current progress it clearly shows that their on the right 
track. There are no particular weaknesses which were evident while going through the 
entire article. Everything from the introduction to the references seemed very perfect and 
convincing as it was done in a systematic and an understandable way. 

 

Verdict 
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 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is  X 

Accepted after revisions   

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email address. 

Second Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email 
address. 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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 Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The history of iGEM and some of the most important aspects. Also, it describes some 
projects.  

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   x  

The main question is original and interesting  x  

Easy to Read and well written?  x  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented69 x   

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding x   

                                                           
69

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate  x  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  x  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   x  

Only important and useful data is added x   

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  x  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

IGEM is a foundation that is constantly working on improve synthetic biology. For this 
purpose, there are a lot of directions: human practices, part registry, After iGEM, etc. The 
paper intention is to resume the main aspects about iGEM . It does not show what methods 
you used.  And we don’t quite understand what is the ‘discussion’ section about. It seems 
like a conclusion; in that case we think that you probably would give more information that 
support that paragraph. The graphs not totally support the main idea or in some cses hey 
are not well described. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  x  

● Any factual errors?  x  

● Any invalid arguments?  x  
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 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic? x   

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper? x   

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  x  

● The Article has the correct length? x   

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?  x   

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly? x   

● Summarizes previous research on the topic? x   

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 x  

● How original is the work in the topic area? x   

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  x  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?  x  

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
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fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

We don’t see the problem that you want to solve. What is this important for you? We 
suggest summarize the main findings of previews works, and once that you have this you 
should identify what is the added value that your research wants to incorporate? We think 
that this is a good exercise that will allows you to fill information in the introduction section 
and the following parts. We don’t see Bibliographical citations in this section, so we don’t 
have a source to contrast the information. It is important to do the citation even it is 
obtained from the “iGEM Web”. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? N
A 

  

● High enough sample size?  NA  

● Research was repeated if possible? N
A 

  

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

 NA  

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 
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Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards   N
A 

 

The research complies with common ethical standards  N
A 

 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

The article does not have a section for material and methods, we think is an aspect to add 
in the corrections. Even if it is a review you should explain how you do it? What terms did 
you use for the research? What are your information sources? Otherwise we can't contrast 
that you are telling  

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications? x   

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

x   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

x   

● Presentation of future research and limitations? x   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 
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Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

In this section we see a god summarize of the information, but if you want a research of 
impact you should analyse this information more deeply.  We suggest some questions kind 
of interesting: What is the real impact of iGEM on society? What is the impact of iGEM in 
your location? Are the projects of iGEM changing the world or they are only an ‘academic 
issue’ ?. What exactly means that this competition it is constantly growing? For example, 
for Latin America team like mine, this competition gave us the opportunity to be involved 
in Synbio, a science trending in Europe, Asia, north America but not in our region, iGEM do 
it possible. We suggest things like this and discuss them. Once again we don’t see many 
citations in the text, we think that you could improve this. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story? x   

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 x  

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

Not all the images are referenced in the text. We think that some are irrelevant like the 
iGEM logo.  We suggest present a Gian Jaboree picture with all the teams instead. Also if 
you guys could improve the images will be great There are a lot of software in internet to 
do attractive graphs.  If you get and image or some stats that prove that igem  has been a 
place for people and ideas to flourish and grow well  it wil be excellent 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

x   
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● Are the references too excessive or too limited? x   

● Did they use proper APA style referencing? x   

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The references are limited, we think that you should fill this space with reference of the 
web pages that you used to talk about introduction and part of results. There are a lot of  
works talking about the impact of igem, and igem in the development in synbio that you 
could review. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The strength of the manuscript is the topic and the resume of some projects. The 
weaknesses are mainly an inconclusive ending, at this point of article we can understand 
what is iGEM about, but we would like to see the real impact of iGEM outside de 
competition as a short section at the end that invites the lectors to reflection and then 
the conclusion. We think that citations in text is important, also we suggest adding a short 
materials and methods section that describes how your review was done.  Also you could 
identify some future directions that people interested in this topic will address. 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  x 
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Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Jean Herdoiza, Supervision, iGEM Ecuador, DCVA, UFA ESPE, Sangolquí, 
Ecuador, jpherdoiza@espe.edu.ec 

Second Reviewer – Fernanda Arias, Supervision, iGEM Ecuador, DCVA, UFA ESPE, Sangolquí, 
Ecuador, mfarias3@espe.edu.ec 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The team aims to summarize the available promoters deposited within the iGEM registry  

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    X 

The main question is original and interesting  X  

Easy to Read and well written?   X 

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented70   X 

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   X 

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   X 

                                                           
70 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   X 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1    X 

Only important and useful data is added   X 

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?   X 

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

In the review the group successfully summarizes iGEM’s six major promoter categories and 
describes their components and modifications. The main premise of the review does a nice 
job of concisely and clearly listing promoters associated with each group and related 
information in an easy to understand fashion.  

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  X  

● Any factual errors?   X 

● Any invalid arguments?   X 

 

 - + +
+ 
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● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   X 

● The Article has the correct length? X   

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    X 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   X 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   X 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 
knowledge? 

  X 

● How original is the work in the topic area?  X  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   X 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   X 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 
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Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction thoughtfully lays out the background information on promoters logically leading 
to the research aim. The chronology in which topics are introduced blends academic/industry-
generated research with that of iGEM and produces a story that is easy to follow. Though relatively 
brief, the introduction concisely summarizes the purpose of the paper and how it could be useful to 
other iGEM teams. It may be helpful to the reader if you add additional background information 
about the goals that synthetic promoters can achieve that natural ones cannot.  
 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?  n/a  

● High enough sample size?  n/a  

● Research was repeated if possible?  n/a  

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 
performed ? 

 n/a  

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
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+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    X 

The research complies with common ethical standards   X 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

While we understand the word limitation on the article and the aim of the article to be a lit 
review, one thing missing that would be nice to address in  the article is how each of the 
information was consolidated such as where on the iGEM depository did each data come 
from. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   X 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 
applicable) 

  X 

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 
topic also by referencing previous research? 

  X 

● Presentation of future research and limitations?   X 

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The Discussion does an adequate job of describing data, analyzing content, describing 
trends, and presenting future work. The discussion presents a consistent story with the rest 
of the paper, providing an effective elaboration on what has been investigated. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 
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 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   X 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

  X 

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The data presented support and add to the literature review’s overall story. The tables 
clearly describe and compare the different promoter systems available in the iGEM 
repository. These will be useful tools for other teams to reference when choosing their 
promoters in the future. Though we understand the word limitations, it may be helpful to 
the reader to include a diagram/figure that illustrates how one of these promoter systems 
worked. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  X 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   X 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   X 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

There are a sufficient number of sources cited throughout the paper that range in date 
published and relevant topics. Though we, the reviewers, are not experts on promoter 
systems, we believe that the references fully cover the information needed to properly 
convey the story. 
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7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

● What is the strength of the manuscript? 

● What are its weaknesses ?  

● List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

To be frank, I don’t have much to say here other than this is a fantastic paper! The paper 
has sufficient data to support the research hypotheses, and it is presented in clear terms 
which paint a clear story. The discussion in particular does a good job of tying the work 
together, staying consistent with the rest of the article. Please see the specifics above for 
some minor suggested revisions, but  overall, there is very little to do before this paper is 
good to go! 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is  X 

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Alex Misiaszek, BUGSS (Baltimore Underground Science Space), 
amisiaszek@stalbansschool.org 

Second Reviewer – Guoyue Xu, BUGSS, xguoyue@gmail.com. 

Third Reviewer – Breanna Takacs, BUGSS, breatakacs@gmail.com. 
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Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

To review the promoters present in the iGEM’s repository which are categorized into six 
types based on their functions. To discuss some frequently used promoters and its 
properties in all the categories.  

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    X 

The main question is original and interesting  X  

Easy to Read and well written?  X  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented71   X 

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   X 

                                                           
71

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate  X  

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws) (NA)    

The data is sufficient and self-consistent1   X  

Only important and useful data is added  X  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?   X 

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The paper reviews the major six types of promoters present in the iGEM repository that are 
categorized based on their functions. The paper contains a coherent explanation of all these 
types. Various examples of commonly used promoters from all categories are presented 
clearly in a tabulated manner. Designing and modifications to the commonly used 
promoters are discussed. However, the author focused more on explaining the design and 
construct of the promoters, but it lacks an explanation of its basic functionalities which is 
very crucial. Overall, the review is very interesting and valuable, and it surely will aid in 
choosing the right promoter for various synthetic biology projects which is the main aim of 
the research. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   X 

● Any factual errors?   X 
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● Any invalid arguments?  X  

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?  X  

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   X 

● The Article has the correct length?   X 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    X 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   X 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?  X  

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 X  

● How original is the work in the topic area?   X 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   X 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   X 
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Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction gives a clear idea of the aim of the research. The authors have highlighted 
the factors driving the choice of choosing the promoter. It is well written and summarizes 
the previous work related to the topic. I suggest that the authors give a short account of 
the goals achieved by hybrid promoters. More emphasis on how exactly this review would 
help in choosing the promoter could be better. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?  N/A    

● High enough sample size? N/A    

● Research was repeated if possible? N/A    

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? N/A 

   

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 
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Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards   N/A    

The research complies with common ethical standards N/A    

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

The paper does not have Material and Methods section. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   X 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

X   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

  X 

● Presentation of future research and limitations?  X  

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

 
The paper does not have a Result and Discussion section. The authors have summarized the 
paper under 'conclusions'. With necessary arguments, the overall research is effectively 
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concluded. Some points were redundant as they were already mentioned in the 
introduction.  I suggest adding a discussion section and address the possibilities for any 
possible future studies and its limitations. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   X 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 X  

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

 
The authors have done an excellent job of representing the data supporting the research in 
a tabular manner. This made it very clear to understand. It is noteworthy that the provided 
information about the promoters for different categories was changed accordingly which 
gives a clear picture of the characteristics of the promoters.  
It would be valuable to provide some examples with necessary data for USTC logic 
promoters too. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  X 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  X  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?  X  
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Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The references are reliable, accurate, and support the author's arguments. Some of the references 
(web pages) are not cited properly. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

 

The review is well-written and a useful summary of the promoters available in the 

repository. The word choices and language are clear and understandable. The 

introduction rightly delivers the goal of their research. Some extensively used 

promoters and their functions are well-discussed. The manuscript discusses how 

the past iGEM teams modified and improved the existing promoters. This gives an 

insight for the future teams as to how the promoters could be modified according 

to their need. One of the biggest strengths of the paper is that the data provided 

for all the types of promoters are well organized and systematic.  

 

The paper has several strong points but there are some aspects which could be 

improved. It would be valuable to give a brief description of the specific functions 

in every category and sub-category of promoters. Especially for cell signalling 

promoters, only the construct of a particular operon(lux operon) is discussed. The 

authors could generalize the functions first and then provide specific examples in a 

tabulated manner like it is done for the rest of the category so the format would 

be consistent throughout the paper. The conclusion section could be improved, 

and a discussion section could be added. The author could have mentioned if the 

examples for constitutive prokaryotic promoters were chosen on any basis with 

comparative analysis. 
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Given the availability of large varieties of promoters in the repository, the writers 

have done an excellent job in summarizing the current status from a certain 

perspective which gives the readers an adequate understanding. 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Pavithra Sathyan, B.Tech Biotechnology Engineering (ongoing- V semester), 
Manipal Institute of Technology. Mail- Pavithra.s3@learner.manipal.edu 

Second Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email 
address. 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 
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Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Team Stonybrook: Light-triggered 
knockdown of the WUSCHEL gene in 

Nicotiana benthamiana. 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

They propose an optogenetic transcription control system into Nicotiana benthamiana 
leaves which will prevent plant development upon exposure to UV-B light. In solution to 
the stem gene flow problem of transgenic crops 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    +
+ 

The main question is original and interesting  +  

Easy to Read and well written?  +  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented72  +  

                                                           
72

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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Table and figures add to the article and aid understanding   +
+ 

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   +
+ 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)    

The data is sufficient and self-consistent1     

Only important and useful data is added  +  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  +  

 

After the initial read-trough create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings? 

● What problem did it aim to solve?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The article premise is interesting and important for GM crop control, but the authors did 
not obtain any findings and in the section of results and findings they just described more 
methods.   

This project aimed to solve the gene flow of genetically modified crops, that may threaten 
agrobiodiversity through cross-pollination enabling GM crops to out-compete their wild-
type counterparts.  

Due to the article presented is a proposal for future research, the methods described are 
not appropriate, because they are described briefly, and they could not be repeated if 
possible. 

Unfortunately, the data do not support the conclusions, although the culmination of the 
project with experimental data would be of environmental interest. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 
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● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  +  

● Any factual errors?  +  

● Any invalid arguments?  +  

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   +
+ 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   +
+ 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   +
+ 

● The Article has the correct length?   +
+ 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections?     

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   +
+ 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   +
+ 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in 

available knowledge? 

 +  
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● How original is the work in the topic area?   +
+ 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  +  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the 

introduction? 

  +
+ 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

Indoor farming is a useful tool for mitigating the risk of gene flow due to the high degree of 
control over plants being grown. However, it has no inherent mechanism preventing the 
escape of transgenes. For direct control of plant growth, manipulation of the shoot apical 
meristem (SAM) may be desired. SAMs are the source of above-ground organs and can be 
classified into different zones based on cytology. the coordination of cell proliferation and 
differentiation is achieved through an autoregulatory negative feedback loop composed of 
the genes WUSCHEL (WUS), and CLAVATA3 (CLV3). 

When WUS expression is reduced, stem cell differentiation is promoted, thus depleting the 
SAM stem cell population. This may be induced through the production and subsequent 
proliferation of synthetic trans-acting small interfering RNAs (syn-tasiRNAs). Cleavage of the 
mRNA transcript obstructs translation, “silencing” the gene, hence the name RNA 
interference (RNAi). The transcription of the WUS syn-tasiRNA is controlled by a light-
inducible promoter activated by a UVR8-COP1 optogenetic pair. UVR8 is a plant 
photoreceptor responsible for regulating UV-B-triggered signalling pathways.  

The introduction could be shorter, we guess that describing the RNAi silencing system could 
be only mentioned and not described, also irrelevant information could be eliminated and 
the results and discussion of the project could be increased. It is suggested to determine 
the advantages of this application over other expression systems.   

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
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Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? -   

● High enough sample size?    

● Research was repeated if possible? -   

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed? 

 +  

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    +
+ 

The research complies with common ethical standards   +
+ 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

The section of materials and methods was hard to read because at the beginning the 
authors explained that they used a truncated COP1 but not how they obtained it (from 
which protein database) to produce the homology models. 
Then, it is mentioned two constructs to evaluate how key motifs may be manipulated to 
preclude interaction, but at least one construct should be added as negative control and it 
also should be described in the text.  
The protocol of N. benthamiana transformation should be added in the article or the 
authors may reference another article that has already done it before, because for future 
research what is described in the text will not allow anyone to repeat this assays. 
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Finally, there is mentioned a controlled UV-B exposure, but the authors should explain how 
they control it, under what conditions it was possible and at the end they described again 
that the RNA will enter to the systemic circulation to the cells and induce the mechanism of 
interference RNA; this explanation should not be repeated because it is already on 
introduction.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications? -   

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

-   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

-   

● Presentation of future research and limitations? -   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

An optogenetic approach allows unparalleled spatiotemporal precision and reversible 
control over cellular signaling, overcoming many limitations of chemically induced systems. 
Therefore, the creation of the optogenetic tool, Plant Usable Light-Switch Elements 
(PULSE), allows for reversible control of plant gene expression without background 
stimulation from ambient light. 
Results should show those obtained from the homology model for COP1. It should be 
clarified how far the research has been developed because part of the methodology is 
contained in the results. 
Although no results are available, the discussion should cite previous studies and defend 
possible findings, limitations, and future studies. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
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article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story? -   

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 

points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

-   

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

This article did not present any data even though in materials and methods there is 
described that the authors already performed a bioinformatic assay (homology models), N. 
benthamiana transformation, and UV-B exposures.    
In respect of images, illustrations, and tables; neither of them was added to the section of 
results and it was full of text that is not relevant as findings. Instead of findings, the authors 
described molecular assays that they will perform in the future in order to select 
transformants, so in methods, it should not be written in past tense because readers 
understand it as they already have performed these assays.    

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 +  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  +  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   +
+ 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

Respect to the references, one of them (Müller et al, 2013) is not mentioned in the text. On 
the other hand, the reference in the introduction (Yang et al, 2016) is to the year 2016 and 
in the reference section to the year 2015. The discussion of the results must be cited, in 
order to support the information presented. Results of previous studies should be 
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mentioned or if it is the first study, related studies that support the possible expected 
results should be mentioned. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The strength of the manuscript is the main problem that the authors propose to solve, 
genetically modified crop control. This is important for controlling gene flow between 
transgenic plants and wild types, as this can reduce the genetic diversity of plants. On the 
other hand, interference RNA induced silencing is a specific tool that allows the knockout 
of genes in an efficient way. Therefore, the project approach is well described and its 
importance is also stressed.  
 
But the rest of the article was hard to read because the authors did not explain if they 
achieve to perform any assay. Instead of that reviewers assumed it due to any results 
were presented.   
The major revisions that we recommend to be done are report findings of something that 
the authors have already done, rather describing assumptions of possible findings; this 
could be added in the discussion section. Another suggestion is to reduce the 
introduction, in order to highlight results and discussion.  
As for the discussion, although the authors had no data to discuss, it was fine to describe 
the importance of their approach but this information had to be supported by at least one 
reference. 
In respect of conclusions, in spite of the fact that these were well written and in 
accordance with the theme the authors propose to solve; actually, you cannot conclude 
something that has not been determined experimentally yet. 
Authors should be more meticulous with references because one of them was not in the 
article and another had the year wrong. 
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Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is  No 

Accepted after revisions  No 

Major revisions necessary  Yes 
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Arly Camila Armas, qualifications, Departamento de Ciencias de la Vida y de 
la Agricultura, Universidad de las Fuerzas Armadas - ESPE and acarmas@espe.edu.ec 

Second Reviewer – Tannya Sandoval, qualifications, Departamento de Ciencias de la Vida y 
de la Agricultura, Universidad de las Fuerzas Armadas - ESPE and tmsandoval@espe.edu.ec 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort  
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The point of the research is to prevent gene flow from transgenic crops. In general to aid 
the GMO industry by minimizing the risk of spreading modified plant genes.  

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant   +  

The main question is original and interesting   +
+ 

Easy to Read and well written?  +  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented73   + 

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   + 

                                                           
73

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   + 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   + 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   +  

Only important and useful data is added   + 

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  +  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

○ It is a very interesting topic with a novel solution, might be useful to make it 

more clear on what the problem is and specifically why your method is more 

beneficial than already existing solution.  

● What are the main findings? 

○ Slightly unclear what the findings are. A plan is clearly stated and well written 

accompanied by beautiful and helpful figures. If due to time constraints there’s 

no wet lab results please it could be useful to clarify this.  

● What problem did it aim to solve?  

○ Cross pollination and gene flow from transgenic crops. 

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

○ Yes, methods are appropriate and clearly explained.  

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

○ The findings support the conclusions, but little data is presented so hard to 

comment on this.  

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

It is a very interesting topic with a novel solution, might be useful to make it more clear on 
what the problem is and specifically why your method is more beneficial than already 
existing solution. Slightly unclear what the findings are. A plan is clearly stated and well 
written accompanied by beautiful and helpful figures. If due to time constraints, there’s no 
wet lab results please it could be useful to clarify this.  
 
The abstract needs to include a clearer problem description. 
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The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  +  

● Any factual errors? -   

● Any invalid arguments? -   

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   +
+ 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?  +  

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   +
+ 

● The Article has the correct length?   +
+ 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    +
+ 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  
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 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   +
+ 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   +
+ 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 +  

● How original is the work in the topic area?   +
+ 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  +  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   +
+ 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The topic is novel and well described on a technical level. I have never heard about it before 
and would say that you present a good case for why this could be useful for the topic and 
how the development of this could be useful in the future. The exact aim could be clarified 
a bit, at the moment it gets lost in the technicality and could be clarified.   

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 
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 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls? -   

● High enough sample size? -   

● Research was repeated if possible?  +  

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

   

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards     

The research complies with common ethical standards    

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

No material and methods are presented. GMOs can be especially tricky to find ethical ways 
to work with but and in regard to health/safety standards there shouldn’t be an issue in the 
experimental stages from what is described in the article.   
 
The literature and citations seem proper, and the arguments are logical and supported by 
the literature. As a research paper presenting the current research the methods seem 
reliable, robust and well defined. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 
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 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  +  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

-   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

  +
+ 

● Presentation of future research and limitations?   +
+ 

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

Interesting discussion that clearly describes the issues and the solutions that come with 
optogenetic switches in plants. The only comment I could give is to try and define why 
chemical solutions aren’t as useful more clearly. 

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   +
+ 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

  +
+ 

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The information provided gives a clear picture of how the experiments should be performed 
but it doesn’t seem like any wet lab experiments have been performed and therefore no 
data is present. The homology models are beautiful and aids the understanding the 
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previous text describing it. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  +
+ 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   +
+ 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   +
+ 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The references are correct and seems relevant. After a cursory look no contradiction were 
found. If the figures were made by the team then I have no comments but in case they have 
been made by someone that isn’t an author in this paper then a reference should be put in. 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

This article contains a novel method to solve a very relevant topic within synthetic biology 
that could have major impact on to GMOs and agricultural industries to improve the 
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durability of the plants in an ever-changing climate. There is little explanation on the 
current solutions and how this will improve the situation. Some aspects might need to be 
clarified to make the information more accessible to the public. It’s well written from a 
technical standpoint but if the target audience is a more general audience then some 
parts might need more thorough explanation. 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  x 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Hanna Mårtensson, KTH, chemical engineering, hmarte@kth.se. 

Second Reviewer – Due to issues in lab we only had one member available to work on this 
project! We apologize for this inconvenience! 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 
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Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

To emphasize on the current developments and future propositions in bioprinting. The 
paper consists of research about the technology and materials used in bioprinting. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    ✓ 

The main question is original and interesting   ✓ 

Easy to Read and well written?   ✓ 

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented74   ✓ 

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding ✓   

                                                           
74

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   ✓ 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   ✓ 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1    ✓ 

Only important and useful data is added   ✓ 

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?   ✓ 

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

A review article has been written by UNAMBG iGEM's team on the currently existing 
technology and future outlooks in the field of bioprinting. They have elaborated on inkjet, 
microextrusion, and laser-assisted type of bioprinting mechanism, materials used and 
advancements required to be made. The data has been collected from research papers 
published after 2006 and before 2019 and has been summarized well for the reader's 
understanding. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   ✓ 

● Any factual errors?   ✓ 

● Any invalid arguments?   ✓ 
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 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   ✓ 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   ✓ 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   ✓ 

● The Article has the correct length?   ✓ 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    ✓ 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   ✓ 

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   ✓ 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
  ✓ 

● How original is the work in the topic area?   ✓ 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?   ✓ 

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   ✓ 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
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However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction explains the topic in brief with all the required points needed. It highlights the 
techniques and methodologies in the field and is written using an understandable language. It is 
valid for the target audience and presents all important points expected. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?    

● High enough sample size?   ✓ 

● Research was repeated if possible?    

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? 

   

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
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+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    ✓ 

The research complies with common ethical standards   ✓ 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

The review paper consists of enough data from various research papers conducted 
previously and helps in understanding the topic well. It is written in a simple 
comprehensible language and gets to its target audience well.  Various parts under the topic 
have been systematically defined and explained well, helping the reader get what are the 
current developments in the field of bioprinting and what can be expected in the near 
future with regards to the research. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   ✓ 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

  ✓ 

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

  ✓ 

● Presentation of future research and limitations?   ✓ 

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The discussions summarize the uses, approaches, technological advancements and 
materials with a view of how they have evolved and future advancements to be expected. 
It describes the data collected and their implications along with critical analysis. The 
references of previous research and review papers show that the author has conducted the 
review efficiently with careful examination. The paper includes the current limitations of 
the research and the upcoming advancements anticipated in the field.  
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5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   ✓ 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

  ✓ 

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

It is always more informative when we view data through graphs, charts or tables. Although 
the write up is great there could have been an attempt made to include one of these. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  ✓ 

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   ✓ 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   ✓ 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The data included from the references were cited properly and all the citations required 
and used anywhere in the report have been mentioned. Also, the format used was accurate 
(APA style) as required. The references range from research papers published after 2006 
and before 2019, thus including the latest developments in the field. There were no 
contradictory statements mentioned. 
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7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 

• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The paper is very systematic and explains the topic very well. 
The authors has presented the novel aspects of the research and used references where 
ever necessary. 
Revisions: It is advisable to make use of the full forms of the words used before making 
used of the abbreviations at least for the first time when the abbreviations are mentioned 
in the paper. (Kindly mention the full form of the abbreviation PVA in the paper) 
Instead of including all the paragraphs after the first paragraph of introduction in the 
introduction itself, you can put in a separate section called ‘ Methodologies’ or ‘Materials 
and Methods’ . 

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  ✓ 
Major revisions necessary   

 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email address. 

Second Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email 
address. 
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Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The paper revisits the 3D bioprinting technology. It talks about the different technologies 
used in 3D bioprinting in the introduction, followed by its drawbacks in the discussion and 
future applications in the conclusion. 

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    X 

The main question is original and interesting  X  

Easy to Read and well written?   X 

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented75  X  

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding    

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate    

                                                           
75 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)    

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1   X  

Only important and useful data is added  X  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ? X   

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The review begins with a very nicely framed abstract that gives a general overview of the 
contents found inside the paper. The introduction begins with a description of the field of 
3D bioprinting and the major technologies used in the process, e.g, inkjet, microextrusion, 
and laser-assisted. The discussion majorly talks about the drawbacks of the 3D bioprinting 
technique and how wide area applications of the technique have not been possible. In the 
conclusion section, the paper talks about the future perspectives of the 3D bioprinting 
technique including computer aided manufacturing tools for future clinical applications and 
use of bioprinting for drug development and delivery. 

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   X 

● Any factual errors?  X  

● Any invalid arguments?   X 

 

 - + +
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+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?   X 

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  X  

● The Article has the correct length?   X 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?   X  

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  X  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   X 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 
knowledge? 

 X  

● How original is the work in the topic area?  X  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?  X  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   X 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 
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Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction is very smooth. The beginning is with introduction of bioprinting and 
recent advances in the field, with a smooth transition to the various technologies used in 
the field. The three discussed bioprinting techniques discussed are inkjet, microextrusion 
and laser-assisted. The properties and requirements of bioinks alongside their limitations 
have also been talked upon. However, another important technique is cell-electrospinning 
bioprinting which has not been discussed in the text. Also, the kind of bioink used in 
bioprinting is also an important component and should be discussed upon more. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + +
+ 

● Enough controls?    

● High enough sample size?    

● Research was repeated if possible?    

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 
performed ? 

   

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 
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Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards     

The research complies with common ethical standards    

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

There is no material and method section in the given paper. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   X 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 
applicable) 

   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 
topic also by referencing previous research? 

   

● Presentation of future research and limitations?   X 

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

The discussion involves a general overview of the applications and the drawbacks of 3D 
bioprinting, vascularisation, bioinks, cell types, etc. The conclusion majorly describes the 
future perspectives, medical applications and drug development and delivery. However, a 
discussion on the current status and implications of 3D bioprinting in SARS-CoV-2 research 
during the ongoing pandemic would make the paper much more interesting. Also, a more 
thorough discussion on the bioprinted organoids like human lung alveoli (or others which 
have been successfully developed and implemented) and pathogen infection studies would 
make the paper more relevant to the current global scenario. 
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5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?    

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

   

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The text is exceptional. It is well written in unambiguous language and is easily 
understandable. We feel that people reading the review would get a clear overall picture of 
the field of 3D bioprinting. However, introducing a table for comparing different bioprinting 
techniques like inkjet, microextrusion, laser-assisted and cell-electrospinning that 
compares their advantages, disadvantages, efficiencies and applicable fields would make it 
easier for the reader to browse through them. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 
especially ones that would contradict them? 

 X  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  X  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   X 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The authors might want to look at the following references as well- 
1. Zhou H, Liu LP, Fang M, Li YM, Zheng YW. A potential ex vivo infection model of 

human induced pluripotent stem cell-3D organoids beyond coronavirus disease 
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2019 [published online ahead of print, 2020 Apr 27]. Histol Histopathol. 2020;18223. 
doi:10.14670/HH-18-223 

2. Clevers H. COVID-19: organoids go viral. Nat Rev Mol Cell Biol. 2020;21(7):355-356. 
doi:10.1038/s41580-020-0258-4 

3. Berg J, Hiller T, Kissner MS, et al. Optimization of cell-laden bioinks for 3D bioprinting 
and efficient infection with influenza A virus. Sci Rep. 2018;8(1):13877. Published 
2018 Sep 17. doi:10.1038/s41598-018-31880-x 

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

● What is the strength of the manuscript? 

● What are its weaknesses ?  

● List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The strength of the current manuscript lies in its simplicity in writing and content 
coverage from the field of 3D bioprinting research. It covers the recent advances in the 
field and keeps up with the current technologies in the field. However, incorporation of 
subtle changes are required which have been suggested in the above sections, 
summarized in the following paragraph and in the manuscript as comments. 
The review needs to include cell-electrospinning bioprinting in its technique section. The 
current advances during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and applications of this area of 
research can also be incorporated to strengthen the work. Bioinks, being a crucial aspect 
of 3D bioprinting, can also be revisited and talked more upon. The organoids that have 
already been successfully bioprinted and are in use can be talked upon alongside infection 
models. 
Atlast, the overall manuscript is a good read and very informative. 

 

 

Verdict 
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 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  The manuscript should be accepted after revision. 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Omkar Mohapatra, Undergraduate, Indian Institute of Science Education and 
Research (IISER) Tirupati, omkarmohapatra123@gmail.com 

Second Reviewer – T Srividya Vyjayanthi, Undergraduate, Indian Institute of Science 
Education and Research (IISER) Tirupati, srividyavyjayanthit@gmail.com 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

The main point of this research is to understand the cytokine storm that happens due to a 
COVID-19 infection. Since this storm can be lethal the team aims to identify biomarkers that 
can estimate the severity of this immune reaction and therefore the pathology.  

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and  relevant    x 

The main question is original and interesting   x 

Easy to Read and well written?  x  

The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented76   x 

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding   x 

                                                           
76 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This is 

understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate   x 

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)   x 

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1    x 

Only important and useful data is added   x 

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  x  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The authors investigate a highly relevant and interesting topic, namely the cytokine storm 
that happens as a response to COVID-19. This paper tries to understand the role of specific 
cytokines and how their quantity can influence and predict the severity of the storm. Since 
a severe cytokine storm can be lethal for the patient, it is very important to find markers 
that can predict the pathology and maybe even offer gradual treatment options. To my 
understanding, the used methods are appropriate in order to find a potential solution for 
this problem. Since the authors use modelling as their primary methods, further in-lab 
experiments will be needed, however this is not the aim of the paper and therefore not 
relevant for the review. Since there is not much data yet, it is too early to evaluate the 
conclusion, however it is visible that the authors have thought about potential outcomes 
and are able to elaborate on these.  

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?  x  
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● Any factual errors?   x 

● Any invalid arguments?   x 

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?  x  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   x 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?   x 

● The Article has the correct length?   x 

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?    x 

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?   x  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic?   x 

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 
knowledge? 

  x 

● How original is the work in the topic area?   x 

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly?    x  

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   x 
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Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

The introduction is very well written and presents the investigated issue to the reader in an 
easy-understandable way. However, if the reader is not familiar with modelling, it can be 
quite difficult to understand the following paragraphs. Therefore, I would suggest that you 
add a short paragraph that explains “AND” and its features to the audience. This will help 
in understanding your research goals and also your method section. You state the 
importance of your research and the goals that you hope to accomplish with this very well.  

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + ++ 

● Enough controls?  x  

● High enough sample size?  x  

● Research was repeated if possible?  x  

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 
performed ? 

x   

 

Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 
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Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    x 

The research complies with common ethical standards   x 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

As already mentioned above, I would recommend to explain the modelling process and the 
used program more thoroughly. Especially this part can be difficult to understand if one 
does not have much knowledge about computational modeling. Nonetheless, by using 
modeling as the method of choice, there was no health or safety risk. The methods were 
well chosen in order to solve the scientific issue that this paper talks about. However, a 
detailed description of the methods that allows reproduction is missing.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?   x 

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 
applicable) 

x   

● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 
topic also by referencing previous research? 

 x  

● Presentation of future research and limitations? x   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 
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Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

Since the authors did not have the time to run all their experiments yet, not many results 
can be evaluated at this point. The authors describe the plan for their experiments well 
which helps understanding their future plans. Some modelling was done until now which 
shows promising results. The results are clearly listed in the text and a figure was included 
that helps understanding and visualizing the outcome. As commented in the text, the 
abbreviation CMV should be explained and it should be explained why this promoter was 
used in this situation.  

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?   x 

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 x  

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

Similar to the previous point, since the authors are not done with their experiments this 
question cannot be fully answered. Up to this point, the amount of data is not sufficient, 
however this is not the authors’ fault and will not be considered in the evaluation. The data 
that was generated until now is nicely presented and illustrated by figures. I would suggest 
that a few words describing the cytokines and their respective functions are added to this 
paragraph since this will help the reader understand the importance and relevance of your 
findings.  

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

  x 
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● Are the references too excessive or too limited?   x 

● Did they use proper APA style referencing?   x 

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

Throughout the paper, proper APA style citation was used. The list of references at the end 
of the documents has an appropriate length and includes all references mentioned in the 
text.  

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

● What is the strength of the manuscript? 

● What are its weaknesses ?  

● List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

In this paper, the authors investigate a highly relevant topic and seek to contribute to 
improving the treatment options for COVID-19 patients that suffer from a cytokine storm. 
The formatting of the paper is excellent and the figures are very well integrated into the 
text. The authors did a great job in introducing the scientific issue and the importance of 
their research to the audience. Most parts of the article are well presented and 
appropriately written for the expected audience. However, it is suggested that the 
authors add a few more sentences that describe the modelling program and also the 
advantages and possible limitations of this program. If the reader does not have 
experience in this field, it can be quite difficult to understand the used methods and the 
conclusion that can be drawn from the results.  
Another strength of this article is the separation into discussion and conclusion at the end 
and the citation style.  
list of recommended revisions:  

- major: introduction of modeling program  
- major: step-by-step explanation of the methods in order to allow reproduction  
- minor: addition of a few explanatory sentences in the results section that helps 

the reader in understanding the importance of the findings.  
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Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  x 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Katja Sievert, BSc. Molecular Medicine, University of Tuebingen (Germany), 
email: katja.sievert@charite.de 

Second Reviewer – Lea Vogt, BSc. Molecular Medicine, University of Tuebingen (Germany), 
mail: lea.vogt@igem-tuebingen.de  

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 
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Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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 Peer Review Framework for the iGEM 
Proceedings Journal 

In General 

First, thank you very much for your cooperation in sending in an article and agreeing to peer-
review other manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without all the teams that put a lot of 
time and effort in!  

Thank you!  

Now, there is still quite a bit to do until you can hold the very first iGEM proceedings journal 
in your hands. The next step is the peer-review.  

What is a peer-review?  

Peer-reviews are used as a method for quality assurance. This is achieved by having reviewers, 
with expertise in the same field (peers), evaluate a work. This provides a form of 
accountability and assures a high standard for publications.  
This guide aims to help you in writing your peer-review. It will guide you through each step in 
order to assess the quality of the manuscript and give the authors the best feedback to 
improve it.  

A few things to keep in mind:  

● Be Positive! Give positive feedback where it is deserved! But be strict if you need to 

as well.  

● Take your time! Doing a proper review takes time and effort. Please make sure that 

you have enough time to give proper feedback about the article. The whole process 

should take ca. 5 hours per article. 

● Write so everyone can easily understand you, even if they are not native English 

speakers. For example, avoid difficult words.  

● Refer to the page and line numbers in the manuscript when giving feedback in this 

document. For grammar, punctuation and spelling mistakes, correct them in the 

original document and use the ‘track changes’ function (Here is how: 

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd ).  

● Actively insert comments in the original document and also take notes in this 

document and check the applicable boxes. 

● When checking the boxes, put an X in the box that fits best :  

https://bit.ly/3gVAVSd
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○ [-] The authors can improve this aspect  

○ [+] The authors did this aspect well 

○ [++] The authors did this aspect exemplary    

● Be respectful! -  reviewers and authors are in the same team: Team Science! Your 

review will help the author to make his article even better, so be objective and 

constructive. 

The peer-review will be conducted in an ‘open system’. This means the reviewer and authors 
will not be anonymous and the revisions and comments will be openly accessible. This way 
acknowledgments can be given to the input and hard work of the reviewers. An open process 
also ensures that everyone is doing their very best and treatment will be fair and respectful. 
In addition to that, it creates a better learning experience for everyone that took part in this 
collaboration. For this to work every team should appoint 2 team members per article that 
will review the article. These Reviewers will be acknowledged by name. The 2 reviewers may 
disagree on certain parts as long as they describe what they disagree on and why. They will 
need to submit their evaluations in the same documents. 
We suggest you do a skim-read for your first read through in order to get the bigger picture 
and answer the following questions:  

The First Read-Through 

What is the main point of this research? (2 sentences; max. 75 words) 

Phytoplankton relies on the consumption of iron. Populations of phytoplankton decrease 
due to the limited availability of iron in the water. Iron consumption of Synechococcus 
CB0101 could be improved by transforming it with the genes evolved in iron-poor 
conditions. Phytoplankton blooms will be prevented by inducing a kill switch at high 
intracellular levels of iron. Doing so will stabilize the marine food chain and reduce CO2 
levels in the atmosphere.  

 

 - + +
+ 

The main question is addressed and relevant   X  

The main question is original and interesting  X  

Easy to Read and well written? X   
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The conclusions are consistent with the evidence and arguments presented77   X 

Table and figures add to the article  and aid understanding X   

The tables or figures are consistent and clear and the amount appropriate X   

Is the experimental design precise and appropriate (no flaws)  X  

The data is sufficient  and self-consistent1  X   

Only important and useful data is added  X  

Does the conclusion answer the main question ?  X  

 

After the initial read-trough  create a first short summary of what the article is about and 
which major flaws you found. The questions that you should orientate yourself on are: 

● Is the paper's premise interesting and important? 

● What are the main findings ? 

● What problem did it aim to solve ?  

● Are the methods used appropriate? 

● Do the data support the conclusions? 

 

Review text (100-250 words) 

The paper discusses an interesting topic in marine biology and ecology. The approach 
selected is straightforward yet ambitious. The initiative to evaluate sensitivity of promoters 
is a good experiment not only for this project but also for future studies, although no results 
from MCherry fluorescence assay were shown. The authors did well in highlighting the 
limitations of their experimental findings too. The design of a kill switch shows that genetic 
modifications could be associated with risks that should be prevented if possible. Overall, 
a promising and relevant work with several downfalls in the structure and clarity of the 
narrative and presentation.  

The Second Read-Through - Overview 

When reading through the article again you should judge the authors argument construction, 
language clarity and content. 
 

                                                           
77

 Due to the momentary Covid-Situation, many teams might not have conclusive data or any data at all. This 

is understandable and absolutely ok. But make sure that they will end up with a conclusion, even if it is just an 
outlook or suggestions for future research.  
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 - + +
+ 

● Is the text written in unambiguous language and understandable?   X 

● Any factual errors?   X 

● Any invalid arguments?  X  

 

 - + +
+ 

● Does the title fit into the article's topic?  X  

● Does the Abstract sufficiently summarize the paper?   X 

● Do the Keywords fit into the Articles topic?  X  

● The Article has the correct length? X   

● Are the paragraphs in the right sections ?  X   

 
 
Try to judge the author's language and how well the text was written, for difficult text it is 
also important for the reviewer to do their part in understanding the text. 
 
 
 

The Second Read-Through: Section by Section Guidance 

1.Introduction 
Does the introduction:  

 - + +
+ 

● Explain the problem thoroughly?  X  

● Summarizes previous research on the topic? X   

● Highlights gaps in current understanding technologies and conflicts in available 

knowledge? 
 X  
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● How original is the work in the topic area?  X  

● Does the introduction address the target audience properly? X   

● Is the research aim fully presented and introduced to in the introduction?   X 

Originality  

It can be argued by the authors that new research is required because a topic is novel or hasn't 
been investigated recently and due to new developments in technology or research in other 
fields demands for reinvestigation. The research should be presented with recent reference. 
However, methodology  and some research may rely on older research, in which case it is 
acceptable to reference older literature. 

Aims 

The introduction usually ends by presenting the aims of the research. However, the 
introduction should already present the main aspects and knowledge gaps in which the 
research aim should fit into 

Review text – Introduction (100-250 words) 

A strong first paragraph, stating the problem and the resulting consequences (maybe include CO2 
levels too). Next, the authors take time to explain the adaptation of the phytoplankton to the 
limiting amount of Fe(II) – relevant and well structured. I would appreciate a few words on the 
general trends in aquatic iron and how this problem has progressed over the years, make bigger 
emphasis on the paper of Boyce et al. (makes it even more serious). Authors then mention that in 
regions with low iron bacterial gene expression of iron-capturing proteins is higher, but it would be 
interesting to know where this problem is acute and needs intervention (also a step towards the 
implementation of your iGEM project). Introduction wraps nicely around the goal and the 
methodology to be used. However, I did not see any knowledge gaps being mentioned.  

 

2. Materials and Methods 

The research presented should be reproducible and robust and follow “best practice” . 
Is the research reproducible and robust? 

 - + ++ 

● Enough controls? G X  

● High enough sample size?   X 

● Research was repeated if possible? [Grade is (-)] g   

● Detailed protocol with step by step instructions on the research 

performed ? [Grade is (-)] 
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Reproducible Methods 

The method section should be written in a way to allow other researchers to reproduce the 
research and results. All equipment, reagents and sampling methods should be explained in 
a step by step way (if applicable). 

Robust Methods 

Robust Methods mean that sufficient reliable data was collected and full analysis was 
performed. This includes the use of sufficient sample size and controls where it is needed to 
confirm findings. Furthermore, the research must be unbiased. 

Best Practice 

 - + +
+ 

The research complies with health and safety standards    X 

The research complies with common ethical standards   X 

Review text - Material and Methods (150-350 words) 

This section needs major improvement especially in the “Designing an Iron Sensitive Kill Switch” 
section. The method is not clearly explained. From what is explained they are trying to develop a 
promoter that binds an iron dependent operator. However, it is not well explained how this 
promoter will be implemented in the full kill switch mechanism. As a suggestion, they should 
introduce a picture where iron dependency is shown. They should also discuss in more detail the 
toxins that will be activated by the pAceB promoter. In this section they suggest using a lac operon 
to invert the effect of the pAceB promoter. This is not fully explained and quite confusing. At the 
end of the section the reader doesn’t fully understand how the kill switch will work in the 
environment where the bacteria will be released. The section needs a table that describes the 
constructs as well as the primers used. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The results should be presented coherently, what happened? How are the results? Things 
that were discovered or confirmed?: 

 - + +
+ 

● Describes the data collected and their implications?  X  

● The content is critically analysed? (with statistical analysis where 

applicable) 

 X  
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● The trends seen in the data are explained in the wider picture of the 

topic also by referencing previous research? 

X   

● Presentation of future research and limitations? X   

 
The Discussion should distil the information from the previous section and the data collected. 
The Authors should summarize the overall development of the topic in the context of the 
performed research. The “story” should be consistent and present research limitations and 
future research. 

Review text Results and Discussion (200-350 words) 

This section is divided in testing the growth of the bacteria in the presence of iron and 
transforming the kill switch constructs. Out of these two sections, the growth in the presence of 
iron is convincing. They discuss data that shows the growth of the bacteria, as described by the OD 
value in the presence and absence of iron. As a suggestion, this part should be discussed in more 
detail and maybe compared with findings of other authors. 
The kill switch discussion requires major improvement. The authors mention different parts 
without properly explaining their function or how they will be implemented in the final system. 
Also, they should think of short comes for this mechanism and suggest alternatives to it. Overall 
the kill switch developed is an interesting idea but requires better explanation in order to be easily 
understood by the average reader.  
The results presented are still preliminary and will be developed.  Keeping that in mind, I would 
suggest trying different condition for the growth experiment. The conditions should replicate as well 
as possible the natural environment where the bacteria will be released. As part of this section they 
also suggest developing a GFP protein that would be compatible with the phytoplankton used. As 
an alternative, they could be using cromoproteins or chemiluminiscence, both being techniques that 
shouldn’t interfere with the auto fluorescence of the organism.   

5. Information and data presentation: Images, Graphs and Data Tables 

The data should be presented in an easy to understand way and visually wherever possible. 
Images and Illustrations should further the understanding of the text and fit into the overall 
article. Images and Illustrations should be of sufficient quality and graphs and data tables 
should be correctly labelled. 

 - + +
+ 

● The data presented in the article support the paper's overall story?  X  

● There is sufficient data. This includes an appropriate amount of data 
points with support the trends claimed by the authors. 

 X  

 

Review text Information and data presentation (100-250 word) 

The Graphs don’t have proper annotation on the axes.  
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The pictures and their description are difficult to follow. The colony PCRs they used show 
only one possible transformant with a band that is very faint. I would suggest redoing I and 
trying to purify it and send it for sequencing just to be convinced that the construct obtained 
in indeed the expected one and not an artefact. 

 

6. List of References 

References should be accurate, trustworthy appropriate of the presented content. The 
references should be mostly recent and support the authors arguments with in-text citations. 

 - + +
+ 

● Did they list the relevant literature, without missing an important paper, 

especially ones that would contradict them? 

 X  

● Are the references too excessive or too limited?  X  

● Did they use proper APA style referencing? X   

 

Review text  References and citations (100-250 words) 

The authors presented a good use of the references in their work. Citations were made at 
the right times almost always. However, only four literature references were used, while 
there is more literature out there about this topic. Still, the selected works present 
extensive research and thus are overall more than informative about the relevant issues. 
The literature is recent and gives a good overview of the current state of the matter. The 
referencing style only was inconsistent, with Ahlgren et al. paper not having 
volume/index/page information. The references were selected with great effort, maybe a 
couple more to add for an even better overall picture.  

 

7. Plagiarism 

Authors should present the novel aspects of the research, this helps in the understanding of 
the paper and helps with questions over potential plagiarism. If you think an article has 
potentially been plagiarised please contact [msp-igem@maastrichtuniversity.nl]. We will also 
perform a check with an Anti-plagiarism software. 
 

SUMMARY text (250-500 words) 

• What is the strength of the manuscript? 
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• What are its weaknesses ?  

• List the major and minor revisions that you recommend to be done (Just the 

keywords of things mentioned above) 

The paper shows a strong start from the beginning. The problem presented is indeed 
relevant and plays an important role in the environment. The structure of the 
introduction was good, being able to explain all the concepts relevant to understanding 
the issue. The problem and the theory are definitely this paper’s strong points. Therefore, 
only minor revisions are recommended for the introduction, like paying more attention to 
the terminology and spatial distribution of this problem (iron deficiency) worldwide.  
 
The methodology chosen is good and the choice of kill switch is well justified. Experiment 
showing the growth of the bacteria at different levels of iron is presented well and the 
findings are relevant in the context of the problem. Critically speaking, these findings 
could be related to the work of other authors and discussed in more detail. However, the 
presentation of the kill switch (both theory and experimental) could benefit from more 
detail. It is not clear of the implementation of the promoter into the whole kill switch 
system and how it will work in practice. The reader will certainly appreciate a more 
detailed chart that shows the action of this kill switch in practice. The authors could also 
improve this part by providing a table of genetic constructs.  
 
It was very important to see the authors discuss the shortcomings of the project. Among 
those were the poor quality of the gel in Fig. 3A and autofluorescence of the bacteria. 
These considerations could be used to discuss the future prospects, along with the 
experiments planned for future. The conclusion of the paper is good, being both concise 
and informative. The only thing to potentially be included is the proposed real-life 
implementation of their product. Overall, the authors show good work with major 
revisions only necessary for the kill switch description and experimentation.  

 

Verdict 

 What is your verdict about the manuscript? 

Accepted as is   

Accepted after revisions  X 

Major revisions necessary   
 

Reviewers (necessary, because it is an open system) 

First Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email address. 

Ilya Ivanov, MSc (University of Groningen) i.ivanov.3@student.rug.nl 
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Second Reviewer – Author name, qualifications, associated institute (if any) and email 
address. 

Andreea Stan, MSc (University of Groningen) a.stan.6@student.rug.nl 

Last step 

Please reread your peer review once more to make sure you filled everything in and that your 
peer review will help the other team to perfect their article for publishing. 

Uploading 

When the peer reviewers from your team have filled in this document and also added 
comments to the original article, please upload the corrected original article and this peer 
review framework document  with the comment: “Hi, we are xxx and xxx and we reviewed 
xxxx this is the filled-in Peer review framework and the corrected article.” You can use the 
team account for the upload or apply for a personal account on the website. In total you 
should upload 4 documents, 2 per article. 

Make sure to label the Peer review framework and the corrected article correctly before 
uploading! 

Corrected article: Team_name_Article_title_corrected_Draft_Reviewerteamname  (word 
document) 

Peer review framework: Peer_review_ Article_title_Reviewerteamname  (word document or 
PDF) 

Better instructions for the upload can be found in the Email and in the document labelled 
Upload instructions. Please follow the instructions! 

 

 

Lastly, thank you very much for your cooperation in peer-reviewing other teams’ 
manuscripts. This idea would be nothing without you who put a lot of time and effort in! 
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